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Chairman’s
Boulder

Message

IETF Meeting

Let me give another grateful thanks to our hosts in Boulder. The success of this
meeting is due to the efforts of a large consortium of Colorado academic and industry
groups. In particular,
we need to recognize Carol Ward (Westnet) and Don Morris
(NCAR)for their efforts in putting this cooperative group together.
The Boulder meeting marked our second meeting in a row in which we had attendance
around 300. The number of Working Groups has now grown to almost 50. During any
one of the Working Group periods in our Agenda, there were typically between 9-12
parallel sessions in progress. It has becomevery difficult to find hosting organizations
that can provide facilities for this amountof parallel breakout sessions. Therefore,
starting with the Boulder meeting, and continuing for the near future, we will be
holding IETF meetings in conference hotels. Although it increases the basic costs of
the meeting, it has the advantage of providing the necessary meeting logistics. It also
increases convenience for attendees by eliminating travel time between the meeting
site and the hotel site.
Next IETF Meeting-

St.

Louis (March 11-15,

1991).

The next IETF meeting will be hosted by Washington University and Guru Parulkar
in St. Louis (March 11-15, 1991). The meeting already promises an interesting
technical agenda, a full schedule of WorkingGroup meetings, and excellent Internet
and computingfacilities.
There will be several important changes at the next IETF meeting, which will be
discussed below.
IETF Attendance

Fees

I want to take this opportunity to remind prospective attendees of one important
change’, in our normal planning for this and future meetings - we will be asking for
an attendance fee to help offset somecosts of the meeting.
The IETF is an open technical meeting, not a "conference". Local expenses for all
past IETF meetings have been been paid for either by the local host or through
U.S. government funding. Whenthe IETF meetings were smaller this was workable,
but as the meetings grew in size, the U.S. government expressed a desire for IETF
participants to share a portion of the meeting costs. Therefore, beginning with the
St. Louis IETF meeting, we will be asking attendees to defray some IETF meeting
costs directly.

Regular IETF attendees will recall that we have discussed this issue as early as the
February 1990 open plenary at FSU. At the December 1990 meeting in Boulder, we
announced that this new policy would start with the St. Louis meeting. It is our
sincere hope that this new policy does not affect attendance at IETF meetings.
Specific details will be provided in announcementsto the IETF mailing list.
there are a few more important issues to mention here.

However,

Importance Of Early Hotel And IETF Registration: It will be important for folks to
send their registration forms and checks to CNRI(and to maketheir roomreservations
with the hotel) by a certain cutoff date. There are three reasons for this. 1) The
hotel offers discounted rates for both the hotel rooms and the meeting rooms, but it
is based on filling an early hotel "block". The "block" closes about two weeks prior
to the meeting. Therefore, you can help reduce your costs and the overall meeting
costs if you makeyour hotel room reservation and your attendance reservation by the
cutoff date. It turns out the IETF has not had a good record in the past of filling
early hotel "blocks". It will help to keep costs downif we can establish a better
record of early hotel registrations. 2) It is very helpful for the logistics planning (e.g.,
refreshments, setting up meeting rooms in "classroom" or "theatre" style, etc.) if
we have a good idea of the number of attendees in advance. 3) It will help reduce
the onsite registration hassles and delays if most of the registration activity is taken
care of for most attendees before the meeting. Since this is the first meeting in which
fees will be required, we have no experience with howthis might increase onsite
registration delays.
All these requirements will be satisfied if prospective attendees have bookedthe hotel
room by the cutoff date, and if they have returned a completed registration form to
CNRIby the cutoff date. Therefore, under these conditions, we will be happy to
accept the regular attendance fee onsite. If the hotel block becomescompletely filled
early (which will assure the discounted rates for the meeting rooms and hotel rooms),
then we will be able to waiveall late fees.
Refund Policy: Wewill give a full refund for cancellations or no-shows. Those who
cancel or no-show would not receive Proceedings, of course, but can arrange to purchase separately if they wish.
Credit Cards: Wedo not yet have the final arrangements in place to accept credit
cards. Therefore, for the St. Louis meeting, I must ask that attendees arrange for
payment by check. Wefully expect to be able to accept credit cards by the July IETF
meeting in Atlanta.
The IETF has comea long waysince our initial fifteen person meeting five years ago.
Its growth and successes have come from the support of a wide communityof network
operators, users, vendors, and researchers. This special blend of attendees makesthe

IETF a unique development group. I intend to make every effort
important and distinctive blend of contributors.

to maintain that

Interop, Inc.
Interop, Inc., has provided the main logistics planning for IETFmeetings for the last
two years. I regret to report that starting with the St. Louis meeting, Interop will
no longer be providing this service.
During the lat two years, the IETF has grown from just over 100 to around 300
in attendance, and from around 15 working groups to approximately 50. This has
obviously been a crucial time in the development of the IETF.
I wouldlike to express myappreciation for Interop’s outstanding efforts on the IETF’s
behalf during this period. In particular, we will miss the high degree of professionalism
and friendly countenance of both Susie Karlson and Valerie Collins. Weowe Susie,
Val, and Interop a great deal for helping to create a well managedmeeting structure
during this period of rapid IETF growth.
Susie, Val, thank you for all you have done for IETF. Wehope you will drop in on us
from time to time.
New IETF Meeting

Coordinator

Every end denotes a new beginning. Starting with the St. Louis IETF meeting,
MeganDavies (CNRI) will assume the position of IETF meeting coordinator. Megan
has been with us for the last two meetings to insure a smooth transition. Megan
will also have the major role in compiling the IETF Proceedings. Please join me in
welcoming Meganto this new position.
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9:00-9:30 am

Introductions

9:30-12:00 noon

Morning Working Group Sessions
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

1:30-3:30 pm

IETF

and Local Arrangements

Character MIB (Bob Stewart/Xyplex)
How to Write a MIB BOF (Dave Perkins/3COM)
Interdomain Policy Routing (Martha Steenstrup/BBN)
Multi-Media Bridging (Jeffrey Fitzgerald/Fibercom)
Network Information Services Infrastructure
(Dana Sitzler/Merit)
Network Printing Protocol (Glenn Trewitt/DEC)
OSI X.500 (Steve Kille/UCL)
Security Area Advisory Group (Stephen Crocker/TIS)
Topology Engineering/Network Status Reports
(Phill Gross/CNRI)

Afternoon Working Group Sessions
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Benchmarking Methodology (Scott Bradner/Harvard)
DECnet Phase IV MIB (Jonathan Saperia/DEC)
Configuration and Password Security BOF
(Jeff Schiller/NIT)
Distributed File Systems (Peter Honeyman/UMich)
Domain NameSystem (Philip Almquist/Consultant)
Interdomain Policy Routing (Martha Steenstrup/BBN)
Multi-Media Bridging (Jeffrey Fitzgerald/Fibercom)
OSI X.500 (Steve Kille/UCL)
Operations Board Meeting (Phill Gross/NRI)

4:00-6:00 pm

Working Group Sessions

¯
¯
¯
¯
7:00-10:00 pm

Interdomain Policy Routing (Martha Steenstrup/BBN)
Introduction to Router Requirements BOF(Philip Almquist/Consultant)
Network Joint Management (Gene Hastings/PSC)
Network Database BOF (Russ Hobby/UCDavis)
OSI X.500 (Steve Kille/UCL)
PPP Extensions (Stev Knowles/FTP)
SNMPAuthentication
(Keith McCloghrie/Hughes LAN
and James Galvin/TIS)

Evening Working Group Sessions
Privacy Enhanced Mail Deployment Issues BOF
(Steve Crocker/TIS)
OSPF Version 2 Deployment BOF (Dave O’Leary/SUP~Anet)

TUESDAY, December
9:00-12:00 noon
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Morning Working Group Sessions
Bridge MIB (Fred Baker/ACC)
IP over Switched Megabit Data Service
(George Clapp / Ameritech)
OSI X.500 (Steve Kille/UCL)
Router Requirements (Philip Almquist/Consultant
and James Forster/cisco Systems)
Telnet (Dave Borman/Cray Research)
Operational Statistics
(Bernhard Stockman/NORDUnet
and Phill Gross / CNRI)
OSI Internet Management (Brian Handspicker/DEC)

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
1:30-3:30 pm

Afternoon Working Group Sessions
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

4:00-6:00 pm

IETF Protocol and Technical Presentations
¯
¯

7:00-10:00 pm

Assignment of OSI NSAPAddresses (Richard Colella/NIST)
Bridge MIB (Fred Baker/ACC)
IP over Appletalk (John Veizades/Apple)
OSI X.500 (Steve Kille/UCL)
Remote LANMonitoring (Mike Erlinger/Micro Technology)
User Connectivity (Dan Long/BBN)
User Services (Joyce Reynolds/ISI)

IP Address Space Problems and Proposed Solutions
(Noel Chiappa/Consultant)
Routing Stability in the NSFNET
(Sue Hares/MERIT)

Evening Working Group Sessions
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

8 Bit Internet Mail BOF
Border Gateway Protocol (Yakov Rekhter/IBM)
Manager to Manager Birds of a Feather
User Connectivity (Dan Long/BBN)
Using PPP in Bridges (Fred Baker/3Com)

WEDNESDAY, December
9:00-12:00 noon

Morning Working Group Sessions
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

1:30-3:30 pm
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Connection IP (Claudio Topolcic/BBN)
FDDI MIB (Jeffrey Case/UTenn)
Internet Accounting (Cyndi Mills/BBN)
Interdomain Pohcy Routing (Martha Steenstrup/BBN)
IP over Appletalk (John Veizades/Apple)
IP over Large Public Data Networks
(George Clapp/Ameritech)
Management Services Interface (Oscar Newkerk/DEC)
Operational Statistics
(Bernhard Stockman/NORDUnet
and Phill Gross/CNRI)
OSI X.400 (Rob Hagens/UWisc)
Router Requirements (Phihp Almquist/Consultant
and James Forster/cisco Systems)
User Services (Joyce Reynolds/ISI)

Afternoon Working Group Sessions
Connection IP (Claudio Topolcic/BBN)
Dynamic Host Configuration (Ralph Droms/Bucknell)
Interdomain Policy Routing (Martha Steenstrup/BBN)
IP over FDDI (Dave Katz/Merit)
IP over Large Public Data Networks
(George Clapp / Amerit ech)
Network Fax Working Group (Mark Needleman/UC)
OSI X.400 (Rob Hagens/UWisc)
Internet Security Policy (Rich Pethia/CERT)
Simple Network ManagementProtocol (Marshall Rose/PSI)

4:00-6:00 pm

Technical Presentions
High Speed TCP (Dave Borman/Cray Research)
IP Over Switched Megabit Data Service
(George Clapp/Ameritech)

7:00-10:OOpm

Additional Working Group Session
Remote LANMonitoring (Mike Erhnger/Micro Technology)

THURSDAY, December
9:00-12:00 noon

Morning Working Group Sessions
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

1:30-3:30 pm

Border Gateway Protocol (Yakov Rekhter/IBM)
Connection IP (Claudio Topolcic/BBN)
Interdomain Policy Routing (Martha Steenstrup/BBN)
Internet Accounting (Cyndi Mills/BBN)
OSI General (Robert Hagens/UWISCand Ross Callon/DEC)
Resource Location Protocol BOF(John Veizades/Apple
and Steve Deering/Xerox PARC)
Router Requirements (Philip Almquist/Consultant and
James Forster/cisco Systems)
Site Security Policy Handbook(Joyce Reynolds/ISI and
Paul Holbrook/CERT)
Eight-Bit Character Sets for SMTPBOF(Phill Gross/CNRI)

High Speed Transport Presentations
¯
¯
¯

4:00-6:00 pm
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Design and Implementation of a High-Speed Transport
Protocol (Krishan Sabnani/AT~T)
Deterministic Transfer Protocol (Ashok Agrawala/UMD)
Axon: Host Communications Architecture for High
Bandwidth Applications (Guru Parulkar/WashU)

Open Plenary and IESG
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FRIDAY,

December

9:00-11:30 am

7
Working Group Area and Selected Working Group Presentations
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

User Services Area (Joyce K. Reynolds/ISI)
Applications Area (Russ Hobby/UCDavis)
Internet Services Area (Noel Chiappa/Consultant)
Routing Area (Bob Hinden/BBN)
Security Area (Steve Crocker/TIS)
OSI Interoperability Area
(Ross Callon/DEC and Rob Hagens/UWisc)
Operational Requirements Area
(Interim- Phil] Gross/CNRI)
Network Management Area (Chuck Davin/MIT)

11:30-12:00 noon

Concluding Remarks (Phill

12:15 pm

Adjourn

Gross/CNRI)
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1

IETF Overview

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has grown into a large open community
of network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with evolution
of the Internet protocol architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet. The
IETF began in January 1986 as a forum for technical coordination by contractors
working on the ARPANET,
DDN,and the Internet core gateway system.
The IETF mission includes:
¯ Specifying the short and mid-term Internet protocols and architecture for the
Internet,
¯ Making recommendations regarding Internet protocol standards for IAB approval,
¯ Identifying and proposing solutions to pressing operational and technical problems in the Internet,
¯ Facilitating technology transfer from the lmternet Research Task Force, and
¯ Providing a forum for the exchange of information within the Internet community between vendors, users, researchers, agency contractors, and network
managers.
Technical activity on any specific topic in the IETF is addressed within Working
Groups. All WorkingGroups are organized roughly by function into eight technical
areas. Each is led by an area director whohas primary responsibility for that one
area of IETF activity. These eight technical directors with the chair of the IETF
compose the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).

11
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CHAPTER 1.

The current areas and directors,
IETF and IESG Chair:
Applications:
Internet Services:
Routing:
Network Management:
OSI Integration:

IETF

OVERVIEW

which composethe IESG, are:

Operations:
User Services
Security:
Standards Management

Phill Gross/CNRI :~
Russ Hobby/UC-Davis
Noel Chiappa/Consultant
Robert Hinden/BBN
James Davin/MIT
Rob Hagens/U-Wisc and
Ross Callon/DEC
Phill Gross/CNRI (interim)
Joyce Reynolds/ISI
Steve Crocker/TIS
Dave Crocker/DEC

IESG Secretary:

Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI

The Working Groups conduct business during plenary meetings of the IETF, during
meetings outside of the IETF, and via electronic mail on mailing lists established
for each group. The IETF holds quarterly plenary sessions composed of Working
Group sessions, technical presentations and network status briefings. The meetings
are currently three and one half days long and include an open IESGmeeting.
Meeting reports, charters (which include the WorkingGroupmailing lists), and general information on current IETF activities are available on-line for anonymousFTP
from several Internet hosts including nnsc.nsf.net.
Mailing Lists
Muchof the daily work of the IETF is conducted on electronic mailing lists. There
are mailing lists for each of the workinggroups, as well as a general IETFlist. Mail on
the working group mailing lists is expected to be technically relevant to the working
groups supported by that list.
To join a mailing list, send a request to the associated request list. All internet mailing
lists have a companion"-request" list. Send requests to join a list to <listname>request @<listhost >.
Information and logistics about upcoming meetings of the IETF are distributed on
the general IETF mailing list. For general inquiries about the IETF, send a request
to ie~cf-reques~c©isi, edu. Anarchive of mail sent to the IETF list mail is available
for anonymousftp from the directory ~f~cp/irg/±e~cf on venera, is±. edu

1.1.

1.1

ON LINE IETF INFORMATION

On Line
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IETF Information

The Internet Engineering Task Force maintains up-to-date on-line information on all
its activities. There is a directory containing Internet Draft documentsand a directory
containing IETF Working Group information. All this information is available for
public access at several locations. (See section 1.2.3)
The "IETF" directory contains a general description of the IETF, summaries of ongoing Working Group activities and provides information on past and upcoming meetings. The directory generally reflects information contained in the most recent IETF
Proceedings and Working Group Reports.
The "Internet-Drafts" directory has been installed to makeavailable, for review and
comment, draft documents that will be submitted ultimately to the IABand the RFC
Editor to be considered for publishing as an RFC. Commentsare welcomeand should
be addressed to the responsible person whose nameand email addresses are listed on
the first page of the respective draft.

14
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The IETF Directory

Belowis a list of the files available in the IETFdirectory and a short synopsis of what
each file contains.
Files prefixed with a 0 contain information about upcomingmeetings. Files prefixed
with a 1 contain general information about the IETF, the WorkingGroups, and the
Internet Drafts.
FILE NAME
0mtg-agenda

the current agenda for the upcoming quarterly IETF plenary,
which contains what Working Groups will be meeting and at
what times, and the technical presentations and network status
reports to be given.

0mtg-logistics

the announcement for the upcoming quarterly IETF plenary,
which contains specific information on the date/location of the
meeting, hotel/airline
arrangements, meeting site accommodations and travel directions.

0mtg-rsvp

a standardized RSVPform to be used to notify the support staff
of your plans to attend the upcoming IETF meeting.

0mtg-schedule

current and future meeting dates and sites for IETF plenaries.

lid-abstracts

the Internet Drafts currently on-line in the Internet-Drafts directory.

lid-guidelines

instructions for authors of Internet Drafts.

lietf-overview

a short description of the IETF, the IESGand howto participate.

lwg-summary

a listing of all current Working Groups, the Working Group
Chairs and their email addresses, WorkingGroupmailing list addresses, and, where applicable, documentation produced. This
file also contains the standard acronymfor the WorkingGroups
by which the IETF and Internet-Drafts directories are keyed.

Finally, WorkingGroups have individual files dedicated to their particular activities
which contain their respective Charters and Meeting Reports. Each Working Group
file is namedin this fashion:

1.1.
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ON LINE IETF INFORMATION
<standard wg abbreviation>-charter.txt
<standard wg abbreviation>-minutes-date.txt

The ’~dir" or "ls" commandwill permit you to review what Working Group flies are
available and the specific namingschemeto use for a successful anonymousftp action.

1.1.2

The Internet-Drafts

Directory

The Internet-Drafts directory contains the current working documents of the IETF.
These documentsare indexed in the file lid-abstracts.txt
in the Internet-Drafts directory.
The documents are named according to the following conventions. If the document
was generated in an IETF Working Group, the filename is:
draft-ietf-<std

wg abrev>-<docname>-<rev>.txt,

or .ps

where <std wg abrev> is the Working Group acronym, <docname> is a very short
name, and <rev> is the revision number.
If the documentwas submitted for commentby a non-ietf group or author, the filename is:
draft- <org>- < author >- <docname>-<rev>.txt, or .ps
where <org> is the organization sponsoring the work and <author> is the author’s
name.
For more information on writing and installing an Internet Draft, see the file lidguidelines, "Guidelines to Authors of lnternet Drafts".
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Locations

The directories are maintained primarily at the NSFnet Service Center (NNSC).
There are several "shadow" machines which contain the IETF and INTERNETDRAFTS
directories.
These machines may be more convenient than nnsc.nsf.nsf.
To access these directories, use FTP. After establishing a connection, Login with
username ANONYMOUS
and password GUEST. When logged in, change to the
directory of your choice with the following commands:
cd internet-drafts
cd ietf
Individual files can then be retrieved using the GETcommand:
get <remote filename> <local filename>
e.g., get 00README readme.my.copy
NSF Network Service

Center Address: nnsc.nsf.net

The Defense Data Network NIC Address:

nic.ddn.mil

Internet-drafts are also available by mail server from this machine. For
more information mail a request:
To: service@nic.ddn.mil
Subject: Help
NIC staff are happy to assist users with any problems that they may
encounter in the process of obtaining files by FTP or "SERVICE".For
assistance, phone the NIChotline at 1-800-235-3155 between 6 am and 5
pmPacific time.
Pacific

Rim Address: munnari.oz.au

The Internet-drafts

on this machine are stored in Unix compressed form

(.z).
Europe Address: nic.nordu.net

(192.36.148.17)

GUIDELINES

1.2

TO AUTHORS OF INTERNET

Guidelines
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DRAFTS

to Authors of Internet

Drafts

The Internet-Drafts Directory is available to provide authors with the ability to distribute and solicit comments on documents they plan to submit as RFC’s. Submissions to the Directory should be sent to "internet-drafts@nri.reston.va.us’.
Unrevised documents placed in the Internet-Drafts Directory have a maximumlife
of six months. After that time, they will either be submitted to the RFCeditor
or will be deleted. After a document becomes an RFC, it will be replaced in the
Internet-Drafts Directory with an announcementto that effect for an additional six
months.
Internet Drafts are generally in the format of an RFC. This format is described in
RFC 1111.
Following the practice of the RFCs, submissions are acceptable in postscript format,
but we strongly encourage a submission of a matching ascii version (even if figures
must be deleted) for readers without postscript printers and for online searches.
There are differences between the RFCand Internet Draft format. The Internet Drafts
are not RFC’s and are not a numbered document series. The words "INTERNETDRAFT"should appear in place of "RFC XXXX"
in the upper left hand corner. The
document should not refer to itself as an RFCor a Draft RFC.
The Internet Draft should not state nor imply that it is a proposed standard. To do
so conflicts with the role of the IAB, the KFCeditor and the IESG. The title of the
document should not infer a status. Avoid the use of the terms Standard, Proposed,
Draft, Experimental, Historical, Required, Recommended,Elective, or Restricted in
the title of the draft. These are commonwords in the "Status of the Memo"section
and maycause confusion if placed in the title.
The document should have an abstract section, containing a two-to-three paragraph
description suitable for referencing, archiving, and announcing the document. The
abstract should follow the "Status of this Memo"section. If the draft becomes an
RFC,the Status of the Memosection will be filled in by the RFCeditor with a status
assigned by the IAB. As an Internet Draft, that section should contain a statement
approximating one of the following statements:

18
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1. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as a standards document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to
2. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as an informational
document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to

If the draft is lengthy, please include on the second page a table of contents to make
the documenteasier to reference.
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Summary

Applications
Russ Hobby
rdhobby©ucdavi
s. edu

Distributed Scheduling Protocol (chronos)
Chair(s): Paul Lindner
WG mail: chronos~boombox.micro-umn,
edu
To Join:chronos-request¢boombox
.micro.umn.edu
Status:
new

Internet Mail Extensions (smtpext)
Chair(s): Gregory Vaudreuil
WGmail: ietf-smtp~dimacs.rutgers,
edu
To Join:ietf-smtp-request©dimacs,
rutgers,edu
Status:
new

Distributed File Systems (dfs)
honey©citi.umich.edu
Chair(s): Peter Honeyman
WGmail: dfs-wg©citi.umich.edu
umich, edu
To Join: dfs-wg-request©citi,
continuing
Status:

Domain Name System (dns)
reilly©nsl.dec.com
Chair(s): Michael Reilly
WGmail: namedroppers©nic, ddn.mil
To Join: namedropped-request©nic ¯ ddn. mil
continuing
Status:

Network Fax (netfax)
mhn©stubbs.ucop.edu
Chair(s): Mark Neeclleman
WGmail: netfax©stubbs.ucop,
edu
ucop. edu
To Join: netfax-request©stubbs,
continuing
Status:

(by

Area)
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Network Printing Protocol (npp)
Chair(s): Glenn Trewitt
trewitt©nsl.pa.dec.com
WGmail: print-wg@pluto,
dss.com
To Join: print-wg-request¢pluto.dss.com
Status: continuing

TELNET(telnet)
Chair(s): Dave Borman
dab©cray.com
WGmail: telnet-±etf©cray.com
To Join: telnet-ietf-request©cray.com
Status:
continuing
Internet Drat~t: "Telnet Encryption Option", 04/01/1990, Dave Borman
< draft-let f- t elnet- encryption-00 .txt ~
Internet Draft: "Telnet Data Compression Option", 04/30/1990, Dave
Borman~ draft-ietf-telnet- compression-00.txt >
Internet Draft: "Telnet Environment Option", 08/08/1990, Dave Borman
< draft-iet f-telnet-environment-01,txt >
Internet Draft: "Telnet Authentication Option", 08/08/1990, Dave Borman< draft-ietf-telnet-authentication_01.txt
>
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Services

Noel Chiappa
j nc~ptt,
los.m±t.edu

Multi-Media Bridging (tomb)
Chair(s): Jeffrey Fitzgerald
jjf©fibercom.com
WGmail: mmbwg©fibercom,corn
To Join: mmbwg-request(~fibercom.com
new
Status:

Connection IP (cip)
topolcic©bbn.com
Chair(s): Claudio Topolcic
WGmail: cip©bbn.com
To Join: cip-request©bbn, corn
continuing
Status:

Dynamic Host Configuration
(dhc)
Chair(s): Ralph Droms
droms©bucknell.edu
WGmail: host-conf©sol, bucknell, edu
To Join:host-con~-request~sol
.bucknell.
edu
Status:continuing

IP over Appletalk (appleip)
veizades©apple.com
Chair(s): John Veizades
WGmail: apple-ip©apple.com
apple-ip-request©apple.com
To Join:
continuing
Status:
Internet Draft: "AppleTalk MIB", 02/11/1991, Steven Waldbusser <draftietf- appleip-ap plemib-00. t xt >
IP over FDDI (fddi)
Chair(s): Dave Katz
WGmail: FDDI©merit.edu
To Join: FDDI-request©merit
continuing
Status:

dkatz©merit.edu
¯ edu
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Protocol
Extentions
(pppext)
Stev Knowles
stev©ftp.com
ietf-pppeucdavis.edu
ietf-ppp-request©ucdavis.edu
continuing

Internet Draft: "Point to Point Protocol Extensions for Bridging", 09/28/1990,
Fred Baker ~draft-ietf-pppext-bridging-01.txt>

Router Discovery (rdisc)
Chair(s): Steve Deering
deer±rig©xerox.corn
WGmail: g~-d±scovery©gregor±o,
stanford,
edu
To Join:
g~-d±scovery-request©gregor±o.stanford.edu
Status:
continuing

Router Requirements
(rreq)
Chair(s):
James Forster
forster©cisco.com
Philip Almquist
almquist©j essica, stanford,
WGmail: ietf-rreq©Jessica.
Stanford.
edu
To Join:
ietf-rreq-request©Jessica.
Stanford.edu
Status:
continuing
Internet
Draft: "Requirements for Internet
Philip Almquist <draft-ietf-rreq-iprouters-00.txt>

IP Routers",

Special
Host Requirements
(shr)
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart
rlste~art©eng.xyplex.com
WG mail: ietf-hosts©nnsc,nsf. net
To Join: ±etf-hosts-request©nnsc.
nsf. net
Status: continuing

edu

09/17/1990,
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Management

J.R. Davin
j rd©ptt,
lcs.m±t.edu

Remote LAN Monitoring
(rlanmib)
m±ke~mt±.com
Chair(s):
Mike Erlinger
WG mail: rl~mib~mti.com
To Join: rlanmib-request©mti.com
Status:
new

Bridge MIB (bridge)
fbaker©acc.com
Chair(s)" Fred Baker
WG mail: bridge-mib~nsl,
dec. corn
To Join: bridge-mib-reques~©nsl.dec.com
Status:
continuing
Internet Draft: "Definitions
P. Langille,, A. Rijsinghani,
00.txt>

of Managed Objects for Bridges",, E. Decker,
K. McCloghrie <draft-ietf-bridge-definitions-

Character
MIB (charmib)
rlstewart©eng.xyplex.com
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart
WGmail: char-mib©decwrl.dec,
corn
char-mib-request©decwrl
¯ dec. corn
To Join:
continuing
Status:
Internet

Draft: "Definitions

of Managed Objects for RS-232-1ike Hardware

Devices", 11 / 26 / 1990, Bob Stewart < draft-ietf-charmib-rs2321ike-01

.txt >

Internet Draft: "Definitions of Managed Objects for Parallel-printer-like
Hardware Devices", 11/26/1990, Bob Stewart <draft-ietf-charmib-parallelprinter01.txt>
Internet Draft: "Definitions
of Managed Objects for Character Stream
Devices", 11/26 / 1990, Bob Stewart <draft-ietf-charmib-charmib-01.txt>
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DECnet Phase IV MIB (decnetiv)
Chair(s):
Jonathan Saperia
saperia©tcpjon.enet.dec.com
WGmail: ph±v-m±b©j ove. pa. dec. corn
To Join:
ph±v-mib-request©jove.pa.dec.com
Status:
continuing

FDDI MIB (fddimib)
Chair(s): Jeffrey Case
case©cs.utk.edu
WGmail: fddi-mib©CS. UTK.EDU
To Join:
fddi-mib-request©CS.UTK.EDU
Status:
continuing

Internet
Accounting (acct)
Chair(s): Cyndi Mills
cmills©bbn.com
WG mail: accotmt±ng-wg©bbn.com
To Join:
account±ng-wg-request©bbn.com
Status:
continuing

LAN Manager
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

(lanman)
David Perkins
dave_perk±ns©3com.com
lanman~g©cnd.hp,com
lanmem~g-request©cnd.hp.com
continuing

Internet
Draft: "Management Information
Base for LAN Manager Management", 06/30/1990, Jim Greuel, Amatzia BenArtzi <draft-ietf-lanmanmib-00.txt>
Internet Draft: "Management Information Base for LANManager Alerts",
06/30/1990, Jim Greuel, Amatzia BenArtzi <draft-ietf-lanman-alerts-00.txt>
Management Services
Interface
(msi)
Chair(s):
Oscar Newkerk
ne~kerk©decwet.enet.dec.
Sudhanshu Verma
verma©hp~ndbu,
cup. hp. corn
WGmail: msiwg~decwrl.dec,tom
To Join:
ms±wg-request©dec~rl.dec.com
Status:
continuing
Internet Draft: "Management Services Application Programming Interface", 07/13/1990, Oscar Newkerk <draft-ietf-msi-api-03.txt
and .ps>
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Management (oim)
cel©mbunix.mitre.org
Lee LaBarre
bd~vines, enet. dec. corn
Brian Handspicker
oim©mbu~ix.mitre, org
oim-requestCmbunix.mitre,
org
continuing

Internet Draft: "OSI Internet Management: Management Information
Base", 08/17/1990, Lee LaBarre <draft-ietf-oim-mib2-02.txt>
Simple Network Management Protocol
(snmp)
Chair(s): Marshall Rose
mrose©psi.com
WGmail: snmp-wgCnisc.nyser.net
smap-wg-requestCnisc.nyser.net
To Join:
continuing
Status:
Internet Draft: "Commentson SNMPProxy via Use of the ~ sign in an
SNMPCommunity",, Jeff Case, et. al. <draft-ietf-snmp-proxycomments00.txt>
Internet Draft: "Management Information Base for Network Management
of TCP/IP-based Internets: MIB-II", 12/27/1989, Marshall Rose, Keith
McCloghrie <draft-ietf-snmp-mib2-04.txt >
Internet Draft: "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the DS1Interface
Type", 04/23/1990, C Kolb, Fred Baker <draft-ietf-snmp-tlmib-07.txt>
Internet Draft: "SNMPOver IPX", 08/27/1990, RaymondWormley <draftietf-snmp- snmpoveripx-00.txt >
Internet Draft: "Towards Concise MIBDefinitions", 09/05/1990, Marshall Rose, Keith McCloghrie<draft-ietf-snmp-mibdefinitions-03.txt>
Internet Draft: "A Convention for Defining Traps for use with the SNMP",
09/05/1990, Marshall Rose <draft-ietf-snmp-traps-03.txt>
Internet Draft: "Extensions to the Generic-Interface MIB", 09/12/1990,
Keith McCloghrie< draft-ietf-snmp-interfacemibext-01.txt
>
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Internet Draft: "IEEE 802.4 Token Bus MIB", 09/26/1990, Keith McCloghrie, Richard Fox < draft-ietf-snrnp-tokenbusmib-01.txt >
Internet Draft: "IEEE 802.5 Token Ring MIB", 09/26/1990, Keith McCloghrie, Richard Fox, Eric Decker <draft-ietf-snmp-tokenringmib-02.txt>
Internet Draft: "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Ethernet-like
Interface Types", 09/26/1990, John Cook <draft-ietf-snmp-ethernetmib03.txt>
Internet Draft: "Use of the CommunityString for SNMPProxys", 10/05/1990,
Richard Fox < draft-ietf-snmp-proxys-01.txt >
Internet Draft: "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the DS3 Interface
Type", 10/11/1990, Tracy Cox, Kaj Tesink <draft-ietf-snmp-ds3interface04.txt>
Internet Draft: "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the SIP Interface
Type", 11/07/1990, Kaj Tesink <drMt-ietf-snrnp-smdsipmib-00.txt>
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OSI Integration
Ross Callon
callon©b±gfut
¯ enet.dec. tom
Rob Hagens
hagens©cs.
~± so. edu

Office Document Architecture
(oda)
Chair(s):
Peter Kirstein
kirstein©cs.ucl.ac.uk
WG mail: ietf-osi-oda~cs
.ucl. ac .uk
To Join: ietf-osi-oda-request©cs
.ucl. ac. uk
Status: new

X.400 Operations
(x400ops)
Chair(s):
All Hansen
WGmail: iet~=-os±-x400ops@p±lot,
cs .wisc.
edu
±etf~-os±-x400ops-zequest@pilot.
cs
.wis~.
To Jbin:
new
Status:

edu

Assignment
of OSI NSAP Addresses
(osinsap)
Chair(s):
Richard Colella
colella©os±.ncsl.n±st.gov
WG mail: ±etf-os±-nsap©os±3.ncsl.n±st.gov
±etf-os±-nsap-request©os±:~.ncsl.n±st
.gov
To Join:
continuing
Status:
Internet
Draft: "OSI NSAPAddress Format For Use In The Internet"
07/10/1990, R Colella, R Callon <draft-ietf-osinsap-format-01.txt,
.ps>

OSI Directory Services (osids)
S.Kille©cs .ucl.
Chair(s): Steve Kille
WGmail: ietf-osi-ds©cs
.ucl. ac.uk
To Join: ietf-osi-ds-request©cs
¯ ucl. ac. uk
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "X.500 and Domains", 01/31/1990,
kille-x500domains-02.txt,
ps>

ac.uk

S.E. Kille <draft-ucl-
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Internet Draft: "A String Encoding of Presentation Address", 01/31/1990,
S.E. Kille <draft-ucl-kille-presentationaddress-02.txt,
ps>
Internet Draft: "An Interim Approach to use of Network Addresses"
01/31/1990, S. Kille <draft-ucl-kille-networkaddresses-02.txt,
ps>
Internet Draft: "The COSINEand Internet X.500 NamingArchitecture"
11/26/1990, P. Barker, S. Kille <draft-ietf-osids-cosinex500-02.txt>
Internet Draft: "Replication to provide an Internet Directory using X.500",
11/26/1990, S. Kille <draft-ietf-osids-replsoln-01.txt,
ps>
Internet Draft: "Using the OSI Directory to achieve User Friendly Naming", 11/26/1990, S. Kille <draft-ietf-osids-friendly.naming-01.txt,
.ps>
Internet Draft: "Replication Requirement to Provide an Internet Directory Using X.500", 11/26/1990, S. Kille <draft-ietf-osids-replication01.txt, .ps>

OSI General (osigen)
Chair(s): Robert Hagens
hagens©cs.wisc.edu
Ross Callon
callon©big-fut, enet. dec. com
WG mail: ietf-osi©cs.wisc,
edu
To Join: ietf-osi-request©cs.wisc.edu
Status: continuing

OSI X.400 (osix400)
Chair(s): Rob Hagens
hagens©cs.wisc.edu
WGmail: ietf-osi-x400©cs,
wisc. edu
To Join: ietf-osi-x400-request©cs.wisc.edu
Status:
continuing
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¯ 1 Requirements
Operat~ona
Phil1 Gross (Interim)
pgros s~nri,rest on. va. us

DDNInterconnectivity
(ddniwg)
Chair(s): Kathleen Huber
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

khuber~bbn.com

new

Operational Statistics
(opstat)
Chair(s): Bernhard Stockman
Phillip Gross
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:
new

boss©sunet.se
pgross@nri.reston.va.us

Benchmarking
Methodology (bmwg)
Chair(s): Scott Bradner
sob©harvard.edu
WGmail: bmwg©harvisr.harvard, edu
To Join: bmwg-request©harvisr.harvard.edu
continuing
Status:
Internet Draft: "Benchmarking Terminology for Network Interconnection
Devices", 07/13/1990, Scott Bradner <draft-ietf-bmwg-terms-01.txt>

Network Joint Management (njm)
hastings©psc.edu
Chair(s): Gene Hastings
W~ mail: njm©merit.edu
To Join: njm-request©merit.edu
Status: continuing

Topology Engineering (tewg)
Chair(s): Not Yet Filled
WGmail: t e~g©devvax, tn. cornell,

edu
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tewg-request©devvax.tn.cornell.edu
continuing

User Connectivity (ucp)
Chair(s): Dan Long
long©bbn.com
WGmail: ucp©nic, near.net
To Join: ucp-request©nic.near.net
Status:
continuing
Internet Draft: "FYI on an Internet Trouble Ticket Tracking System for
addressing Internet User Connectivity Problems", 02/11/1991, M. Mathis,
D. Long <draft-ietf-ucp-connectivity_ 00.txt >
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Routing
Bob Hinden
hinden~bbn,
tom

Border Gateway Protocol (bgp)
Chair(s): Yakov Rekhter
WGmail: iwg©rice.edu
iwg-request©rice.edu
To Join:
continuing
Status:

yakov©ibm,corn

Internet Draft: "Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for the
Border Gateway Protocol (Version 2)", 07/17/1990, Steven Willis, John
Burruss <draft-ietf-iwg-bgp-mib-01.txt >
Internet Draft: "A Border Gateway Protocol 3 (BGP-3)", 01/25/1991,
Yachov Rekhter, Kirk Lougheed <draft-ietf-bgp-bgp3-00.txt>
IP over Large Public Data Networks (iplpdn)
Chair(s): George Clapp
meritec!clapp©uunet.uu.net
WGmail: ip1pdn©nri, reston .va.us
To Join: iplpdn-request©nri.reston.va-us
continuing
Status:

ISIS for IP Internets (isis)
callon©bigfut,
Chair(s): Ross Callon
WGmail: isis©merit.edu
To Join: isis-request©merit.edu
continuing
Status:

enet.dec,

corn

Inter-Domain Policy Routing (idpr)
msteenst©bbn, com
Chair(s): Martha Steenstrup
WGmail: idpr-wg©bbn, com
To Join: idpr-wg-request©bbn.com
continuing
Status:
Internet Draft: "An Architecture for Inter-Domain Policy Routing", 02/20/1990,
Marianne Lepp, Martha Steenstrup <draft-ietf-orwg-architecture-01.ps>
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Multicast
Extentions
to OSPF (mospf)
Chair(s): Steve Deering
deering©xerox.com
WGmail: rnospf~devvax, in. cornell,
edu
To Join:
mospf-request©devvax.tn.cornell.edu
Status:
continuing

Open Shortest
Chair(s):

Path First
IGP (ospf)
Mike Perry
John Moy
jmoy©proteon,
corn
WG mail: osp~igp©trantor.umd,edu
To Join: ospfigp-request©trantor.umd.edu
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "The OSPF Specification,
Moy<draft-ietf-ospf-ospf2-01.txt,.ps>

Version 2", 07/24/1990,

John
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Security
Steve Crocker
crocker©tis,tom

IP Authentication
(ipauth)
jis@mit,
Chair(s): Jeffrey Schiller
WGmail: awg@bitsy.mit,
edu
awg-request©bitsy.mit.edu
To Join:
continuing
Status:

edu

Internet
Security Policy (spwg)
rdp©cert, sei.cmu.edu
Chair(s):
Richard Pethia
WG mail: spwg©nri,reston.va,us
To Join:spwg-request©nri,
rest on ¯ va ¯ us
Status:
continuing

Site

Security
Chair(s):

Policy Handbook (ssphwg)
ph©sei.cmu.edu
J. Paul Holbrook
jkrey©isi,edu
Joyce K. Reynolds
WG maih ssphwg©cert,sei. cmu. edu
To Join: ssphwg-request©cert.sei.cmu.edu
Status: continuing
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User Services
Joyce Reynolds
jkrey~isi,edu

Internet
User Glossary (userglos)
Chair(s):
Karen Roubicek
Tracy Parker
t racy© emx. ut exas. edu
WG mail: usergloss©ftp.com
To Join:
usergloss-request©ftp.com
Status:
new

NOC-Tool Catalogue
Revisions
(noctool2)
Chair(s):
Robert Enger
enger©seka.scc.com
Gary Malkin
gmalkin©ftp,com
WGmail: noctools©raerit,
edu
To Join:
noctools-request©merit.edu
Status:
new

Network Information
Services Infrastructure
(nisi)
Chair(s):
Dana Sitzler
rids©merit,
edu
Pat Sn/th
Patricia_G.
_Smith©um.cc. umich,edu
WG mail: nisi©merit,edu
To Join: nisi-request©merit,edu
Status:
continuing

User Services
Chair(s):
WG mail:
To Join:
Status:

(uswg)
Joyce K. Reynolds
jkrey©isi.edu
us-wg¢nnsc.nsf.net
us-wg-request©nnsc.nsf.net
continuing
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Drafts

This summarysheet provides a short synopsis of each Internet Draft available within
the "Internet-Drafts" Directory at the NIC and NNSC.
"Comments on SNMP Proxy via Use of the @ sign in an SNMP Community ", .left
Case, et. al., 10/20/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-proxycomments00.txt>
This memopresents technical criticisms of introducing programmatically
interpreted structure into the SNMPcommunitystring, as proposed in the
Internet Draft entitled "Use of the CommunityString for SNMPProxys’.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for Bridges ", E. Decker, P. Langille,,
A. Rijsinghani, K. McCloghrie, 02/20/1991 <draft-ietf-bridge-definitions00.txt>
This memodefines the objects for managing 802.1(d) bridges using SNMP.
Provisions are made for Transparent, Source Routing, and SRTBridges.
"An Approach to CO/CL InterworkingPart IV: The Long-Term- Conventions for Network-Layer Relays and Transport-Service
Bridges in the
presence of Internetworking
", CO/CL Workshop~ C. Huitema, <draftccirn-cocl-doc4-00.txt>
The long-term approach outlined in [1] is based on the use of transportlayer relays knownas transport service bridges, or TS-bridges. Further,
the long-term approach also assumes that knowledge of the TS-bridges
is hidden from the end-systems. The companion memo[2] identifies the
short-term approach towards TS-bridges; and the companion memo[3]
identifies and proposes incremental advancements necessary to promote
a homogeneousnetwork service. The purpose of this memois three-fold:
first, to identify the infrastructure which is expected to exist in the longterm; second, to describe the use of NL-relays in such an environment.
and, third, to describe the use of TS-bridges inenvironment, and, third,
to describe the use of TS-bridges in such an environment.
"abc "
"Assignment/Reservation
Cluster ", C. Rokitansky,
00.txt>

of Internet
Network Numbers for the PDN06/01/1989 <draft-ietf-pdn-pdnclusternetassignm-

This documentcontains a proposal for the reservation of Internet network
numbers for the PDN-cluster and the assignment of these PDN-cluster
networks to all national X.25 public data networks (DNICs), which are
worldwide already in operation.
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"Application
of the Cluster Addressing Scheme to X.25 Public Data Networks ", Carl-Herbert Rokitansky~ 08/01/1989 <draft-ietf-pdn-pdncluster00.txt>
In this document,the
to the international
and a new concept of
network reachability

application of the Internet cluster addressing scheme
system of X.25 Public Data Networks is discussed
hierarchical VAN-gatewayalgorithms for worldwide
information exchange is proposed.

"The Authentication
of Internet
Datagrams ", Jeff
< draft-let f-auth-ipauthoption-00.txt
>

Schiller,

08/01/1989

This draft RFCdescribes a protocol and IP option to allow two communicating Internet hosts to authenticate datagrams that travel from one to
the other. This authentication is limited to source, destination IP address
pair. It is up to host-based mechanismsto provide authentication between
separate processes running on the same IP host. The protocol will provide
for "authentication" of the datagram, not concealment from third party
observers. By authentication, I mean that an IP host receiving a datagram claiming to be from some other IP host will be able (if both hosts
are set up to authenticate datagrams between each other) to determine if
in fact the datagram is from the host claimed, and that it has not been
altered in transit.
"Internet
Cluster Addressing Scheme ", Carl-Herbert
< d raft-iet f-p dn-clust erscheme-00.txt >
In this document,the
to the international
and a new concept of
network reachability

Rokitansky,

11/01/1989

application of the Internet cluster addressing scheme
system of X.25 Public Data Networks is discussed
hierarchical VAN-gatewayalgorithms for worldwide
information exchange is proposed.

"OSI Connectionless
Transport Services on top of the UDP: Version 1 ",
C. Shue, W. Haggerty, K. Dobbins, , 11/01/1989 <draft-osf-shue-osiudp00.txt>
This draft proposes a methodfor offering the 0SI connectionless transport
service (CLTS) in TCP/IP-based Internets by defining a mapping of the
CLTSonto the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). If this draft becomes
standard, hosts on the Internet that choose to implement OSI connectionless transport services on top of the UDPwould be expected to adopt and
implement the methods specified in this draft. UDPport 102 is reserved
for hosts which implement this draft.
"Management Information
Base for Network Management of TCP/IPbased Internets:
MIB-II ", Marshall Rose, Keith McCloghrie, 12/16/1990
<draft-ietf-snmp-mib2-04.txt
>

1.4.
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This memodefines the second version of the ManagementInformation
Base (MIB-II) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular with its companion memoswhich describe
the structure of managementprotocol (RFC 1157) for TCP/IP-based internets, these documentsprovide a simple, workable architecture and system for managing TCP/IP-based internets and in particular the Internet
community. A version of this document has been published as RFC1158.
AFter review, this document will be submitted as a Draft Standard.

"IP Routing
Between U.S. Government Agency Backbones and Other
Networks ", Scott Brim, 01/01/1990 <draft-fricc-brim-BackboneRouting01.txt>
This is an overview of howthe agency backbones route IP (Internet Protocol) packets at this time, with any generalizations that can be madeand
statements of their differences. Also included are this is an overview of
how the agency backbones route IP (Internet recommendations from the
agency backbones about how other networks that connect to them can
best set up their inter-administration routing.
"Implementation
Agreements for Transport
01/01/1990 <draft-ietf-rose-tsbridge-00.txt>

Service

Bridges

", M.T. Rose,

This draft reports implementation experience when building transport
service bridges for 0SI applications.
"An Interim Approach to use of Network Addresses "~ S. Kille,
<draft-ucl-kille-networkaddresses-02-txt,
ps>

01/14/1991

This note is a proposal for mechanismsto utilize NetworkAddresses. The
OSI Directory specifies an encoding of Presentation Address, which utilizes OSI Network Addresses as defined in the 0SI Network Layer Standards. The OSI Directory, and any 0SI application utilizing the OSI
Directory must be able to deal with these Network Addresses. Currently,
most environments cannot cope with them. It is not reasonable or desirable for groups wishing to investigate and use 0SI Applications in conjunction with with the OSI Directory to have to wait for the lower layers
to sort out.
"A String Encoding of Presentation
<draft-ucl-kille-presentationaddress-02-txt,

Address ",
ps>

S.E. Kille,

01/16/1991

There are a number of Environments where a simple string encoding of
Presentation address is desirable. This specification defines such a representation.
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<draft-ucl-kille-xS00domains-

This draft document considers X.500 in relation to Internet/UK Domains.
A basic model of X.500 providing a higher level and moredescriptive naming structure is emphasized. In addition, a mappingof domainsonto X.500
is proposed, which gives a range of new managementand user facilities
over and above those currently available. This specification proposes an
experimental new mechanism to access and manage domain information
on the Internet and in the UKAcademic Community.
"An Architecture
Martha Steenstrup,

for Inter-Domain
Policy Routing ", Marianne
02/20/1990 <draft-ietf-orwg-architecture-01.ps>

Lepp,

Wepresent an architecture for policy routing amongadministrativedomains within the Internet. The objective of inter-domain policy routing
is to synthesize and maintain routes between source anddestination administrative domains, providing user traffic with the requested service within
the constraints stipulated by the administrative domains transited. The
architecture is designed to accommodatean Internet with tens of thousands of administrative domains.
"Managing Asynchronously Generated Alerts ", Louis Steinberg,
< draft-let f- alert man-asyncalertman- 02.txt >

03/28/1990

This draft defines mechanismsto prevent a remotely managedentity from
burdening a manager or network with an unexpected amount of network
managementinformation, and to ensure delivery of "important" information. The focus is on controlling the flow of asynchronously generated
information, and not howthe information is generated. Mechanismsfor
generating and controlling the generation of asynchronous information
may involve protocol specific issues. There are two understood mechanisms for transferring network managementinformation from a managed
entity to a manager; request-response driven polling, and the unsolicited
sending of "alerts". Alerts are defined as any managementinformation
delivered to a manager that is not the result of a specific query. Advantages and disadvantages exist within each method. This draft discusses
these in detail.
"Telnet Encryption Option ", Dave Borman, 04/01/1990
encryption-00.txt>
"Definitions
Fred Baker,

of Managed Objects for the DS1 Interface
12/16/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-tlmib-07.txt>

<draft-ietf-telnetType ", C Kolb,
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This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingDS1Interface objects. Note to implementors: a companion document describes DS3
ManagedObjects; implementors looking at this one should also reference
that.

"Telnet Data Compression
ietf-telnet-compression-00.txt

Option
>

",

Dave Borman, 04/30/1990

<draft-

"Working Implementation
Agreements
On Network Management Functions, Services and Protocols ", Robert Aronoff, 05/24/1990 <draft-nistnmsig-implagreements-00.txt
>
This is the WorkingDocumentof the Network ManagementSpecial Interest Group (NMSIG)of the OSI Implementors Workshop (OIW). The
Internet Management (OIM) Working Group agreements on CMIS/CMIP
reference this document.
"Management Information
Greuel, Amatzia BenArtzi,

Base for LAIN Manager Management ",
06/30/1990 <draft-ietf-lanman-mib-00.txt>

Jim

This memoprovides a ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for management of LANManager nodes with TCP/IP-based network management
protocols. Together with documents describing the structure of management information (RFC 1155) and thee Simple Network Management
Protocol (RFC1157) this document provides a specification for managing
LANManager nodes in a TCP/IP environment.
"Management Information Base for LAIN Manager Alerts ", Jim Greuel,
Amatzia BenArtzi, 06/30/1990 <draft-ietf-lanman-alerts-00.txt>
This memois a product of the IETF Lan Manager MIBWorking Group.
It defines managementobjects to support the translation of LANManager alerts to SNMPtraps. It is a companion document to Management
Information Base for LANManager Management, which defines a base
set ofmanagement objects for LANManager.
"Authentication
and Privacy in the S1NMP", James Galvin, Keith McCloghrie, James Davin,, 07/05/1990 <draft-ietf-snmpauth-authsnmp-02.txt>
The Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP)specification
allows
for the authentication of network managementoperations by a variety of
authentication algorithms. This memospecifies ~lternatives to the trivial authentication algorithm. It also describes an abstract Authentication
Service Interface (ASI) by which SNMP-basedmanagement applications
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or agents may-in a convenient and uniform way-benefit from the algorithms described here and a wide range of others. The terms of the ASI
are used to describe three distinct algorithms, including one with support
for privacy.
"Experimental Definitions
of Managed Objects for Administration
of SNMP
Communities ", Keith McCloghrie, James Davin, James Galvin,,
07/05/1990
< draft-let f- snmpaut h- manageob j ect-02.txt >
This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it describes a representation of the authentication communities defined in the companion memo: Authentication
and Privacy in the SNMPas objects in the Internet Standard MIB. These
definitions are consistent with the administrative strategies set forth in
the companion memo: Administration of SNMPCommunities.
"Administration
of SNMPCommunities ", James Davin, James Galvin,
Keith McCloghrie,,
07/05/1990 <draft-ietf-snmpauth-communities-01.txt>
Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP)specification
allows for
the authentication of managementoperations by a variety of authentication algorithms. This memodefines two strategies for administering
SNMPcommunities based upon either the SNMPauthentication
algorithm or the SNMPauthentication and privacy algorithm. Insofar as the
administration of SNMPcommunities based upon the trivial authentication algorithm maybe realized by straightforward application of familiar
network managementtechniques, administration of such communities is
not directly addressed in this memo.
"Gateway Congestion Control Policies
",
nan, 07/06/1990 <draft-ietf-pcc-gwcc-01.txt>

A.J.

Mankin, K.K. Ramakrish-

The growth of network intensive Internet applications has made gateway
congestion control a high priority. The IETF Performance and Congestion
Control WorkingGroup surveyed and reviewed gateway congestion control
and avoidance approaches in a series of meetings during 1988 and 1989.
The purpose of this paper is to present ourreview of the congestion control
approaches, as a way of encouraging new discussion and experimentation.
Included in the survey are Source Quench, RandomDrop, Congestion
Indication (DECBit), and Fair Queueing. The task remains for Internet
implementors to determine and agree on the most effective mechanisms
for controlling gateway congestion.
"OSI NSAP Address Format For Use In The Internet
", R Colella,
Callon, 02/13/1991 <draft-ietf-osinsap-format-01.txt,
.ps>

R
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The Internet is moving towards a multi-protocol environment that includes OSI. To support OSI, it is necessary to address network layer entities and network service users. The basic principles of OSI NetworkLayer
addressing and Network Service Access Points (NSAPs) are defined
Addendum2 to the OSI Network service definition. This internet draft
recommendsa structure for the DomainSpecific Part of NSAPaddresses
for use in the Internet that is consistent with these principles.
"Benchmarking Terminology for Network Interconnection
Bradner, 11/26/1990 <draft-ietf-bmwg-terms-01.txt>

Devices ", Scott

This memodiscusses and defines a number of terms that are used in
describing performance benchmarkingtests and the results of such tests.
The terms defined in this memowill be used in additional memosto
define spedfic benchmarkingtests and the suggested format to be used in
reporting the results of each of the tests.
"Management Services Application
Programming Interface
erk, 12/12/1990 <draft-ietf-msi-api-03.txt
and .ps>

"~ Oscar Newk-

A case against IP layer fragmentation has been made, and various methods
for avoiding it proposed. This memorevisits the effect of fragmentation
on network performance, and recounts the present methods of avoidance.
A protocol is presented which adapts to the varying circumstances encountered, sending large datagrams wheneverpossible, and reducing fragmentation when necessary to avoid retransmission problems. A hybrid
approach to MTUdiscovery, it utihzes one new IP header option and four
new ICMPmessages. It is a simple mechanism that discovers path MTUs
without wasting resources and that works well before all hosts and routers
are modified.
"Experimental
Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Border Gateway
Protocol (Version 2) ", Steven Willis, John Burruss, 09/21/1990 <draftietf-iwg-bgp-mib-01.txt
>
This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingthe Border
Gateway Protocol.
"The "I’ransmission
of IP Datagrams over SMDS" Joe Lawrence,
Piscitello,
12/12/1990 <draft-ietf-smds-ipdatagrams-08.txt>
This memodescribes an initial use of IP and ARPin an SMDSenvironment configured as a logical IP subnetwork, LIS. The encapsulation

Dave
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methodused is described, as well as various service-specific issues. This
memodoes not preclude subsequent treatment of SMDSin configurations
other than LIS; specifically, public or inter-company, inter-enterprise configurations maybe treated differently and will be described in future documents. This documentconsiders only directly connected IP end-stations
or touters; issues raised by MAC
level bridging are beyond the scope of
this paper.
"INTERNET
OSI INTEGRATION,
COEXISTENCE
AND INTEROPERABILITY ISSUES ", Robert Hagens, Rebecca Nitzan,
07/24/1990
< draft-fopg-ositransition-00.txt
>
The intent of this document is to provide technical descriptions of the
issues involved in the integration of the OpenSystems Interconnect (OSI)
protocols into the operational networks which interconnect and comprise
the "Internet". The issues raised and solutions discussed are a result
of the Federal Networking Council (FNC) OSI Planning Group (FOPG).
The membersof the FOPGrepresent several Federal Government agencies
such as the Department of Energy (DOE), the National Science Foundation (NSF) the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) under the
Department of Commerce,as well as University experts.
"The OSPF Specification,
ospf-ospf2-01.txt,.ps>

Version 2 ", John Moy, 01/23/1991

<draft-ietf-

OSPFis a link-state based routing protocol. It is designed to be run
internal to a single AutonomousSystem. Each OSPFrouter maintains an
identical database describing the AutonomousSystem’s topology. From
this database, a routing table is calculated by constructing a shortest-path
tree. OSPFrecalculates routes quickly in the face of topological changes,
utilizing a minimumof routing protocol traffic. OSPFprovides support for
equal-cost multipath. Separate routes can be calculated for each IP type
of service. Anarea routing capability is provided, enabling an additional
level of routing protection and a reduction in routing protocol traffic. In
addition, all routing protocol exchanges are authenticated. This memo
documents version 2 of the OSPFprotocol. Version 1 was document
"X.25 Call Setup and Charging Determination
Protocol
Rokitansky, 07/27/1990 <draft-ietf-pdnrout-x25call-00.txt>

(XCDP) ", Carl-H

Therefore, the X.25 Call Setup and Charging Determination Protocol
(XCDP)", described in this document, has been developed, to support
global Internet connectivity via the system of X.25 Public Data Networks PDN(even via VAN-gatewayspreventing local charges), by prov~ding a pseudo-reverse charging option, which is indicated in the Call
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User Data(CUD)field of the call request. In addition, information about
the source and destination address of the Internet datagram to be transmitted, can also be indicated in the user data field of the call request.

"X.121 Address Resolution for IP Datagram Transmission Over X.25 Networks ", Carl-Herbert Rokitansky, 07/27/1990 <draft-ietf-pdn-xarp-01.txt>
X.121 Address Resolution is important for the routing of Internet datagrams through the worldwide system of X.25 Public Data Networks. An
X.121 Address Resolution Protocol (XARP)with several options has been
presented in this document. Depending whether the mapping between the
Internet (PDN-cluster) address of a PDN-host or VAN-gatewayand its
corresponding X.121 address on the X.25 network can be solved locally, or
by another PDN-host or VAN-gateway,or even by a remote X.121 address
server, not directly connected to the X.25 network, theappropriate option
can be chosen.
"Telnet Authentication
Option ", Dave Borman, 08/08/1990
telnet-authentication-01.txt>

<draft-ietf-

"Telnet Environment Option ", Dave Borman, 08/08/1990 <draft-ietft elnet- environment- 01 .txt >
"Privacy Enhancement for Internet Electronic Mail: Part IV - Certifying
Authority and Organizational
Notary Services ", Butt Kaliski, 08/14/1990
< draft-rsadsi-kaliski-privacymail-01.txt
>
This documentdescribes two services that vendors mayprovide in support
of Internet privacy-enhanced mail: certifying authority services on behalf
of organizations, and organizational notary services for users. It also specifies the forms for interacting with vendors providing those services. This
document is intended as a reference for vendors and for implementors of
privacy-enhancedmail software; it is not at the appropriate level for users.
The document Mso lists vendors.
"OSI Internet Management: Management Information
08/17/1990 < draft-ietf-oim-mib2-02.txt
>

Base ", Lee LaBarre,

This draft defines the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with
the 0SI network management protocol in TCP/IP based internets.
It
formats the Management Information Base (MIB-II) in 0SI templates
and adds variables necessary for use with the 0SI managementprotocol.
"Asynchronous Discovery of an Effective
IP Datagram Delivery
[MTU Discovery]
<draft-csc-sawyer-mtudisc-00.txt
>

MaximumTransmission Unit for
", :Iames Sawyer, 08/17/1990
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A case against IP layer fragmentation has been made, and various methods
for avoiding it proposed. This memorevisits the effect of fragmentation
on network performance, and recounts the present methods of avoidance.
A protocol is presented which adapts to the varying circumstances encountered, sending large datagrams wheneverpossible, and reducing fragmentation when necessary to avoid retransmission problems. A hybrid
approach to MTUdiscovery, it utilizes one new IP header option and
four new ICMPmessages. It is a simple mechanism that discovers path
MTUswithoutwasting resources and that works well before all hosts and
routers are modified.
"SNMP Over IPX ",
snmpoveripx-00.txt>

Raymond Wormley,

08/27/1990

<draft-ietf-snmp-

The SNMP
protocol has been specified as the official network management
protocol of the Internet. Its widespread acceptance and implementation
by developers, both inside and outside the Internet community, is fostering synergetic growth to a variety of protocols and platforms. This
memoaddresses the use of SNMPover Novell’s proprietary IPX protocol. Roughly equivalent to UDPin function, IPX provides connectionless,
unacknowledged datagram service over a variety of physical media and
protocols.
"Towards Concise MIB Definitions
", Marshall
12/16/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-mibdefinitions-O3.txt>

Rose,

Keith McCloghrie,

This memodescribes a straight-forward approach toward producing concise, yet descriptive, MIBmodules. Use of this approach is in every way
fully consistent with the Internet-standard network managementframework.
"A Convention for Defining
Traps for use with the
Rose, 12/16/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-traps-03.txt>

SNMP" Marshall

This memodescribes a straight-forward approach toward defining traps
used with the SNMP.It is specifically intended for use by the authors of
experimental MIBs, and emphasizes a concise descriptive approach. Use
of this approach is fully consistent with the Internet-standard network
management framework.
"Experimental Definitions of Managed Objects for the Point-to-Point
tocol ", Frank Kastenholz, 09/11/1990 <draft-ietf-ppp-pppmib-01.txt>
This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it describes managedobjects used for managing subnetworks using the Point-to-Point Protocol.

Pro-
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"Extensions to the Generic-Interface
<draft-ietf-snmpointerfacemibext-01"txt>

MIB ", Keith McCloghrie,

10/15/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines managedobject types as experimental extensions to the generic interfaces structure of MIB-II. This memo
does not specify a standard for the Internet community. However, after
experimentation, if sufficient consensus is reached in the Internet community, then a subsequent revision of this document may be incorporated
into the Internet-standard MIB.
"Requirements
for Internet
IP Routers " , Philip Almquist, 09/17/1990
< draft-ietf-rreq-iprout
ers-00.txt >
This draft attempts to define and discuss requirements for devices which
perform the network layer forwarding function of the Internet protocol
suite. The Internet communityusually refers to such devices as "touters".
This documentis intended to provide guidance for vendors, implementors,
and purchasers of IP touters.
"IEEE 802.4 Token Bus MIB ", Keith McCloghrie,
draft-let
f-snmp-tokenbusmib-01.txt
>

Richard

Fox, 11/20/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines managedobjects used for managing subnetworks which use the IEEE 802.4 Token Bus technology.
"IEEE 802.5 Token Ring MIB ", Keith McCloghrie,
Richard
Decker, , 11/20/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-tokenringmib-02.txt>

Fox, Eric

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines managedobjects used for managing subnetworks which use the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring technology.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-like
Interface
.John Cook, 01/02/1991 <draft-ietf-snmp-ethernetmib-03.txt>

Types"

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingethernet-like
objects.
"Point to Point Protocol Extensions for Bridging ", Fred Baker, 12/20/1990
< draft-let f- p p p ext-b ridgin g- 01 .txt >
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This documentspecifies an extension to the Internet Point-to-Point Protocol described in RFC1171, targeting the use of Point-to-Point lines for
Remote Bridging.
"Use of the Community String for SNMPProxys ", Richard
< draft-iet f-snmp-proxys-01 .txt>

Fox, 12/31/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets.
"Definitions
Kaj Tesink,

of Managed Objects for the DS3 Interface Type ", Tracy Cox,
12/27/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-ds3interface-04.txt>

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingDS3objects.
This document is a companion document with Definitions of Managed
Objects for the DS1Interface Type.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the SIP Interface
< draft-iet f-snmp-smdsipmib- 00.txt >

Type ", Kaj Tesink,

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingSIP (SMDS
Interface Protocol) objects.
"FTP-~’TAM Gateway Specification
slaski-ftpft
am-00.txt >

", .I.L.

Mindel,

R.L. Slaski,

<draft-

This memodescribes a dual protocol stack application layer gateway that
performs protocol translation, in an interactive environment, between the
FTP and FTAMfile transfer protocols. Only through additional implementations and fieldings will the FTP-FTAM
gateway reach its optimal capacity as a resource during the anticipated long coexistence of the
TCP/IP and OSI protocol suites.
"Building an Internet Directory using X.S00 ", S. Kille,
ietf-osix500-directories-01.txt,
ps>

01/07/1991 <draft-

The IETF has established a WorkingGroup on OSI Directory Services. A
major componentof the initial workof this group is to establish a technical
framework for establishing a Directory Service on the Intenlet, making
use of the X.500 protocols and services. This document summarises the
strategy established by the working group, and describes a number of
RFCswhich will be written in order to establish the technical framework.
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"The COSINE and Internet
X.500 Naming Architecture
Kille, 01/15/1991 <draft-ietf-osids-cosinex500-02.txt>

" , P. Barker, S.

The IETF has established a Working Group on OSI Directory Services. A
major componentof the initial workof this group is to establish a technical
framework for establishing a Directory Service onthe Internet, making
use of the X.500 protocols and services. This document summarises the
strategy established by the working group, and describes a number of
RFCswhich will be written in order to establish the technical framework.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for RS-232-1ike Hardware Devices ", Bob
Stewart, 01/02/1991 <draft-ietf-charmib-rs2321ike-01.txt>
This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingRS-232-1ike
hardware devices.
"Replication
to provide an Internet
Directory using X.500 " , S. Kille,
01/14/1991 <draft-ietf-osids-replsoln-01.txt,
ps>
This documentspecifies a set of solutions to the problems raised in Internet Draft: draft-ietf-osix500-directories-00.txt,
asthey relate to building an Internet Directory described in Internet Draft: draft-ietf-osidsinternetdirectory-00.ps.
These solutions are based on some work done for
the QUIPUimplementation, and demonstrated to be effective in a number
of directory pilots. By documenting a de facto standard, rapid progress
can be madetowardsa full-scale pilot. Transition to standard approaches
can be considered when the standards have re~ched appropriate maturity.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for Parallel-printer-like
Hardware Devices ", Bob Stewart, 01/02/1991 <draft-ietf-charmib-parallelprinter-01.txt
>
This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingparallelprinter-like hardware devices.
"Using the OSI Directory to achieve User k-’riendly
Naming ", S. Kille,
01 / 15 / 1991 < draft-ietf-osids-friendlynaming-01.txt,
.ps >
This proposal sets out some conventions for representing names in a
friendly manner, and showshowthis can be used to achieve really friendly
naming. This then leads to a specification of a standard format for representing names, and to procedures to resolve them.
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"Definitions
of Managed Objects for Character
Stream Devices
Stewart, 01/02/1991 <draft-ietf-charmib-charmib-01.txt>

", Bob

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingcharacter
stream devices.
"Replication
Requirement to Provide an Internet
Directory Using X.500",
S. Kille, 01/15/1991 <draft-ietf-osids-replication-01.txt,
.ps>
A companion document discussed an overall framework for deploying
X.500 on the Internet [Kil90 ]. This documentconsiders certain deficiencies of the 1988 standard, which need to be addressed before an effective
open Internet Directory can be established. Theonly areas considered are
primary problems, to which solutions must be found before a pilot can
be deployed. This INTERNET-DRAFT
concerns itself with deficiencies
which can only be addressed by use of additional protocol or procedures
for distributed operation.
"Network Time Protocol:
00.txt, ps>

Version

3 ", Dave Mills,

<draft-mills-ntpv3-

This document describes the Network Time Protocol (NTP), specifies its
formal structure and summarizes information useful for its implementation. NTPprovides the mechanisms to synchronize time and coordinate
time distribution in a large, diverse internet operating at rates from mundane to lightwave. It uses a returnable-time design in which a distributed
subnet of time servers operating in a self- organizing, hierarchical-masterslave configuration synchronizes local clocks within the subnet and to national time standards via wire or radio. The servers can also redistribute
reference time via local routing algorithms and time daemons.
"The Point-to-Point
Protocol Configuration
Options: Negotiation
of 32bit FCS ", Arthur Harvey, 12/20/1990 <draft-ietf-ppp-32bitconfig-01.txt>
This document defines a method to negotiate a 32-bit FCSConfiguration
Option for PPP. The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) provides a method for
transmitting datagrams over serial point-to-point links. PPP is composed
of three parts:
"The Point-to-Point
Protocol:
<draft-ietf-ppp-lccoverppp-01.txt

LLC over PPP ", Arthur
>

Harvey, 12/20/1990

This document defines the operation of the LLCprotocol over PPP. The
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) provides a method for transmitting datagrams over serial point-to-point links. PPPis composedof three parts: 1)
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A methodfor encapsulating datagrams over serial links. 2) Anextensible
Link Control Protocol (LCP). 3) A family of Network Control Protocols
(NCP)for establishing and configuring different network layer protocols.
The PPP encapsulating scheme, the basic LCP, and an NCPfor controlling and establishing the Internet Protocol (IP) (called the IP Control
Protocol, IPCP) are defined in R.FC 1171 "The Point-to-Point Protocol
for the Transmission of Multi-Protocol Datagrams Over Point-to-Point
Links". IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC) protocol provides additional services beyond those available directly from the various IEEE802
Medium Access Contro

"An Approach to CO/CL InterworkingPart
Workshop, M. Rose~ <draft-ccirn-cocl-docl-00.txt>

I:

Introduction

",

COCL

The OSI transport service[I] maybe realized through a variety of transport/network protocol combinations. Regrettably, few of the combinations actually interoperate with each other. As such, even if all OSIcapable end-systems enjoyed full-connectivity, they would not be able to
uniformly interoperate.
This memoexamines the problem and proposes
an approach in order to develop solutions to this problem.
"WORKSHOP ON CO/CL INTERWORKING "~ Phill
COCLWorkshop, ~ <draft-ccirn-cocl-report-00.txt>

Gross~

Les

Clyne,

On July 24-26, 1990, an invited panel met at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives in Reston Virginia to consider the issues involved with interworking between protocol stacks based on Connectionmode Network Service (CONS, or CO) and Connectionless-mode Network
Service (CLNS, or CL). The main example of a CO stack is OSI TP0
over X.25. Examples of CL protocolstacks include OSI TP4 over CLNP
and TCP over IP. The workshop was convened at the direction of RARE
and the U.S. Federal Networking Coundl (FNC). The meeting was organized and co-chaired by Les Clyne (UK Joint Network Team) and Phillip
Gross(Corporation for National Research Initiatives). An electronic mailing list was established for use by both attendees and a wider audience of
experts. This report gives an overview and synopsis of the deliberations
"An Approach to CO/CL InterworkingPart II’.
The Short-Termconventions for Transport-Service
Bridges in the absence of Internetworking
" COCLWorkshop, M Rose, <draft-ccirn-cocl-doc2-00.txt>
The Short-term approach outlined in "An Approach to CO/CLInterworking: Part I: Introduction" is based on the use of transport-layer relays
knownas transport service bridges, or TS-bridges. Further, the shortterm approach also assumes that knowledge of the TS-bridges is present
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in the end-systems.
The companion memo "An Approach to CO/CL
Interworking-Part III: The Intermediate-Term-Provision
of the CONS
over TCPand X.25 Subnetworks" identifies and proposes incremental advancements necessary to promote a homogeneousnetwork service; and the
companion memo"An Approach to CO/CLInterworking: -Part IV: The
Long-Term-Conventions for Network-Layer Relays and Transport-Service
Bridges in the Presence of Interworking" identifies solutions in which endsystem knowledgeof transport-layer relays is avoided. The last paragraph
is missing
"On the Assignment of Subnet Numbers ", Paul Tsuchiya,
subnetnos-00.txt>

<draft-tsuchiya-

This draft specifies a procedure for assigning subnet numbers for use by
the ARPA-Internet community. Use of this assignment technique within a
network is a purely local matter, and does not effect other networks. This
procedure for assigning subnet numbers eliminates the need to estimate
subnet size. This technique is not new, but it is also not widely known,
and even less widely implemented. With the development of new routing
protocols such as OSPF, this technique can now be taken full advantage
of. The purpose of this draft, then, is to make this technique widely
known,and to specify it exactly.
"Understanding
and Using SNMPSecurity Services ", James Davin, James
Galvin, Keith McCloghrie, , <draft-ietf-snmpauth-uu-00.txt,
.ps>
This memodiscusses SNMPsecurity protocols insofar as it presents a
threat analysis and enumeration of goals. However, its main purpose is
to discuss two SNMPsecurity algorithms. First, under the rubric "Understanding SNMPSecurity," it describes the design of the algorithms
with an emphasis on howtheir various mechanismscollectively realize the
design goals and constraints; second, under the rubric "Using SNMPSecurity," it also describes howSNMP
security services are best exploited to
realize effective, secure network management
in a variety of configurations
and environments.
"A Border Gateway Protocol 3 (BGP-3) ", Yachov Rekhter,
01/25/1991 <draft-ietf-bgp-bgp3-00.txt>

Kirk Lougheed,

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-Autonomous System
routing protocol. It is built on experience gained with EGPas defined
in RFC 904 and EGP usage in the NSFNETBackbone as described in
RFC 1092 and RFC 1093. The primary function of a BGP speaking
system is to exchange network reachability information with other BGP
systems. This networkreachability information includes information on
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the full path of Autonomous Systems (ASs) that traffic must transit
reach these networks. This information is sufficient to construct a graph
of AS connectivity
from which routing loops may be pruned and some
policy decisions at the AS level may be enforced.

"Tunneling
IPX Traffic
through
IP Networks
< d raft- p r ovan-ipxt unn eling- 00 .txt >

",

Don Provan,

01/25/1991

Internet Packet exchange protocol (IPX) is the internetwork protocol used
by Novell’s NetWare protocol suite. For the purposes of this paper, IPX
is functionally
equivalent to the Internet Datagram Protocol (IDP) from
the Xerox Network Systems (XNS) protocol suite. This draft specifies
method of encapsulating
IPX datagrams within UDP packets so that IPX
traffic can travel across an IP internet. This draft allows an IPX implementation to view an IP internet as a single IPX network. An implementation of this draft will encapsulate IPX datagrams in UDPpackets in
the same way any hardware implementation might encapsulate IPX datagrams in that hardware’s frames. IPX networks can be connected thusly
accrossinternets that carry only IP traffic.
"An Approach
to CO/CL InterworkingPart
III:
The IntermediateTerm-Provision
of the CONS over TCP and X.25 subnetworks.
", COCL
Workshop, Christian
Huiterna,
<draft-ccirn-cocl-doc3-00.txt>
This document outlines the intermediate-term aspects of the approach described in "An Approach to CO/CL Interworking- Part I: Introduction".
This approach has been developed at the request of the FNC and RARE
communities, but may be applicable
to other communities. This memo
does not explicitly specify a standard, however, it may form the basis for
policy within the FNC, RARE,or other communities. Distribution
of this
memois unlimited. Questions should be directed to the editor.
"AppleTalk

MIB ", Steven

Waldbusser,

<draft-ietf-appleip-applemib-00.txt>

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular,
it defines objects for managing AppleTalk
networks.
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Trouble Ticket which is registered with the Ticket Tracking System. The
ticket is an agreement to obtain closure withthe user. Network Service
Centers can fix problems, track the workof others, or transfer responsibility for the ticket to other NetworkService Centers using a formal hand-off
procedure. Ticket hand-offs are coordinated by the Ticket Tracking System and ticket progress is monitored by the Ticket Support Centers. User
complaints with the problem resolution process may be lodged with a
Ticket Support Center, which will act on behalf of the user in resolving
the problem.
"Functional Specification
Wishlist for a Integrated NOCTrouble Ticket
System ", Dale S. Johnson, <draft-ietf-johnson-noc-00.txt>
This DRAFTFYI RFCdescribes general functions of a Trouble Ticket
system that could be designed for Network Operations Centers. The document is being distributed to membersof the Internet communityin order
to stimulate discussions of new production-oriented operator-level application tools for network operations. Hopefully, this will result both in
more ideas for improving NOCperformance, and in more available tools
that incorporate those ideas. This memodoes not specify a standard.
Distribution of this memois unlimited.
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STANDARDS PROGRESS REPORT

Standards

Progress

Report

Between the August IETF Plenary meeting at the University of British Columbia,
and the DecemberMeeting at the University of Colorado, there have been manyIETF
originating protocols published as RFC’s and beginning with this Proceedings a list
and status report will be given.

RFCI177, FYI4

FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonly
asked "NewInternet User" Questions
This RFCis the product of the User Services Working
Group.

RFCl179

Line Printer

DaemonProtocol

This is a proposed standard protocol documenting and
extending the Berkley LPRdeamon. It is the product of
the Network Printing Protocol Working Group.
RFCII83

New DNSRR Definitions
This experimental protocol is the product of the Domain
Name Service Working Group.

RFCII84

Telnet Linemode Option
This protocol was elevated to draft standard status. It is
the product of the Telnet Working Group.

RFCl187

Bulk Table Retrieval

with the SNMP

This RFCdocuments an algorithm for effecient use of
the SNMPin retrieving large tables. Although it merely
documents an algorithm, it was published as an experimental protocol. This is a product of the SNMPWorking
Group.
RFCII88

A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over FDDI Networks
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This draft standard specifies the use of a IP over single MACFDDI station. It is the product of the FDDI
Working Group.
RFCl189

The CommonManagementInformation Services and Protocols for the Internet
This proposed standard incorporates several substantive
changes from the previous draft standard proposal. It is
the product of the OSI Internet Management Working
Group.

RFCll90

Experimental Internet Stream Protocol, Version 2 (ST-

Ii)
This experimenatal protocol is a further advancement on
the origional stream protocol from the Connection IP
Working Group.
RFCl191

Path MTUDiscovery
This proposed standard protocol documenting a mechanism for determining the MTUof a path is the product
of the MTUDiscovery Working Group.

RFCl194

The Finger User Information Protocol
This RFCis a rewrite and update of the origonal FINGERdocument to better align with current practice.
This was one of the "grandfathered" protocols and was
allowed to enter the new standards process as a Draft
Standard.
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2.2

Minutes

of the

Open Plenary

and IESG

Protocol Actions:
The following protocols were discussed in the OpenPlenary. Based on the input from
the IETF, and the originating Working Groups, the IESG has made the following
recommendations.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

IP over SMDSto Proposed Standard
IP over ARCNETto Proposed Standard
Concise MIBDefinitions to Proposed Standard
DS-1 MIB to Proposed Standard
DS-3 MIB to Proposed Standard
802.4 MIBto Proposed Standard
802.5 MIBto Proposed Standard
MIBII to Draft Standard
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APPLICATIONS AREA

Applications

3.1

Director:

Area

Russ Hobby/UC Davis

Working Groups Meeting
Distributed

at Boulder

File Systems

The focus of this meeting was on NFSon the Internet and the problems with NFS
working across large networks. The primary concerns are with congestion control and
authentication. The WorkingGroup discussed whether their efforts would be heard
by the vendors. The two action items were to:
¯ Document NFS shortcomings.
¯ Request NSFNETto collect status on NFS traffic

across NSFNET.

Domain Name System
This Working Group has a new Chair, Michael Reilly (DEC) and will bring the
WorkingGroup back into a more active role. Near term goals for the group are to:
¯ Fix BINDto solve problems that affect the root servers.
¯ Write a "DNS Cookbook".
Network

Fax

The primary work that went on was to determine the type of functions desired. The
Twotypes of FAXfunctions thought to be desirable are:
1. Text to FAXconversion.
2. The transport of FAXimage data.
There was also discussion of howto transport FAXimages via email. Thoughts were
to use X.400 or SMTPwith binary transport capabilities.
Network Printing

Protocol

There were five main subjects discussed at this meeting:
1. The "Wire Protocol" to provide a TCPConnection to a printer via a serial
line is just a matter of establishing a Telnet connection to the proper port of a
ternfinal server.
2. RFC1179 (LPD) was discussed and it was determined that the RFCshould
specify the use of LP D today. RFC1179 contains some changes in the protocol
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as used today. A new version will be written to reflect the actual use.
There was discussion of the Printer Access Protocol (PAP) on the subjects
security, standardization of keywords, resource information and internationalization.

.

.

.

Palladium has been set aside as a solution to the network printing problem
for now because of a lack of a standard Remote Procedure Call (RPC) for the
Internet.
PAPprovides spooler to printer services. Wealso need user to spooler services.
LPDdoes this nowbut needs work. Is it worth fixing or should something new
be defined?

Telnet
The Environment Option and the Authentication Option were the subjects of this
meeting. The Environment Option was referred back to the Working Group from the
IABwith the commentthat specific option variables should be defined before making
it a proposed standard. The progress on the Authentication Option was defining the
negotiation of what type of authentication would be used for a Telnet session.
At the Boulder meeting there were also three Birds-of-a-Feather (BOF) sessions
explore some current needs in the Internet and to see if WorkingGroups should be
created for them.
Eight Bit BOF
This group started by discussing the problems in the European communityin sending
email containing eight bit characters in the light of the fact that SMTPstrips the
data to seven bits. This lead to discussion of the general shortcomings of SMTPRFC821/RFC822.In general SMTPshould be concerned with message delivery only
and RFC822should be concerned with message format only. It was decided to create
a new Working Group, Chaired by Greg Vaudreuil (CNRI) to come up with some
short-term solutions to these problems. The WorkingGroupwill focus on three issues:
1. Write a document to change SMTPeliminating the restrictions of seven bits
and line lengths of 1000 characters, thus allowing SMTPto send binary blocks.
2. Examine and modify RFCl154 - Header Encoding to allow body parts of all
types in RFC822messages.
3. Define body parts, in particular the TEXHEXencoding for eight bit characters.
Network

Database

BOF
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This group met to discuss interest in the Internet communityin the standardization
of SQLdatabases operating over TCP/IP. SQLAccess, a group of database software
vendors working toward SQLinteroperability, has been contacted and discussions are
going on about joint work on such a standard. The BOFattendees agreed that since
SQLAccess includes manyof the vendors that would be implementing the standard
it seems appropriate to work with them. There will be continued discussion with SQL
Access as to whenthey want to submit their work to the open review of the IETF at
which point a Working Group may be formed to do the review.
Another subject that came up at the BOFwas the need for a standard RPCfor the
Internet. It was agreed that a WorkingGroupwould be appropriate to look into this.
The Area Director will coordinate efforts to get this WorkingGroupstarted.
Resource

Location

BOF

The session was well attended and manyof the needs and current methodsfor resource
location were discussed including the Knowbotservices, developed by CNRI, and
NameBinding Protocol used by AppleTalk. The group agreed that a Working Group
should be created. Althoughthe Chair is still to be determined, a mailing list will be
created and a WorkingGroup Charter will be written.
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File Systems (dfs)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Honeyman, honey©c±t±, umich, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: df s-wg©c±t±. urn± ch. edu
To Subscribe:
dfs-wg-request©citi.umich, edu

Description

of Working Group:

Trans- and inter-continental distributed file systems are upon us. The
consequencesto the Internet of distributed file system protocol design and
implementation decisions are sufficiently dire that we need to investigate
whether the protocols being deployed are really suitable for use on the
Internet. There’s someevidence that the opposite is true, e.g., some DFS
protocols don’t checksum their data, don’t use reasonable MTUs,don’t
offer credible authentication or authorization services, don’t attempt to
avoid congestion, etc. Accordingly, a Working Group on DFShas been
formed by the IETF. The WorkingGroupwill attempt to define guidelines
for waysthat distributed file systems should makeuse of the network, and
to consider whether any existing distributed file systems are appropriate
candidates for Internet standardization. The WorkingGroupwill also take
a look at the various file system protocols to see whether they makedata
morevulnerable. This is a problem that is especially severe for Internet
users, and a place where the IETF maywish to exert some influence, both
on vendor offerings and user expectations.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Generate an RFCwith guidelines that define appropriate behavior
of distributed file systems in an internet environment.
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Honeyman/UMich

DFS Minutes
The focal point of the Working Group continues to be wide-area NFS, i.e., NFSacross-the-Internet. Particular concerns fall into two areas: congestion control and
authentication/authorization.
Regarding the former, the consensus is that real progress on congestion control for
NFSlies in the hands of vendors, not in those of Internet researchers and engineers.
Furthermore, many attendees doubt whether the Working Group can do much to
influence vendors to address problems that are long-standing and well-known.
Alongthese lines, the following questions were raised:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Can NFS’ congestion handling be fixed?
Could Sun fix it?
Could the IETF fix it without Sun’s cooperation?
Is it legitimate to focus solely on Sun/RPC?
Would Sun work with the IETF? Should we care?
What role does AFS play? Or the Guelph NFS on TCP?

The answers to these questions are not entirely obvious. Nevertheless, the Working
Group is proceeding to document the shortcomings in NFS/RPC/UDP
as they affect
good Internet-citizenship.
The Working Group urges backbone and regional network administrators to monitor the ports used by NFS(principally UDP/2049) when gathering network usage
statistics; in this way, the IETF can gauge the severity of the wide-area NFSproblem.
Regarding authentication and authorization, the DFSWorking Group deems it appropriate to delegate such issues to the WorkingGroups dedicated to these areas.
The DFS Working Group will enumerate its special concerns and bring them to the
attention of the appropriate security WorkingGroups at the next IETF meeting.
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Attendees
Gregory Bruell
Lida Carrier
Karen Frisa
Ken Hibbard
Russell Hobby
Peter Honeyman
Ole Jacobsen
Stev Knowles
Carl Malamud
Tony Mason
Matt Mathis
Donald Morris
Chris Myers
Andy Nicholson
David O’Leary
Mark Stein
John Veizades
David Waitzman
Carol Ward

gob@shiva,com
lida@apple,com
karen,frisa@amdrew,
cmu. edu
hibbard@xylogics,
com
rdhobby@ucdavi
s. edu
honey@cit
i. umich,edu
ole@csli,
st ~nford.edu
stev@ftp,com
carl@malamud,com
mason+@transarc,
corn
mathis@pele,
psc. edu
morris@ucar,edu
chris@wugate. wustl,edu
dro id@cray,com
oleary@noc,
sura.net
marks@eng,sun. com
veizades@apple,
com
dj w@bbn,com
cward@spot,colorado,edu
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Distributed

Scheduling
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Protocol

(chronos)

Charter
Chair(s):
Paul Lindner,

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: chrono s©boombox, m±cro. umn. edu
To Subscribe: chronos-request©boombox, micro, lmlx. edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Chronos protocol working group is chartered to define a protocol
for the management of calendars, appointments and schedules over the
internet. In defining this protocol, several questions must be addressed.
The role of the calendar administrator must be defined. Differing levels
of security need to be specified to allow maximum
functionality yet still
allow privacy and flexibility.
The scope of the protocol should also be
evaluated; how muchburden should we put on the server, on the client?
Additionally the behavior of multiple chronos servers must be analyzed.
This protocol should be able to be developed and stabilized within 6-8
months, since there is already a draft specification to work from. The
process is subject to extension if manynew features are added, or more
revision is needed.
Goals and Milestones:
Jan 1991

Reviewfirst draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow
up discussion will occur on mailing list. Prototype implementations.

Feb 1991

Makedocument an internet draft. Continue revisions based on comments received over e-mail.

Mar 1991

Spring IETF meeting. Review final draft and if OK, give to IESG
for publication as RFC. Begin implementations.

Jul 1991

Revise document based on implementations. Ask IESG to make the
revision a Draft Standard.
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System

(dns)

Charter
Chair(s):
Michael Reilly, reilly~nsl,

dec. com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: namedroppers©nic, ddll.mil
To Subscribe: namedropped-request©nic, ddn.rail

Description

of Working Group:

Nodescription available
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Adding load balancing capability to the DNS.

TBD

Adding DNSvariables

TBD

Implementation catalog for DNSsoftware.

TBD

Responsible Person Record.

TBD

Adding network naming capability

TBD

Evaluate short-term measures to improve, or at least describe the
security of the DNS.

to the MIB.

to the DNS.
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Mail Extensions

(smtpext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gregory Vaudreuil,

Mailing Lists:
General

Discussion:

To Subscribe:

Description

ietf-smtp@dimacs,

rutgers,

ietf-smtp-request©dilaacs.rutgers,

edu

edu

of Working Group:

The SMTPextensions working group is chartered to develop extensions
to the base SMTPprotocol (RFC821)and the format of Internet mail (as
defined in RFC822).
Amongthe extensions to be considered to SMTPare the elimination of the
line length and 7 bit restrictions to allow the sending of arbitrary binary
information. Amongthe extensions to RFC822 are the definition of specific standard body parts and encoding formats. Body parts are intended
to allow the sending of arbitrary binary files, the sending of structured
mail, and the use of alternate encoding of international character sets for
mailers that do not understand eight bit characters.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

Rewrite RFC1154 to include specific types of body parts and encodings.

Mar 1991

Write a documentfor the sending of 8 bit character sets through 7
bit mailers with the TEX-HEX
encoding scheme.

Mar 1991

Write a documentspecifying the elimination of line length restrictions and eliminating the 7 bit restrictions in SMTP.

Jul 1991

Submit the three edited documents as Internet-Drafts.

Oct 1991

Discuss distribution and deploymentof mailers and user interfaces
complying with the new SMTPand Message format.
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Finalize the 3 above documents. Submit a recommendation to the
IESG to forward the 3 above documents to the IAB and RFCEditor
as Proposed Internet Standards.
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by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI

SMTPEXT Minutes
This meeting began as a Birds of a Feather session called by Phill Gross (CNRI)
discuss two SMTPrelated proposals. Jan Michael Rynning (NORDUnet)and Johnny
Eriksson (NORDUnet),participating by telephone, presented a method for transmitting eight bit character sets over SMTP.A proposal for a standard List-Service syntax
for the Internet was made by Greg Vaudreuil (CNRI). The discussion broadened
bit and resulted in the formation of a Working Group to consider enhancements to
SMTPand RFC822 to allow for body parts.
Rynning’s and Eriksson’s proposal suggested a mechanismto transmit 8 bit character
sets through SMTP.The proposal consisted of:
Eliminating the 7bit restriction
implemented,

in SMTP,and in cases where 8 bit SMTPis not

¯ Proposing a 7 bit encoding for non-8 bit systems called TEX-HEX.TEX-HEX
is a mixture of plain ASCII TEXTand HEXencoded characters.
The group found the proposal interesting, but primarily as a starting point for a reexamination of several SMTPissues. There was a consensus that the group should
workto eliminate the 7 bit and 1000 character per line restrictions in SMTP.This will
allow easier sending of binary files. TomKessler (SUN)convinced the group that there
were only minor code changes required for sendmail to accept 8 bit ASCII. Kessler
further volunteered to author a document describing the changes to the SMTPprotocol. A command"EBIT" was proposed in the document by Rynning and Eriksson
to identify new mailers. The group agreed that this extension should be considered
for SMTP.An alternate HELOcommandcould be defined to query a mailer for 8 bit
compatibility, such as HEL08.
The WorkingGrouplooked at RFC1154 for defining encodings of specific body parts.
Somefelt that the documenthas short-comings in not differentiating between content
and the encoding scheme. Greg Vaudreuil took an action to contact the author to
inquire about the state of that document. The WorkingGroup felt that establishing
body parts for 822 mail would be a good thing. An outstanding issue remained
concerning the interaction between the various encoding schemes as the 7 or 8 bit
transmission systems.
Rynning and Eriksson took an action to re-write their proposal for TEX-HEX
as a
specific encoding and body part to be used with the encoding document.
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John Veizades (Apple) stopped in to brief the group about Unicos, a universal text
encoding scheme developed at Zerox and Apple. This scheme used two octets to
represent all knowncharacters.
Chris Myers (WashU)explained the list service offered by Washington University,
and explained manyof the features of Bitnet’s ListServ. Myers took an action to
distribute the listserv document to those in the group who had an interest. The
group did not cometo a consensus on whether to pursue this topic at this time.
Actions
Kessler

Write a document amending RFC821 to eliminate
length restriction and the 7 bit restriction.

Vaudreuil

Determine the state of RFC1154, and encourage the author to
join in this effort.

Eriks son / Rynning

Rewrite the TEXHEXencoding document as a specific instance
of an RFC1154 body part.

Attendees
Robert Braden
Cyrus Chow
Johnny Eriksson
Phillip Gross
Russell Hobby
TomKessler
Chris Myers
Brad Parker
Michael Roberts
Jan Michael Rynning
Bernhard Stockman
Dean Throop
Gregory Vaudreuil
David Zimmerman

braden©venera.isi.edu
cchow©orion.arc.nasa.gov
bygg©sunet.se
pgross©nri.reston.va.us
rdhobby©ucdavis.edu
kessler©sun.com
chris©~ugate.~ustl.edu
brad©cayman.com
roberts©educom.edu
jmr©nada.kth.se
boss©sunet.se
throop©dg-rtp.dg.com
gvaudre©nri.reston.va.us
dpz©dimacs.rutgers.edu

the line
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Network Fax (netfax)

3.1.5
Charter

Chair(s):
Mark Needleman, mhn~stubbs, ucop. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: netfax~stubbs.ucop, edu
To Subscribe: netfax-request~stubbs.ucop,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Network Fax Working Group is chartered to explore issues involved
with the transmission and receipt of facsimile across TCP/IP networks
and to develop recommendedstandards for facsimile transmission across
the Internet. The group is also intended to serve as a coordinating forum
for people doing experimentation in this area to attempt to maximize the
possibility for interoperability amongnetwork fax projects.
Amongthe issues that need to be resolved are what actual protocol(s) will
be used to do the actual data transmission between hosts, architectural
models for the integration of fax machinesinto the existing internet, what
types of data encoding should be supported, howIP host address to phone
numberconversion should be done and associated issues of routing, and
development of a gateway system that will allow existing Group 3 and
Group 4 fax machines to operate in a network environment.
It is expected that the output of the WorkingGroup will be one or more
RFC’s documenting recommended solutions to the above questions and
possibly also describing some actual implementations. The life of the
Working Group is expected to be 18-24 months.
It is also hoped that some fax vendors, as well as the networking community and fax gateway developers, will be brought into the effort.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve charter making any changes deemed necessary.
Refine definition of scope of workto be accomplishedand initial set
of RFC’sto be developed. Begin working on frameworkfor solution.
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Mar 1991

Continue work on definition
conducted on mailing list.

of issues and protocols.

Work to be

Aug 1991

First draft of RFCto be completed. To be discussed at IETF meeting and revised as necessary.

Dec 1991

Continue revisions based on commentsreceived and i e to IESGfor
publication as RFC.

Mar 1992

Overlapping with activities listed above may be implementations
based on ideas and work done by the WorkingGroup. If so revise
RFCto include knowledge gained from such implementations.
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California

NETFAX Minutes
The meeting began at 1:30 PMon December 5, 1990 and was Chaired
by Mark Needleman.
Mark Needlemanbrought up the issue of whether or not the group should continue to
meet in that not very muchwork had been done since the last meeting and there was
some confusion as to what problems the group was really trying to solve. This lead
to a discussion of exactly what problems needed to be addressed. The group then
determined that there were two basic problems. The rest of the meeting focused on
those problems and possible solutions for them. The two problems addressed were:
Taking ASCII text data and converting it to fax image for transmission to a
destination fax machine.
Using the Internet as a mechanismfor moving fax and other type image data
around for delivery either directly to a users workstation or to a destination fax
machine directly on the network or through a server to an output fax machine.
A discussion was held as to possible ways of solving these problems such as using
X.400 or posibly defining a new protocol. Consensus was a protocol like SMTP
would work fine except for two major limitations in SMTP- 7 bit ASCII usage and
file size limitations.
The group discussed the possibility of building a new protocol based on SMTPthat
would have all of the features of SMTPand would remove these limitations.
It
would also add extentions to the SMTPheaders to convey information needed for fax
transmission such as phone numbers and routing and accounting information.
A discussion was also held on possible additions to the DomainNameSystem
for adding records that would facilitate finding out locations of fax servers.
Consensus was that this needed more research.
Discussion was also held as to possible implications of the work being done by
the newly formed 8 bit SMTPWorking Group and what that would mean to us.
The feeling was that there was a possibility that the work of this group might
solve the problems we saw in SMTPso that a new protocol would not be needed
and that we should coordinate with them to get our input into their work and
to make sure our needs were addressed. The feeling was that this would allow
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SMTPto provide a general purpose solution for all of types of data, not just
fax.

Action Items:
¯ Develop detailed specification
for fax transmission.

for extentions to SMTPneeded to use protocol

Developdetailed specifications for workingof fax server.
¯ Establish coordination

with 8 bit SMTPWorking Group.

Attendees
Cyrus Chow
Tom Easterday
Steven Hunter
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E. Paul Love Jr.
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carl@malamud,corn
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robert s@educom, edu
stj ohns@umd5,umd. edu
walker@eider, enet@decpa, dec. com
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by Russ Hobby/UC Davis

Network Database

BOle Minutes

This meeting took place to discuss interest in the Internet communityin the standardization of SQLdatabases operating over TCP/IP. SQLAccess, a group of database
software vendors working toward SQLinteroperability,
has been contacted and discussions are going on about joint work on such a standard. The BOFattendees agreed
that since SQLAccess includes manyof the vendors that would be implementing the
standard it seems appropriate to work with them. There will be continued discussion
with SQLAccess as to when they want to submit their work to the open review of
the IETF at which point a Working Group may be formed to do the review.
Another subject that came up at the BOFwas the need for a standard RPCfor the
Internet. It was agreed that a WorkingGroupwould be appropriate to look into this.
The Area Director will coordinate efforts to get this WorkingGroupstarted.
Attendees
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Ken Carlberg
Cyrus Chow
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Carl Malamud
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3.1.6

Network Printing

Protocol

(npp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Glenn Trewitt, trew±tt~nsl, pa. dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: print-wg@pluto, dss. com
To Subscribe: print-wg-request©pluto.dss,
corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Network Printing Working Group has the goal of pursuing those
issues which will facilitate the use of printers in an internetworking environment. In pursuit of this goal it is expected that we will present one
or more printing protocols to be considered as standards in the Internet
community.
This Working Group has a number of specific objectives. To provide a
draft RFCwhich will describe the LPRprotocol. To describe printing
specific issues on topics currently under discussion within other Working
Groups(e.g., security and dynamichost configuration), to present our concerns to those WorkingGroups, and to examine printing protocols which
exist or are currently under developmentand assess their applicability to
Internet-wide use, suggesting changes if necessary.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter, making any changes deemed necessary. Reviewthe problems of printing in the Internet.

Done

Write draft LPRspecification.

Done

Discuss and review the draft LPRspecification. Discuss long-range
printing issues in the Internet. Reviewstatus of Palladium print
system at Project Athena.

Done

Submit final LPRspecification including changes suggested at the
MayIETF. Discuss document on mailing list.

Done

Submit LPR specification

as an RFCand standard.
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Jul 1990

Write description of the Palladium printing protocol (2.0) in RFC
format.

Aug 1990

Discuss and review the draft Palladium RFC.
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NPP Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

"Wire Protocol"
RFC-1179- Line Printer DaemonProtocol
Network Printing Working Group Charter
Printer Access Protocol Proposal

Two items were added:
¯ Palladium
¯ "Son of LPR"services
"Wire Protocol"
Glenn Trewitt advised the Working Group of the decision of the Telnet Working
Group on the Wire Protocol, as described in the Agenda.
The purpose of the Wire Protocol was to provide a standard mechanismfor establishing a TCPconnection to one of manyphysical ports on a host, e.g., a line on a
terminal server. This connection should be capable of being 8-bit transparent. In
Vancouver, the Working Group agreed that this "protocol" should be taken to the
Telnet WorkingGroup for further action. Bill Westfield agreed to do this. The result was somewhatsurprising. The general consensus was that most of the terminal
server vendors already provide a mechanismfor doing this (generally by letting the
user connect to a particular TCPport in order to get to a particular line or rotary with specified characteristics. The only advantage gained by defining a protocol
to select the line and its characteristics would be to provide a standard protocolfunction->line mapping. This was not viewed as providing a significant "win" over
the existing implementations, which work fine, once you figure out the right TCP
port number.
To quote Bill: "Youought to specify that the endpoint needs to be able to talk to an
arbitrary tcp host/port, using the ’stream’ modethat most terminal server vendors
nowsupply."
Trewitt feels this is an implementation issue (making lpd have the right functionality
for connecting to printers) rather than a protocol issue (defining a protocol to
something that is currently not do-able or not standardized).
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Daemon Protocol

RFC1179 has been issued as "informational", and there was some question about the
actual purpose of the RFC- if we are specifying somechanges to the de-facto protocol,
it really needs to be in the standards track. If the intent is truly informational, it
must only specify things that exist in commonimplementations. (This was agreed to
mean "the BSDlpd server".)
The major issue that was discussed was the order of data and control files - existing
(big-machine) implementations take the data files first and send the control file last.
"Small-machine" implementations typically can’t spool the data files to wait and see
what the control file says to do with it. As a result, these implementations must
print the data file as best they can, without the help of any information that might
be contained in the control file. A secondary (but still important) issue is that many
small systems can’t predict in advance, the size of the files to be printed (other than
by storing them first, which they can’t do).
The existing RFCattempts to address these issues by changing the protocol slightly.
The consensus was that, even though these were extremely desirable modifications,
we couldn’t change the protocol and still issue an informational RFC. There wasn’t
muchsupport for the notion of pushing these modifications through the standards
process, because there is so muchold, "free" BSDcode out there that won’t get
changed.
It was suggested that anybody whowants to get these issues dealt with should go to
the source, Berkeley, and hand them source code for a backward-compatible 1pd that
has these problems fixed, and get it incorporated into 4.4 BSD.
As far as errors in the RFC,there was discussion about some of the things that it
leaves unsaid. In particular, the BSDimplementation of lpd is very picky about the
order in which various commandsare given. This makesit very difficult to implement
a client, even if you have a complete, correct specification of the commandsand their
arguments (as in the RFC).
The following are action items:
¯ Edit the RFCto remove the upgrades.
¯ Adda section that discusses the order dependencies of the commands.
Network

Printing

Working Group Charter

Weagreed that the Chair should write a new Charter. It will incorporate the goals
of the WorkingGroup, as discussed in these minutes.
Printer

Access Protocol

Proposal
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The reaction to PAPwas mostly positive. The consensus was that it is adequate for
a base. There was significant discussion on the following points:
Security
There was significant concern over security, of several varieties:
1. Authentication of the job, to the printer; to "keep students from printing on
the Chancellor’s printer".
2. Encryption of the job, on its way to the printer.
3. Mechanismsto support military security, e.g., printers that might print secret
documents.
Items 1 and 2 received the most interest.
Standardization

Weneed to work with the SAAGon this.

of Keywords

PAPuses ASCII strings to report on resources and capabilities.
The possible values and their meanings are not defined in the specification. For example, the values
reported by the "show" commandare not documented. This must be fixed - implementation isn’t possible as the document stands.
Support for Requesting Facilities.
PAPprovides, with the "show"command,facilities to report the availability of various
resources, such as paper trays, fonts, and page description languages. It was pointed
out that there was no way to request that these resources be used. Trewitt observed
that most PDLs provide these mechanisms.
The apparent concern is to provide a wayto set the font, paper size, etc., for *TEXT*
to be printed on a printer. This seems to be asking for a "text" page description
language. The possibility that was discussed was to define command(s)and options
which wouldrequest resources. Trewitt feels this is a bad idea, as these requests could
get in the way of the facilities of more advanced PDLs. He suggests a more favorable
approach would be to formalize the concept of a "text" page description language,
and define mechanismswithin that to request paper size, etc.
Morediscussion on the mailing list is definitely required.
Internationalization
An observation was made that it was important that where parameters are supplied by
users, (e.g., everything in the "soj" command),it be possible to use 8-bit character
sets so that customers in Sweden (for example) would be able to have their name
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appear properly on the banner page.
Palladium
Digital Equipment (in the person of Richard Hart) has "set aside" Palladium for
consideration, for the moment. Palladium’s upper layers are making good progress
through Posix. Palladium’s lower layers depend upon some RPC. Since there isn’t
currently an Internet-Standard RPC(and there aren’t any signs of one appearing
soon), he decided that nowwas not the time for standardization in the IETF forum.
Son of LPR
This still leaves us with the question of: "What do we do to provide better user
services for printing?" PAPonly provides Spooler->Printer services. There is still a
need for User->Spooler and Spooler->Spooler services. Lpr/lpd fills this niche right
now, and Palladium may fill the void later, but right now we have nothing that
anybody particularly wants.
Wediscussed the possibility of "fixing" lpr/lpd. There wasn’t any great consensus
that it is a worthwhile starting point. Uponreflection it did not seem that anyone
liked that idea. So, what we *will* do, before the next IETF meeting, is to comeup
with a list of services that wewant to see available from this protocol.
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:~.1.7

TELNET(telnet)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dave Borman, dab~cray.com

Mailing Lists:
-c°m
General Discussion: ~celne~c-ie~cf©cray
-ie
To ~cf-reques~
Subscribe: c©cray"corn
telne~c

Description

of Working Group:

The TELNETWorking Group will examine RFC 854, "TeNet Protocol
Specification", in light of the last 6 years of technical advancements,and
will determine if it is still accurate with how the TELNET
protocol is
being used today. This group will also look at all the TELNET
options,
and decide which are still germane to current day implementations of the
TELNETprotocol.
¯ Re-issue RFC854 to reflect current knowledgeand usage of the TELNETprotocol.
options to clarify or fill in any missing
¯ Create RFCsfor newTELNET
voids in the current option set. Specifically:
- Environment variable passing
- Authentication
- Encryption
- Compression
¯ Act as a clearing-house for all proposed RFCsthat deal with the
TELNETprotocol.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an environment option

Dec 1990

Write an authentication

Dec 1990

Write an encryption option

Mar 1991

Rewrite RFC 854

option
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TELNET Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
Telnet

Telnet
Telnet
Telnet
Telnet

Environment Option
Authentication Option
Encryption Option
Specification

Environment

Option

The Telnet Environment Option had been passed off for publication as a proposed
Internet Protocol. However, some membersof the IAB expressed some concerns about
the possible misuse of the option, mainly that it might be used to create proprietary,
non-interoperating telnet implementations.
In Mayof 1990, the "Well KnownVariables" section was removed from the draft
document due to of lack of consensus on what would be the well knownvariables.
From the minutes of that meeting:
¯ Section 6, "Well KnownVariables" was discussed at length. People disagreed
what the user account name variable should be, USERor USERNAME
(some
systems use LOGNAME).
The group could not agree on what would be the best
names for well knownnames, whether they should have a consistent format,
(e.g., a commonprefix) or whether there should be a commonprefix for userdefined variables. Because resolution was not reached, it was decided to strike
section 6 from the document, but leave in the names in the example section.
It was agreed that well known names could be added later if consensus was
reached on the naming scheme.
¯ Possible action items for this document- Issue it as is, as an Experimental RFC.
- Define a "Well KnownVariable" list,
dard.

and re-submit for a proposed stan-

Decide if non-standard variables would be allowed. Somesuggestions:
¯ names of the form X-*, like mail
¯ use a STD-prefix for standard names
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- Since the Environment option is based on UN*X environment variables,
should we be blatant about a UN*Xbias?
- Put the well-known variable names in the assigned numbers document.
- Use SNMPto manage well-known variable

names?

Items 1 and 2: After discussing the pros and cons of each of these, it was decided
that the document would be re-submitted as is, to be published as an experimental
RFC. This would allow the document to get a wider distribution.
On item 3, the consensus was that non-standard variables need to be allowed; by
limiting it to just well-known variable names, muchof the usefulness of the option
would be removed. No agreement was reached on how to name the standard vs.
non-standard variable names, and the discussion was deferred to the mailing list.
Item 4 was rejected; just because the option maps nicely onto the UN*Xplatform
does not limit it to just UN*Xmachines, and there is no reason to perpetuate that
myth.
Item 5 was agreed on, once the format and names are decided upon. The list of "Well
KnownVariables" will contain the variable name, and a description of any syntax
that is to be applied to the value of the variable.
Item 6 was brought up as an interesting way to manage variable names, but was
dismissed as not being appropriate, since SNMPdeals with variables on a machine
level basis, and the Telnet Environment Option deals with variables on a per-user
basis. This would also open up a big can of wormswith regard to security.
Telnet

Authentication

Option

Several minor modifications were made to the Authentication document:

1. The user name that is being authenticated must now be passed as part of
the authentication negotiation, not in the (proposed) ENVIRON
option. This
change has two advantages:
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¯ It makesthe Authentication option self contained.
¯ It allows the user to authenticate as one person, but have a USERvariable
of someoneelse, e.g., use the Authentication option to authenticate as
"root", but use the ENVIRON
option to set the USERvariable to "joe",
so that the user can be "root" with "joe’s" environment.
2. Previously the document said that the server side SHOULD
send the DO
AUTH,and the client WILLAUTH.The SHOULD
has been changed to MUST.
If the server(client) receives (DO(WILL)AUTH),the option MUST
be refused.

There was discussion about changing from the current (SEND/IS/REPLY)
a separate (SEND/IS) negotiation, followed by a (CLIENT_DATA/SERVER_DATA)
negotiation. This idea was voted down.

o

.

o

The PRIVATE
type was eliminated; this would only lead to non-interoperable
implementations.
The type NONE
was changed to type NULL,and it is the type returned by the
client whenit does not support any of the authentication types proposed by the
server.

6. The type LOGINwas removed.
.

.

There was discussion about what exactly the authentication option gives the
user. It does not give integrity. Once the authentication is completed, the
connection could be taken over and/or modified by some intervening host. The
encryption option should be used to gain data integrity. There was discussion
about whether or not the ability for one side of the connection to "challenge"
the other side would be useful; it was decided that all that that would do is
make it harder for the connection to be taken over/modified, but would not
eliminate that possibility.
The type KERBEROS
was split into two type,KERBEROS/_V4
and KERBER0S/_V5.
New types for SPHINXand MINKwill be added.

Time did not allow for the discussion of the Encryption Option or the Telnet Specification.
It was decided that at the next IETF meeting, the Telnet WGwould meet for two
sessions (a 3 hour and a 2 hour session).
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Area

by Noel Chiappa

Most of the activity to report in this area happened at the IETF meeting in Boulder
where all eight WorkingGroups met report.
IP over Appletalk
The IP over Appletalk WorkingGroup had a final reading of the ’IP over Appletalk’
and ’Appletalk MIB’documents. (The latter is for use by Appletalk native devices
as well as IP/Appletalk routers.) It also held a technical review of the latest version
of the ’Appletalk over IP Tunneling’ document, which has also been discussed at
two meetings since the last IETF meeting. One more meeting to discusss the latter
document is planned before the next IETF.
Point to Point
The Point to Point Working Group met briefly and reviewed the status of all in
progress documents. Little has happened since the last IETF in this area, so an
activity will be organized to get these documents completed and out. The issue of
Frame Relay was also discussed, but due to lack of participation from the Frame
Relay community, nothing could be achieved.
IP over

SMDS

The IP over SMDSWorking Group met and reviewed the final draft of their RFC,
adjustments were made to wording and presentation but there were no substantive
changes. The group also reviewed the presentation for the IETF Plenary. Since
the RFCcompletely handles small virtual private networks and since the problems
of large WANnetworks have been centralized in the IP over Large PDNWorking
Group, this Working Group has no further tasks and has concluded.
IP over

FDDI

The IP over FDDIWorking Group met and reviewed a presentation on the lastest
version of EARP.(This is for use on dual rings with dual MAC
stations. Single MAC
stations are done.) A new version of the EARPdocument was also available, but
it was not reviewed in detail. The companion document, which details the various
operating models that exist, and discussses the pros and cons of each, and whyEARP
is necessary, is in progress but not yet completed.
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Router Requirements
The Router Requirements Working Group went through the latest draft in detail,
reviewing the technical content of the draft text, (over 100 pages at this point) prepared by legions of dedicated authors. A few missing sections were identified, and
volunteers to prepare them were found. The Chair met with the Security Area Director to commencea review from that angle. The Link Layer document (which is
split off from this and Host Requirements as a commondocument) is on hold until
the main document is done.
A separate document on the subject of routing pruning, prepared by the Chair, was
also reviewed. Routing pruning (i.e., which route to prefer when two routes are
available which are superior in two orthagonal ways) turned out to be a difficult
subject at the last meeting, and although the problem is better described now, no
final choice as to the preferred algorithm has been made. A single algorithm must be
operating all across each routing domain, otherwise routing loops maydevelop.
Finally, discussion was held on a number of technical hot spots. Amongthem were
fragmentation (should the smallest fragment be required to be first, for hosts with
poor network interface hardware), routing protocols (should one be required, and
so, which; for more details see the section on IESGactions, below), operation features
(should managementcontrols be part of an interoperation specification), broadcast
forwarding controls, and TOS(would the routing protocols allow more than one bit
to be on at once, and if so, what did it mean). Finally, in the TOSdiscussion, it was
suggested that an extra TOSbit, ’cost’, be allocated.
Multi-Media

Bridges

The Multi-Media Bridges WorkingGroup held its organizational meeting. It discussed
the Charter, and also the issue of interactions with the 802.1 (D) group. A presentation
was given on the architecture of the 802.1(D) bridge, for those whowere not familiar
with it, as well as the relevant RFC’s(1042, 1188, 1191, etc.) for those whowere not
familiar with them. Finally, it reviewed the solutions to the problems of multi-media
bridges already put forth in the market, and the problems caused by those solutions.
Dynamic Host Configuration
The DynamicHost Configuration Working Group narrowed its scope in order to make
progress. The problem has now been defined in two parts, host to server communication and coordination amongreplicated servers. The first part was discussed, and
protocols and algorithms agreed to. These will be written up, and an Internet Draft
will be available by the next IETF. Also, volunteers to implement them for experimentation were found. Someproposals were reviewed for the second part, but further
study is needed.
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IP

With the ST2 Specification published as an Experimental Protocol (RFC1190), the
Connection Oriented IP Working Group met to discuss longer term technical issues
such as resource management. It was agreed to coordinate work on ST2 with other
applicable work such as Lixia Zhang’s Flow Protocol and also McHip. At the IESG
meeting in Boulder, a numberof topics relevant to this area were reviewed, and results
are available.
Interaction between the MMB
Working Group and 802.1(D) was deemed very useful.
The proposal of the IP-FDDI Working Group to have an Extended ARPto handle
multi-rail and multi-interface situations was mentioned, to alert the communitythat
this action was being contemplated.
The issue of authentication for the Router Discovery mechanismwas discussed. No
mechanismis currently proposed (although the packet format allows for one to be
added), and it is a difficult technical problem since the transaction is so short. It
was decided that as long as the text contained some discussion of authentication,
and pointed out that no authentication is currently included, the document can go
to Proposed Standard. The Security Area Director will investigate, and a mechanism
should be available before the documentprogresses further.
Twonew WorkingGroup’s, IP over Frame Relay and IP over ISDN, will be organized.
Both will concentrate on designing the framing for use of IP over these media, as well
as specifying operation on small networks. The IPLPDNWorking Group will be
handling operation on large networks. A FrameRelay group is being set up since the
consensus of the people with detailed knowledgeof Frame Relay was that the entire
PPP protocol (which was proposed as a potential method for use of Frame Relay) was
unnecessarily duplicative of mechanismsalready present in the basic FrameRelay.
The Router Requirements Working Group had requested that an extra TOSbit be
allocated to use as a cost bit. (The Host Requirements document calls for a 5 bit
TOSfield, but only three bits are actually defined.) It was agreed that this sounded
good, but a more detailed proposal, with a complete TOSmechanism, was needed
before final action could be taken.
The Router Requirements Working Group had also, after some acrimonious debate,
referred the problem of choosing a standard IGP to the IESG, where further acrimonious debate ensued.
Somefelt that sufficient experience had been gained with OSPFto make a decision
(as called for by the IETF at the Florida IETF). People with OSPFexperience unanimously felt that enough experience had been gained; the majority of the WGdid not
have enough knowledge to have an opinion, however. Concerns were expressed that
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the existing experience was deficient in three ways; there was no very large deployment (hundreds of routers), there was no multi-vendor experience, and no experience
with large numbers of areas.
As to the actual protocol, the majority of attendees did want to make a recommendation to the IESG, in an attempt to get a decision made. There was general agreement
that the only two viable alternatives were OSPFand Dual IS-IS. By a bare majority,
OSPFwas preferred, although the second preference was to require both.
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IP (cip)

Charter
Chair(s):
Claudio Topolcic, t opolc±c©bbn,corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: cip~bbn.com
To Subscribe: c±p-request©bbn.com

Description

of Working Group:

This WorkingGroup is looking at issues involved in connection-oriented
(or stream- or flow-oriented) internet level protocols. The long-term intent is to identify the issues involved, to understand them, to identify
algorithms that address them, and to produce a specification for a protocol that incorporates what the WorkingGroup has learned. To achieve
this goal, the group is defining a two year collaborative research effort
based on a commonhardware and software base. This will include implementing different algorithms that address the issues involved and performing experiments to compare them. On a shorter time-line, ST is a
stream-oriented protocol that is currently in use in the Internet. A shortterm goal of this WorkingGroup is to define a new specification for ST,
called ST-2, inviting participation by any interested people. MCHIP
and
the Flow Protocol have also been discussed because they include relevant
ideas.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Produce a newspecification

of ST.

May 1990

Define commonhardware and software platform.

Oct 1990

Implement hardware and software platform.

May 1991

Implement experimental modules and perform experiments.

May 1992

Produce a specification
protocol.

of a next generation connection oriented
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ST-II
COIP-K
FP
MCHIP

Collaboration Plans
¯ Research, experiments
Meeting

Report

The Connection Oriented Internetwork Protocol Working Group (CIP) is developing a set of protocols and resource managementalgorithms to support guaranteed
service, packet switched communication in an internet. Applications in the areas
of wide area video conferencing and distributed simulation would both benefit from
service guarantees. Elementsof this support include resource reservation, flow regulation, instrumentation and enforcement mechanisms to ensure acceptable bandwidth,
end-to-end delay and delay variation. Approaches for allowing reservations to be
renegotiated as the workload changes are also anticipated.
Claudio Topolcic, WorkingGroup Chair, opened the meeting. The goal of this meeting was to review what had been accomplished since the Vancouver meeting and to
plan what will be done during the next three months. Wewere particularly interested
in understanding how the work each group memberwas doing might compliment one
other.
RFC-1190"Experimental Internet Stream Protocol, Version 2 (ST-II)" has been released. ST-II is an IP-layer protocol that provides end-to-end service guarantees
across an internet. It was designed through earlier efforts of the WorkingGroup to
replace the Internet Stream Protocol originally defined in IEN-119.
ST-II implementation status was presented by Ken Schroder. Portions of the control
protocol are currently operating at BBNon an Ethernet. They expect to:
¯ Pass data application to application over Ethernet by the end of December.
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¯ Integrate T1 support by the end of January.
The protocol implementation is expected to be operating in the DARPA
sponsored
D ARTNET
in February. Support will include connection setup and tear down, hop
identifier negotiation, and add/delete targets. ST-II will then be used as a protocol
testbed for exploring instrumentation and algorithms that:
¯ Ensure proper priority traffic handling to ensure that time guarantees are met.
¯ Provide predictable estimates of delay and delay variance.
¯ Guarantee that network switching elements meet end-to-end performance promised
to applications.
¯ Enforce that application traffic cannot exceed the resources level it originally
requested.
The issuing of RFC-1190signaled the end, at least for now, of the ST track that this
Working Group was following. The Working Group will continue to study connection
oriented protocols.
FP Flow Protocol work was presented by Lixia Zhang. They are using IP option
fields to implementthe flow protocol. This approach has simplified the work required
and allows the protocol to coexist with IP, since standard gateways will forward the
packets. Developing a customized protocol would not have offered those benefits.
The current implementation goals include support for:
¯ Lixia’s Flow Protocol.
¯ Fair queuing algorithms.
¯ Timestampordered driver queues to support priority

scheduling.

They have plans to experiment with dynamic rate adjustment, including selectively
throttling traffic sources (rather than all sources) to handle congestion control. They
hope to make TCP use FP in the future.
They cited several difficulties

they encountered with the current approach.

¯ Clock granularity is too coarse for traffic generator applications programs to
use for generating packets at specific rates.
¯ Table lookup inefficient: hard to get small universal identifiers.
¯ Fair Queuing for IP is implementedon a per TCPconnection basis. The current
implementation uses source and destination host IP addresses plus port numbers
as the connection identifier.
Performance measurement was discussed. They timestamp packets at source, destination and all intermediate routers. Since transmission and propagation delays are
known, queuing delay can be calculated.
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Potential future workincludes:
¯ Virtual clock testing. The virtual clock was implementedbut not tested because
queues don’t build up on Sparcs with Ethernet. (Ethernet is muchfaster.)
¯ FP providing reliability by selective retransmission.
¯ Host pacing
FP/ST sharing was discussed. It was felt that some of the enforcement mechanism
supported by the virtual clock Lixia’s flow protocol could be integrated into the ST-II
network layer. This would require integration of the timestamp ordering mechanisms
and supplying various flow parameters. The potential for more extensive integration
will be discussed after the ST-II implementation is working.
Resource management work at Berkeley was presented by Hui Zhang. Their work
includes explicit delay and jitter control. Packets are markedwith the desired transmission time and buffered until the deadline arrives. This worksto limit jitter. Studies
they have performed suggests this will also reduce the buffer space requirements of
the overall network.
Connection Oriented IP Kernel was presented by Guru Parulkar. The COIP-K is
meant to provide a core set of functions-application and network interface, data forwarding and state machine management-expected to be needed by high performance
protocols such as ST-II. Their goal is to provide a reusable foundation in which resource managementprotocol research can be performed more easily.
¯ ChuckCranor will return to work on software shortly.
¯ They expect to have it debugged in January.
¯ Can implement resource enforcement, potentially by incorporating Lixia’s virtual clock code.
There was some discussion about the availability and suitability of COIP-Kto the
ST-II and FP efforts. Weplan to revisit this in January after initial implementation
is available.
MCHIPwas presented by Guru Parulkar. This is a connection oriented resource
managementprotocol that Guru has been working on. There are three basic elements:
1. Resource requirements characterized by peak rate, average rate and burstiness.
2. Perpetual Congrams(PiCons) are routed using reservations and virtual circuits,
e.g., through ATMnetworks.
3. Server can provide resource allocations for unmanageddatagram networks, e.g.,
Ethernet. (There was some dispute as to whether this was doable in the general
case, whether source routing would provide an adequate solution, and howmuch
constraints would have to be relaxed for it to work.)
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The meeting concluded after discussions of what next steps to take. The potential
combining of COIP-K,ST-II, and FP into a single COIPwill be explored in January.
Many elements of FP resource management and enforcement seem complimentary
and compatible with the ST-II implementation, which provides connection setup and
management facilities.
The COIP-Kis intended to be compatible with these and
other protocols.
Weplan to meeting, ideally by video conference, in late January to discuss howmore
of our work can be integrated. At that point, working versions of COIP-Kand ST-II
should both be available.
Attendees
Ashok Agrawala
Robert Braden
Kevin Fall
Gurudatta Parulkar
Ken Schroder
Claudio Topolcic
Hui Zhang
Lixia Zhang

agrawala©cs,
umd.edu
braden©i
si. edu
kfall©ucsd,
edu
guru©flora, wustl, edu
schroder©bbn, com
topolcic©bbn, com
hzhang©t enet. berkeley, edu
lixia©parc, xerox, com
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(dhc)

Charter
Chair(s):
RalphDroms,droms@bucknell,
edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ho st-conf©sol, bucknell, edu
To Subscribe: host-conf-request©sol,buck_nell,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The purpose of this workinggroup is the investigation of network configuration and reconfiguration management.Wewill determine those configuration functions that can be automated, such as Internet address assignment, gateway discovery and resource location, and those which cannot be
automated (i.e., those that must be managedby network administrators).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Wewill identify (in the spirit of the Gateway Requirements and
Host Requirements RFCs) the information required for hosts and
gateways to: Exchange Internet packets with other hosts, Obtain
packet routing information, Access the DomainNameSystem, and
Access other local and remote services.

Done

Wewill summarize those mechanismsalready in place for managing
the information identified by Objective 1.

Jan 1991

Wewill suggest new mechanisms to manage the information identified byObjective1.

Jan 1991

Having established what information and mechanisms are required
for host operation, we will examine specific scenarios of dynamic
host configuration and reconfiguration, and show howthose scenarios can be resolved using existing or proposed managementmechanisms.
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by Ralph Droms/ Bucknell

DHC Minutes
Agenda:
The Agenda centered on discussing details of the DynamicHost Configuration Protocol (DHCP). There are four components of the Protocol:
1. A client-server protocol (here, a "client" refers to a network host requesting
initialization parameters).
2. Analgorithm for dynamic allocation of IP addresses by a server.
3. A server-server protocol.
4. A mechanism through which DHCPforwarding agents pass DHCPpackets between clients and clients on different subnets.
All of the protocols and algorithms used by DHCPhave been presented and discussed
at earlier WorkingGroupmeetings. At this meeting, it was decided that the protocol
should be described in two RFCs:
¯ One describing the interaction between a client and a single server.
¯ A second describing the interaction between multiple servers providing replicated service.
Ralph Dromswill complete an Internet Draft describing the client-server protocol
before the next IETFmeeting; further study is required for the server-server protocol
and the WorkingGroup has no deadline for completion of an Internet Draft for that
component of DHCP.
The following topics were discussed at the meeting:
The WorkingGroup needs to specify in detail the behavior of DHCPforwarding
agents, both for DHCPand for the Router Requirements RFC. Walt Wimer
graciously agreed to take on the task of writing an appropriate specification.
The client-server protocol is based on BOOTP
(RFC951)and the defined vendor
extensions (RFC1084). DHCPretains the original format of BOOTPpackets,
and defines an additional set of vendor extension values. An appendix to these
minutes gives a list of proposed configuration parameters and vendor extension
formats. This list is based on a list of configurable parameters taken from the
RFCs by Steve Deering. DHCPalso retains the request-response format of
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BOOTP.DHCPis backward-compatible
can support BOOTPclients.

with BOOTP, so that

DHCPservers

It is possible that a server response packet mayrequire more than the 64 bytes
specified for the vendor extension area in the BOOTPpacket format. Two
solutions were proposed. First, the BOOTP
packet is only 320 bytes long, so
the vendor extension area can be extended while keeping the BOOTPpacket
under 576 bytes. As the client request packet specifies whether the request is
a DHCPrequest, a server can maintain backward compatibility with BOOTP
clients by restricting BOOTP
responses to 64 bytes while extending the vendor
extension area in DHCPresponses. Second, the server response maytake multiple packets. The client can detect a multiple packet response by matching the
returned parameters with the original list of requested parameters; if not all of
the requested parameters were supplied (presumably because of a lack of space
in the response packet), the client will issue a second request for the remaining
parameters.
One of the parameters to be supplied by a server maybe a dynamically assigned
IP address. For the first RFC,each server is statically assigned a set of IP
addresses for dynamic allocation. The addresses are managedaccording to the
algorithm proposed by Jeff Mogul in his draft of June 22, 1990. The second
RFCwill address the problem of dynamic reallocation of IP addresses amonga
cooperating collection of DHCPservers.
The issue of security was raised and it was suggested that DHCP
security be discussed with the Security Working Group. Scott Bradner and Ralph Dromsheld
an informal "in the hall" meeting with Steve Crocker. According to Steve, the
current, surrounding infrastructure is sufficiently insecure that securing DHCP
will not add to network security, The Working Group should remain aware of
the security issue and DHCPshould evolve to take advantage of new security
mechanismsas they are added to the Internet infrastructure.
There is a mailing list for the use of the WorkingGroup: host-conf@sol.bucknell.edu.
An archive of traffic and other pertinent documents can be accessed through anonymous ftp from sol.bucknell.edu under directory dhcwg.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
David Borman
Scott Bradner
Lida Carrier
Ralph Droms

stevea@i88.isc.com
dab@cray.com
sob©harvard.edu
lida©apple.com
droms©bucknell.edu
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Robert Gilligan
Philip Karn
Holly Knight
Philip Koch
Joshua Littlefield
Greg Minshall
Bill Rust
Tom Sandoski
Richard Smith
Glenn Trewitt
John Veizades
A. Lee Wade
Jesse Walker
Carol Ward
Jonathan Wenocur
Kathy Wilde
Walter Wimer
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gilligan©eng
¯ sun. com
karn~thump
er ¯ bellcore,
corn
holly@apple
¯ com
phil ip. ko ch©dartmouth,
edu
j osh©caymam,
com
minshallCwc,novell,com
wj r©ftp,com
tom©concert,net
smiddy©pluto,
dss. com
trewitt©nsl,
pa. dec. com
veizades©apple,
corn
wade©discovery,
arc. nasa.gov
walker@eider
¯ enet¢decpa,
dec. com
cward©spot,colorado,edu
j hw©shiva,com
wilde©decvax
¯ dec. com
walter,wimer©andrew
¯ cmu. edu
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Bridging

(mmb)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeffrey Fitzgerald, j jf©f±bercom,corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mmbwg©fibercom,
corn
To Subscribe:
mmbwg-request©fibercom.com

Description

of Working Group:

The Multi-Media Bridge Working Group has the task of addressing the
function of multi-media bridges within TCP/IP networks. This is viewed
as necessary at this time because of the proliferation of these devices.
The first goal of the group is to documentthe multi-media bridge technology and point out the issues raised by having these devices in a TCP/IP
internet. If there are problems which can be addressed the group will
work towards resolving them and documenting the solutions.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Finalize Charter of Group

Aug 1991

Documentmulit-media bridging technology and its affect on TCP/IP
Internets.

Aug 1990

Documentissues to be addressed by working group.
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Reported by Jeff Fitzgerald/Fibercom,

Inc.

MMB Minutes
The Multi-Media Bridge Working Group met twice at the Boulder IETF. The first
meeting was spent reviewing the Charter which was subsequently approved and published.
The second meeting was spent reviewing the Multi-Media Bridge Technology and its
impact on the TCP/IP architecture. A general review of the bridging standard (IEEE
document 802.1d) was made and the following issues were raised to be addressed by
the Working Group:
¯ Differing MTUsizes amongdifferent media types.
¯ Differing Bit/Byte ordering problems - especially with respect to data]ink addresses.
The group then reviewed the following RFC’s;
¯ RFC1042 (IP over 802 Networks)
¯ RFC 1188 (IP over FDDI)
¯ RFC 1191 (Path MTUDiscovery)
It was felt that these documentshave laid the foundation for the future work of the
group. At the next meeting the group will begin to address an appropriate strategy
for 802.5 networks.
Attendees
Anne Ambler
Fred Baker
Ken Brinkerhoff
Caralyn Brown
Stewart Bryant
Chris Chiotasso
Avri Doria
Jeffrey Fitzgerald
Richard Fox
Jim Kinder
Stev Knowles
Richard Libby

anne@ spider,co. uk
fbaker@acc, com
cbrown@ENR. Prime. com
bryant@enet,dec. corn
chris@roswell,spart acus. corn
avri@clearpoint, com
j j f@fibercom,com
sytek ! rfox@sun,com
j dk@f ibercom,com
st ev@ftp,corn
libby@clOsd6,stpaul, ncr. corn
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(appleip)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, ve±zades©al~ple, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: apple-ip@apple.com
To Subscribe: apple-ip-request©apple.com

Description

of Working Group:

The Macintosh WorkingGroupis chartered to facilitate the connection of
Apple Macintoshesto IP internets and to address the issues of distributing
AppleTalk services in an IP internet.
Goals and Milestones:
Feb 1991

Describe, in an RFC,the current set of protocols used to connect
Macintoshes to IP internets.

Feb 1991

Define a MIBfor the management of DDP/IP gateways.
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by John Veizades/Apple

APPLEIP

Minutes

MacIP
John Veizades led the MacIPdiscussion which resulted in numerous changes to the
MacIP document.
There was a discussion about broadcasting, and three notes came out of that talk.
¯ Never forward link level broadcasts.
¯ It is forbidden to unicast to a router whodoes directed broadcast by unicast
explosion.
¯ Gateways will follow router requirements document with respect to directed
broadcasts on subnets.
Two other documents were mentioned, the first an FYI RFC for ATALKAD and
ATALKATAB.These two protocols are the KIP implementation and not phase 2
compatible. Apparently we decided that there is no need for this RFC.
Appletalk

Tunnelling

through IP

The tunnelling discussion was lead by Alan Oppenheimerof Apple. It started Tuesday
afternoon, and continued through the Wednesdaymeeting.
Tuesday

Agenda

¯ Walk through the Working Model proposed draft, Alan Oppenheimer.
¯ Chooser+: Screen shots of a hierarchical chooser written by Eran Reshef.
¯ The "Magic Gateway", Brad Parker
The magic gateway does on demand mapping a user on one AppleTalk AS and a
service on a second AppleTalk AS. The mapping information is kept in the user
gateway as a tuple for each user. The mapping is only available to the user that
created it, not to other users on the samegateway.
Alan has screen shots of the hierarchical chooser. Everyone at the meeting greeted
that presentation pleasantly. The reaction to the idea is positive. Oppenheimerthinks
the user interface needs work.
Brad Parker provided screen shots of the Magic Gateway interface.

Copies of the
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WorkingModel proposed draft are available from apple.com.
Wednesday Agenda:
¯ Clustering and Remapping additions- Alan Oppenheimer.
¯ AppleTalk MIB- Steve Waldbusser.
¯ AppleTalk Tunnelling though Foreign Networks, Draft Proposal - Alan Oppenheimer.
Clustering:
Clustering is a way to represent combinations of networks and zones as one entity.
Clustering will be used to represent remote apple internets.
Possible
¯
¯
¯
¯

Remapping Additions:

Network number remapping is optional.
Static vs. dynamic remapping.
Zone name remapping with some restrictions.
General (node) remapping.

Appletalk

MIB:

¯ Add packets dropped due to bad checksums.
¯ MIBis low level AppleTalkstatistics intended primarily for routers.
¯ Alan says touters are not expected to check checksums. Router vendors ARE
checking checksums!
The MIBwas acceptable to the members of the Working Group. Greg Minshall
has implemented it and says it works. The MIBdocument with the few suggested
changes is available via anonymousFTP from lancaster.andrew.cmu.edu as appletalkMIB-text.
Appletalk Tunnelling:
Addressing

Format

¯ DI- Uniquely identified as an appletalk domain.
¯ Must be extensible.
¯ UI = D I + network number.
The document proposes a general form and an IP form. The IP form is not generally
accepted because if the IP address is part of the DI, it will be misused.
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A form that was mentioned was 8 bits of length, followed by 8 bits of authority,
followed by the Global Identifier, a UniqueID (of length length).
Data Format
¯ Encapsulation in UDPdatagram port 200.
¯ Extended DDPheader:
- DataLink- IP header- UDPheader- ?extended header length? --...
- Dest DI -- Src DI -- reserved 00000000 -- type 000002 -- DDPheader
-- DATA
The type "000002" means "data". Must use UDPheader, and each DI is padded
to an even length. It was not agreed whether the extended header length was
needed/desirable.
Routing Information

Exchange

¯ Provide methodology
¯ Provide a protocol
¯ Determine which parts of the method are required
In addition to the "axis" presented in the tunnelling document, a new axis as mentioned: coupling "looseness", for:
¯ Zone info (appearance and disappearance).
¯ Network information.
¯ Metric changes.
Protocol

Summary

¯ Initial reliable exchangeof a full routing table.
¯ (Optional) reliable communicationof all changes to the table.
¯ (Optional) tickling to handle touters going down.
Reliable
¯
¯
¯
¯

Exchange

"One Way" connection for exchange and update.
Network (UI) information sent in ack’d datagrams.
Zone information initially send in unack’d datagrams.
Backgroundtimer polls for lost zone information.

Milo Medin suggests

that:

¯ Zoneinfo needs to be propogated to all.
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¯ Network/routing setup on "demand".
¯ Information updates only when requested, and only at some minimuminterval.
(The provider tells the requestor what the minimuminterval is.).
Possible
¯
¯
¯
¯

update events:

Net added.
Net deleted.
Net hop count.
Zone name changes.

Greg Minshall suggests that these update events are not needed or interesting

for

users.

Tickling
¯ Routers must attempt to notify other connected routers when going down.
¯ Routers MAYtickle at some minimal rate.
¯ If tickling is not used, routers must guard against sending data to hosts/paths
that may have disappeared.
Issues
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Zone remapping details
Surpassing the 15 hop limit when loops
Minimumrequired routing information exchange, including option negotiation
Underlying reliable transport mechanism
Determination of retransmission times

It was suggested that we do not do zone name remapping, it is a protocol violation,
and applications pass zone names around. We know about NBPand RTMPpackets,
but there will be others. Howeverif there is no mapping, then there will be zone
name conflicts between ASs.
Underlying Reliable Transport is TCPthe transport mechanismfor routing information? There was a long discussion about this, but the bottom line was, stick with
UDP.
Minimum Routing
¯
¯
¯
¯

Exchange

Routing protocol
Pure configuration
Centralized administration
Alternate routing protocol
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and zone name change updates

to the

When a zone comes back in a reply, we need to allow unknown net numbers to come
back too. Oppenheimer points out that not everyone uses NBP, so network numbers
must be known in advance.
Server returns update validity interval.
expires, and if the client still cares.

Client asks for update info when interval

It was suggested that the protocol proposed will scale to 100s but not 1000s.
Shiva wants M1 options negotiable:
what parts of the protocol
negotiate who you are talking to to try out special ideas.

are performed,

The next meeting is January 9, 1991 before MacWorld in an S.F. hotel.
Attendees
GregoryBrue11
Philip Budne
Cyrus Chow
James Dray
KarenFrisa
John Gawf
MichaelHorowitz
Holly Knight
PhilipKoch
LouiseLaier
Nik Langrind
Joshua Littlefield
John Mason
Milo Medin
Greg Minshall
Alan Oppenheimer
Brad Parker
Mark Seger
John Seligson
Frank Slaughter
John Veizades
A. Lee Wade
Jonathan
Wenocur

gob©shiva,com
phil©shiva,com
cchow©orion,
arc. nasa.gov
dray©st I. ncsl.hist.gov
karen,frisa©andrew,
cmu. edu
nc~r! cmpatsys!gawf
m~h©shiva,
corn
holly©apple,
corn
phil ip. ko ch©dartmouth,
edu
appleLink©laierl
nik©shiva,com
j o sh©cayman,
com
Masoni@applelink.
apple,corn
medin©nsipo,
nasa. gov
minshall©wc
¯ novell,com
oppenheimerl©applelink,
apple, com
brad©cayman
¯ com
seger©asds,
enet.dec. com
farcomp! j ohnsel©apple,
corn
fgs©shiva,com
veizades©apple,
com
wade©discovery,arc. nasa.gov
j hw©shiva,
corn
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IP over FDDI (fddi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dave Katz, dkatz©mer±t, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: FDDI©meri~c.edu
To Subscribe: FDDI-reques~c©meri~c.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IP over FDDIWorking Group is chartered to create Internet Standards for the use of the Internet Protocol and related protocols on the
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) medium. This protocol will
provide support for the wide variety of FDDIconfigurations (e.g., dual
MAC
stations) in such a way as to not constrain their application, while
maintaining the architectural philosophy of the Internet protocol suite.
The group will maintain liason with other interested parties (e.g., ANSI
ASCX3T9.5) to ensure technical alignment with other standards. This
group is specifically not chartered to provide solutions to mixed media
bridging problems.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write a document specifying the use of IP on a single MACFDDI
station.

Aug 1990

Write a document specifying
stations.

the use of IP on dual MACFDDI

¯
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Data

Service

(smds)

Charter
Chair(s):
George Clapp, meritec ! clapp~bellcore,bellcore, com
Michael Fidler, tsOO26@ohstvma,ircc. ohio-state,edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: smds©nri, reston, va.us
To Subscribe: smds-reqnest©nri, reston, va. us

Description

of Working Group:

The SMDSWorking Group is chartered to investigate and to specify the
manner in which the Internet and the newly defined public network service, Switched Multi-megabit Data Service, will interact. The group will
discuss topics such as addressing, address resolution, network management, and routing.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify clearly an efficient
SMDS.

interworking between the Internet and
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REPORT

by George Clapp/Ameritech

SMDS Minutes
Review of Draft

Document

The IP over SMDSWorking Group met for two hMf-day sessions on Tuesday, December 4, 1990. The morning session was devoted to a close review of the second version
of the Internet Draft, "A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams
over SMDS,"written by Joe Lawrence and Dave Piscitello. This document describes
the operation of IP over SMDSwhen a "logical IP subnetwork "is provided over the
SMDSconnectionless service.
Although there were manychanges to the document to clarify meanings, to correct
minor errors, and to conform to normal RFCformat, there were no changes in semantics. (These changes have since been incorporated and interested persons may
obtain a copy of the revised internet draft through normal procedures.) It was noted
that the ARPhardware type code assigned to SMDSaddresses is 14 (decimal).
Following the review, George Clapp emnouncedthat there would be a presentation of
the draft to the IETF plenary on Wednesdayevening, December5. This presentation
was preparatory to consideration by the plenary of whether to advance the draft to
"proposed standard" status.
The afternoon session was devoted to a review of the slides to be presented on Wednesday evening. (A copy of the slides should be included in the Minutes of that plenary
session.) Following a detailed review of the slides, the WorkingGroupagreed to dissolve. The IP over SMDSWorkingGroup is no longer in existence. If necessary, the
WorkingGroup may reform to discuss issues concerning the contents of the document
which mayarise in the future. Issues related to public, or "global", IP connectivity
over SMDSwill be discussed within the newly formed IP over Large Public Data
Networks Working Group (IPLPDN WG).
For your interest, the plenary agreed to advance the draft to "proposed standard"
status during the Wednesdayevening session.
The Co-Chairs would like to express their appreciation and gratitude to the participants of the WorkingGroup for their efforts in developing this document.
Attendees
TerryBradley

tbradley©well~leet
¯ com
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Scott Bradner
Caralyn Brown
Stewart Bryant
Cyrus Chow
George Clapp
Tracy Cox
Caroline Cranfill
Avri Doria
Robert Enger
Michael Fidler
Harley Frazee
Robert Gilligan
Jack Hahn
William Kutz
Richard Libby
Andrew Malls
Robert Meierhofer
Donald Merritt
Andy Nicholson
Joel Replogle
Manoel Rodrigues
Ray Samora
Ken Schroder
Richard Smith
Bernhard Stockman
Laszlo Szerenyi
Rick Szmauz
William Townsend
Glenn Trewitt
C. Philip Wood
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Protocol

Extentions

(pppext)

Charter
Chair(s):
StevKnowles,
stev©ftp,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-ppp©ucdavis.edu
To Subscribe: ietf-ppp-request©ucdavis.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) was designed to encapsulate multiple
protocols. IP was the only network layer protocol defined in the original
documents. The Working Group is defining the use of other network
level protocols and options for PPP. The group will define the use of
protocols including: bridging, ISO, DECNET
(Phase IV and V), XNS,and
others. In addition it will define newPPPoptions for the existing protocol
definitions, such as stronger authentication and encryption methods.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

The main objective of the Working Group is to produce an RFCor
series of RFCsto define the use of other protocols on PPP.
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(rdisc)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Deering, deer±rig©xerox, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: gw-discovery©gregorio, stanford, edu
To Subscribe: gw-discovery-request©gregorio,
stanford, edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Router Discovery WorkingGroup is chartered to adopt or develop a
protocol that Internet hosts mayuse to dynamically discover the addresses
of operational neighboring gateways. The group is expected to propose
its chosen protocol as a standard for gateway discovery in the Internet.
The work of this group is distinguished from that of the Host Configuration Working Group in that this group is concerned with the dynamic
tracking of router availability by hosts rather than the initialization of
various pieces of host state (which might include router addresses)
host-startup time.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Created Working Group; established and advertised mailing list.
Initiated email discussion to identify existing and proposed protocols, for router discovery.

Done

Held first meeting in Palo Alto. Reviewed 9 candidate protocols,
and agreed on a hybrid of cisco’s GDPand an ICMP extension
proposed by Deering.

Done

Held second meeting in Tallahassee. Reviewedthe proposed protocol and discussed a numberof open issues.

Done

Held third meeting in Pittsburgh. Discussed and resolved several
issues that had been raised by email since the last meeting. Draft
specification of router discovery protocol to be ready by next meeting. Experimental implementations to be started.
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Aug 1990

Meet in Vancouver. Review draft specification, and determine any
needed revisions. Evaluate results of experimental implementations
and assign responsibility for additional experiments, as required.
Submit the specification for publication as a Proposed Standard
shortly after the meeting.

Oct 1990

Revise specification as necessary, based on field experience. Ask the
IESGto elevate the protocol to Draft Standard status. Disband.
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Router Requirements

3.2.9

(rreq)

Charter
Chair(s):
James Forster, forster©cisco, corn
PhilipAlrnquist,
almquist©jessica, stanford,edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-rreq©Jessice~.
To Subscribe: ietf-rreq-request©Jessica.

Stamford. edu
Stanford. edu

Description of Working Group:
The Router Requirements Working Group has the goal of rewriting the
existing Router Requirements RFC, RFC-1009, and a) bringing it up to
the organizational and requirement explicitness levels of the Host Requirements RFC’s, as well as b) including references to more recent work, such
as the RIP RFCand others.
The purposes of this project include:
¯ Defining what an IP router does in sufficient detail that routers from
different vendors are truly interoperable.
¯ Providing guidance to vendors, implementors, and purchasers of IP
routers.
The requirements developed will be split into two volumes. The first will
cover link layer protocols and address resolution. The second will cover
everything else. Weintend that the link layer protocol document will
apply not only to touters but also to hosts and other IP entities.
The WorkingGroupwill also instigate,
additional RFC’son related topics.

review, or (if appropriate) produce

Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

First Internet Draft version of the upper layer volume.

Oct 1990

First Internet Draft version of the link layer volume.

Dec 1990

Second Internet Draft version of both volumes.

Feb 1991

Third Internet Draft version of both volumes.
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REPORT

Reported by Richard Smith/Datability,
Walt Wimer/CMU
Tony Staw/DEC and Philip
Almquist/Consultant
RREQ Minutes
The Router Requirements WorkingGroup held a grueling but very productive series
of meetings in Boulder. Although the Link Layer Requirements document is unfortunately on hold, we are on target to complete the Router Requirements document on
schedule, after the March IETF Meeting. The Chair would particularly like to thank
the note takers (Richard Smith, Walt Wimer, and Tony Staw) and those hardy souls
whoattended all of the sessions.
On Mondayafternoon, the Chair conducted a brief orientation session, intended primarily for those whowould be attending a Router Requirements meeting for the first
time. Also in attendance were several long-standing WorkingGroupparticipants (who
helped answer the hard questions) and a number of people whowere just generally
interested in learning more about the Router Requirements effort.
Tuesdaymorningwas devote~l to careful review of the first part of the (then current)
Router Requirements draft (rreq/rreq.doc.v6,
available via anonymous FTP from
Jessica.Stanford.EDU). The most notable issues raised were:
Conformance:There is substantial concern in at least a few quarters that MUST
and SHOULD
don’t mean the same thing in Router Requirements as they do
in Host Requirements, since Router Requirements explicitly allows conformant
systems to have configuration options which allow them to be configured to act
in a non-conformantmanner(Host Requirementsis silent on this topic). Purists
thought that this is a terrible idea, while most vendors insisted that this is
necessary if vendors are expected to produce conformant products. Consensus
was not reached on any changes.
¯ Fragmentation: There was prolonged debate on the details of howfragmentation
should be done. The underlying issue was a tradeoff between maximizing router
performance and maximizing the likelihood that an end system whose network
interface has inadequate buffering will be able to successfully reassemble. It was
finally resolved to allow implementors to makethat tradeoff however they saw
fit.
Wednesdaymorning session was divided amongseveral activities.
was devoted to:

Most of the session
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¯ Coordination with the Security Area: Steve Crocker (IETF Security Area Director) gave a brief presentation describing the IETF Security Area and his
views on the overlap between routers and security. This provoked some lively
discussion of the issues. Steve also announcedthat he has asked Mike St Johns
to undertake ongoing liason between the Security Area and the Router Requirements Working Group.
Discussion of Route Lookup Algorithms: Wediscussed the (then current) draft
of a paper called "Ruminations on the Next Hop" by Philip Almquist (rreq/rparadigm.psf:
available via anonymousFTP from Jessica.Stanford.EDU). This paper is concerned primarily with how a router which is simultaneously running more than
one routing protocol (or multiple instances of a single routing protocol) might
decide howto route packets. The results of this discussion will be reflected in
a revised version of the paper, planned for early 1991.
Noel Chiappa, Our IETF Area Director, asked us to spend the rest of the Wednesday
session discussing a couple of issues of interest to the IESG:
IGP Standards: Most of the group felt that the IESG’s stated prerequisite for
making a choice (significant operational experience with at least one of the
candidate protocols) had been met. Although neither has been tested in a truly
large and complex network, it is unreasonable to expect that a remedy will be
found that any time soon, given that today’s networks have been designed to be
topologically simple enough to work (at least marginally well) using the older
protocols. A clear majority of those present, including all whohad operational
OSPFnetworks, felt that it should be recommended to the IESG that OSPF
be chosen as the Internet standard IGP. However, Dual IS-IS also had some
vocal support, as did the view that routers should implement both OSPFand
Dual IS-IS. Despite the disagreements over the protocols, there seemed to be
general agreement that resolution of this issue by the IAB is an important
prerequisite for completion of Router Requirements.The issue is far too critical
to interoperability to be ignored by any useful router standard.
Size and Semantics of the IP TOSHeader Field: Wedecided to recommend
to the IESGthat TOSought to be a four bit field, comprising the three bits
defined in RFC-791and the adjacent bit which is defined as reserved in RFC-791
but as part of the TOSin RFC-1122. This bit would be defined as "minimize
(monetary) cost". The remaining bit added to TOSby RFC-1122would revert
to being reserved. The meaning of a TOSfield in which more than a single bit
was set was left "for further study".
Thursday morning and Thursday evening were consumed by a careful review of the
remainder of the Router Requirements draft. Major topics included:
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The Operations And Maintenance Chapter: There was some debate about how
appropriate it was for the standard to make requirements about "non-protocol"
issues as diagnostics, provisions for out of band access, and loading and dumping
of software. For the most part it was mostly concluded that it was quite appropriate, though in some cases it was decided to water down the requirements
proposed in the draft.
The Routing Protocols Chapter: Although this chapter generated little
heated
debate, considerable time was spent examining it carefully and noting places
where it needs additional fleshing out. It was particularly noted (but also noted
that the group was were too tired to resolve just then) that it was difficult
to understand the "right" way to leak routing information between routing
protocols.
Redirects and Destination Unreachables: There were long discussions
about
when it was appropriate to generate several of the classes of ICMPUnreachable
messages. There was also a related debate about whether it is ever appropriate
to generate the various network (as opposed to host) forms of Unreachables and
Redirects. The answer to the latter question turned out to be no, since only
nonconformant hosts treat the two forms differently.
Attendees
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(svrloc)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, ve±zades©apple, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: srv-location©apple.com
To Subscribe: sty-location-request©apple.corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Services Location working group is chartered to investigate protocols to find and bind to service entities in a distributed internetworked
environment. Issues that must be addressed are how such a protocol
would interoperate with existing directory based services location protocols. Protocols that would be designed by this group would be viewed as
an adjunct to directory service protocols. These protocols would be able
to provide a bridge between directory services and current schemes for
service location.
The nature of the services location problem is investigative in principle.
There is no mandate that a protocol should be drafted as part of this
process. It is the mandate of this group to understand the operation
of services location and then determine the correct action in their view
whether it be to use current protocols to suggest a services location architecture or to design a new protocol to complimentcurrent architectures.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Opendiscussion and determine if a working group should be formed.

Mar 1991

Continue discussion trying to refine the problem statement and possible resolutions.

Jul 1991

Do we take the RFCtrack or do we write a report on our conclusion
and leave it at that?
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REPORT

Reported

by John Veizades/Apple

Resource

Location

BOF Minutes

At the Boulder IETF meeting a group got together for an informal Birds of a Feather
session to discuss the issue of finding resources in an internetworked environment.
John Veizades from Apple and Steve Deering from Xerox lead the meeting.
The meeting included a presentation of workin progress at the University of Colorado,
Boulder. Michael Schwartz presented work he has done on the location of personal
information in an interneted environment. Paper describing his work can be found
on latour.colorado.edu in the directory/pub/RD.Papers/.
Ralph Dromstalked about his work on the Knowbotservices.
John Veizades gave a description of two protocols that are used for the finding of
arbitrary services in an interneted environment:
¯ NameBinding Protocol used by the AppleTalk protocol family to find services.
¯ Network Binding Protocol which is part of the Xerox Network System (XNS)
protocol family.
The group came to the conclusion that a Working Group should be formed to look
into resource and service location metaphors.
Although the Chair is still to be determined, an interest list will be formed and an
announcementof the interest list and the WorkingGroup Charter is forthcoming.
Attendees
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Steve Deering
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f 1. Focus

Experimental
Resource Discovery
Techniques

2. Intcme.t "WhitePages"
3. Probabilistic "YellowPages"
4. Intcmet Re.sour~ Mapping/Discovery

Michael Schwartz
Depamneatof Computm"$cicnc~
University of Colorado- Bouldea

5. NetworkVis~ali~tion
6. Observations

Rogea"King, Evi Nemcth,
David Wa~cncx
¯
Rogex Bacalzo, Kris Fames, David Gol~
Trent Hein, Rich Nevcs, ~ Smi~
Panos Tsirigofis, David Wood,KcqunZhao

|

1 .Focus

f 2.Intemet

Network accessible resources:
¯ databases
¯ software packages
¯ e-mail boxes
¯ current events
¯ network services
¯ technical interest groups
¯ retail products

Goals
¯ Scalability
¯ Toleranceof decentralization
¯ Supportfor non-hierarchicalsearches
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"White Pages"

|

Reaches1,147,000people in 1,929 sites:~N

3.Probabilistic "Yellow Pages"
Goal:scalable, non-hierarchical.resource
space
Assumptions:
¯ want small numberof instancesof
large classes of objects
¯ ok to get different answersto same
query across sessions
Algorithm:
¯ SparseDiffusion Multicast to dissem.
and search for info
¯ Cacheby locality of interest

After 179 log~ngdays (115 users in 24
sites):
Avg.137 pkts/search
Avg. 1.9 searches/user-month

Sire. results: scales to s~veralthousand
sites; fair accessto competinginfo

Extrap.: 5.00 x 107tot_ pkts/month.(1989
NSFNet:109/month,10%capacity)

f

4.Intemet Resource
Mapping/Discovery
Techniques:
¯ Info. sourcesof varyingquality
¯ Coexistingorgs. per int. group

Current prototype:
~
¯ per-archive database
¯ exploration caches
¯ monitored USENET
annotmeements
In progress: viewper interest group

Test case = "anonymous"FTP:
¯ very large scale, heterogeneous
¯ ~_dministrativelydecentralize~
¯ considerablepractical value
(Eventuallyexpandto services, etc.)

Viewseventuallyrelated by traf. analysis
of access patterns (e-mail study)
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Protocols and info sources under
consideration:
.ICMP
- Ping, BroadcastPing
- Ping w/LooseSource Routing and
Route Record
- Tra~r~a~
¯ UDPPing
¯ SNMP

5.Network Visualization
Use aggressive RDto probe global
Interact state:
topology, geography, congestion,
protocol usage, etc.
V’~mlrepresentation

¯ RIPQUERY
¯ GDP
.ARP
. ~ muting table (netsm0
¯ DomainNsmingSystem (mul~ple
addresses,zonetransfers)
¯ SRI-NIC NETWORKS.TXT
list

Novel aspects:
¯ aggressive RE)paradigm --> use
many protocols and information
sources, rather than global St&
¯ RDas "glue" for presenting complex
network to basic user
¯ global scale

~EGP
¯ BGP
¯ IGRP

6.Observatiorus
Resource Discovery suppo.rts:
¯ directory service
¯ network integration
¯ network management

Global scheme:
~
¯ . Discovery server networkaround the
Interact
¯ Aggressive discovery if no server
present
¯ ’ Config. each server with variety of
discovery protocols (codify
implications of diff. discovery
protocols)
¯ Caching and predicate quedes to
allow .real time wide area browsing

Registering resources sometimes
problematic:
¯ dynamic, timely data
¯ transfer of authority
¯ large space of whichsmall part
sought
Hierarchy sometimes problematic:
¯ single organizational schemecan get
convoluted
¯ resources related to multiple
concepts
¯ resources ownedby multiple parties
¯ need to support sweeping
organizational 6han~es.
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Reaching agreement is difficult
~
¯ need to support multiple protocols
and information formats
¯ need to work soon

Strict 6xactness/eorre~tness sometimes
problematic:
¯ far-reaching searches
¯ quickly changing info
¯ searches With many "fight" answers
¯ diffvr~nc~ of opinion about approp.
org.
Rangeof impetus to organize resources
--> support both "official" and "grass
roots" models

_t4£
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(shr)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart,rlste~art@eng.xyplex,
com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-hosts@nnsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe: ietf-hosts-request@nnsc.nsf.net

Description

of Working Group:

The Special-purpose Host Requirements Working Group is chartered to
clarify application of the Host Requirements RFCs (1122 and 1123)
systems that are technically hosts but are not intended to support general
network applications. These special-purpose hosts include, for example,
terminal servers (a "Telnet host"), or file servers (an "FTP host" or
"NFS host").
The Host Requirements RFCs address the typical, general-purpose system with a variety of applications and an open development environment,
and give only passing consideration to special-purpose hosts. As a result,
suppliers of special-purpose hosts must bend the truth or make excuses
when users evaluate their products against the Requirements RFCs. Users
must then decide whether such a product is in fact deficient or the requirements truly do not apply. This process creates work and confusion, and
undermines the value of the RFCs. The commercial success of the Internet protocols and their use in increasingly unsophisticated environments
exacerbates the problem.
The WorkingGroup must define principles and examples for proper functional subsets of the general-purpose host and specifically state howsuch
subsets affect the requirements. The Working Group must determine the
balance between an exhaustive list of specific special-purpose hosts and
philosphy that remains subject to debate. For the most part, it should
be possible to base decisions on existing experience and implementations.
The special-purpose requirements will be stated as differences from the
existing RFCs, not replacements, and will refer rather than stand alone.
Since they define strict subsets of the Host Requirements RFCs, the
Special-purpose Host Requirements appear to be an easier job and can
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be developed and stabilized within 8-12 months. Most of the group’s
business can be conducted over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Aug 1990

First IETF Meeting: discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement on approach, including models, format, level
and type of detail. Makewriting assignments.

Oct 1990

First draft document.

Nov 1990

Second IETF Meeting: review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion on mailing list.

Jan 1990

Revised document.

Feb 1990

Third IETF Meeting: make document an Internet Draft. Continue
revisions based on commentsreceived at meeting and over e-mail.

Apr 1991

Final draft document.

May 1991

Fourth IETF meeting: review final draft and if OK, give to IESG
for publication as RFC.
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Area

Chuck Davin/MIT

Summary

Amongthe items of outstanding business in the Network ManagementArea, a number
were resolved at the December IETF meeting.
Uncertainty about the possible disposition of the Lan ManagerMIBwas resolved by
a consensus within the IESGthat standardization of some version of its work is a
legitimate option for the IETF Lan ManagerWorkingGroup to consider. Accordingly,
the WorkingGroupmaynowproceed to identify a final version of its work and assess
the need for its standardization.
The SNMPMIB2 effort took a major step forward with the unanimous recommendation of the SNMPWorking Group that MIB2 be advanced to Draft Standard status.
IESG recommendation for this advancement was announced during the meeting.
The experience of the Alert ManagementWorking Group will be captured by publication of two RFCdocuments describing the theory, methods, and observations that
resulted from its study of both architectural and congestive problems. Minor editing
of the final documenttext by the WorkingGroupChair will conclude this effort.
Amongthe new business at the December meeting was the organization of the SNMP
Network ManagementDirectorate. The Directorate is the board that oversees the
evolution of the Internet Standard ManagementFrameworkand functions as a "custodian of the architecture." It assures that the activities of the various MIBWorking
Groups within the Network ManagementArea are in concert both with one another
and with the requirements of the managementarchitecture. To this end, it reviews
the output of MIBWorking Groups for quality and consistency. The Directorate is
also charged with formulating and deliberating all changes or extensions to the standard management framework as these may be required. Its membership (appointed
jointly by the Director and the IETF Chair) is as follows:
T. Brunner, Bellcore
J. Davin, MIT
K. McCloghrie, HLS
M. Rose, PSI
S. Willis, Wellfleet Communications

J.
F.
D.
S.

Case, UTK
Kastenholz, Racal-Interlan
Perkins, 3Com
Waldbusser, CMU

In connection with its first meeting, the Directorate addressed a range of concerns.
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Owingto limitations of time and the large backlog of pending MIBspecifications,
not all issues warranting Directorate attention could be conclusively discussed at this
meeting.
¯ The Directorate discussed its ownadministrative procedures.
¯ The Directorate spent considerable time reviewing a number of pending MIB
documentsand architectural issues related thereto.
¯ In discussion of the process by which MIBsare developed, the Directorate drew
two conclusions that were reported to the IESG:
- The communitycould draw greater benefit than it now does from MIBimplementation experience if OBJECTIDENTIFIERsin the standard MIB
portion of the registration hierarchy were assigned earlier in the standardization process than they noware.
- Because the process of MIBdevelopment outlined in the lAB policy statement of RFC1109 has served the communityextremely well in meeting its
operational needs, that process should be pursued without major change
for the forseeable future.
As part of the ongoing business of the the Network ManagementArea, a number
of currently active Working Groups met. Some highlights of these Working Group
efforts are presented below. Moredetailed accounts of WorkingGroupactivities are
presented in the the Minutes of the respective WorkingGroup meeting.
Remote Lan Monitoring
Internet Accounting
DECNet Phase IV MIB
The Remote LANMonitoring MIB and Internet Accounting Working Groups both
met during the meeting. The Chairs of these Working Groups have undertaken to
coordinate their efforts with the Operational Statistics effort, so that instrumentation
needed in any of these contexts is provided in a non-redundant manner. In a similar
vein, the efforts of the DECNetPhase IV MIBWorking Group will be coordinated
with the development of transmission layer MIBsin other Working Groups so as to
preclude duplicate instrumentation.
The OIM Working Group discussed

three

issues:

1. The Group reviewed the text of RFC1189 and realized near consensus on a
proposal to replace the definition of the protocol stack over which the CMIP
operates.
2. The Group discussed the text of the O IM MIB2 specification.
3. The Group concluded that the current IAB policy on the alignment of MIB
developmentefforts (RFC1109) mayneed revisiting in order to minimize effort
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expended by cognate MIBdevelopment.
Character

MIB

Significant progress was made in discussions in the Character MIBWorkingGroup.
Three new Internet Drafts were considered.
Bridge

MIB

Multiple documentdrafts have converged to a single version, and spirited discussion
of technical issues continues.
FDDI

MIB

Discussion in the FDDIMIBWorking Group neared closure: alignment of the FDDI
MIBwith certain aspects of the Interface Extensions MIBis the principal remaining
issue, and the WorkingGroupopted for its resolution in mailing list discussion.
SNMP
The SNMPWorking Group meeting resulted in unanimous Working Group recommendations on the disposition of a numberof outstanding MIBefforts. As mentioned
above, the SNMPMIB2 was recommendedfor advancement to Draft Standard status. The 802.4 MIB, 802.5 MIB, DS1 MIB, DS3 MIB, and Concise MIBDefinitions
documents were all recommendedfor advancement to Proposed Standard Status.
Transmission

MIB

Owingto the conclusion of muchof the work for which the Transmission MIBWorking
Group was orginally chartered, this group is now disbanded. Anyoutstanding issues
or subsequent discussion of these MIBswill be conducted within the SNMPWorking
Group.
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3.3.1

MIB (bridge)

Charter
Chair(s):
Fred Baker, fbaker©acc, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: br±dge-m±b©nsl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: bridge-rn±b-request©asl.dec,
corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Bridge MIB Working Group is a subgroup of the SNMPWorking
Group, and is responsible for providing a set of SNMP/CMOT
managed
objects which IEEE802.1 Bridge Vendors can and will implement to allow
a workstation to manage a single bridged domain. This set of objects
should be largely compliant with (and even drawn from) IEEE 802.1(b),
although there is no requirement that any specific object be present or
absent.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Publish initial proposal

Nov 1990

Submit an Internet Draft

Feb 1991

Submit draft for RFCpublication
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REPORT
Turcotte/Racal

BRIDGE Minutes
Fred Baker gave a recap of the Knoxville meeting and the subsequent activity on the
Bridge-Mibmailing list.
Fred then outlined the objectives of this meeting, which were
¯ to decide on which proposed MIBto pursue, and
¯ to then evaluate each of the MIBvariables one by one. The two proposals were
Richard Fox’s and McCloghrie/Decker/Langille/Rijsinghani’s.
Each MIB"camp" was asked to give an overview of their respective proposal. For
reference, "MDLR"
is the Multiple Vendor MIB, and "Fox" is Richard Fox’s MIBin
the discussion that follows.
Richard Fox explained the historical background and philosophical underpinning of
his MIB.It was acknowledgedthat this proposal predated the other. His goal was to
have a MIBthat was as general as possible, and did not favor one implementation
over another. He tried to tie the Source Routing and Transparent Bridge variables
together, morethan has been done elsewhere. He also indicated that he felt we should
stay close to the IEEEspecs. The high level organization of the MIBwas presented. It
was organized into three main areas, Transparent Bridge, Spanning Tree, and Source
Routing.
Anil Rijsinghani presented the MDLR
proposal. He explained the structure of the
MIB, as laid out on page 6 of the document, and explained that, for the most part,
it covered IEEE 802.1d Bridges.
Bob Stewart asked that we keep in mind the network manager, the humankind, in our
discussion. This precipitated a discussion of the definition of network management.
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After numerous folks had their say about the true meaning of network management,
it was proposed that each camptalk about the differences between the two proposals.
The main differences, other than organization, were in the Source Routing area. A
discussion revolved around the source routing cache table. The MDLR
proposal had
none, and the Fox proposal had an optional table. These points were made primarily
by Keith McCloghrie and Richard Fox.
Another difference claimed by Richard Fox is that his MIBhas multi-port source
routing capability, which explained whyhis MIBworks and the other MIBfails. Fred
Baker talked about the use of the Target Segment to do multi-port bridging via a
"virtual ring" in the bridge. Anil Rijsinghani pointed out the the real question here
was whether an implementation should be inferred by the MIB.
Keith McCloghrienoted that a significant difference is the size of the MIB,the MDLR
MIBhaving 70 odd variables and the Fox MIBhaving 132. There was some confusion
about the exact number, but Richard Fox said that he included more than necessary
with the hope of removing useless variables as part of the RFCprocess.
The discussion of the respective MIBproposals ended there, with Bob Stewart and
Maurice Turcotte both making the points that the MLDRMIB was more mature,
largely due to the Knoxville meeting, and that the Fox MIBhad more strength in the
source routing area.
The respective authors were allowed to leave the room, and a consensus was reached
in their absence. Weagreed to continue with the MLDR
draft and invite Richard Fox
to be added as an author, if he wanted to contribute to the document. His expertise
in Source Routing was acknowledged and solicited.
Wethen attempted to moveon to the objects. First, however, a discussion of the
Bridge/Router model errupted. This contentious issue became apparent when the
relationship between the ifTable counts and the bridge port counts was brought up
for discussion. It took the remainder of the morning session and a good deal of
the afternoon session to agree to disagree. The one point that seemed unanimous,
however, was that counts on an interface could not replace the counts on a bridge
port. In other words, iflnOctets in MIBI/II may not have anything to do with
bridgePortInOctets, if such a thing existed, which it doesn’t.
There were two interconnected architectural issues involved in the Bridge/Router
model discussions. The first addresses the question "Where is the ifTable?". The
second deals with the question, "Whereare packets counted?".
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A small but vociferous group maintained the the MIBI/II if group is between layers
and not necessarily associated with hardware. In the bridge case, the ifTable variables
refer to traffic destined for this bridge, and traffic that is forwarded by the bridge
should not be counted in the ifTable. The picture looks like this:

bridge
1802 I I 8o2 I

The rationale for this picture is that the ifTable is intended to count traffic that is
destined for the local NetworkElement and that bridged traffic is merely passed on
by the MAClayer.
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In the process of tossing this idea around, another picture emerged:

I

IP

I

I\
I \
I
I
I

I

bridge

I
18o2

I

i:~l

1 18o21

The difference here is that there are interfaces (ifTableEntries) both above and below
the bridge layer. Someattendees liked this picture.
The remainder, and the majority, favored one of these two pictures:

I

IP

I

I

bridge

I
1802

I
I

i:~l
18o21
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or

bridge I IP I
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The mainpoint here is that the if’fable counts all traffic that is received or transmitted
by the 802.x port. For a bridge this means an Ethernet chip put in promiscuous mode
receives and counts a LOTof traffic.
The difference between the two previous pictures illustrates the second issue. There
were three campspresent. The first thought that all traffic entering a bridge should
be directed to the bridge software. This meansthat the counts on a bridge port basis
are redundant, and the ifTable counts in MIBI/II are sufficient. The picture:

!
I

1802

IP

I

bridge

I

1802

I

I

The second point of view was that locally destined packets, from the bridge point of
view, should not be counted in the bridge software instrumentation, largely because
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the bridge software never sees this traffic. This traffic maybe forwarded by a higher
layer, such as a router or trap exploder. The point is that each incoming packet goes
to one and only one software layer, even if it is a multicast. The picture:

bridge

otherApplication
I

The third point of view held that incoming traffic, multicast in particular, maybe
directed, and counted, in more than one software module. The same picture applies,
with the distinction that the paths are shared.
The architectural issues were discussed at great length, and closure was not reached.
It was decided to carry on the discussion via mail on the net.
The final topic discussed in the afternoon had to do with filtering. Fred Baker gave
an overview of the IEEE802.1d definition, and then reviewed the proposal that was
put out on the net as a result of the Knoxville meeting. It was pointed out that
everyone does filtering in their ownway and reaching consensus may be impossible
and best left up to the enterprise MIBs.
Bob Stewart suggested that an alternative was to define every possible type of filter
and use an Object ID to define which one is used by this bridge.
Anil Rijsinghani presented the IEEE 802.1d approach and argued for including it as
an optional table. A suggestion was also madethat it might be extended to include
source addresses.
A consensus was reached to include this table as Optional, without source addresses.
This represents a middle ground between camps wanting no static filtering,
802.1
static filtering, and rather complete source and destination address filtering.
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It was also agreed to include the number of ports as part of the MIB.
It was agreed that static and permanent forwarding table entries appeared the same
in the MIB. The distinction
is that permanent entries are saved on some reliable
storage medium and present at startup. For the bridge MIBthere is no distinction.
Attendees
Karl Auerbach
Fred Baker
Terry Bradley
Theodore Brunner
Jeffrey Buffum
Chris Chiotasso
Anthony Chung
James (Chuck) Davin
Nadya E1-Afandi
Gary Ellis
Richard Fox
Frank Kastenhoh
Shimshon Kaufman
Jim Kinder
Cheryl Krupczak
Peter Lin
Keith McCloghrie
Donna McMaster
David Perkins
Jim l~einstedler
Anil Rijsinghani
Bob Stewart
Emil Sturniolo
Maurice Turcotte
Fei Xu

karl©eng,sun. com
fbaker¢acc,com
tbradley©wellfleet,
com
t ob©thumper
¯ bellcore,com
j buffum©apollo,
hp. corn
chris©roswell,spartacus,com
anthony©his¯com
j rd©ptt,lcs.mit.edu
nadya©network,com
garye©hpspd,
spd. hp. corn
sytek! rf oxCsun,
com
kasten¢interlan,
com
j dk©fibercom,
corn
clefor©secola,columbia.ncr,com
l±n©eng,
vitalink,corn
kzm©hls,com
mcmaster©davidsys
¯ corn
dave_perkins©3com,
com
j imr©ub,
corn
amil@levers
¯ enet.dec. com
rl st ewart@eng,
xyplex,corn
dnmrt@rml,uucp
fei©tdd,sj. nec. com
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MIB (charmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart,
rlste~art©eng,
xyplex,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: char-mib©decwrl,
dec. corn
To Subscribe:
char-m±b-request©dec~rl,
dec.corn

Description of Working Group:
The Character MIBWorking Group is chartered to define an experimental
MIBfor character stream ports that attach to such devices as terminals
and printers.
The WorkingGroupmust first decide what it covers and what terminology
to use. The initial thought was to handle terminals for terminal servers.
This directly generalizes to terminals on any host. Fromthere, it is a
relatively close step to include printers, both serial and parallel. It also
seems reasonable to go beyond ASCII terminals and include others, such
as 3270. All of this results in the suggestion that the topic is character
stream ports.
An important model to define is how character ports relate to network
interfaces. Some(a minority) terminal ports can easily become network
interfaces by running SLIP, and mayslip between those states.
Given the basic models, the group must select a set of commonobjects of
interest and use to a network managerresponsible for character devices
Since the goal is an experimental MIB, it maybe possible to agree on a
documentin 3 to 9 months. Most of the group’s business can be conducted
over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1991

Discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement
on models and terminology. Make writing assignments.

Nov 1990

First draft document,discussion, additional drafts, special meeting?

Dec 1990

Reviewlatest draft and if OK,give to IESGfor publication as RFC.
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by Bob Stewart/Xyplex

CHARMIB Minutes
The Character MIBWorking Group held its third meeting at the IETF meeting in
Boulder. The meeting was well attended, with representatives of manyterminal server
companies and other interested parties. Overall, the meeting showedgood consensus
and resulted in the completion of the business at hand. As a result, following edits
based on the meeting and summarized below, we have three MIBdrafts that are
ready for initial implementation.
Agenda
. Discuss the Following Three Internet Drafts.
_ draft-ietf-charmib- charmib- 00.txt
_ draft_ietf-charmib-rs2321ike-00.txt
_ draft_ietf-charmib-parallelprinter-00.txt
¯ Discuss Implementation Plans.
Wediscussed the issue of permanent versus operational database. Wedecided to
leave such a distinction as implementation specific and to say so in the specification.
This general issue was to be mentioned in the SNMPmeeting.
Wediscussed the approach to action variables (such as charPortReset). The specific
questions were whether the apparent autoreset of the value is acceptable, and whynot
use a write-only value. The editor explained that the approach in the specification
was taken after recommendations from some of the SNMPgurus on the mailing list.
The Chair is to obtain official
three MIBs.

experimental MIBobject identifier

numbers for the

The group would like a better understanding of the life cycle of an experimental MIB.
So would the Chair.
Wediscussed the life cycle of a charPortIndex as compared to an ifindex. They’re
basically the same, with the samerestrictions, which have been discussed quite thoroughly in the greater SNMPcontext.
Wedecided to count the BREAK
condition as a character on the basis that it is a
significant event on the data lines. Furthermore, the character counters are to include
all characters, such as XONand XOFF.
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Wedecided to add charLastChange, to operate similarly to ifLastChange.
Wedecided to add charPortSessionMaximum to indicate the maximumnumber of
sessions allowed on the port. A value of-1 indicates no maximum.Setting the
maximum
to less than the current numberof sessions has unspecified results.
In page-by-page review, we agreed on the following specific edits to the Character
MIB:
¯ Page 7, remove the double negative in the second full sentence. No change of
meaning.
¯ Page 11, charPortIndex description "network management system" becomes
"network managementagent". The same change applies to the other two MIBs.
¯ Page 12 and page 17, charPortReset and charSessKill, add "in response to a
get-request or get-next-request" to statement on returning "ready".
¯ Page 12, charPortAdminStatus and charPortOperStatus,
tenance" and use test as an example.

change "test" to "main-

¯ Page 17, remove charSessName.
¯ Page 18, remove "active" from charSessState.
¯ Page 18, change type of charSessProtocol
values for existing list plus local.

to OBJECTIDENTIFIERand define

¯ Page 19, remove charSessRemoteName.
¯ Page 19, charSessConnectionId, indicate that the object identifier
to the highest available related MIB,such as Telnet if available.

should point

Page-by-page reviews of the RS-232and Parallel MIBsresulted in no edits.
Wediscussed the parity, framing, and overrun counters in the RS-232 MIB, and
decided to keep them as they are.
In a quick, informal
pollof who had implementation intentions, positive responses
were obtained from Hughes LANSystems, Digital Equipment Corporation, Datability, Xylogics, and Xyplex.
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Attendees
Anne Ambler
Anthony Chung
Jim Reinstedler
Bob Stewart
Ron Strich
Emil Sturniolo
Laszlo Szerenyi
William Townsend
David WMtzman
Jesse Walker

anne©spider,
co .uk
anthony©his,com
j imr©ub,
corn
rl st ewart©eng.xyplex,
corn
ssds! ronsCuunet
¯ uu.net

townsend©xylogics,
com
dj w©bbn,com
walker©eider,
enet©decpa,
dec. corn
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IV MIB (decnetiv)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jonathan Saperia, saperiaCtcpj on. enet. dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: phiv-mibCj ove. pa. dec. corn
To Subscribe: ph±v-mib-reques~c©jore. pa. dec. cora

Description

of Working Group:

The DECNet Phase IV MIB Working Group will define MIB elements
in the experimental portion of the MIBwhich correspond to standard
DECNetPhase IV objects. The group will also define the access mechanisms for collecting the data and transforming it into the proper ASN.1
structures to be stored in the MIB.
In accomplishingour goals, several areas will be addressed. These include:
Identification of the DECNetobjects to place in the MIB,identification
of the tree stucture and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements,
Generation of the ASN.1for these new elements, development of a proxy
for non-decnet based managementplatforms, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter and description of the Working
Group, making any necessary changes. At that meeting, the scope
of the work will be defined and individual working assignments will
be made.

Done

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Sep 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on mailing list. If possible, prototype
implementation to begin after revisions have been made.

Dec 1990

Make document an Internet Draft. Continue revisions based on
commentsreceived at meeting and over e-mail. Begin ’real’ implementations.
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Mar 1990

Reviewfinal draft and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as RFC.

Jul 1991

Revise document based on implementations. Ask IESGto make the
revision a Draft Standard.
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REPORT

by Jon Saperia/DEC

DECNETIV Minutes
At our meeting in Boulder we discussed/agreed on the following items:
1. The general wording regarding a group’s STATUS
will be, for example; The
implementation of the Network ManagementGroup is mandatory for all systems
which implement session layer communications. For those groups which are
required for all systems regardless; we will use the standard wording- The
implementation of the Routing Layer Group is mandatory for all systems.
.

Using the approach described above, we discussed the following groups and
agreed as follows:
System Group - Required if Session Layer is iplemented Network Managment
Group - Required if Session Layer is implemented End Communications Layer
Group - Required if Session Layer is implemented
¯ Routing Group- Required
¯ Circuit Group- Required
¯ Adjacency Group- Required
There are other groups that we did not discuss and will be proposed as Required
unless they clearly do not makesense.

3. Chuck Davin asked if we could work with people developing an X.25 MIBto
see if our X.25 section could be movedout. Chris will investigate this. If we
can still effectively managea decnet system with this change then we will move
the X.25 section out.
4. The phivExecPhysAddrobject will be movedto the circuit

group.

5. All variables which use decnet versions such as the Managementversion will be
treated not as sequences of INTEGERs
but as DisplayStrings.
6. All enumeratedtypes will not start with 0, they will start with 1 and a comment
will be made in the DESCRIPTION
field of each object when this change has
been made.
7. The phivSessionExecAddr object will be movedto the routing group.
8. The Session Layer group will be combined with the Systems Group.
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9. Several objects need to be put into tables,
next revision out.
10. The object

GROUP REPORTS

this will be done before we put the

phivRouteMaxArea will be moved to the area group.

11. The SubAddr objects
group.

currently

in the Routing group will be moved to the X.25

12. The phivCircuitCommonType object

will be modified to look like:

phivCircuit CommonType0BJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER {
DDCMP POINT (0)
DDCMP CONTROL (I)
DDCMP TRIBUTARY (2)

x2s
DDCMPDMC(4)
Ethernet
(6)
CI (7)
QP2 DTE20 (8)
BISYNC (9)
FDDI (15)

}
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DEFINITION
,,Represents the type of the circuit. For X.25 circuits, the
value must be set to X25. For DDCMP and Ethernet circuits
is read only and is the same value as the protocol of
the associated line."
::= { circuit 5 }
13. The follwing objects will be moved to the adjacency group:
phivCircuitExecAdj
acentNodeName
phivCircuitExecAdj
acentNodeAddr
14. The phivLineCounterTimer object will be deleted.
15. The phivLineDevice object will now be a DisplayString and the Communication
DEVICE mnemonics section of the DESCRIPTIONwill be deleted.
Nick will look through the level 1 routing information to see if this is required
for end systems.
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Wedid not have time to cover all items, but a great deal was accomplished. Our
current goal is to have a draft we feel comfortable putting in the drafts directory by
the end of January.
Attendees
Chris Chiotasso
Anthony Chung
James (Chuck) Davin
Steven Hunter
Nik Langrind
Peter
Oscar Newkerk
David Perkins
Kary Robertson
Jon Saperia

chris©roswell, spartacus, com
anthony@hls, com
j rd@ptt.Ics. mit. edu
hunter@es, net
nik@shiva, com
lin©eng,vit al ink. com
newkerk©decwet,enet. dec. corn
dave_perkins©3com, com
saperia©tcpjon. enet. dec. com
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FDDI MIB (fddimib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeffrey Case, case©cs, utk. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: fddi-mib©CS.UTK. EDU
To Subscribe: fddi-mib-request©CS.UTK. EDU

Description

of Working Group:

The primary goal of the FDDIMIBworking group is to define a MIBfor
FDDIdevices with objects which are based on those defined in the ANSI
FDDIspecifications and are compliant with the Internet standard SMI,
MIB, and SNMP.
Goals and Milestones:
Sep 1990

"Final" initial draft of required get/set variables.

Oct 1990

Initial implementationsof required get/set variables.

Feb 1991

Revised "final" draft of required get/set variables.

Mar 1991

Adoptionof draft of required get/set variables.

Mar 1991

Initial draft of traps (events) and actions.
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REPORT

Case/U-Tenn

FDDI MIB Minutes
These Minutes were inadvertantly

omitted from the Vancouver Proceedings.

The FDDI MIBWorking Group met on June 12, 1990 in conjunction with the
INTEROP90 SNMPDemo and FDDI Demo planning meetings in the Dallas - Fort
Worth area.
Goals
The goals were reviewed for the benefit of new participants. The primary goal is to
define an SNMPcompliant MIBfor FDDIdevices with objects which are based on
those defined in the ANSIFDDIspecifications. It is hoped that initial implementations can be completed in time for demonstration in early October.
The text of the current draft document was distributed and discussed. The majority
of the current text comes from the pertinent sections of the ANSIFDDISMTspecification. That text has been recast to align with RFCconventions and to comply
with the requirements of the SNMP,MIB, and SMI specifications.
Only the minimal required changes to the variables have been made and only the SMTvariables
which were "required" have been retained. The intent is to have as close a relationship between the SNMPand SMTmanagement variables as is technically possible.
In general, corresponding objects will have the same semantics although they will
necessarily have different syntaxes.
Several issues were discussed and some were resolved.
Object Naming:
A leaf of the Experimental portion of the Internet tree has been allocated to FDDI:
fddi "= { experimental
8 }
One issue with respect to naming pertains to the object descriptors to be associated with each object. It is desirable that all identical objects have identical object
descriptors. On the other hand, it is desirable that no two different objects have
the same object descriptor. While there are no guarantees that object descriptors
are as globally unique as object identifiers, it is desirable for user interfaces that the
mappings be both convenient and unambiguous. Twoextreme positions are to:
¯ Adopt the object descriptors from SMTwithout change, even when the semantics and syntax of the underlying objects differ.
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¯ Adopt an entirely new set of object descriptors.
A compromiseposition was suggested - to use the SMTobject descriptors as muchas
possible, prefixing each with a standard prefix, and using different object descriptors
on those objects which are different from their SMTcounterparts.
It was brought up that other experimental MIBs(such as 802.3 and 802.5) must also
be experiencing this problem and that it should be resolved in a consistent fashion
for all MIBs.
Another issue with respect to object naming pertains to the assignment of object
identifiers.
The SNMPFDDIMIBis a subset of the SMTMIBat this time, with
gaps in the tree for the objects which have not been included. It was agreed that
wheneverreasonably possible, the trailing portions of the object identifiers wouldbe
assigned such that if it is ever decided to include some of the optional SMTobjects
in the SNMPMIB, they can be assigned in a parallel fashion. That is, the numbers
will be assigned in a sparse manner. It costs little or nothing to do so. Anygaps in
the numberingwill be reserved for future use.
Optional

SMT Variables

Several minutes were spent discussing the inclusion of variables which are labeled as
optional in the ANSI document as optional in the SNMPFDDIMIB.
Discussion centered around the meaning of the word "optional". In the SMTspecification, there are two kinds of optional variables. Someare defined as optional because
they pertain to an optional feature, and others which are completely optional, independent of any FDDIfeature or function. Optional in the Internet MIBpertains only
to optional functions. If a function is implemented, all its MIBvariables must also
be implemented.
There were two points of view in the room - one that SNMPshould only use the
mandatory variables, and second, that the entire SMTMIBshould be carried over
into the SNMPMIBand let users decide which variables are useful.
The current draft includes only the variables that are listed as mandatoryin the SMT
6.2 MIB.
Instance Identification
Instance Identifiers
for MACs, PORTs, PATHsand ATTACHMENTs
need to be defined. MAC
instance identifiers are defined correctly in version 0.2 of the document.
PORTinstance identifiers
are similar to MACs.They index into the port table,
starting at 1 up to fddiSMTMaster-Ct + fddiSMTNon-Master-Ct. PATHsare organized as two tables, the PATHCLASS
table and the NON-LOCAL
PATHtable. The
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PATHCLASS
table has a maximumof two entries, one for local paths and one for
non-local paths. They are indexed 1 and 2. The NON-LOCAL
PATHtable has a
maximumof two entries, one for the primary path and one for the secondary path.
They are indexed 1 and 2. ATTACHMENT
instance ids are identical to PORTids.
In the case of a dual attach ATTACHMENT,
indexing the ATTACHMENT
table
with the PORTindex for either PORTof the dual attachment will return the same
entry of the ATTACHMENT
table. The entry will NOTbe returned twice with a
powerful getnext.
Proxy Addressing
The proper mechanism(s) for addressing a particular SMTdevice via an SNMP
SMTproxy were discussed. This problem is very similar to previous work with other
MAC
layer devices such as bridges. Twopossible solutions have been used in those
applications:
¯ Designate the target node through information contained in the community
field.
¯ Designate the target node through information contained in the instance portion
of the object namefor each object.
Overloading the CommunityField implies that every variable in the PDUis for
the same destination FDDIstation. Thus the station is viewed as the system from
SNMP’sperspective. Appendingto the instance identifier meansthat variables within
a single PDUcan be directed at multiple stations within the LAN.Thus, the LANis
the system and stations are part of that system.
The latter mechanism would have an effect on direct SNMPmanagement of FDDI,
since all variables would need the appended addressing information. Wecould use a
convention of an appended 0 to mean the local SMTto the SNMPAgent.
Appending to each id can result in a lot of redundant addressing information when
variables are all intended for the same station. It also makesthe powerful getnext
request complex for the proxy when it needs to locate the next lexicographically
increasing MACaddress currently on the LAN.
This issue was left unresolved. The Chair will consult with other SNMPexperts
about the issue and make an appropriate decision.
fddiSMTSetCounter

AND fddiSMTSetTimeStamp

The variables fddiSMTSetCounter and fddiSMTSet TimeStamp were recombined to
make fddiSMTSetCount. It is defined as OCTETSTRINGSIZE(12). This allows
the full set count to be accessed as a single variable to maintain consistency between
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the counter and the timestamp. This change will be reflected in the next draft.
Actions

and Events

Muchwork remains to be done on the mapping of SMTactions and events into their
SNMP
counterparts. This will be pursued in future versions of the draft MIB.
Next Meeting:
The next meeting of the FDDIMIBWorking Group will be held in conjunction with
the IETF plenary to be held at the University of British Columbia, July 31 - August
3, 1990.
Acknowledgement
The Chair wishes to express gratitude to Nelson Ronkin, Synernetics,
extensive notes which formed the basis for these minutes.
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Case/U-Tenn

UBC Minutes
These minutes were inadvertantly omitted from the Vancouver Proceedings. The
FDDIMIBWorking Group met in conjunction with the IETF plenary at the University of British Columbia. The goals of the group were reviewed for the benefit of new
participants. The text of the current draft documentwas distributed and discussed.
The primary technical output of the meeting resulting from the review of the current
draft was a decision to restructure the variable groups so as to allow a single network
application entity (agent) to support more than one SMT.
Future work will entail:
¯ Review and commenton the mandatory get/set variables defined thus far,
¯ Gaining implementation experience with the above,
¯ Engineering ANSIevents and actions into traps and MIBvariables in accord
with Internet standards, and
¯ Addressing optional groups.
Bert Williams (Synernetics) and Rich Fox (SynOptics) volunteered to work on
text for the optional variables and to forward them to the Chair for inclusion in the
draft at an appropriate time.
Current

Draft:

The text of the current draft maybe obtained via ftp from anonymous(guest)/pub/fddimib/fddimib.txt at cs.utk.edu.
Next Meeting:
The next meeting of the FDDIMIBWorking Group is tentatively scheduled to be
held in in conjunction with INTEROP
’90. The primary topic of discussion will be
to review implementation experiences and interoperability
issues uncovered in the
preparation for and performance of the INTEROP
event. As plans for the meeting
are finalized, they will be announcedvia the mailing list.
Attendees
Stephen Adams
William Anderson

decwrl"" "adams©zeppo"
wda@mitre-bedford,
org
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Chet Birger
Jack Brown
Eric Brunner
Jeffrey Case
Asheem Chandna
Cho Chang
Chris Chiotasso
Paul Ciarfella
John Cook
James (Chuck) Davin
Nadya Ei-Afandi
Jeffrey Fitzgerald
Richard Fox
Stanley Froyd
Peter Hayden
Satish Joshi
Jay Kadambi
Frank Kastenholz
Jim Kinder
John LoVerso
Keith McCloghrie
David Perkins
James Reeves
Jim Reinstedler
Raphael Renous
Marshall Rose
Craig Smelser
Sally Tarquinio
Dean Throop
William Townsend
Sudhanshu Verma
Bert Williams
Mark Wood

cbirger©coral.com

jbrown©huachuca-emh8.army.mil
brunmer©monet.berkeley.edu
case©cs.utk.edu
acO~mtuxo.att.com

chang_c©apollo.hp.com
chris©roswell.spartacus.com
ciarfella@levers.enet.dec.com
cook©chipcom.com
jrd©ptt.lcs.mit.edu
nadya©network.com
jjf©fibercom.com
sytek!rfox©sun.com
sfroyd©salt.acc.com
hayden©levers.enet.dec.com
sjoshi©synoptics.com
jayk©iwlcs.att.com
kasten©interlan.com
jdk©fibercom.com
loverso©westford.ccur.com
kzm@hls.com
dave_perkins@3com.com
jreeves©synoptics.com
jimr©ub.com
mrose©psi.com

sally©gateway@mitre.org
throop©dg-rtp.dg.com
townsend©xylogics.com
verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com
bert.synernetics@mailgate.synnet.com
markl©iw/cs.att.com
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FDDIMIB Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

Reviewgoals.
Report on activities and status in the ANSIX3Tg.5 meeting.
Discussion of Implementation Experience with Draft 0.5.
Discussion of changes and corrections found in Draft 0.7 including the new
concise MIBformat.
¯ Discussion of newelements (Actions) found in Draft 0.7.
¯ Looking ahead.

Attendees
Alan Apt
Jack Brown
Jeffrey Case
Cho Chang
Chris Chiotasso
Paul Ciarfella
Burt Cyr
James (Chuck) Davin
Nadya E1-Afandi
Richard Fox
Debbie Futcher
Scott Hiles
Satish Joshi
Frank Kastenholz
Shimshon Kaufman
Jim Kinder
Christopher Kolb
Cheryl Krupczak
Peter Lin
Keith McCloghrie
Donna McMaster
David Perkins
James Reeves
Anil Rijsinghani
Marshall Rose

76307.3176©compuserve.
com
j brown©huachuca-emh8,
army.rail
case©cs, utk. edu
chang_c@apollo,hp. corn
chris©roswell, spart acus. corn
ciarf ella©levers¯ enet. dec. corn
burt©uncng, com
j rd©ptt,ics. mit. edu
nadya©network, com
sytek ! rfox©sun,com
dfut che©relay,nswc. navy. mil
whiles©relay, nswc. navy.mil

sj oshi©synopt
its.corn
kast en©int erlan, com
jdk©fibercom.com
kolb©psi.com
clefor©secola.columbia.ncr.com
lin©eng.vitalink.com
kzm©hls.com
mcmaster©davidsys.com
dave_perkins©3com.com
jreeves©synoptics.com
anil©levers.enet.dec.com
mrose@psi.com
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Jeffrey Schiller
Kaj Tesink
Dean Throop
Bert Williams
Jeff Young

saperia©tcpj on. enet. dec. com

j is©mit,
edu
kaj©nvuxr.
ca.bellcore,
com
throop@dg-rtp,
dg. com
bert.synernet
ics©mailgate,
synnet,
corn
j sy©cray,
corn
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Accounting (acct)

Charter
Chair(s):
Cyndi Mills, cmills©bbn,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: accounting-wg©bbn.com
To Subscribe: accounting-wg-request©bbn, corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Internet Accounting Working Group has the goal of producing standards for the generation of accounting data within the Internet that can be
used to support a wide range of managementand cost allocation policies.
The introduction of a commonset of tools and interpretations should ease
the implementation of organizational policies for Internet componentsand
make them more equitable in a multi-vendor environment.
In the following accounting model, this WorkingGroup is primarily concerned with defining standards for the Meter function and recommending
protocols for the Collector function. Individual accounting applications
(billing applications) and organizational policies will not be addressed,
although examples should be provided.
Meter <-> Collector

<-> Application

<-> Policy

First, examine a wide range of existing and hypothetical policies to understand what set of information is required to satisfy usage reporting
requirements. Next, evaluate existing mechanisms to generate this information and define the specifications of each accounting parameter to
be generated. Determine the requirements for local storage and how parameters may be aggregated. Recommenda data collection protocol and
internal formats for processing by accounting applications.
This will result in an Internet Draft suitable for experimental verification
and implementation.
In parallel with the definition of the draft standard, develop a suite of
test scenarios to verify the model. Identify candidates for prototyping
and implementation.
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Done

Policy

Models Examined.

Aug 1990

Meter Working Draft Written.

Nov 1990

Collection

Fe5 1991

Meter Final Draft Submitted.

Fe5 1991

Collection

Protocol

Working Papers Reviewed.

May 1991

Collection

Protocol

Recommendation.

Protocols

Working Papers Written.
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REPORT

by Cyndi Mills/BBN

ACCT Minutes
Agenda
Review and Revise:
Document
¯
¯
¯
¯

Internet Accounting Background Editor: Don Hirsh, hirsh@meridiantc.com
Internet Accounting Architecture Editor: Cyndi Mills, cmills@bbn.com
Internet Accounting Meter Services Editor: Mark Seger, seger~asds.enet.dec.com
Internet Accounting Collection Protocols Editor: Martin Dubetz, dubetz@wugate.wustl.ed

Action Items:
Changes during review and revision:
o

.

Distinguish between Internet (long-distance) and local-area accounting. Internet accounting does not use attributes or user-iris (this reduces overhead). Local
area accounting mayuse attributes and user ids (these maybe defined later).
The same accounting record formats are used for both Internet and local area
accounting, although different profiles define which fields are mandatory, optional, and prohibited for each type.
Refined ENTITYdefinition to be:
¯ End-system network addresses.
¯ Intermediate system network addresses.
¯ Allow for different address types (IP address, NSAPaddress, etc.)
¯ All addresses are nowabsolute (no longer relative to meter loc).
What about dynamically allocated network addresses (transients)?
At least
the service provider must be identified, if not the individual host. Could service provider allocate IP address as unique subscriber identifier independent of
transient address?
Added a commentor unique id field which may be appended to the entity for
use as an additional identifier. Local area accounting only, please. Weneed
a mechanismto map transients tounique ids, but don’t want to get involved
in defining a directory service with real time propagation problems. Maybewe
should simply provide an appropriate field for use in the accounting record without specifiying howmapping is obtained. This discussion should be continued
on the mailing list.
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VALUESCounters don’t reset to zero on reporting, so we are consistent with SNMP.Need
to make sure this can work without too much additional memoryfrom router.
Don’t want to copy too often or maintain multiple "snapshots" of accounting
tables in routers.

4. In background document, need to explain:
¯ Multicasting is collected as an address. No special consideration. Dropped
packets are tough luck - they may be counted and we can’t distinguish
retransrnits at the IP level. Treat as performance problem, not accounting
problem. Network management should use other measures for dropped
packets and guaranteed levels of service, etc.
¯ Explain hierarchical collection better. Each network generally accounts
for its immediate subscribers, which maybe end-systems (hosts) or other
networks (touters or broadcast media with a network number). Explain
importance of recommendingcollection at internet entry and exit points
(rather than at all routers) to minimize accounting overhead.
¯ Makeit even clearer that this group isn’t recommendingbilling approaches.
Howadministrations bill (fiat fee, cap, minimum,guaranteed delivery
rates, penalties) is far beyond the scope of what we’re trying to accomplish
- we’re just looking for a reliable wayto report on network-layer network
usage! (express goals/non-goals more emphatically)
5. Distributed rewrites/comments/updates of Architecture,
Collection documents.

Meter Services, and

6. Collecton protocol discussion. Need help on deciding whether SNMPwill be
adequate - performance issues may be key. Certainly SNMPauthentication is
an issue. However, SNMPis the management protocol of choice, and is most
widespread.
7. List of questions for Security Area, particularly
from Security Area.
¯ Performance of authenticated

regarding SNMP.Need help

SNMP?Single-stream/multi-stream?

Authentication: do we need to add signatures
SNMP"just take care of this"?

for our meter ids?

Will

Authorization: how do we tell our routers which management stations
(plural) are authorized to collect information. (Access control). I suppose
someone will have to think about who can get the information from the
collection point. Howdo we resolve this in light of having one "control"
station and multiple "monitoring" stations for each router. Howdo we
transfer title to "control" station whenthe original control station crashes,
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etc. Does SNMPdo access control? ACLs(access control

¯ Confidentiality: Weneed encryption for sensitive traffic flow information.
Will SNMPdo this for us, and key management too?
¯ Integrity: Even if we don’t need encrypted data, how about encrypted
checksums? What will SNMPdo for us here?
¯ Denial of Service. What do we need to worry about here?
¯ Export controls. Do we need to define multiple variants of encryption?
Can we do this and still meet performance and other goals?
¯ Govermentsecurity requirements. Howto ensure that this will meet both
commerical and government requirements?
Currrent Action Items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Enlist security help.
Enumerate COLLECTION
ISSUES(revisited)
and post to list.
Explain how SNMPmight work and ramifications.
Finish Updating Architecture document, distribute to list.
Revise Meter definition document and distribute to WorkingGroup list.
Revise Backgrounddocument and distribute to list.
Write MIB(add to Meter Services).
Estimate number of concurrent flows on backbone, e.g., NSFnet HTM.
Submitoutrageous statements to email list if it’s quiet for too long to provoke
resumption of appropriate discussion.

Overall

Timetable:

¯ Update current document set for storage in IETF-DRAFTASAP.
¯ Meet in January/February to expedite MIBdefinition.
¯ Discuss collection issues on mailing list - after somediscussion submit synopsis
to ietf mailing list to solicit help from a wider audience.
Attendees

Robert Collet /PN=ROBERT.
D. COLLET/O=US.
SPRINT/ADMD=TELEMAIL/C=US/©sprint.
com
l~obert Cooney
cooney©wnyose,nardac-dc, navy. mil
Fred Engel
Mike Erlinger
mike@mti.com
Brian Handspicker
bd©vines.enet.dec.com
Don Hirsh
hirsh©meridian.uucp
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Ke~ Jones
William Kutz
Cyndi Mills
Chris Myers
Fred Ostapik
Bill Rust
Mark Seger
Michael St. Johns
Jesse Walker
Kathy Wilde
David Wood
Lixia Zhang
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uunet! konkord
! ksj
Kutz©dockmast er.ncsc.mi 1
cm±lls~bbn,com
chr± s©wugate.~ustl.edu
~red©n±sc.sr±. com
wj r©ftp,com
seger©asds,
enet.dec. com
stj ohns©umd5,
umd.edu
~alker©e±der.
enet Cdecpa.dec. corn
~±lde~decvax.
dec. com
dcm~oodCspot,
colorado,edu
1 ±x±a©parc,xerox,com
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(lanman)

Charter
Chair(s):
David Perkins, dave_perkias©3com, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: lanmanwg©cnd.hp,
corn
To Subscribe:
lanmanwg-request©cnd.hp,
com

Description

of Working Group:

This working group is chartered to define and maintain the MIBand relevant related mechanisms needed to allow management of workgroup PCs
and servers that are using the Microsoft Lan Managerprotocols. These
protocols provide file and print service and mechanismsfor development
of application server-client systems such as ones for mail or SQLdatabase.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define an upwards compatible MIBfor LANManager version 2.x.

TBD

Work to influence Microsoft, the developer of LANManager, to
add/change APIs so that MIBdeveloped can be consistant in style
and information content with MIBsdeveloped by other MIBWorking Groups.
none specified
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(msi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Oscar Newkerk, newkerk~decwet, enet. dec. corn
Sudhanshu
Verma,verma©hpindbu,
cup.hp. com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ms±wg~decwrl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: rnsiwg-request©deceri, dec. corn

Description of Working Group:
The objective of the ManagementServices Interface WorkingGroup is to
define a managementservices interface by which managementapplications
mayobtain access to a heterogeneous, multi-vendor, multi-protocol set of
manageable objects.
The service interface is intended to support managementprotocols and
models defined by industry and international standards bodies. As this
is an Internet Engineering Task Force WorkingGroup, the natural focus
is on current and future network managementprotocols and models used
in the Internet. However, the interface being defined is expected to be
sufficiently flexible and extensible to allow support for other protocols
and other classes of manageableobjects. The anticipated list of protocols
includes Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), OSI Common
Management Information Protocol (CMIP), CMIP Over TCP (CMOT),
Manufacturing Automation Protocol and Technical Office Protocol CMIP
(MAP/TOPCMIP) and Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Initial version of the Internet Draft placed in the Internet-Drafts
directory

Done

Revised version of the draft from editing meetings placed in the
Internet-Drafts directory

Aug 1990

Initial implementationof the prototype available for test.

Done

Revised draft based on the implementation experience submitted to
the RFCeditor.
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Newkerk/DEC

MSI Minutes
The following issues

were discussed

at the MSI Working Group session.

Online MIB Database and the Need for both GDMOand SNMPMIB Definitions: The group discussed the requirement for an online MIB database that
would be needed to support the translation
of MSI requests and replies to and
from protocol specific formats. It was decided that the MSI document would
make an explicit statement about the types of services that would be required
from such a database, but would not attempt to fully define an interface to the
data. In addition, the issue with the need for both GDMO
and SNMPversions
of MIBs was discussed and also raised at the OIMmeeting. It was decided that
the Chairs of the OIM and MSI Working Groups would raise this as an issue
with the Network Area Chair.
Access Control Change: The format of the access control parameter was changed
to be an AVLand the decision on the contents of the parameter was defined
until the proposals for SNMPand CMOTauthentication
are stable. Once these
methods are stable, then the contents of the access control parameter for each
protocol will be the subject of separate implementors agreements and will not
be included directly in the MSI document.
Add ASN.1 Encodings for the MSI Parameters:
Oscar Newkerk agreed to add
an appendix to the MSI document that will define that ASN.1 structures
and
the object identifiers needed by the MSI.

Attendees
Jeffrey Buffum
Shimshon Kaufman
John Lunny
Lynn Monsanto
Oscar Newkerk
John Nunneley
Jim Reinstedler
Kary Robertson
L. Michael Sabo
Mark Sleeper

j buf~um©apollo,
hp. com
jlunnyCtwg.com
monsantoCsun.com
newkerk©decwet.enet.dec.com
john_nunneley©touch.com
jimr~ub.com
dockmaster.ncs.mil
mws~sparta.com
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Sudhanshu Verma
David Waitzman

verma©hpindbu,cup. hp. corn

dj w©bbn,
com
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Management (oim)

Charter
Chair(s):
Lee LaBarre,
cel©mbunix,
mitre,org
BrianHandspicker,
bd©vines,
enet.dec.corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: oim©mbunix.mitre, org
To Subscribe: oim-request©mbunix.mitre, org

Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will specify managementinformation and protocols
necessary to manage IP-based and OSI-based LANs and WANsin the
Internet based on OSI Managementstandards and drafts, NIST Implementors Agreements and NMFRecommendations. It will also provide
input to ANSI, ISO, NISTand NMFbased on experience in the Internet,
and thereby influence the final form of OSI International Standards on
management.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Develop implementors agreements for implementation of CMIPover
TCP and CMIP over OSI.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF SMI to satisfy requirements
for managementof the Internet using OSI managementmodels and
protocols.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF MIB-II to satisfy requirements
for managementof the Internet using OSI managementmodels and
protocols.

TBD

Develop prototype implementations based on protocol implementots agreements, IETF OIMExtended SMI and Extended MIB.

TBD

Promote development of products based on OIMagreements.

TBD

Provide input to the ANSI, ISO, NIST and NMFto influence development of OSI standards and implementors agreements.
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Completion of the following drafts: Implementors Agreements, Event
Management, SMI Extensions, MIB Extensions, OSI Management
Overview, Guidelines for the Definition of Internet ManagedObjects.
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Reported by Brian Handspicker/Digital
OIM Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

RFC 1189 CMIP and CMOTImplementors Agreements for the Internet
OIM-MIB-II
General OSI MIBExtensions
Interoperability Testing

RFC 1189

CMIP/CMOT

I~FC 1189 has been published as a Proposed Standard. Pending major objections
on the mailing list, we agreed to remove the word "substrings" from the 1st bullet
in section 4.3. This would remove the explicit exemption for support of substrings
in filter expressions. In addition, the editor agree to clarify the specific 1990 version
of ISO CMIS/Pto be used, with the intent to use the final 1990 version. Finally,
we discussed at length the 3 different potential protocols supported by 1189. 1189
specifies support of either a CMIPapplication layer over Lightweight Presentation
Process over TCP/IP or, a CMIPapplication layer over an OSI upper layer stack.
The OSI upper layers could in turn be based on either a full set of OSI lower layers
or on ISO Transport over TCP/IP using agreements specified in RFC1006.
Clearly, a version of CMIPover a full OSI stack will be important for future OSIbased Internet backbone and sub-nets. Someversion of CMIPshould also be defined
for IP-based Internet backboneand sub-nets. Since they provide similar functionality,
CMOT
based on LPP and a CMIPbased on 1006 could be considered redundant. At
the Tallahassee IETF meeting, it was recommendedthat all future protocols which
require OSI upper layer functionality over IP-based protocols makeuse of RFC1006.
As a result, a couple of suggestions have been made that the specification for CMIP
over LPP be removed from RFC1189, and the potential use of RFC1006 be clarified
in the current text. Editorially, this is a minor changeinvolving the removalof the one
page which discusses how to layer CMIPover LPP and deletion of the phrase "CMOT
and" from every instance of "CMOT
and CMIP". Otherwise the technical implementors’ agreements in RFC1189 remain unchanged. Most known implementations of
CMOThave been based on the LPP implementation distributed
with ISODE. To
convert these CMOT
implementations to CMIP1006 implementation requires little
more than a one line change to a makefile to reference the full ISODElibrary instead
of the LPP library. While the wireline difference is significant,
ISODEand RFC
1006 has been well exercised over the last 2 years. And, the CMIPapplication layer
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agreements specific in RFC1189 remain unchanged. Thus, the suggestion to remove
the specification of CMOT
in favor of an RFC1006-based CMIPis a relatively minor
technical change to the existing RFC.It was pointed out that this change would align
RFC1189 with existing GOSIPand DODrequirements for OSI management.
OIM-MIB-II
OIM-MIB-IIwas announced as being considered by the IESGas a proposed standard.
No objections or major corrections were offered by the meeting participants.
General OSI MIB Extensions
Once again, we have wrestled with the problem of mapping MIBdefinitions that
follow the IETF SMI into a form supported by the ISO SMI. The IETF SMI was
based on a very early draft of the ISO SMI. The ISO SMI continued to evolve as
early problems were resolved. The IETF SMI has not kept pace. The ISO SMI is
now stable and required by most OSI-based management systems. Unfortunately
most of the MIBsbeing defined within the IETF are only satsifying the requirements
of the IETF SMI, not taking into account the minor additional requirements for OSI
management. This requires additional work to map these IETF SMI-based MIBs into
ISO SMI. This is what the OIM-MIB-IIdocument does for MIB-II.
Unfortunately, the OIMWorking Group cannot hope to keep up with all of the MIB
work currently being progressed within the IETF and generate MIBextensions and
mappings for each new MIB. In addition, some of the MIBWorkingGroups are facing
the reverse problem- trying to mapISO SMIdefined MIBs(e.g., FDDI)into the IETF
SMI. The most reasonable solution to this problem would be to put differences about
protocols (SNMPand CMOT)behind us and encourage the individual MIBWorking
Groups to develop MIBdefinitions that support both the IETF SMI and ISO SMI.
This would ensure that all MIBdefinitions - which really just defined manageable
resources, without any dependence on managementprotocols - were aligned across
whatever management protocol or management system was used by an administrator
for managing an environment.
If we do not resolve this issue, we run the risk of having different managementdefinitions (MIBs) for the same resources. This would waste resources both within the
IETF as well as within every vendor and manycustomers. Weagreed to raise this to
the IESGfor reconsideration.
Interoperability

Testing

Wediscussed future interoperability
testing, and an open invitation was made by
Brian Handspicker to coordinate another round of interoperability testing. Anyvendors interested in testing RFC1189 CMOTor CMIPare invited to send mail to
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bd~vines.dec.enet.com.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Steve Alexander
Jack Brown
Gregory Bruell
Jeffrey Case
Curt is Cox
Tony Hain
Brian Handspicker
Holly Knight
Lee Labarre
Nik Langrind
Walter Lazear
John Lunny
Lynn Monsanto
Bahaa Moukadam
Oscar Newkerk
Fred Ostapik
Mark Seger
Theresa Senn
Daisy Shen
Daisy Shen
Mark Sleeper
Sudhanshu Verma
A. Lee Wade
David Waitzman
Linda Winkler
Fei Xu
Jeff Young

vikas©JVNC.net
stevea©i88.isc.com

jbrown©huachuca-emh8.army.mil
gob@shiva.com
case@cs.utk.edu
zk0001@nhis.navy.mil
alh@eagle.es.net
bd@vines.enet.dec.com
holly©apple.com

nik©shiva.com
lazear©gateway.mitre.org
jlunny©twg.com
monsanto©sun.com
newkerk©decwet.enet.dec.com
fred©nisc.sri.com
seger©asds.enet.dec.com
tcs@cray.com
daisy@ibm.com
daisy©ibm.com
mws©sparta.com
verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com
wade©discovery.arc.nasa.gov
djw@bbn.com
bS285Z©anlvm.ctd.anl.gov
fei©tdd.sj.nec.com
jsy©cray.com
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Remote LAN Monitoring
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(rlanmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
MikeErHnger,
mike~mti,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: rlanmib©mti,
tom
To Subscribe:
rlanmib-request©mti.com

Description

of Working Group:

The LANMonitoring MIBWorking Group is chartered
perimental MIBfor monitoring LANs.

to define an ex-

The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to use. The initial thought was to investigate the characteristics of
some of the currently available products (Novell’s LANtern, HP’s LanProbe, and Network General’s Watch Dog). From this investigation MIB
variables will be defined. In accomplishing our goals several areas will
be addressed. These include: identification of the objects to place in the
MIB, identification of the tree structure and corresponding Object ID’s
for the MIBelements, generation of the ASN.1for these new elements,
and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Aug 1990

Discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement
on models and terminology. Make writing assignments.

Dec 1990

Discussion of the first
drafts if needed.

Mar 1990

Review latest draft of the first
for publication as an RFC.

draft document. Begin work on additional
document and if OKgive to IESG
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Remote LAN Monitoring

Technology

Minutes

Copies of "Howto Write SNMPMIB," the Novell LANtern MIB(available online), and preliminary MIBsfrom Spider, NAT,and Frontier were distributed.
Wednesdayevening meeting was scheduled.
Other working groups involved in similar activities were discussed: Accounting
Working Group (accounting-wg@bbn.com), Operational Statistics (new group),
and Benchmarking Methodology (bmwg~harvisr.harvard.edu).
¯ The Working Group Charter was quickly reviewed and it was noted that the
effort is correct, but that various milestone dates were nowchanged.
¯ The Chair wanted make it clear that writing assignments would be made prior
to the close of the IETF meeting.
Remote LANmonitoring could be accomplished in a number of ways: dedicated
devices (e.g., LANtern), devices with other tasks (e.g., hubs), and software
running on a workstation (e.g., SGIs systems).
Currently there are two SNMPproducts that seem to fall into the Remote Lan
Monitoring arena: Novell’s LANtern and FTP’s LanWatch. Novell’s MIBis the
only one available in the MIBdirectory on venera.
Spider, NAT,and Frontier have all announced products, or the intention to
produce a product. They each provided very preliminary MIBsto the Working
Group (hardcopy only).
The remainder of the meeting was spent reviewing the Spider, NAT,and Frontier MIBswith the idea of using these MIBsfor development of a commonMIB
the Working Group goal.
- Spider: Anne Ambler Of Spider
While the SNMPphilosophy is to reduce agent processing effort, Spider
chose to increase the complexity of the agent because it is a dedicated
agent.
- Spider has support for both Ethernet and TokenRing.
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- Spider provides out-of-band support for probe access.

The Spider discussion was long and detailed as the document is a hundred pages.
Discussion was spent on the problems of packet capture, packet return to the NMS,
counter wrap around, and other issues. Steve Waldbusser was asked to present some
of these issues to the SNMP
Steering Group. Spider will post the MIBas soon as it
is finalized.
NAT- Mike Erlinger: No one from NATwas at the IETF and thus only a short
summaryof the available document was attempted.
Frontier- Steve Waldbusser: The discussion centered on filters and packet capture.
Steve believes that he has an algorithm that would allow efficient transfer of bulk
data from a probe to an NMS.He talked about the algorithm and will present his
findings via the mail list.
HP - Gary Ellis: A short discussion on the HP LanProbe and its incorporation
SNMPwas presented.

of

Wednesday Evening Meeting
Attendees represented CMU,Concord, Contel, David Systems, Hewlett-Packard,
MTI, and Spider Systems.
A "segment" is defined as "everything a probe can see" (this seemed to be necessary
to get some agreement on MIBgroup names).
It was reiterated that the SMI states that while implementation of a MIBGroup is
optional, if that group is implemented,all objects in that group are mandatory;also,
a MIBshould have only a single level of groups, each of which contains objects (but
not groups).
Traffic Generation was controversial; it was agreed that any support in a standard
MIBwill be for simple capabilities (e.g., a single defined packet that can be sent
numberof times with a specified interframe period); we will call the group SendPackets instead of Traffic Generation to emphasizethe simplicity.
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The Administration groups will be difficult to define; although manyof the objects
that might go here are vendor-specific, there is somesubset of objects that are common
to all probes; we will need to identify this "least commondenominator" subset for
inclusion in the MIB.
It was agreed that it is a goal to get a proposed standard MIBout of the MarchIETF;
in support of this, the first RLAN
MIBwill be built to reflect capabilities in currently
available probes; later versions can add features for which there are not currently any
implementations.
The next meeting of the group will be during the first week of February; notice will
be sent to the rlanmib mailing list.
First Pass at an rlanmib MIBorganization:
¯ MIB groups:
-

Ethernet Segment Counters
Ethernet Segment Log
Ethernet Station Counters
Ethernet Segment Log
Ethernet Traffic Matrix Counters
Ethernet Traffic Matrix Log
Thresholds Notifications
Protocol Event Notifications
Filters
Triggers
Packet Capture
Test- TDR
Test- Echo Protocols
Test- Traceroute
Test- SendPackets
Administration- Out of Band Access
Administration - Program Download
Administration- Trap Tables
Administration- Probe Status
Administration- Authentication

Steve Waldbusser will edit the Ethernet side of the document, AnneAmblerwill edit
the Token Ring side and Mike Erlinger will coordinate the document development.
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The Chair wants to thank Gary Ellis and Sudhanshu Verma for providing meeting
notes.
Attendees
Anne Ambler
Karl Auerbach
Scott Bradner
Ken Brinkerhoff
Theodore Brunner
Jeffrey Case
James (Chuck) Davin
Kurt Dobbins
Gary Ellis
Fred Engel
Robert Enger
Mike Erlinger
Richard Fox
Brian Handspicker
Ken Jones
Christopher Kolb
William Kutz
Mark Leon
John Lunny
Donna McMaster
Lynn Monsanto
Bahaa Moukadam
David Perkins
Robert Reschly
Kary Robertson
Bill Rust
Ray Samora
Jon Saperia
Lance Sprung
Ron Strich
Glenn Trewitt
Sudhanshu Verma
David Waitzman
Steven Waldbusser

~nne@spider.co.uk
karl©eng.sun.com
sob@harvard.edu
tob@thumper.bellcore.com
case@cs.utk.edu
jrd©ptt.lcs.mit.edu

dobbins©ctron.com
garye©hpspd.spd.hp.com
enger©seka.scc.com
mike©mti.com
sytek!rfox©sun.com
bd©vines.enet.dec.com
uunet!konkord!ksj
kolb©psi.com
Kutz©dockmaster.ncsc.mil
leon©nsipo.arc.nasa.gov
jlunny©twg.com
mcmaster@davidsys.com
monsanto©sun.com
dave_perkins©3com.com
reschly©brl.mil

wj r©ftp,
com
rvs©proteon, com
saperia©tcpjon. enet. dec. corn
ssds!rons~uunet.uu.net
trewitt©nsl.pa.dec.com

verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com
djw©bbn.com
waldbusser©andrew.cmu.edu
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Network Management Protocol

209

(snmp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Marshall Rose, mrose©psi,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snmp-wg©nisc, nyser.net
To Subscribe: snmp-wg-request©nisc.nyser.net

Description

of Working Group:

Oversee development of SNMP-related activity, especially the Internetstandard SMI and MIB. This Working Group is ultimately responsible
for providing worl~ble solutions to the problems of network management
for the Internet community.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

FinishSNMPAuthorization draft.

Ongoing

Coordinate the development of various experimental MIBs.
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SNMP Minutes
Met jointly

with Transmission MIBWorking Group.

Administrative:
The group was reminded of the difference between the "snmp" and "snmp-wg" discussion groups, and urged to use the appropriate list whensending a message.
Chuck Davin, IETF Area Director for Network Management, announced that the
Transmission MIBWorking Group had completed its Charter (producing several of
the MIBsdiscussed at this meeting) and thanked the group for its effort. Following
this, the Transmission MIBWorking Group was disbanded. Any residual business
will be taken on by the SNMPWorking Group.
The group was encouraged to study the SIP MIB, as it will be the first
agenda of the next meeting of the SNMPWorking Group.

MIBon the

DSI"
There was some discussion on whether the boundary value for the dslValidIntervals
should be 0 or 97. The former value was decided.
Consensus: Recommendadvancement to proposes standard status.
DS3:
There was some question as to whether a DS3sendCode existed. If so, it should be
added as a loopback feature in the ds3Loopbackobject. However,it was not felt that
inclusion of the feature, if it existed, was necessary to advance this document(the
feature could be added at a later date). As such, Tracy Cox was tasked to determine
the existence of this feature within three weeks. At that time, the documentshould
advance.
Consensus: Recommendadvancement to proposed standard status.
MIB-II:
The use of the PhysAddresstextual convention was clarified.
There was lengthy discussion on the optional use of the implementation-dependent
small positive integer whenidentifying instances of the IP address and routing tables
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(e.g., when two routing entries have the same destination). After too muchdiscussion, this feature, introduced in MIB-II, was removed, in effect restoring the precise
identification mechanismsused for these tables in MIB-I. It was suggested that a
future work item would be an "IP Extensions MIB"which would provide support for
these concepts.
The ipRoutingDiscards object was added, which provides information when routes
are lost due to a lack of buffer space.
The definition of the egpNeighEventTriggerobject was clarified.
Consensus: Recommendadvancement to draft standard status.
Concise MIB Definitions:
The "INTEGEROPTIONAL"magic was removed, to align with the decision
MIB-II.

with

Consensus: Recommendadvancement to proposed standard status.
Trap Definitions:
There was discussion as to why this document should be informational rather than
being placed on the standards-track.
Consensus: Recommendpublication
Generic Interface

as informational

RFC.

Extensions:

The ifExtensTestUser object was removed as being redundant.
Consensus: Recommendadvancement to proposed standard status.
Token Bus MIB:
Nosubstantive discussion.
Consensus: Recommendadvancement to proposed standard status.
Token Ring MIB."
One of the document’s three editors publically introduced concerns which had been
thought by the Chair to have been decided some four months earlier. Due to the lack
of time in the meeting (already overtime), there was no possibility of resolving this
at the meeting. The Chair attempted to resolve this in Open IESGplenary, and was
initially successful. However, the IESGreversed its position the next morning and
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remanded the MIB back to the Working Group.
No Consensus: Discuss at later
Ether

time.

MIB:

There were comments from many parties that this
work. As such, discussion was postponed.
Consensus: Remand document for futher

document required

significant

re-

discussion.

Attendees
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Jeffrey Case
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com
Robert Collet
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com
Tracy Cox
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James (Chuck) Davin
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Kurt Dobbins
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com
Nadya E1-Afandi
garye©hpspd,
spd. hp. com
Gary Ellis
Fred Engel
mike@mti,com
Mike Erlinger
sytek! rfox©sun,
corn
Richard Fox
karen,
frisa©andrew,
cmu. edu
Karen Frisa
gunner©osicwg,
enet.dec. corn
Chris Gunner
hibbard©xylogics
¯com
Ken Hibbard
ole~csli,stanford,edu
Ole Jacobsen
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Ken Jones
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Satish Joshi
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corn
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Shimshon Kaufman
j dk@fibercom,
corn
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com
Alex Koifman
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Peter Lin
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Donna McMaster
Lynn Monsanto
David Perkins
Jim Reinstedler
Anil Rijsinghani
Kary Robertson
Marshall Rose
L. Michael Sabo
Jon Saperia
John Seligson
Sam Sjogren
Mark Sleeper
Lance Sprung
Michael St. Johns
Bob Stewart
Emil Sturniolo
Kaj Tesink
Dean Throop
William Townsend
Maurice Turcotte
Kannan Varadhan
Sudhanshu Verma
Warren Vik
David Waitzman
Steven Waldbusser
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David Wood
Fei Xu
Jeff Young
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mws©sparta.com
stjohns©umdS.umd.edu
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SNMP Minutes
November 12, 1990 - University
Met jointly

of Tennessee

with Transmission MIBWorking Group.

The Bridge MIBWorking Group also met in a break-out session that afternoon.
Fred Baker, Chair of this WorkingGroup has posted minutes in a separate message.
Agenda
Several MIBswere discussed. Very brief editing instructions are below. Spelling and
grammarcorrections are not listed. Newversions of the I-Ds will be available next
week.

MIB-II Discussion
MIB-II is written in concise format.
The definition of sysServices has been clarified
convey muchuseful information.
In if~ype, the "tl-carrier" textual-descriptor
"el". These are the correct designations.

as the previous definition did not

is nowcalled "dsl", and "cept" is now

The definition of ipForwarding has been clarified to explain that not all values make
sense for all boxes.
The definition of ipRouteTypehas been clarified
routing notions in the IP architecture.

to refer to the direct and indirect

The syntax of the ipRouteInfo object is now an OBJECTIDENTIFIER. This is
to support BGPand other routing protocols, such as OSPF. (This information was
finalized after a conversation with the editor of the BGPMIBdocument.)
The ACCESS
clause of tcpConnState is now read-write, to support deletion of the
TCBassociated with a TCPconnection. The definition of this object has been
clarified to explain this usage.
It was also suggested that a meansfor deleting UDPlisteners
action was taken in this area.

be added. However,no
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The definition of several of the variables in the newsnmpgroup have been clarified.
In addition, the snmpInBadTypes and snmpOutReadOnlys objects are no longer
present. (However, the object identifiers associated with those objects are reserved
to prevent future use.)
The definition of snmpInReadOnlyshas been clarified
of the SNMPdo not generate this error code.

as conformant implementations

The definition of snmpEnableAuthTrapshas been clarified as a necessary, but not
sufficient condition to enable the sending of authentication failure traps.
MIB-II Implementation

Status

15 vendors reported on their independent implementations of MIB-II. One vendor
had done MIB-II from scratch (no previous MIB-I), while the others had started with
a previous MIB-I implementation.
Response was overwhelminglypositive. In particular, additions to the system group,
the new snmp group, and the new ipRouteMask object were praised.
Toward Concise MIB Definitions
The definition of the DESCRIPTION
clause was clarified
rather than user-interface information.
The definition of the DEFVAL
clause was clarified
creatable but no default values were appropriate.
Whende-osifying

to focus on implementation

for the case in which a row was

a MIB, the use of BIT STRINGsvs. INTEGER
sums was explained.

A Convention for Defining

Traps for use with SNMP

The use of the value "snmp" in the ENTERPRISE
clause was clarified.
It was noted that the SNMPstandard traps should never exceed 484 octets
serialized.

when

By way of example, the SNMPstandard traps were expressed using the TRAP-TYP
E
macro.
Generic IF-Extensions
The use of multiple OID variables having the value 0.0 was discussed, as this impacts data dictionaries in managementstations. No consensus was reached, though
a solution is mandated.
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Token Bus
Nosubstantive discussion, though some clarifications

madeand typos fixed.

Token Ring
No substantive discussion, though some clarifications

madeand typos fixed.

DS1
Not discussed due to time limitations.
DS3
Not discussed due to time limitations.
Ethernet-like
There was general discussion about the inclusion of things which properly belong at
the concentrator layer. However,these are clearly markedas being so.
This led to a discussion of a need for a separate concentrator MIB.
Notests or chipsets are present, but must be defined.
Attendees
Fred Baker
Jeffrey Buffum
John Burress
Jeffrey Case
John Cook
Tracy Cox
James (Chuck) Davin
Eric Decker
Mark Fedor
Fred Harris
Kenneth Key
Christopher Kolb
Paul Langille
Randy Mayhew
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Donna McMaster
David Perkins
Kathy Rinehart
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com
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cire©cisco, com
fedor©psi, corn

com

kolb©psi,
com
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enet.dec.com
kzm©hls,com
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dave_perkins¢Scom,
corn
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Greg Satz
Steven Sherry
Bob Stewart
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William Versteeg
Steven Waldbusser
Wengyik Yeong
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satz©cisco.com
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SNMP Authentication

3.3.11

(snmpauth)

Charter
Chair(s):
James Galvin, galvin~tis,
Keith McCloghrie,

corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: awg©bit sy.mit, edu
To Subscribe: awg-request©bitsy.mit,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

To define a standard mechanismfor authentication

within the SNMP.

Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Write an RFCspecifying procedures and formats for providing standardized authentication within the SNMP.
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REPORT

Galvin/TIS

Minutes

The SNMPSecurity Working Group met for one day. Three of the SNMPSecurity
Documents are available in the Internet-Drafts
directory. A fourth document has been
prepared in response to the many comments the authors have received, especially
those of the PSRG.
A few changes were made to the protocol specification,
in response to the comments.
These changes are reflected in the fourth document, which will be submitted to the
Internet-Drafts
directory by the year end.
A presentation
of the changes was made. It was decided that the fourth document
should be short-lived.
Its content will be folded into the other three documents,
which will be submitted for review and approval as proposed drafts at the March
IETF meeting.
Attendees
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Mib (transmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Cook, cook©chipcom.com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: unkao~m
To Subscribe: makno~m

Description

of Working Group:

The objective of the Transmission Architecture WorkingGroupis to drive
the development, documentation and testing of MIBobjects for the physical and data-link layers of the OSI model. The WorkingGroup attempts
to consolidate redundant MIBvariables from new specifications into a
universal structure.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Provide a forum for vendors and users of MAClayer communications equipment.

Ongoing

Form sub-Working Groups of experts to define object for the following at the data-link layer: X.25, Ethernet, Token, FDDIand
T1.

Done

Form a core group to evaluate the work of the sub-Working Groups.

Ongoing

Act as a liaison between sub-Working Groups and the network management protocol Working Groups, including SNMP,OIM, IEEE
802.1, etc.
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by Chuck Davin/MIT

TRANSMIB Minutes
The SNMPand Transmission MIBWorking Groups met jointly during a single Working Group session. Chuck Davin, IETF Area Director for Network Management,
announced that the Transmission MIBWorking Group had completed its Charter
and thanked the group for its effort. Following this, the Transmission MIBWorking
Group was disbanded. Any residual business will be taken on by the SNMPWorking
Group.
Attendees
See the SNMPMinutes
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Area

Ross Callon/DEC and Rob Hagens/UWisc

Summary

Four Working Groups met at the Boulder, IETF Meeting.
OSI General:
The OSI General Working Group started the meeting with a discussion of the two
CLNPpilot projects:
the NSFNETCLNPPilot and the RARECLNSProject. The
NSFNET
CLNPPilot project offers a fully deployed "experimental prototype" CLNS
service. This service has been available since August 1990. The RARECLNSProject
provides a testbed for gaining practical experience in CLNSnetworking (interoperability, routing, performance) and for CONS/CLNS
interworking experiments. Nordunet
has several CLNSrouting domains connected together and to the NSFNETprototype CLNPservice. The OSI General group concluded with a review of the issues
surrounding address assignment policies. This review showed that both topological
and administrative address assignment policies have their advantages and flaws. Address assignment is complicated whena site is connected to more than one regional.
OSI NSAP:
The OSI NSAPWorking Group was notified that the NSAPStructure RFChas been
reviewed and approved by the IESG. However, the IAB approval is held pending
additional descriptions. In addition, it was reported that organization IDs for use
in NSAPaddresses are now available from ANSI. The paper "Guidelines for OSI
NSAPAllocation in the Internet" was reviewed. After the basics had been covered,
a significant amount of time was spent discussing issues of assigning NSAPsto three
different types of Routing Domains: zero homed; single homed; and multi-homed.
OSI X.400:
The OSI X.400 Working Group performed a thorough review of the revised version
of the document, "Draft Proposal for the Use of the Internet DNSto Maintain RFC
987/RFC1148 Address Mapping Tables". This proposal describes how the DNScould
be used to store, retrieve,
and maintain the mappings between RFC822 domain
names and X.400 O/R addresses. After this, the Wisconsin Internet X.400 pilot
project PRMD(XNREN)was introduced. The group concluded with yet another
discussion of X.400/RFC822 address mapping issues.
OSI Directory Service:
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The OSI Directory Service WorkingGroup met for the first time in conjunction with
an IETF. The group first discussed liaisons to other appropriate groups: the North
American Directory Forum (NADF), the OSI Implementors’ Workshop (OIW) Directory Special Interest Group (Dir SIG), RAREWG3,PSI White Pages Pilot, the Field
Operational X.500 (FOX)project, and the Cosine Pilot Directory Service. Next, the
Charter was discussed. The remaining time was spent discussing various technical
issues such as Infrastructure Strategy, Replication Requirements and Schema, Domains and X.500, User Friendly Naming, Replication Solutions, Network Addressing,
Presentation Addresses, NamingArchitecture Registration, and Security Considerations.
There was a new Working Group formed in the OSI Area: the X.400 Operations
WorkingGroup. The goal of this group is to insure interoperability between Internet
P RMDs.The first task of the group will be to draft a document that specifies
requirement/conventions of Internet PRMDs.
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of OSI NSAP Addresses
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(osinsap)

Charter
Chair(s):
Richard
Colella,
colella¢osi,
ncsl.nist.gov

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~cf-osi-nsap©osi3, ncsl. nis~c, gov
To Subscribe: ietf-os±-nsap-request©osi3,
ncsl .hist. gov

Description

of Working Group:

The OSI NSAPGuidehnes Working Group will develop guidelines for
NSAPassignment and administration (AKA,the care and feeding of your
NSAPs).
Assuminguse of existing NSAPaddress standards, there are two questions
facing an administration:
¯ Do I want to be an administrative authority for allocating NSAPs?
- how do I become an administrative authority?
¯ what organizations should expect to be an "administrative
authority" in the GOSIPversion 2.0 address structure?
¯ where do I go to becomean administrative authority?
- what are the administrative responsibilities involved?
¯ defining and implementing assignment procedures?
¯ maintaining the register of NSAPassignments.
¯ what are the advantages/disadvantages of being an administrative authority?
¯ Whether NSAPSare allocated from my own or some other administrative authority, what are the technical implications of allocating
the substructure of NSAPs?
- what should be routing domains?
¯ implications of being a separate routing domain(how it will
affect routes, optimality of routes, firewalls and information
hiding).
¯ organizing routing domains by geography versus by organization versus by networktopology ....
- within any routing domain, how should areas be configured?
¯ (same implications as above).
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Goals and Milestones:
Done

Produce a paper describing guidelines for the acquisition and administration of NSAPaddresses in the Internet.

Dec 1990

Have the paper published as an RFC.

Dec 1990

Have the paper incorporated, in whole or in part, into the "GOSIP
User Guide" and the FNCOSI Planning Group document.
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REPORT

by Sue Hares/MERIT

OSINSAP Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Introductions
Status of pending RFC:
"OSI NSAPAddress Format for Use in the Internet"
ANSIRegistration for NSAPs
Reviewof: "Guidelines for OSI NSAPAllocation in the Internet"

Status

of NSAP Structure

RFC

Ross Callon reported that the RFChas been reviewed and approved by the IESG.
However, the IAB approval is held pending additional descriptions. The IAB seems
to desire the solution to all possible problems with the ISO addressing format prior
to approving the document as an RFC.
Fewpeople had obtained the last copy of the document. Ross Callon read the guts of
the document. Richard Colella solicited comments. Juha Heinanen suggested some
corrections in the sentences regarding Europeanadditions. Richard collected all the
comments and will re-publish the document by the 9th of January. All comments
should be into Richard with the last weeks of December.
ANSI Registration
People can now obtain organization IDs from ANSIfor use in NSAPaddresses. ANSI
assigns organization IDs for NSAPsthat have the ISO DCCformat and the United
States country code. ANSIcurrently is only registering the numeric form of the
organization ID. Registration of the alphanumericform is expected in the first quarter
of 1991.
The fee for a numeric organization ID is $1000. Assignment of a name will be made
within 10 working days. Previously, ANSIhad a queue of 800 requests for organization
IDs. ANSIwill ask all these people to re-apply using the new procedures. ANSI
expects the re-application to happen in a manner that will allow them to maintain
their 10-day turn-around time.
A copy of the application form was available at the meeting. Anyonewishing a copy
of the form or other information regarding ANSIregistration can contact ANSI.
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ANSI
Organization NameIdentification
1430 Broadway
New York, NY 10018
voice: (212) 642-4976
fax: (212) 302-1286
Review of "Guidelines

AREA AND WORKING GROUP REPORTS

Code Assignments

for OSI NSAPAllocation

in the Internet"

Ross Callon gave a general overview of the paper "Guidelines for OSI NSAPAllocation in the Internet". People who had attended the ANSIX3S3.3 Working Group
noted that ANSIhad elected to suggest a DSPformat for the ANSIDCCcode that
was identical to the GOSIP2 format. (This format is the one selected in "OSI NSAP
Address Format for use in the Internet," RFCXXX.)
The ANSI format under the US DCCwould be:

<--DSP-->

I AFI I IDI I
I

39 I 840 ] 0RG ID I DFI I Rsvd*l I

No. of bytes:

3

This DSPformat is identical

1

2

RD
2

I
~ Area ]ID Isell
2

6 1

to the GOSIP2 format.

*1 - GOSIPcalls this field ’Reserved’. However,’Reserved’ has a different
meaning in ANSIthan as used in GOSIP.In both cases, this field needs
to be set to a par- ticular value and the users need to ignore the value for
now.

The DSPFormat Identifier (DFI) allows alternative DSPformats to be defined by
ANSIin the future (this is identical to the DFI field in GOSIP2).
After the basics had been covered, the NSAPWorking Group spend a great deal of
time discussing issues of assigning NSAPsto three different types of Routing Domains:
1. Zero homed- routing domains not attached to anyone.
2. Single homed- routing domains only attached to one regional network.
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3. Multi-homed- routing domains attached to several regional networks.
The "Guidelines for OSI NSAPAllocation in the Internet" proposes a carrier-based
NSAPassignment plan. Many people attending the Working Group wanted to see
this contrasted with a geographical based NSAPassignment plan. Ross and Richard
lead a discussion of howeach of these types of routing plans work for the three types
of Routing Domains.
Dueto the richness of the discussion, the note taker could not capture the full discussion. I’ve attempted to capture someof the discussion below. If I’ve missed somone’s
comment,please send the additional information to the mailing group.
Discussion

of NSAP Allocation

Richard described a zero-homed routing domain as:
1. No connections into regional networks.
2. Private point-to-point links using leased lines or dial-up used as unadvertised
back-door links.
3. Routinginformationis not sent to the rest of the internet (essentially, an isolated
Routing Domain).
Single

Homed Routing

Domains

1. Mayhave multiple hnks into a regional network.
2. Only attache to one regional network or directly to one national backbone.
Discussions on the actual status of regional networks broke into richer descriptions of
the types of routing domains:
The phone companies use a phone number based on local carrier. It seems to be
geographical due to the structure of the phone companies. Ross Callon suggests that
the geographical nature of the phone system is simply due to the fact the phone
companymaps its logical topology onto a physically geographic topology. It is the
logical/carrier-based topology that is really being used.
[A great deal of discussion centered on this point.]
Regional networks are not geographic in nature. Sue Hares noted the case of the state
of Idaho where half of the colleges are served by Westnet and half by Northwestnet.
The reason for the split was the high cost of the inter-state phone lines.
It was noted that geographically-oriented routing maytend to create a flat space of
routing domains, rather than a hierarchy of routing domains.
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Vint Cerf noted that this discussion of geographical versus carrier-based has been a
long-standing discussion dating back some 25 years. A mid-ground in the discussion
might be using the classic idea of default:
1. If you don’t knowwhere to send it, push it up the hierarchy.
2. Hierarchical knowledge puts the burden on the national networks who have
more resources.
Vint Cerf also asked that any allocation plan try to look at the sources and sinks of
traffic.
Juha Heinanen noted that we were talking about three alternatives:
1. Flat data space for NSAP- such as the Internet has.
2. Subscription (or carrier) based addressing.
3. Area Code space.
Ross Callon noted that use of the geographical naming has extreme problems when
a national corporation connects to three different carriers. The national corporation
maywant to send traffic to the nearest exit to their private network which spans the
United States.
GuyAlines cautioned that we must not confuse explicit
dress format.

route with a particular

Ad-

Phil Almquist brought up the idea of a default carrier so the national corporation
woulddefault to a particular carrier.
Vint Cerf indicated it might be fruitful to look at howISDNselects a terminating
host. The use of IP in the ISDNworld brings up issues that mayhave some bearing
on the Internet.
As time was running out, Richard tried to gather specific changes to the NSAP
guidelines document. The following are mycollection of changes:
¯ Add information about the zero-homed routing domain.
¯ Add more about multiple links into a single homedrouting domain.
¯ Possibly put in an appendix a list of unansweredissues.
¯ Put in examples using real life network topologies.
¯ Indicate how this type of NSAPallocation will support future changes to the
Internet. Guy Alines indicated that the structure of regional network may
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change.
¯ Ross Callon’s example of howa NSAPprefixes work in each of the three cases
for MEGA
Big Incorporated.
A separate paper on geographical versus carrier-based OSI NSAPallocation was
suggested. The IABneeds some description of these issues if it is to discuss them.
Such a paper would focus on the pros and cons of each type of NSAPassignment. It
would need to examine past work on the subject, current topology and future needs.
There were no volunteers to author this paper.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
Guy Almes
Philip Almquist
William Barns
Ross Callon
Lida Carrier
Vinton Cerf
Richard Colella
Curtis Cox
Steve Deering
Dino Farinacci
Debbie Futcher
Martin Gross
Robert Hagens
Tony Hain
Susan Hares
Juha Heinanen
E. Paul Love Jr.
Andrew Malls
David Marlow
Tony Mason
Cyndi Mills
Daniel Molinelli
James Mostek
Mark Needleman
Fred Ostapik
Theresa Senn
Keith Sklower
Linda Winkler
Dan Wintringham

stevea@i88,isc. com
almes@rice, edu
almquist©j essica, stanford, edu
barns@gateway, mitre, org
callon@bigfut,enet. dec. com
lida@apple, com
vcerf@NRI.Reston. VA. US
colella©osiS,ncsl. hist. gov
zk000 l@nhis, navy.mil
deering@xerox, com
dino@esd. 3com. com
dfut che@relay,nswc. navy. mil
gross@polaris, dca.mil
hagens@cs, wisc. edu
alh@eagle,es. net
skh@merit, edu
j h©funet.fi
loveep@sdsc, edu
malis@bbn, com
dmarlow@relay,nswc. navy. mi 1
mason+©transarc,corn
cmills@bbn, com
mol ine@trw, com
mo st ek@cray,corn
mhn@stubbs, ucop. edu
fred@nisc, sri. com
t cs@cray,com
sklower~okeeffe, berkeley, edu
bS235Y©anlvm,ctd. anl. gov
danw©osc, edu
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(oda)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Kirstein, k±rste±n~cs, ucl. ac. uk

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-oda©cs, ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe: ie~cf-os±-oda-request©cs, ucl. ac .uk

Description

of Working Group:

The O DAworking group will develop guidelines for the use of the Office
DocumentArchitecture for the exchange of Compounddocuments including formattable text, bit-map graphics and geometric graphics according
to the ODAStandard. It will consider also Intercept Standards for other
document content types it considers vital - e.g. Spreadsheets. The working group will define howto use both SMTPand X.400 for interchange of
ODAdocuments. It will maintain close liason with the SMTPand X.400
Working Groups.
This working group will review the availability of ODAimplementations,
in order to mount a Pilot Testbed for processable compounddocument
interchange. Finally, it will set up and evaluate such a testbed.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

Inaugural meeting.

Jul 1991

Produce a paper stating what ODAstandards or profiles still
completing.

Jul 1991

Produce paper on how both SMTPand X.400 message systems
should be supported.

Jul 1991

Produce paper on what pilot implementations can be provided.

Jul 1991

Produce paper on what scale and type of Pilot Testbed should be
organised.

Dec 1991

Provide first

feedback on the ODAPilot.

need
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Ongoing

Coordinate ODAPilot.

Ongoing

Review and propose additional

enhancements of ODA.
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3.4.3

(osigen)

Charter
Chair(s):
Robert Hagens, hagens~cs, wisc. edu
Ross Callon, callon©bigfut, enet. dec. com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi@cs.wisc,
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-request©cs.wisc,

Description

edu

edu

of Working Group:

Help facilitate the incorporation of the OSI protocol suite into the Internet, to operate in parallel with the TCP/IPprotocol suite. Facilitate the
co-existence and interoperability of the TCP/IP and OSI protocol suites.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify an addressing format (from those available from the OSI
NSAPaddressing structure) for use in the Internet. Coordinate
addressing format with GOSIPversion 2 and possibly other groups.

TBD

Review the OSI protocol mechanisms proposed for the upcoming
Berkeley release 4.4. Coordinate efforts with Berkeley.

TBD

Review GOSIP. Open liaison with Government OSI Users Group
(GOSIUG)
for feedback of issues and concerns that we maydiscover.

TBD

Determinewhat should be used short term for (i) intra-domain routing; and (ii) inter-domain routing.

TBD

For interoperability between OSI end systems and TCP/IP end systems, there will need to be application layer gateways. Determine
if there are any outstanding issues here.

TBD

Review short term issues involved in adding OSI gateways to the
Internet. Preferably, this should allow OSI and/or dual gateways
to be present by the time that Berkeley release 4.4 comesout.
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REPORT

by Rob Hagens/University

of Wisconsin

OSIGEN Minutes
Agenda
¯ Presentation of the NSFNETCLNPPilot¯ Presentation of the RARECLNSProject¯ Discussion of NSAPguidelines issues.

Sue Hares.
Juha Heinanen.

This meeting was honored with the presence of many X3S3.3 members.
Sue Hares presented an informal description of the NSFNETCLNPPilot project.
The CLNPprototype operating in the NSFNETbackbone was first demonstrated in
1989 at INTEROP.This CLNPprototype is based upon the original CLNPimplementation written by Rob Hagens at the University of Wisconsin- Madison (ARGO)
which was later modified to operate in the NSFNET
NSS environment by Dave Katz
at Merit/NSFNET. The CLNPservice was fully deployed as an "experimental prototype" by August 1990.
It is possible to obtain an NSAPaddress under the NSFNETOSI test AAI. This
NSAPwill be valid during the course of the CLNPprototype. It is not a permanent
NSAP.Contact "nsfnet-admin@merit.edu" for more information about getting a test
AAI.
Juha Heinanen discussed
because of:

the RARECLNSProject.

Rare has to prepare for CLNS

¯ Decnet Phase V.
¯ NSFNETand Internet is likely to employ CLNSinstead of CONS.
¯ A need for an OSI network service for LANenvironments.
The goals of the RARECLNSproject are:
¯ Gain practical experience in CLNSnetworking (interoperability,
routing, performance).
¯ Produce a CLNSspecific RARENSAPrecommendation.
¯ Propose how to organize the operation and management of CLNSnetworking
in Europe.
¯ Provide a testbed for CONS/CLNS
interworking experiments.
Nordunet has several CLNSrouting domains which are connected via Cisco touters.
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These routing domains are connected to the NSFNETprototype
Nordunet, IXI and I~IPE X.25 connected to CERN.

CLNPservice

via

The NSAPformat in use today is based upon AFI 39, with a DSPwhich contains:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Version (1 byte)
Organization (3 bytes)
Routing domain (2 bytes)
Area (2 bytes)
Host (6 bytes)
Selector (1 byte)

A review of the NSAPguidelines document showed that both topological and administrative address assignment policies have their advantages and flaws. The "change
of address" problem was discussed. This problem occurs when an ES moves from one
regional to another. Twooptions were identified:
¯ Send ER with "address not valid code".
¯ Automatically forward the packet.
The packet maybe forwarded by either forcing the old regional to keep track of old
addresses, or by forcing the new regional to advertise the old addresses. This process
mayinvolve encapsulation as well. A thorough written analysis of these scenerios is
required.
A second issue that was discussed was the problem that occurs whena site is connected
to more than one regional. Three solutions were discussed.
¯ Define one address to be advertised to all three regionals.
¯ Break the site into pieces, each with different addresses.
¯ Makeall hosts in the site multi-homed.
There was no consensus on the best solution to the problem. It is not clear whether
there has to be one solution to the problem. The major issue is howwill the various
strategies affect the architecture, protocols, algorithms and economies of Internet
growth.
Attendees
Ross Callon
Lida Carrier
A. Lyman Chapin
Chris Chiotasso

callon©big-fut.enet.dec.com
lida©apple.com
Lym~u©bbn.com
chris©roswell.sp~rtacus.com
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Burt Cyr
Larry Green
Robert Hagens
Joel Halpern
All Hansen
Susan Hares
Juha Heinanen
Scott Hiles
Fred Klein
Mark Koro
Timothy Kuik
Charles Kunzinger
David Marlow
Judy Messing
Daniel Molinelli
Douglas Montgomery
James Mostek
James Moulton
Mark Needleman
David Oran
Nelluri Reddy
Theresa Senn
Harvey Shapiro
Mark Sleeper
Emil Sturniolo
Edward Taylor
Kaj Tesink
David Waitzman
Dale Walters
Linda Winkler
Dan Wintringham
Russ Wright
Fei Xu
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colella@osi3,
ncsl.nist. gov
cooney@wnyose.nardac-dc.navy.mil
zkOOOl@nhis,navy.rail
burt@uncng,
corn
green@pei,com
hagens@cs,wisc.edu
jmh@nsco,network,com
All. Hansen@pilot.
cs. wisc.edu
skh@merit,edu
j h@funet,
fi
whiles@relay,nswc. navy.mil
koro@dockmaster.mil
kuik@stpaul.ncr.com
kunzinge@ralvmg.iinusl.ibm.com
dmarlow@relay.nswc.navy.mil
messing@gateway.mitre.org
moline@trw.com
dougm@osi3.ncsl.nist.gov
mostek@cray.com
Cobra!jmoul@bellcore.com
~b~@stubbs.ucop.edu
oran@sneezy.enet.dec.com
nlr@partha.udev.cdc.com
tcs@cray.com
shapiro@wnyose.nardac-dc.navy.mil
mws@sparta.com
ebt aylor@ralvmg,
iinusl,ibm. corn
djw@bbn.com
walters©osi3.ncsl.nist.gov
bS2357@~nlvm.ctd.anl.gov
danw@osc.edu
wright@Ibl.gov
fei@tdd.s~.nec.com
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(osix400)

Charter
Chair(s):
Rob Hagens, hagens©cs, w±sc. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~cf-osi-x400©cs.wisc, edu
To Subscribe: ie~cf-osi-x400-reques~c©cs.wisc,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IETF OSI X.400 Working Group is chartered to identify and provide
solutions for problems encountered when operating X.400 in a dual protocol internet. This charter includes pure X.400operational issues as well
as X.400 <-> RFC822 gateway (ala RFC987) issues.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990

Develop a scheme to alleviate
tables.

the need for static RFC987 mapping
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REPORT

Messing/MITRE

OSI X.400 Minutes
Agenda
¯ Review of Draft Proposal for the use of the Internet
987/RFC 1148 Address Mapping Tables

DNSto maintain RFC

¯ X.400 Deployment Issues
¯ XNRENDiscussion
¯ Announcement of new Working Group
¯ Operational Issues Discussion
- PRMDOrganization
- Originator/Recipient
NameAssignment
- Address Mapping
The meeting was convened by Robert Hagens, Working Group Chair.
The revised "Draft Proposal for the Use of the Internet DNSto Maintain RFC
987/RFC 1148 Address Mapping Tables" (by Cole and Hagens) had been circulated
on many mailing lists prior to the meeting. This proposal describes how the DNS
could be used to store, retreive, and maintain the mappings between RFC822 domain
names and X.400 O/R addresses. The first order of business was the review of this
draft proposal.
The following issues were discussed and resoved during the review:
o

Placement of TO-X400and TO-822 resource records in the DNStree
(Section 4). It was decided that both records should be placed under the same
DNSroot. This should be done in both the transitional and experimental phase
of using the DNSfor the mapping tables. A suggestion was madeto demonstrate
this placement more clearly in the document by a drawing of the domain name
hierarchy.
Steve Kille noted that placing the two records under the same root provide a
good facility for managementof the mappings, distribution of zones of the DNS,
and for zone transfers. Placing the records under the same root will result in a
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routing performance loss because it requires lookups in two trees.
Determination of name for T0-X400and T0-822 root (Section 4). Hagens suggested the root name ORMAP.ORG.
Steve Kille suggested a new top level
domain .TABLE. Then the root name would be ORMAP.TABLE.
The consensus was to request a new top level domain .TABLE.If this request was not
granted, the records should be placed in ORMAP.ORG.

o

Structure of O/R Address in Domain NameSyntax (Section 4.1): All Hansen
proposed three alternative solutions:

o

¯ The syntax given in Appendix F of RFCs 987 and 1148.
¯ An algorithmic, more humanreadable, syntax replacing blank attributes
with a hyphen.
¯ An algorithmic, more humanreadable, syntax dropping blank attributes.
Steve Kille remarked that the text syntax of RFCs987 and 1148 are now being
used in other environments and strongly argued for remaining aligned with
that syntax. This syntax is also used in the D NS standard. The consensus
was to keep the syntax aligned with the RFCsand to refer to RFC1148 in the
draft standard when discussing the structure of the O/R addresses. The RARE
printable format will be used in text examples. In section 4.3, Step 2 of the
example, the wildcard count of 5 is a typo. This will be changed to 6.
o

o

o

o

Error Recovery (Section 4.4): A discussion on the appropriate action for the
mapping algorithm based upon the DNSresponse code resulted in a recommendation that this section be rewritten. The new section on Error Recovery
will reflect the way RFC1148 handles the case where a hit is not found in the
mapping lookup table.
RFC1148 Issues: The draft will reference RFC1148 as the primary address
mapping document. RFC987 will be referenced as a secondary document.
Proposed Resource Records (Section 3): Hagens reported that the types assigned to the new Resource Records defined in the documentare incorrect, but
that real values would be assigned whenthe draft is issued.
DNSAddress Class (Section 6): Discussion was held on whether the new Resource Records should be assigned to the Internet address class, IN, or the ISO
address class, ISO. Suggestions for the assigned address class were to omit it,
use a wildcard, add a new class called "mapping", or use IN. The question was
raised as to whether the DNSimplementations actually accepted an address
class other than IN. The decision was that IN would be acceptable, but that
Hagens would coordinate the address class assignment with Paul Mockapetris.
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Transition Phase (Section 5.3.2): The consensus was to remove this section
from the proposed draft and expand it into a separate document. The current
proposed draft and the new transition documentwill reference each other.
Coordination and Administration (Section 5): The proposed draft spoke of the
master copy of the mapping database as the copy stored in the DNSnamespace.
Steve Kille pointed out that there is a global use of the mappingdatabase and
that it could be stored in three forms: table form, DNSform, or X.500 form. At
his suggestion, the WorkingGroupagreed that the proposed draft should define
a model on the global use of the mapping table and the proposed transition
document define the details of howthe model would be actualized.
The model is based on country. As a national issue, each country decides
whether its master copy of the mappingdatabase is stored in the DNS,a table,
or an X.500 directory. If a country changes from one master to another, it takes
responsibility for movingfrom its original master to its newmaster. Procedures
to follow whena country chooses to transition from one master to another must
be developed. Currently the RAREproject is mastered in tables. Each country
maintains its own tables and the RAREWorking Group maintains the global
mapping table. The United States will be mastered in the DNS. At this time
RAREis responsible for maintain the mapping tables and the University of
Wisconsin is responsible for maintaining the DNSmapping records.

Discussion

of

XNREN PRMD

AKHansen gave a presentation on the XNREN,the Wisconsin Internet
project PRMD.He made the following points:

X.400 pilot

¯ XNREN
is experimental in nature.
¯ XNREN
is a production-quality service-oriented P RMD.
¯ XNREN
can be joined by any organization willing to operate a local X.400
service and contribute to a better understanding of operational issues.
The Wisconsin pilot project will offer ARGOX.400 code to non-commercial private
organizations. Currently there are two X.400 implementations in XNREN:
the University College London PP and Wisconsin ARGO
X.400. The pilot project is focusing
on short term operational problems. NSFhas funded it for two years. Participating
organizations must agree to the following:
¯ Register their organizations and organizational

units with the ad-hoc XNREN
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Namingauthority.
Appoint a MHSsite manager.
Operate any RFC987gateway according to agreed upon rules.
Define X.400/RFC822 address mappings.
Use commonly agreed upon mappings.
Use locally defined mappings.
Route traffic external to XNI~EN
according to specified rules.

The XNREN
pilot is a memberof the International RDService. It provides connectivity to Internet mail and, under the leadership of the Corporation for National Research Initiatives, plans to establish contact with the national ADMDs
with the goal
of negotiating interconnection agreements and experimental exchange of messages.
The XNREN
PRMDis also interested in exchanging experiences and establishing
connectivity with other Internet PRMDs.XNREN
will offer the following services:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Assist participants in the pilot in setting up their X.400service.
Produce informational material about service developments.
Take an active role on X.400-related mailing lists.
Allow testing of new software and procedures in XNREN.
Incorporate X.400 technical innovations into experiments.
Use the X.400 infrastructure to experiment.

Contact XNRENat:
postmaster@cs.wisc.edu
or

X400-project-team@cs.wisc.edu.

MERITis operating an X.400 gateway to Internet for SprintMail.
expressed interest in directly routing to XNREN.
New Working

Group

Mark Knopper

Announced

Rob Hagens announced the formation of the X.400 Operations Working Group. Its
goal is to insure interoperability
between Internet PRMDs.The first task of the
group will be to draft a documentthat specifies requirement/conventions of Internet
PRMDs.Membershipin this Working Group will be limited to people with planning,
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responsibilities.

The WorkingGroup will address the

¯ Basic Assumptions
¯ Connectivity
- Stack Choice
- Degree of interconnection
¯ Routing
- Necessity of well-known entry point
- Policy on transit traffic
- How to connect to ADMDs
¯ Collective representation of P RMDs
- Internationally
- Interacting with public carriers
¯ Forum for addressing mapping coordination
¯ 1984/1988 issues
¯ X.500 issues
The group discussed the necessity of forming a new Working Group. Steve Kille
wondered if the work was not within the scope of this Working Group. Hagens said
that the new WorkingGroupwas operational and motivated toward concrete progress.
He also said that if the current WorkingGrouphad completed its agenda, it could be
dissolved. The first meeting of the X.400 Operations WorkingGroupwill be February
4-6, 1991 at NASA-Ames.
Operational

Issues

Discussion:

P RMDOrganization

Rob Hagens announced that a preliminary meeting of X.400 operational people had
been held on November28 at the University of Wisconsin. The following general
assumptions had evolved for the Internet PRMDs:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

P RMDs
can be directly connected to each other.
P RMDs
will not all be directly interconnected.
PRMDsmust have unique names in the US.
A PRMD
can be a naming authority for its organizations.
A P RMDcan be connected to 0 or more ADMDs.
X.400addresses should reflect organizational structure.

Address

Mapping

All Hansen presented two proposed methods of address mapping when a user of an
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X.400 system wants to send mail to a user of an RFC822 system and vice versa. One
solution consists of mappingthe elements of the receiver’s mail system address into
elements of the sender mail system address structure. The receiver address then looks
like a valid address of the sending mail system. In the second solution, the receiver’s
address is left in the syntax of his mail system. For the X.400 to RFC822 case,
the recipients address is placed in a DomainDefined Attribute and the Organization
indicates the communitythe address refers to, e.g., Internet or RFC822.In the RFC
822 to X.400 case, the recipient address is placed in quotes in the left-hand side
term of the domain name; the community it placed on the right-hand side of the
@sign. The group discussed the mapping issues, but no decision was made. Steve
Kille warned that if the chosen solution generates X.400 addresses than messages with
those addresses must be able to be delivered.
1988 X.400
Steve Kille suggested that the Working Group name 1988 X.400 as the Internet
supported standard. He pointed out that 1988 X.400 supported directory, security,
distribution lists and the messagestore. Kille said one defect of 1988 X.400 was that
it did not allow a 1984 X.400 user to address an arbitrary 1988 user. However, he
said he had a simple proposal that he intended to specify to correct this problem.
In the discussion, it was pointed out that GOSIPdoes not specify 1988 X.400 until
GOSIPVersion 3, which is two years away.
The final discussion of the meeting centered on determining if there was any interest
in writing a MIBfor X.400 and X.500.
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(osids)

Charter
Chair(s):
SteveKille,
S.Kille©cs.
ucl.ac.uk

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-ds©cs, ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-ds-request©cs
.ucl. ac. uk

Description

of Working Group:

The OSI-DSgroup works on issues relating to building an OSI Directory
Service using X.500 and its deploymenton the Internet. Whilst this group
is not directly concernedwith piloting, the focus is practical, and technical
work needed as a pre-requisite to deployment of an open Directory will
be considered.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

Definition of a Technical Frameworkfor Provision of a Directory
Infrastructure on the Internet, using X.500. This task maylater be
broken into subtasks. A series of RFCswill be produced.

Mar 1991

Study the relationship
Service.

Ongoing

Maintain a Schemafor the OSI Directory on the Internet

Ongoing

Liaisons should be established as appropriate. In particular: RARE
WG3, NIST, CCITT/ISO IEC, North American Directory Forum.

of the OSI Directory to the DomainName
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MEETING

AREA AND WORKING GROUP REPORTS

REPORT

Reported by Richard Colella/NIST,
and Peter Whittaker/B1NR

Steve

Kille/UCL

OSIDS Minutes
Agenda
Introduction
The meeting was opened by the Chair, Steve Kille (UCL). Introductions were made
and minute-takers were solicited. The proposed agenda was approved and the meeting
proceeded accordingly.
Minutes of Previous

Meeting

The minutes of the San Jose meeting were approved with minor changes.
Document Distribution
A number of attendees had problems with document distribution.
1. ASCII documents were formatted for A4 size paper, which is inconvenient for
those in the U.S.
2. ASCII versions of the documents were somewhatidiosyncratic in format - Steve
pointed out that the primary form of documents he generates is PostScript and
he was not intending to spend significant amounts of time reworking the ASCII
versions,
3. A number of people could not print the PostScript versions of the papers retrieved from CNRI- Steve said that this problem was easily correctable and he
wouldtake care of it.
4. A few people remarked about late distribution of documents and a consequent
lack of time to obtain and review them prior to the meeting.
Statement

of Objectives/Scope/History

Steve spent a few minutes reviewing the objectives, scope, and history of the group
for those who were not at San Jose. He emphasized that the DSWG
was chartered to
develop a technical frameworkfor an X.500 deployment, but was not intent on being
the instrument for deployment.
Introduction

of Documents
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Steve briefly introduced each of the documentsthat were input to the meeting:
¯ "Replication Requirementto Provide an Internet Directory Using X.500." S.E.Kille.
¯ "Replication to Provide an Internet Directory Using X.500: A Proposed Solution." S.E.Kille.
¯ "IETF Directory Working Group Scope (Version 3)." S.E.Kille.
¯ "The COSINEand Internet X.500 NamingArchitecture." P.Barker and S.E.Kille.
¯ "Building an Internet Directory Using X.500." S.E.Kille.
¯ "An Interim Approach to Use of Network Addresses." S.E.Kille.
¯ "A String Encoding of Presentation Addresses." S.E.Kille.
¯ Using the OSI Directory to Achieve User Friendly Naming." S.E.Kille.
Liaisons
NADF-Marshall

Rose (PSI)

The North American Directory Forum (NADF)is a consortium of service providers
and potential service providers of public X.400 and X.500 services. The NADF
has as
its focus the North Americanmarket. However,they realize the need for international
connections, possibly through multi-lateral agreements. Their raison d’etre is to figure
out howto share proprietary information, required to provide a seamless service,
without compromisingtheir business interests.
The NADFhas had four meetings to date. Their next meeting is in March, 1991.
Stable technical proposals addressing some of the NADFmembers’ concerns will
probably be made in March, but the consensus process makes actual timeliness for
agreements uncertain.
The primary contact for the NADFis Don Casey (Western Union). To provide
continuity, a standing Chair, Ted Meyer (Rapport), has been retained.
OIW Dir SIG- You-Bong Weon-Yoon (ATT)
The OSI Implementors’ Workshop (OIW) produces multi-vendor agreements based
OSI standards. The Directory Special Interest Group (Dir SIG) produces agreements
on the X.500/ISO 9594 standard. Current work in the SIG is in developing international standard profiles (ISPs) through coordination with the two other regional OSI
workshops, EWOSin Europe and AOWin the Pacific rim area.
Beginning in the December, 1990 meeting, the SIG will begin developing multi-vendor
implementation agreements on replication, access control, and distributed operations
(the latter will be coordinated with the OSINET
work on interoperability test development).
RAREWG3- Steve

Kille

(UCL)
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RAREWG3has two subgroups of interest:
a user information area and a group
working on directories. The Directory group has an analogous function in Europe to
this Working Group of the IETF. The next meeting of RAREWG3is January 17-18
in Brussels.
ISO/CCITT Meeting in Ottawa- Steve Kille

(UCL)

Steve summarizedthe current work in Directory standardization as it stood after the
Ottawa meeting. The main areas of interest were in:
¯ Extensions to the information model in the areas of schema(e.g., publication)
and operational attributes (i.e., those associated with a subtree, such as access
control defaults).
¯ Abstract services - e.g., paged results (does not deal with collating).
¯ Matching rules - will be user-extensible, rather more formally defined than
today, and bound to attribute syntax.
¯ Replication - now a CD (Committee Draft- what used to be a DP); defines
incremental shadowing, among other paradigms.
¯ Distributed entries - large and complex document, not well organized and difficult to comprehend. CCITTis intent on seeing this in 1992, but it is not
believed to even be a WorkItem in IEC.
¯ Short-form names - some support is expected in 1992, though not necessarily
a good technical solution.
¯ Migration from ’88 to ’92 X.500 - a documentis available on this.
¯ Access control- work is progressing, but the editor recently resigned. A new
editor has taken over and the access control documents have been reissued on
a second PDAMballot (Proposed Draft Amendment- used to be PDAD).
PSI White Pages Pilot Presentation-

Marshall Rose (PSI)

Information is available as PSI TR90-05-10-1 and PSI TR 90-09-10-1 from info@psi.com.
Marshall provided an overview of the PSI WPPilot. As a digression, he described
an alternative nameregistration schemebased on the existing civilian naminginfrastructure for states, counties, cites, etc. Somequestions remain. This will likely come
onto the agenda at the next meeting.
FOX- Paul Mockapetris

(DARPA)

Paul briefly discussed the Field Operational X.500 (FOX) project that DARPA
funding. It is based on a pair of meetings that occurred two years ago which resulted
in RFC1107. There are four participants:
1. ISI- main contractor and responsible for project oversight.
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2. NYSERNet/PSI.
3. Merit.
4. SRI.
The objectives are twofold:
1. Get X.500closer to operational status.
2. Demonstrate interoperability
amongmultiple X.500 implementations.
SRI will use the NISTimplementation and investigate supporting some of their traditional roles, such as registration. Merit is considering using X.500to publish network
numbers. PSI will be cooperating in interoperability
testing with the NISTimplementation and another implementation (as yet undecided).
Cosine Pilot Directory Service- Steve Kille (UCL)
The slides of this talk are available from UCL.Mail to info-server@cs.ucl.ac.uk.
Scope of Group and Review of Charter
Fundamentally, there were no significant disagreements about what the scope and
charter documents say. There were two specific decisions made:
1. The scope should specifically state that the aim of the group is to align with
the base standards and profiles on the extensions whenthese becomeavailable,
and,

2. The charter will be collapsed into the scope document.
Infrastructure

Strategy

The document "Building an Internet
substance of the discussions was:

Directory

Using X.500" was discussed.

The

¯ The document needs a caveat that this approach will not necessarily address
everyone’s X.500 needs.
¯ Need to address the issue of name allocation at the top levels of the naming
tree.
¯ Need to do a better job of naming DSAs, rather than just having them named
high up in the tree (which is awkward).
¯ Under the section on replication of knowledgeand data, add that an intercept
strategy could be defined by others (e.g., the OIWDir SIG), not necessarily
this Working Group.
¯ In Section 3.3, the sentence that begins, "There is a requirement to extend..."
will be amendedto re~d, "There maybe a requirement to extend...".
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There was general agreement on the contents of the document and folks felt that it
should moveforward. Steve proposed that the target should be to have it becomean
RFCin one to six months.
Replication

Requirements

and Scheme

A numberof issues arose during the discussion of replication:
¯ Lower-layer stacks - combinations of LL stacks should be allowed even thought
this results in less-than full interconnectivity of DSAs. However, guidance
should be given on the desirability of having increasingly richer connectivity
as one moveshigher up in the tree.
¯ RemoveSection 3 of requirements document - this is either a trivial or intractable problem; in either case, no statement is needed.
¯ Section 5 of requirements - there was some confusion about what this section
meant. Steve agreed to rewrite it in words similar to those he used in explaining
it.
¯ Section 6 of requirements- the new scaling target will be 100,000 non-leaf
entries, given that this is at least an order of magnitude greater than what we
think is really required.
¯ Replication approach- after some discussion of the appropriate approach to
take to replication m a non-standard scheme such as that in QUIPU,an intercept strategy, or wait for the standard. The general discussion was inconclusive.
A subgroup, consisting of those most active in the overall disucssions was formed
(DO, PM, PK, GM,SK) to look at the problems, and in particular the issues
of migration. The consensus of the off-hne discussion was that the best approach, all things considered, was to use a scheme based on that described in
the replication proposed solution document. This was agreed to by the rest
of the Working Group. Also agreed was that a replication scheme based on
the standards work will be adopted when available. The interim nature of the
solution should be emphasized. It was noted that DUA/DSA
interaction is not
affected.
Domains and X.500
There was some discussion on how to represent DomainNames (DN) (i.e., the
tributes) in the X.500 DIT: octet strings or IA5 strings. There seemed to be some
confusion about what the implications of this are. Steve said that he would talk to
Paul Mockapetris off-hne and figure out what the issues really are.
There was some lengthy discussion on the utility
DIT.

of storing D NS information in the

Steve agreed to make the minor changes to the document suggested by the discussion.
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Otherwise, he will progress the document as an RFCpretty muchas is.
Day 2
Gita Gopal of Bellcore gave a presentation on a Bellcore research project studying
methodsof providing support for distributed entries in a heterogeneous multi-server,
multi-protocol, multi-media, multi-context environment.
The Bellcore method is based on a central Linking Data Base, (LDB) which contains
one entry per person keyed on a unique Personal Identifier (PID). Each entry contains
references to all knownDatabases (DB) holding information about the particular
individual, as well as the protocol information necessary to access those DBs(i.e., J.
Foobar, Widget Inc, X.500 DSA,RFC1006address, etc...).
Thechief goal of this project is to allow users to access any and all information about
individuals maintained by various DBsusing only information from a particular DB.
For example, given a DNfor a person’s business entry (i.e., an organizationalPerson),
a user would be able to send mail to that person’s homeby telling a UAto check the
LDBand use the business DNto find a residential ORaddress.
The use of aliases in an X.500DIBwas suggested as an alternative methodof achieving
the same results, but was rejected as being inapplicable to distributed entries. The
LDBsolves the distributed entry problem by considering the person as the essential
element rather then focusing on the entries themselves.
Contexts are supported using a dynamic schema. Users are expected to have some
knowledge of the context from which they are searching (the example of having to
knowwhat a telephone number is, and what equipment it can be used with, before
being able to makeuse of it, was raised as analogous to the LDBscheme).
There are several outstanding issues that require further research: the LDBonly
links entries for people - certain simplifying assumptions have been made based on
this - the capability for handling the morecomplexinteractions and interlinkages that
might arise whenlinking information about machines, applications, or organizations;
security has not been thoroughly explored, nor have access controls; the "publishability" of PIDs needs further investigation- are these to be used exclusively as internal
pointers, or has more general "personal access (i.e., phone) numbers"?; management
and generation of unique P IDs, and the administrative problems involved.
User Friendly

Naming

Discussion then turned to Steve Kille’s paper on User Friendly Naming. The goals
of this paper are the provision of: an improved method of transmitting names, and
better handling of purported name lookup.
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The result of the discussion was that Steve wouldrevise the paper to reflect the issues
and concerns raised by the WorkingGroup, and present it again at the next meeting.
Amongthe issues raised were:
¯ Tuning the algorithm to handle changes in DNs; at the moment, a change to
a previously resolved DNmakes that earlier resolution useless (the user would
have to go through the process of resolving a purported name each time a DN
changed).
¯ The addition of "yet another~ syntax, and the related issue of other workin the
field, specifically the OSFwork.
It was decided that the paper would reference and track the OSFwork.
Yew-Bongreferred to the work of A1 Grimstad of Bellcore, which was submitted to
CCITTSG VII as a corporate position on User Friendly Naming. Current SG work
should also be tracked.
The X.500 SG is unlikely to provide a standard until 1996: should this method be
submitted for SG VII consideration?
Moving from one machine to another: is it reasonable to expect the same syntax
to work under different architectures (i.e., VMand Unix, where, for example, the
meaning of "" to the commandline interpreter is vastly different (quote on Unix,
escape character on VM).
The related issue of allowing a user to "tune" his environment: different machines
(under the control of different organizations) might have different "correct" behaviour.
User customization might hide or expose these differences, and make searching more
difficult.
Vinton Cerf and Peter Mierswa suggested that User Friendly Namesare inappropriate as an "exchange format": only DNs should be relied upon, and communicated
between users. In addition, Vint suggested that "guessability" was less important
than exactness.
Paul Mockapetris raised the question of the "Monte Carlo" method of name resolution: users guess at a nameand receive a hst of possibilities; they continue guessing
until they get the DNthey want or need. The user interface should allow this behaviour.
The current model does not handle deep DITs very well; more work is needed in this
area. It would help if the top two or three levels had "non-obscure" names. Wild
Card searches (especially leading Wild Cards) need further investigation. Multiple
occurrences of the same string in a D N (i.e., as both a county and a city) must
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be underlined to the user. D Ns should always be returned when resolved- should
users be able to build dependencies on purported names? Care must be taken when
stripping P~DNsfor "displayability".
Replication

Solutions

Steve introduced this section by noting that several documentsbear directly on this
subject, notably the proposed RFCs on Presentation Address Representation and
NetworkAddress Representation. It was decided that these would be dealt with first.
Network Addressing
Steve’s summaryof the problem, and the solution offered in his paper:
If you look at an OSI address from a DIT, you get a presentation address, which
works fine with an OSI network service, but does not work with RFC1006or X.25(
80) addresses, owing to the lack of an OSI network server for these address formats.
This document provides a method, using Telex addresses, to mapnon-OSI addresses
onto OSI addresses. It is ugly, but it is functional, and requires no extensions to
current protocol.
The OSFTowers solution allows you to slice different protocols in and out at any
particular layer, allowing you a choice of transport and network addresses. It is
a better and more elegant solution, but it requires extension to X.500(88). This
is unacceptable, in Steve’s view. Ideally, Steve would like to push OSI/CCITTinto
adopting OSFTowers for 1992; we could moveto it at that time. Until then, however,
it would be better to go with an interim solution that does not require protocol
extensions, but that allows full inter-connectivity.
After a brief discussion to clarify the reasons for adopting this method over the
Towers method, it was agreed that this would be accepted as the OSI-DSWGofficial
recommendationon network addressing, but that it would be explicitly noted as an
interim solution only.
Amongthe concerns raised were:
OSFTowers and this method are both "hacks", the former as it requires extensions,
the latter as it uses the UCLTelex numberas the basis of network addresses. Steve’s
methodis less of a hack, though.
This method does not guarantee 100interpret the Telex number, then it will not be
able to contact the specified entity. Steve admits that this method does not give
100success, but since it uses current protocols r~ther tha~ extensions, it will offer a
better success rate than Towers.
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Presentation Addresses
Steve believes this document must be taken in concurrence with the NetworkAddressing document because it provides for better handling of dotted decimal encodings,
and provides an extension to presentation address handling (’/’ changed to ’+’)
bring our work in line with ISO 8348 (X.213).
QUESTION:This is an extension

to the standard? RESPONSE:Steve. Yes.

QUESTION:
Is there a need to represent a presentation address that specifies an IP
address that is not an RFC1006address? RESPONSE:Steve. I hope not, but we
need to be able to specify IP addresses that are not on the Internet, such as local
LANs.
After minimal discussion, it was agreed that this documentshould proceed in parallel
with the Network Addressing paper.
Replication Solutions
Steve provided an overview of the current proposal:
Sec. 1: Benefits of the approach: it has been proven in operation; owing to its
current use, there will be minimal effort involved in movingto it as a pilot standard;
the approach is simpler and easier to implement than the current standards approach.
Sec. 2: Enhancementof Distributed Operations to provide better handling of referrals
and chaining (an extension to the standard). This approach is closely tied to the
previously reviewed papers on network and presentation addresses. It uses the concept
of a "community" (coded into the presentation address) to allow a DSAto decide
a DUAand another DSAcan in fact communicate directly.
Sec. 3: Extend the semantics of X.500 so that DSAscan deal more intelligently
Subordinate, Cross, and Non-Specific Subordinate, References.
Sec. 4: The replication data model: replication
subtrees, or specific entries.

with

of all sibling entries rather than

Sec. 5: Improved DSAnaming: placing DSAnames in a well known DSAwith root
knowledge; placing DSAnamesin the higher (closer to the root) portions of the DIT.
Sec. 6: Definitions of objects necessary to represent knowledgeinformation in the
DIT (rather than having DSAsmaintain it as a ~local matter").
Sec. 7: Definition of a simple replication protocol: data propagation in a star-like
fashion.
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Sec. 8: Definition of the "Internet
identification of Internet extensions.

DSP"Application Context to allow for easier

Sec. 9: Scaling limits and migration strategy.
Sec. 10: Reserved for future definitions of application contexts, object classes, and
attributes necessary for replication
The result of the discussion wasthat Steve wouldrevise the paper to reflect replicated
EDBsin pieces, rather than single units. This extension will be available in the next
release.
In addition, Steve introduced the ASN.1required to allow QUIPU to transfers replicated EDBsin pieces, rather than single units. This extension will be available in the
next release.
Steve also suggested that it wouldbe appropriate to write a paper on howto structure
the DIT to achieve high performance and high reliability using current replication
methodologies. He took this as an action item for himself. This document could then
be put forward as a statement of administrative guidelines on DSAnaming, and DIT
structure.
Issues raised:
Scaling: the paper quotes 10000 units as the upper level of scalability. Steve noted
that this refers to fan-out, not numberof entries, as the unit of replication is a single
level, and not an entry or subtree. Steve also noted that QUIPUwould be extended
to allow incremental updates of replicated data using an MHS.Since the master DSA
would always be reachable, there would be no problem in using MHSto transfer
EDBswhile using replicated data to lookup the appropriate MHSaddress.
DSA-DUA
communities. The paper as presented did not properly described how a
DSAdecides whether or not a DUAand another DSAcan communicate directly.
Steve indicated that he would rephrase Section 2 to reflect the fact that PSAPcommunities are used to makethis decision, not actual physical connections.
Vint asked whether access controls were replicated. Steve answered that private
agreements must be used to maintain ACLson replicated data, and that an open
environment would be publicly readable. ACsare stripped during replication as they
are a private matter: only published schemaget transferred.
Paul questioned the Section 3 use of NSSRs: the changing of NSSRsemantics from
ANDto ORwould mean that multiple DSAscould not hold different "chunks" of
superior entries. Steve indicated that he would place a clear warning about this in
the document.
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Expiration dates on information: Twoseparate issues were identified: caching and
replication.
It was determined that caching requires a TTL mechanism, but that
replication can use a simpler approach, such as having a slave make regular "pulls"
from the master. Paul noted that applications must be built to expect stale data
(X.500 makes no guarantees about data freshness), and that obtaining authoritative
data is an application problem. It was decided that the unit of replication would be
delivered with an advisory refresh date.
Naming Architecture

Registration

Steve: In order to build useful applications, we need to extend the NamingArchitecture as supplied in the standard. This paper describes the formal administrative
support for the creation of newelements in the architecture. The aim of this session is
to discuss and define the registration and maintenance methodologies (currently UCL
maintains pilot architecture for both the Internet and COSINE).UCLwould maintain ownership of this document until the end of the COSINE
project in Decemberof
1992. It is hoped that this work will have been incorporated by the standards bodies
by that time. The document defines an arbitration method for deciding what does
and does not become part of the naming architecture: the editor has discretionary
powers to include, exclude, or modify, as needed, subject to appeals to the OSI-DS
Working Group mailing list, or arbitration
from RAREand the OSI-DS Working
Group.
After a brief discussion, it was agreed that this documentcould be issued (with minor
revisions) as the first RFCof the DSseries, and that it would be updated every 3-6
months.
Issues raised:
Size of entries in a DIT: concern focused primarily on the size of the photo attribute.
After some discussion, Steve indicated that he would reword the documentto indicate
that participating DSAscan store entries at their discretion, but that if they choose
to store entries of a given type, they must agree to store the published attribute
maximumsizes.
Several individuals mentionedconcerns with certain object classes and attribute types
listed in the paper. After gentle chiding from Steve, they agreed to test the procedure
by submitting complete ASN.1proformas for the additions they were concerned with.
Steve indicated that he would makean arbitrary decision whether or not to include the
appendices Unix shells for NamingArchitecture Maintenance. They were considered
useful, but not for everyone.
Security

Considerations
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Peter Yee: this paper identifies some of the security issues that must be addressed
whenplanning a security policy for the lnternet pilot.
Steve Kille: Wemust distinguish betweenX.500 as a user and as a provider of security
for the pilot. As a provider, we can use X.509 in a very straightforward fashion.
As a user of security services, we have a moreinteresting issue. Unlike replication,
we can work entirely within the standards. Weneed to prepare notes identifying
the organizational issues involved, and documentingmethods addressing these issues.
There are three main areas of concern: authentication, access control, and remote
updates.
After considerable discussion, it was agreed that Peter Yee should revise and resubmit
his documentfor consideration at the next meeting. Steve Kille asked for volunteers
to do the "voluminous legwork" required to research and resolve the open items in
this area, but there were no volunteers.
Issues raised:
Remote management. There was considerable disagreement over the issue of simple
authentication as adequate security for remote management.P EMrepresentatatives
and proponents of strong authentication felt that simple authentication was not appropriate, as it wouldbe too easy for an outsider to removeor modifycertificates, or
keys.
One proposed solution that was partially acceptable is the requirement that DSAsbe
able to store X.509information(certificate lists, public and private keys, certificates),
and that DSAsusing simple authentication or no authentication would not allow
remote updates.
Searchability. Several participants indicated that without someform of access control,
they would not open their DSAsto the Internet, as they did not want to allow "DSA
dumping". It was generally accepted that authentication (simple or strong) or "skinny
pipes" on searches would be acceptable.
Steve Kille has since proposed a methodof limiting searches and fists to the OSI-DS
Working Group mailing list.
Applications that require X.509. There was some debate over whether or not the
numberof applications requiring strong authentication would actually increase if it
were provided. Moreresearch is needed, as this is a "chicken or egg" situation: do
the applications cry out for X.509, or does X.509 invite new applications?
The relationship
between the OSI-DS Working Group and RSADSI/PKP. It was
suggested that perhaps the IETF or the IAB could negotiate an Internet-wide RSA
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license with the relevant bodies. Moreliason workand research is needed.
Next Meeting
SRI offered to host the next meeting in California,
preliminary agenda in the near future.

Feb. 12-13. Steve will issue

AOB
Standard APIs. It was agreed that the IETF should adopt a standard API for the
pilot. X/OPENand XDSwere mentioned. This item will be discussed further at the
next meeting.
The Canadian X.500/Library Project. Dave Brent asked if the WorkingGroup should
look into this. Steve asked for volunteers to propose an RFCon the subject. This
will be discussed at the next meeting.
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Manning/Texas

Instruments

OSIDS Minutes
First

Meeting,

October

11, 1990- San Jose

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Introduction/Welcome
Scope and Charter Discussion
X.500 Extensions
Relationship of X500 to Other Working Groups
Application use of X500
White Pages Issues
- Liaison with RARE-WG3
- Naming Schema
- Naming Notation
- X.500 Extensions

Scope and Charter:
Group to provide a frameworkfor x500 pilot within Internet.
scope V2 include:

Revisions to proposed

¯ ITEM1 - X500extensions Focus on Internet procedures of operation i.e., RFC’s.
Avoid areas that will become standardized, but attempt to provide "interim"
solutions that will intercept the CCITT/ISOsolutions. Areas of concern are:
Replication*
Knowledge Managment
Schema Managment
Access Control
Authentication- both these should have intercept code from Oct90 Ottowa
meeting
- Distributed Operations for Partially Connected DSAs*
- Presentation Address handling
-

* Areas that this group might profitably address.
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ITEM2 - Application of the Directory A prioritised
to Internet are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

list of areas that pertain

DNSaspects
Yellow Pages and general searching
Privacy i.e., X509"holes", RFC’s 1113/4/5, Policy based routing
RFC 1148/987 (as a BOF?)

¯ ITEM 3- Deployment 3.1 Schema. Review THORN/RARE
naming architectures as a basis for work.
¯ ITEM4- Liaison. NISTis already involved via R.Colella. S.Kille will initiate
RAREWG3contacts CCITT/ISO IEC - ??? NADF- [ES] to pursue.

[ES] North American Directory Group Summary:The mission of the North American
Directory is to collaborate for the purpose of establishing public directory services
based on CCITTX500 recommendations and to accelerate their implementations in
North America as well as to stage implementations based on CCITTX500 specs.
They are moving toward deciding local (NA) matters and resolving global issues.
Future plans include holding a forum where they hope to flag standards problems. A
program plan exists with dates for completion. These dates are INTERNAL
targets
only and not for public consumption (there is already some slippage). Twosubgroups
have already been established:

1. Service definitions
2. Strawmanschema- M. Rose is acting as a consultant here

Membership is currently limited to any ADMD
(X400), or ADMD
in NAand requires
a willingness to workwith peers. Operations is to be concise. Workis based on paper
contributions. Approx. 55 documents so far. Overriding them all is a "living" document. Current members of the North American Directory include; ATT, Ameritech,
BellLabs, Bell Atlantic, Bell South, Bellcore, GEIS, IBM-CA,ITT, MCI, Infonet,
PACbell, PSI, IBM, Nynex, SWbell, US Postal Service, Sprint, Teleglobe-CA, Western Union.
One major agreement so far is in the sharing of information regarding the location of
information holding records for All DN. In other words, Any given DNhas a pointer
to a DSAthat holds the record for that DN. This data could be cached...maybe. The
issue of whoowns the records is still open for debate, but some information must be
shared. The minimal set seems to be the pointer to every DN. Several questions have
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been raised (note: all responses to questions, unless otherwise stated, were given by
Einar Stefferud):
QUESTION:Can a provider charge for access to data they do NOTown? RESPONSE:There is at least one telco and ADMD
in each country. North America has
quite a few. They are NOTforceably constrained to cooperate and AREforceably
constrained to compete.
QUESTION:What about offnet registrations,
i.e., data NOTstored in an ADMD
DSA, but in a private DSA? RESPONSE:Not part of the agreements between
providers. If the data is not in an NADFDSA,then all bets are off, since DN’s
do not say who owns the record.
QUESTION:
Howare areas handled, i.e., are there multiple owners by object class?
RESPONSE:
Local telcos have odd service bounderies, but if you look in a directory,
it contains no locality information (who "owns" my number). The real problem
with distributed entries.
[SKI X500replication should be on a per entry basis in a formal, controlled environment. There isn’t the concept, as in DNS,of something polling up the tree for information. There is a view that X500entries are "atomic" i.e., one person controls the
entry not parts of that entry. The problemthat Steff referred to was with distributed
entries where someonemaintains parts of an entry and someoneelse maintains other
parts. For example your telco may want to manage your phone number, while the
email provider may want to manage the address part. It is a very real requirement
but technically awkward. NADFhas discussed the distributed entry problem and is
hoping for it to be solved before implementation, however some feel they ought to
proceed under the assumption that there will not be distributed entries. They will
have to deal with it some other way.
[SK] The issue of distributed entries is actuallly where you need to managethe data
that is kept in the separate DSAs,it might be a type of access control where you have
the data in one DSAcontrolling access to data in a separate DSA.
[ES] Yes, this sharing is kind of interesting because precisely what file systems are
presented and where the data resides becomesa matter of negotiation between parties
on a per entry basis. (The potential for bandwidth consumption could be enormous!
- WCM)
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QUESTION:
Does that mean that more than one DSAholding partial resolution of
an entry? RESPONSE:
[SKI That is the model that we would like to evolve. That
is not what is happening at the moment. QUESTION:So there is more than one
pointer to multiple DSAs?RESPONSE:
[SKI Youget into a mess very rapidly in that
case, but that is where it’s at. RESPONSE:
[ES] Yes, this is an unsolved technical
problem and maybean as yet undefined research problem.
[SK] A more general point. It is knownthat we are trying to be associated with the
deploymentof a pilot on the Internet.
QUESTION:
What sort of time-frame might be available that could be useful for us?
Such as when a registration authority might be available or operational DSAsthat
could be connected to? RESPONSE:
Working on getting some things defined, like
service definitions, and design stuff by the end of January 91. Although those are
VERYloose dates: Mapping DIA to multiple ADMDs
- Jan 91; DSA/DSPoperational
- Apr 30 ’91; Operational Managrnent Jul 91; Doesn’t look like anything coming up
prior to the end of 91.
QUESTION:Any time-frame for a demonstration? RESPONSE:Not that are published. I asked Marshall Rose if he had any problems implementing the schema they
(NADF)were talking about in his WPproject? He said it was a subset of what
is working on. That didn’t take care of the business of sharing information. That is
still being struggled with. ATT’sA1 Brumstead is working on the problem.
The State Department is the USAarbitratior of ISO compliance. They will be responsible to ensure that UScarriers will workwith international carriers’ implementations.
They have formed a sub-committee to deal with national decisions on X400/X500issues, specifically to provide registration service and conceivably to write the rules for
interworking within the US. The CCITTstudy group ~D" will decide on October 29,
if they will honor the Charter of the group. If it happens, the first meeting will be
on Dec 17/18 after the OSI workshop at the State Department.
X.500 Extensions:

1. CCITTis working on Replication/Knowledge Representation. Is it interceptable?
2. Extended information model. Subtrees/shared access control/group resources.
3. Access control (CDAM
stage) authorization is good, but needs ACL.
4. Schemaextension - country/org etc., imbeddedin the directory.
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5. Improve search/extended attributes - search has the most problems, externalize
matching rules.
6. Introduction of short form names - < 2 opposing camps in CCITT.
[RC] 3 maymoveas a fast track item prior to 92, a possible push for this group [Retix]
3 and replication mayget DIS status in Mar’91 per Ottowa Meeting. Weneed to:
¯ Define pilot requirements - ad hoc or intercepted standards?
¯ Howto share schema information - publish RFCs?
Relationship

with Other Groups

What is our relationship

with other Working Groups? TwoThrusts:

¯ X500Infrastructure
¯ X500Services
¯ X/Open- POSIX- IETF 400/500 WGmeet together?
OSI services are already on the Internet.

FTAM, VT and other

White Page Issues
Naming Schema:
[SK] There seems to be a need, if we are going to deploy a pilot on the Internet, to
reach agreement on the things that are to go into the directory. Over the p~st few
years, particularly with the PSI pilot and the European pilot, you discover things
in the directories that are not in the standards, such as mailbox addresses, favorite
drinks, and other such useful things not defined by the standards. WhatI would like
to see happen, is for this group to define those things that are Internet specific. I
would like to see this happen in conjunction with the RARE
work. It seems the right
way to do it is for those groups of people whosay they want this feature to have
an increased involvementin defining the Internet architecture for directory services.
There also needs to be a meansfor registration on the Internet.
QUESTION:
What services does the pilot provide, that doesn’t have X400 in it?
RESPONSE:
[SKI An early version of the architecture done for RARE,and dated
May’89has been adopted by the PSI pilot, so it seems to be an acceptable beginning.
It has been suggested that since this architecture has been accepted by two organi-
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zations, (PSI and RARE),lets make it three with the (IETF). To do so will require
that we publish RFC’s. They are a little bit strange in that while in principle they
carry very little status, once they achieve RFCstatus they begin to carry a surprising
amount of weight. Should we publish these activities as RFC’s? One of the reasons
that Paul was not prepared to release the update was because one thing we wanted
was to have a standard pro-forma for submitting requests for defining object classes.
This should produce the documentation of the directory structure as well as machine
parsable tables.
Keeping schema consistent is difficult.
Ought to publish an RFCthat describes
registration that is self-documenting and creates machine readable inputs. What
things should be registered in an Internet pilot?
¯ Review THORN
documentation as a basis.
numbers
¯ CNRI’s Knowbot ?
¯ SRI-NIC whois database ?

It uses UK/UCLnumbers as offical

Should a "well known attributes" RFCbe published? Can we publish/use lAB numbers? PSI and NIST, with Internet (Merit,SRI,etc.), spoke with Dr. Mockapetris
ISI evaluation. Will use NISTimplementation guidelines. Populated with whois and
Merit data. Only schema for Internet, not global scope.
NameNotation:
Proposed syntax- Review S.Kille papers DUAformats, notation which
is not distributed name ported names map to quipu, i.e., FTAM,X500,
MHS names
RDNMapped Ported (X400 "name")
C=GBSteve Kille Kille, UCL, GB O=UCLComputer Science OU=Computer Science UCL, GB CN=Steve Kille
[YBong]Applications, schema etc. can be used to define strings.

X.500 Extensions:
Authentication- a draft RFCwas requested on a secure pilot. Access control on the
directory itself? Users should modify (portions) of their owninformation. This area
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needs standards and mechanisims published. QIPUhas PKSbut is unavailable in US
(RSArestrictions). Dowe want authentication and security in our pilot? - Yes. [RC]
Should have an "open" pilot, with multi-implementation representation [PY] Will
draft, with help, notes on desirable characterisics of ACL(X509) and authorizations
needed to join the pilot. Emphasize searching and distributed updates. Last fourhope to have available by Jan’91.
¯ Replication - Expand QUIPUspecifications, uses protocols, has data modeling
- uses sibling entries i.e., DECdns,spot shadowing.
¯ Knowledge Representation
¯ Distributed Operations - for X.25 ONLYDSA’s per RFC1006
¯ Presentation Address formats - Check the RFC’s
[SK] These should be used but will entertain alternatives [ES] Does that meanvendors
have to implement THREEforms? Existing, QUIPU,and future CCITTspecs? lAB]
Schema"kludge" for replication and Knowledgerepresentation? [SKI Yes, but ....
(Replication is OKbut KRis VERYbusy)
X500/DNSX500 and domains - draft document describing how mapping might work.
There is NOTa tight linkage between X500and DNStree structures. At a leaf node,
(CN) there can be a linkage, using extended atributes.
Action Items:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

X500differences/similarities note to mail list Richard Colella NISTcolella~osi3.ncsl.nist.gov
Route PSI presentation Steve Kille UCLs.kille@cs.ucl.uc.uk
Route X500/DNS
paper. Jan’90 RFCdraft to mail list Steve Kille UCLs.kille@cs.ucl.uc.uk
Circulate calls that replace gethostbyname with X500 / QUIPUAPI calls Include bind load and directory formats Alex BrownBNR-Ottowaalex~bnr.ca
Liasion request for Schema strawman for the IETF X500 Working Group from
NADFEinar Stefferud NMAstef@ics.uci.edu
Add attendees to minutes Bill Manning Texas Inst bmanning@houston.sc.ti.com
Circulate THORN
documentation to mail list prior to Ineternet draft Steve
Kille UCLs.kille@cs.ucl.uc.uk
Develop a draft RFCon secure additions for Internet X500 pilot Peter Yee
NASAyee@ames.arc.nasa.gov Bill Manning Texas Inst bmanning~houston.sc.ti.com
Note on cahing and ACLapproch for use in "secure" X509 RFCSteve Kille
UCLs.kille@cs.ucl.uc.uk Richard Colella NISTcolella@osi3.ncsl.nist.gov
Circulate papers on:
- What is QUIPU?
- Draft RFCon registration issues
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- Cover memoon why X500i
Steve Kille UCLs.kille@cs.ucl.uc.uk
¯ Soft copy of Ottowa meeting notes to mail list, particularly on replication Alex
Brown BNR-Ottowa alex@bnr.ca
¯ 400-NISTdocument on directory services for MHSEinar Stefferud NMAstef~ics.uci.edu
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3.4.6

X.400 Operations

(x400ops)

Charter
Chair(s):
All Hansen,

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-x4OOops©pilot, cs. wisc. edu
To Subscribe: ±etf-osi-x4OOops-request©pilo~.
cs .wisc. edu

Description

of Working Group:

X.400 management domains are being deployed today on the Internet.
There is a need for coordination of the various efforts to insure that they
can interoperate and collectively provide an Internet-wide X.400 message
transfer service connectedto the existing Internet mail service. Theoverall
goal of this group is to insure interoperability betweenInternet X.400management domains and to the existing Internet mail service. The specific
task of this group is to produce a documentthat specifies the requirements
and conventions of operational Internet PRMDs.
Goals and Milestones:
Feb 1991

Initial meeting, produce internal outline.

Mar 1991

Workingdraft, circulate to interested people.

Jul 1991

Internet draft available.

Dec 1991

Documentready for publication.
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AREA

Operational

3.5

Director:

Phill

Requirements

Area

Gross/CNRI

The IETF Operational Requirements Area has the following three mandates:
I. Provide a forum for coordination between operational groups. (This could include coordinating deploymentactivities.)
2. Developmentof operational methods, practices,
trouble resolution)

and policies.

(e.g.,

end-end

3. Guidance to other IETF technical development efforts.
There are currently six WorkingGroups in the Operational Requirements Area. Five
of these groups met at the Boulder IETF meeting, and the reports from those meetings
are included in these Proceedings. The six WorkingGroupsare briefly discussed below
in relation to the above stated goals.
¯ Provide a forum for coordination between operational groups.
Under this bullet, standing Working Groups generally serve the purpose of
liaison. These group are different from other Working Groups in that they
may never produce written documents (other than meeting notes). They are
standing groups with less specific goals and milestones than typical Working
Groups in other technology development areas.
Working Group. Liasion group between DDNand
- DDNInterconnectivity
its clients, and between DDNand its peer networks. This group meets on
an as-needed basis. It did not meet at the Boulder IETF meeting.
- Network Joint Management Working Group. Liaison group between regional mid-level networks and national backbones. This started as a group
between regional networks and the NSFnet backbone, and has since broadened it focus somewhat. This Working Group met at Boulder and that
meeting report is included in these Proceedings.
- Topology Engineering Working Group. This group was begun to provide a
forum to coordinate topology and routing issues between operational networks. Someoperational networks have a forum for for such coordination
(e.g., the federal networks can coordinate their activities in the Federal
Engineering Planning Group, FEPG). However, other networks have not
had a forum for such broader coordination.
TEWGwas an attempt to
provide such a forum.
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Starting at the Boulder IETF meeting, the network status reports have
been movedinto the Topology Engineering Working Group sessions.
¯ Developmentof operational methods, practices, and policies.
WorkingGroups under this bullet develop technology, but in general are more
concerned with development of technical methodology rather than protocols.
For example, in the Operational Statistics Working Group, methodology and
tools are being developed, but the underlying network managementtechniques
are taken as defined by the Network ManagementArea.
- Benchmarking Methodology (bmwg). Developing benchmarking and testing methodology routers, bridges, and other network components.
- Operational Statistics (opstats).
tools for network managment

Developing commonlyagreed metrics and

- User Connectivity (ucp). Developing methodsfor problem resolution across
administrative domain boundries.
Guidance to other IETF technical development efforts.
There are no specific WorkingGroups under this bullet. This function of the Operational Requirements Area is discharged simply by bringing together network
operators to develop methodology that is then made available to technology
developers in other areas. These network operators also naturally participate in
the technical developments of other areas by virtue of being at the same IETF
meetings. It is this special focus which gives the Operational Requirements
Area its name.
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Benchmarking

3.5.1

Methodology

(bmwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Scott Bradner, sob©harvard, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: bmwg©harv±
st. harvard, edu
To Subscribe:
bmwg-request©harvisr.harvard,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The major goal of the Benchmark Methodology Working Group is to
make a series of recommendations concerning the measurement of the
performance characteristics of different classes of network equipment and
software services.
Each recommendation will describe the class of equipment or service,
discuss the performance characteristics that are pertinent to that class,
specify a suite of performance benchmarks that test the described characteristics, as well as specify the requirements for commonreporting of
benchmarkresults.
Classes of network equipment can be broken down into two broad categories. The first deals with stand-Mone network devices such as routers,
bridges, repeaters, and LANwiring concentrators. The second category
includes host dependent equipment and services, such as network interfaces or TCP/IP implementations.
Once benchmarking methodologies for stand-Mone devices have matured
sufficiently, the group plans to focus on methodologiesfor testing systemwide performance, including issues such as the responsiveness of routing
algorithms to topology changes.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Issue a document that provides a commonset of definitions
performance criteria, such as latency and throughput.

for

Feb 1989

The document will also define various classes of stand-alone network devices such as repeaters, bridges, routers, and LANwiring
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concentrators as well as detail the relative
performance criteria within each class.
TBD

importance of various

Once the communityhas had time to commenton the definitions of
devices and performance criteria, a second documentwill be issued.
This document will make specific recommendations regarding the
suite of benchmarkperformance tests for each of the defined classes
of network devices.
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Bradner/Harvard

BMWG Minutes
The Benchmarking Methodology Working Group had a well attended
meeting in Boulder.

and productive

The terminology memo was moved forward to the IAB as an informational
and will be sent to the RFCeditor.

document

There was much discussion on what parameters should be included in the list of
information requested of vendors for a specific device. There was concern expressed
that the list of questions be framed in such a way that vendors will not be asked
to reveal what they might consider to be trade secrets. A list of parameters was
tentatively decided upon and fell into two categories:
I. Informational parameters that require behavior descriptions.
2. Parameters that require specific testing procedures and reporting

formats.

An example of the first is device behavior when in an overloaded state, does it throw
away all incoming frames or does it do some form of prioritization.
An example of
the second is the frames per second throughput of a device.
A draft of the methodology memois planned for January with a video conference to
be held about that time.
Attendees
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DDN Interconnectivity

Charter
Chair(s):
Kathleen Huber, k]auber©bbn, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
To Subscribe:

Description

of Working Group:

No description available
Goals and Milestones:
none specified

(ddniwg)
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User Connectivity

3.5.3
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(ucp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dan Long,long©bbn,
com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ucp@nic,
near.net
To Subscribe:
ucp-request©nic.near.net

Description

of Working Group:

The User Connectivity Working Group will study the problem of how to
solve network users’ end-to-end connectivity problems.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define the issues that must be considered in establishing a reliable
service to users of the Internet whoare experiencing connectivity
problems.

TBD

Write a document, addressing the above issues, which describes a
worl~ble mechanism for solving User Connectivity Problems. Address the above issues. Submit this documentinto the llFC pipeline
as appropriate.
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REPORT

by Dave O’Leary/SURAnet

UCP Minutes
Westarted by discussing the issue of funding for the activity that is being proposedin
the draft RFC.Wedecided that the focus of the group should be only on the definition
of the inter-NOC protocol and to handle issues of multi-NOCcoordination, with the
goal being the tracking of complaints rather than tracking problems. Tracking of
complaints provides accountability information for the funding agencies. Wethen
read through the current version of the RFC,section by section, and discussed needed
changes:
NSC’s:
The issue of NOCcertification needs to be clarified, and a mechanismfor maintaining
the "phonebook" of NSC’smust be decided upon, although these tasks are outside the
scope of this document. It is clear that certification and an entry in the phonebook
are a one-to-one correspondence.
Clear job descriptions for NSC’s, the "phone book registrar",
again, should not be part of this document.

etc.,

are needed, but

Holes in the phonebookare a problem. Wecannot set enforcement policies for implementation of the ideas proposed in this document, but with an incomplete phonebook
there maybe situations where a ticket is opened but the entity responsible for fixing
the problem is not a registered NSCand does not/cannot accept the ticket.
Becauseof these potential holes in the book, particular organizations are very exposed
in the initial system, as they receive manycalls, and are forced to open tickets for
each complaint, however there maybe no means for them to resolve the problem or
to pass it off to the responsible entity.
An 800 numberNSCReferral service should exist, i.e., "I have this problem, whodo
I call?" - somebodyto look in the phonebookfor those users that don’t have a copy.
Those listed in the phonebookmust get a copy of the phone book. The User Services
Working Group Ombudsmanmay be able to serve in this role.
Wediscussed the possibility of "You aren’t our customer" answers to user calls. The
lZFCexplicitly disallows this, and it was noted that this restriction could be relaxed
in the presence of a national user ombudsman.
Next we discussed the idea of "entitlement" - is every user promised ideal service?
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Weconcluded that every user has a right to be made aware of and expect the level
of service he is willing to subscribe to. It was noted that there are some fundamental
problems from expectations of those people whoare not actually directly paying for
any service, i.e., a graduate student at a large university doesn’t have too muchsay
as to the university network connection purchasing decisions.
It was decided that an NSCcan refer a user to another ticket and refer the user to the
resolution of that ticket, i.e., clustering of several user complaints under one actual
set of ticket transactions.
Wethen discussed mechanismsfor sharing internal ticket information between NOCs.
Use of a commonarchiving mail list and the Internet Rover were proposed as two
possible solutions. Vikas, Dale Johnson, Tim Salo, TomEasterday, Dan Long and
Dave O’Learyvolunteered to start work on this via a mailing list.
Ticket Processing
It was decided that a NOCcould refer a user after it had transferred responsibility
for a ticket, i.e., "Wedon’t have information about that ticket anymore, please call
Other NSCat 555-1234".
Wediscussed problems with unregistered NSC’s, particularly complaints that are
caused by software vendor’s bugs. Wediscussed our role as an enforcement agent with
software vendors, i.e., tracking the numberof vendor X problems that are currently
holding open tickets in the system.
Ticket

Support

Centers

Wedecided that although the three functions are essentially autonomous, they will
probably reside within the same entity, although they do not have to.
Dialogs
Multiple User dialogs can map into one Operations dialog, and multiple Operations
dialogs can mapinto one Engineering dialog. Meta dialogs can be associated anywhere
into the hierarchy. The goal of the system is closure with the user, not closure of
operational problems. It was noted that "dead" tickets could exist, where nobody
really cares about the resolution, and that a mechanismfor tracking chronic problems
is important. Explicit closure with the user is required, unless the user waives the
right to this explicit closure.
Individual NOCticket design is not within the scope of the group, and it was recognized that significant post-processing of tickets will have to occur in manycases.
Westarted to look at individual problems and howa typical ticket would be tracked
through this system. It was decided that it is okay to tell the user the status of
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engineering problems.
Wediscussed the case of unreasonable user demands- those who are never satisfied
and those who generate manyrepetitive queries.
The problems that we are trying to solve with the system:
1. Complaints that are dropped between NOCs.
2. NOCsthat "lose" tickets- i.e., quality control on other NOCs.
- expectedlevel of service is an issue here.
3. Communication on complaints for knowledge of operational and engineering
situations.
4. Statistics on complaints.
5. Accountability
A different agenda is being addressed by each of the four dialogs, so the ticketing
system must address these four issues. Individual tickets maynot have discussion in
each of the four dialogs.
The introduction to the dialog section should preclude the possibility of separation of
dialogs, i.e., each discussion should be taken in the context in which it was generated.
Regardingthe final status of tickets, it was re-emphasized that tickets are closed in
the User dialog. Engineering problems are resolved by the responsible NSC,possibly
at a different time from the closure with the user. Tickets can be closed with unhappy
users, i.e., if an engineering problemexists with no solution in the foreseeable future.
A question is howto measure the relative satisfaction before and after the problem.
Access to Tickets
An NSCcan access any ticket in which it is referenced. Unregistered entities (i.e.,
other NOCs)can also access tickets in which they are referenced. It maybe appropriate to provide the user more data than is formally required.
Ticket

Tracking

System

It Holds:
¯
~
¯
¯

Ticket Numbers
Ticket Status (for each dialog)
Parties Involved with Ticket
A Recent Copy of the Ticket (much discussion was generated)

Privacy Issues:
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¯ What do the funding agencies think about this?
¯ Whatabout disinterested parties with complaints from users?
¯ What about the persons involved?
At the end, Matt volunteered to work on the introduction to the document to clarify
the focus in two ways:
1. It is specifically addressing user complaints.
2. It is addressing inter-NOC problem resolution.
Following the group meetings, a documentediting session was held with Matt Mathis,
Dan Long, Gene Hastings, and Dave O’Leary. A new draft will be available soon and
inserted into the informational internet-drafts track.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Ronald Broersma
Robert Co[let /pn=robert.d.
TomEasterday
Jeff Forys
Vince Fuller
Jack Hahn
Eugene Hastings
Dale Johnson
Dan Jordt
Darren Kinley
Walter Lazear
Daniel Long
Matt Mathis
Judy Messing
Donald Morris
David O’Leary
Mark Oros
Timothy Salo
TomSandoski
Kannan Varadhan

vikas@JVNC,

net

ron@nosc, mil
collet/o=us.sprint/admd=telemail/c=us/@sprint,
tom@nisca, ircc. ohio-state, edu
forys©cs, utah. edu
vaf@Standford. EDU
hahn@umd5, umd. edu
hast ings@psc, edu
dsj @merit. edu
d~uj @cac. washington,edu
kinley@crim, ca
lazear@gateway. mitre, org
long@bbn, com
mathis@pele,psc. edu
mes sing@gateway. mitre, org
morri s@ucar, edu
oleary@noc,sura. net
oros@nmc,cit. cornell, edu
tj s@msc,edu
tom@concert, net
kannan@oar, net

corn
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3.5.4

Network

Joint

Management (njm)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gene Hastings, hastings©psc, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: him©merit;, edu
To Subscribe: njm-request©merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

There is a need for manydifferent kinds of efforts to deal with operational
and front line engineering issues, including helping the disparate organizations work with each other. This is an attempt to solidify someof those
topics. This does not make any pretense of being exhaustive.
Area of interest:

Operational issues and developmentsof the internet.

Membership: Operations and engineering personnel from national backbone and mid-level networks. Other groups with responsibility for production oriented services such as security oriented groups.
Associated Technical groups: Groups which will have an interest in, and
input to the agenda of this group will include the IABand its task forces,
and groups within FARnet. In particular FARnet has now several technical issues of concern, such as the selection of standard inter-network
services for debugging (like maps and standard SNMPcommunities), and
the specification of standard network statistics to be taken (of special
concernis the ubiquitous ability to collect those statistics).
Meeting Times: Membersof the group will represent organizations with
production responsiblities.
Most work will be carried on via email or
teleconferencing. The group will meet at the next IETF and determine
the other schedules. Sub-groups may meet between IETF meetings.
Goals and Milestones:
none specified
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by Gene Hastings/PSC

NiIM Minutes
There was discussion about the means to distribute timely up/down reports. Dale
Johnson of Merit solicited commentson the value of NetworkStatus Reports, as the
Merit mailings take extra effort. The general opinion is that they are still valuable
but there is the hazard of becoming inundated if everyone started posting campus
up/downmessages. Several results came of the discussion:
¯ As an interim practice, operators continue as before, pending any observed
instance of too muchdata.
Attempts will be made to use standard mail templates to issue messages from
multiple places.
¯ SURAnetwill start posting messages about the status of FIX-East.
Participants will start to analyze and evaluate the possibilities of a databaselike mechanism(X.500 was one such proposed) so that a network operator may
query for status without needing to examineand classify messages for relevance
simply to have context whenthe information is needed.
News,

Comments:

X Drawing Tool:
X based MacDrawwork-alike: idraw from Stanford U. Anon ftp Interviews.
Stanford.Edu) report courtesy Erik Sherk ~ Cornell
Watch out for Byzantine Routing:
Gene Hastings observed in Novemberthat connectivity is becoming rich enough
with multiple mid-levels serving some regions that unexpected routing can result. A specific example was a DuPontfacility in Delaware whose path to the
University of Delaware passed through at least four states: DuPont -> PSInet
(Delaware -> Reston, Va. -> Ithaca, NY -> NSFNET-> SURAnet (College Park, MD.) -> Newark DE -> U. of Delaware.
There was once a time when such a path was considered extremely undesirable
due to limited resources in the backbones. In this example it may be moot,
as the round trip times were fairly low. The major concern is that it is a
likely harbinger of other peculiar paths and that network operators must be
aware of this situation in order to be productive whendebugging. Please Note:
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Sue Hares, as part of her examination of backbone routing changes would like
to hear any reports of other unexpected paths; please send such reports to
njm@merit.edu.
Mac document translations:
An issue of MacUser this past fall had an article and guide to document conversion tools, describing a number of utilities
which can convert between different
Macintosh graphics format. In addition, there is a new version of DrawOver
(3.0) released with Adobe Illustrator
3.0
New Business:
Ted Brunner- Map Edit:
Ted gave an update on the map editor/topology
database he and others have
been working on at Bellcore. This is an application and tools to create and
store database entries on the behavior and configuration of a network (number
and kind of interfaces, etc.). He showed the results of a prototype map editor
which reads this database and draws a map based on that knowledge. Copies
of this software may be available to interested operators. Versions exist for Sun
3, Sun 4, and DECRISC. If interested call or mail to Ted.
Sue Hares - Routing Stability:
Sue gave a presentation on route slop in the backbone, as seen by changes in the
number of nets a given AS announces. In some cases one could see individual
nets toggling back and forth between alternate
ASes announcing them to the
backbone. The first question raised is "what does this mean"? Is it affecting
service to users? This behavior is a general concern since frequent changes DO
consume resources in the backbone and attached regionals.
In some cases it
was possible to characterize a specific campus or net’s activity as being a lousy
line, with no desire or budget to correct it, or known itinerant service. The
implication of known sources of frequent routing updates raises the question of
whether there is value in having "pseudo-static" routes, or the ability to set
some hystereis on known sources of routing noise.
Attendees
Theodore Brunner
Tom Easterday
Fred Engel
Vince Fuller
Jack Hahn
Susan Hares

t ob©thumper,
bellcore,com
t om~nisca,ircc.ohio-state,
edu
vaf©Standford.EDU
hahn©umd5,umd. edu
skh©merit,edu
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Dan Jordt
Darren Kinley
Walter Lazear
Marilyn Martin
Matt Mathis
Bahaa
Moukadam
David O’Leary
Mark Oros
Joel Replogle
Robert Reschly
Timothy Salo
Tom Sandosld
Bernhard
Stockman
Paul Tsuchiya
Kannan Varadhan
Carol Ward
Linda Winkler
Dan Wintringham
Cathy Wittbrodt
David Wood
Sze-Ying
Wuu
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Operational Statistics

3.5.5

(opstat)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bernhard Stockman, boss©sunet, se
Phillip Gross, pgrossCnr±, resto=, va. us

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
To Subscribe:

Description

of Working Group:

Todaythere exist a variety of network managementtools for the collection
and presentation of network statistical data. Different kinds of measurements and presentation techniques makes it hard to compare data between
networks. There exist a need to compare these statistical data on a uniform basis to faciliate cooperative management,ease problem isolation
and network planning.
The working group will try to define a model for network statistics,
a
minimal set of commonmetrics, tools for gathering statistical
data, a
commonstatistical
database storage format and commonpresentation
formats. Collecting tools will store data in a given format later to be
retrieved by presentation tools displaying the data in a predefined way.
Goals and Milestones:
Dec 1990

Agreement on a model

Dec 1990

Survey for most useful and popular metrics.

Dec 1990

Survey for most useful and popular presentation formats

Dec 1990

Identify similar efforts being performed by other groups.

Dec 1990

Define a commonminimal set of metrics

Mar 1991

Propose a MIBfor metrics not already there.

Mar 1991

Define a commonstorage format to faciliate

data sharing
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Mar 1991

Define commonpresentation

formats to make data comparable

Mar 1991

Develop outline, and makewriting assignments for paper (Opstat 1)
documenting March 91 milestones

May 1991

Complete paper Opstatl

May 1991

Possible mid-term meeting to review Opstatl

May 1991

Submit Opstatl as Internet-Draft

Jul 1991

Approve paper Opstatl for submission as RFC; decide standardstrack or Informational?

Jul 1991

Define a new collection of tools based on defined metrics, defined
storage formats and defined presentation formats.

Jul 1991

Propose old tools to be retrofitted.

Jul 1991

Develop outline and make writing assignments for paper (Opstat2)
on new tools and retrofitted tools

Sep 1991

Complete paper Opstat2

Sep 1991

Possible mid-term meeting to review Opstat2

Sep 1991

Submit Opstat2 as Internet-Draft

Dec 1991

Approve paper Opstat2 for submission as RFC; decide standardstrack or Informational?
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AREA

CURRENT MEETING REPORT
Reported by Phill Gross/CNRI, Steve Hunter/LBL
Bernhard Stockman/Nordunet and Dale Johnson/Merit
OPSTATMinutes
The inaugural meeting of the 0pstats WorkingGroupwas convenedby Bernhard
Stockmanand Phill Gross. The primary purpose of the meeting wasto decide on
howthe NOCs
couldmosteffectively share their operationalstatistics. Phill presented
a modelof data sharing (see below).
Old
I Collection
Tool

New
Collection I
Tool

I Pre-Processor ~

I
I
I
/ Common \
/ Statistics \
\ Database

\ ...........
!
/
\
/
\
/
\
I
I
I

I

I Post-Processor

I
I
New
Presentation
Tool

I
I
Old

I

Presentation I
Tool
I

I
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This model was based on previous work in the NJMworking group and on work by
Bernhard at the Nordic Engineering Technical Forum (NETF). The goal is to define,
implement, and makeavailable in the public domain, the tools required for the model.
Issues
¯ Legal, ethical and political concerns of data sharing. People are concerned
about showing data that may make one of the networks look bad.
¯ Insure integrity, conformity and confidentiality of the shared data. To be useful,
the same data must be collected from all of the involved sites and it must
be collected at the same interval. To prevent vendors from getting an unfair
performance information, certain data must not be made available.
¯ Access control methods. Both of the above make this an obvious requirement.
Mailing list
Chris Myers (chris~wugate.wustl.edu)
will set up the WGmailing list - (oswgl~wugate.wustl.edu). Listserv commandscan be sent to listserv@wugate.wustl.edu
(e.g., help, add).
List of Desired Operational Statistics
The group brainstormed a list of desired operational statistics.
out categories of important operational statistics:

Webegan by laying

¯ UTILIZATION(throughput)
- traffic totals/period
- traffic peaks/period
- protocol usage/period
¯ PERFORMANCE
(delays, congestions)
- Ping statistics
- TCP RTT estimate
¯ AVAILABILITY
(long term accessability)
- Line availability (percentage line uptime)
- Route availability
- Service availability
¯ STABILITY
(short term accessability)
- Numberof line status transitions per time unit
- ICMP behaviour
- Route stability.
(Compare to work done at Merit)
¯ Total numberof route changes per time unit.
¯ Total number of routes per interface and box (dumping the Route
table is hard with the SNMPpowerful GETNEXT
operator, maybe
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add to MIB)
¯ Next Hop count
¯ Changesin traffic pattern
Both Availabilty and Stability
be defined.

would need asynchronous mechanisms, traps, etc. to

The next step was to define specific objects from the above categories. It was recognized that not all this information might be easy to obtain. Therefore, a "degree
of difficulty" was assigned to each desired statistic. The list of desired operational
statistics is below, wherethe "degree of difficulty" is noted as:
1. (E) Easy, Variables already in standard MIBthus easy to retrieve.
2. (HP) Hard, Variables that need high resolution polling which is hard due
resulting network load.
3. (HM) Hard, Variables sometimes in private enterprise MIBthus could be hard
to retrieve.
4. (I) Impossible, Variables not at all in the MIBthus impossible to retrieve
using SNMP.Some variables could be proposed for future inclusion in MIB,
but some variables cannot be retrieved by SNMPdue to limitations in the
SNMPspecification.
For each interface:
Packets in
(for each protocol)
Packets out
(for each protocol)
Octets in
Octets out
Aggregate errors in
Aggregate errors out
Congestion events in
Congestion events out
Secondsof missing statistics
Interface resets
~. interface unavailable
Routing Changes
Interface route hop count
A distribution of queue length
Inter-packet arrival time
Packet size distribution
Line status

(E)
(I)
(E)
(I)
(E)
(E)
(HM)
(HM)
(HM)
(HM)
(HP)
(HM)
(HI))
(HP)
(HP)
(I)
(I)
(E)
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for the node:
Packets forwarded (for each protocol)
IPDECnetOSIPacket size distribution
IP packets dropped for queue overflow
sysUpTime

(E)
(HM)
(I)
(HP)
(I)
(E)

Therefore, the following metrics were chosen as desireable and reasonable:
For each Interface:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Octets in
Octect out
Unicast packets in
Unicast packets out
Nonunicast packets in
Nonunicast packets out
In discards
Out discards
Line status
Numberof routes in table(s) (If we can get it into the MIB)
Numberof route changes (If we can get it into the MIB)

For the node:
¯ IP forwards
¯ IP discards
¯ sysUpTime
Polling

frequency

After muchdiscussion, it was decided that all participating N OCsshould poll at
fifteen minute intervals, or some interval which has fifteen minutes as an integer
multiple. A five minute interval was desired by some, but it requires too muchdisk
and CPUresources unless it can be shown to be obviously superior. An alternative
suggestion was to poll fast, like every five minutes, but just store the high, low, and
average values once per hour. This mayalso be researched.
Common Data

Storage

Format

(CDSF)
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It was proposed that the data be stored as a flat file with the following format:
¯ Header Record: This will be a table of tag identifiers. A tag will be defined
which uniquely identifies each data value as to its source node and data type.
¯ Data Records: Timestamp [TAB] Delta Time [TAB] tag [TAB] Object Value
Where:
- Timestamp - yyyymmddhhmmssxxxand xxxx is the offset from GMT
- Delta Time - time, in seconds, since last poll
- Tag- Unique identifier defined above (ASCII string)
- Object Value- Change in SNMPcounter or current status
Data Presentation
Wewill take this issue up in more detail at the next meeting. It was suggested that
we study network status reports in the next Topology Engineering Working Group to
get ideas about diplay format. Phill Gross will ask the presenters at the next TEWG
to give thought to howthey like to see operational data presented.
Data Collection

Tools

Wewill take this issue up in moredetail at the next meeting.
Weneed to consider the following in more detail:
¯
¯
¯
¯

SNMPbased
NNstat
Ad Hoc scripts and methods (many folks have ad hoc methods in use)
Performance and Benchmarking tools and methods

Other notes:
Related work is being done by the following IETF WGs- Remote LAN, BMWG,
NJM, TEWG.The following European groups are also doing work in this area - RIPE
and NETFgroups. MERIThas been working quite a bit on this for the last four
months. A good reference for data display formats is "The Display of Quantitative
Information" by Edward R. Tufte, published by Graphics Press, Box 430, Cheshire,
CT 06410, c1983.
Attendees
Guy Alines
Anne Ambler
Karl Auerbach

almes@rice.edu
~n~e@spider.co.uk
karl@eng.sun.com
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(tewg)

Charter
Chair(s):
TBD,

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: tewg©devvax,tn. corae].l, edu
To Subscribe: tewg-request©devvax, tn. come:J1, edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Topology Engineering Working Group monitors and coordinates connections between networks, particularly routing relationships.
¯ Monitor interconnectivity amongnational and international backbones and mid-level networks.
¯ Monitor interconnection policies with a view of moving toward a
commonscheme for managing interconnectivity.
¯ Act as a forum where network engineers and representatives of groups
of networks can cometogether to coordinate and tune their interconnections for better efficiency of the Internet as a whole.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Reports to the Internet communitywill be given reflecting what we
learn each quarter. This periodic report will be of use to the IETF,
to FARnet, and to the CCIRNmembers.

Dec 1990

An immediate project is to produce an RFCwhich will help midlevel networks whenchanging their interconnectivity.
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REPORT

Gross/CNRI

TEWG Minutes
Past IETF meetings have typically featured status reports from various operational
networks. These have included NSFnet, the US DOEEnergy Science netwowrk (ESnet), the US NASAScience Internet (NSI), DCAMilnet, and more recently, occasional regional networks and European networks. These reports have typically been
featured during the technical plenary session.
Starting at the Boulder IETF meeting, the network status reports have been moved
into the Topology Engineering WorkingGroup sessions. This is in response to suggestions from IETF participants to maketime for additional technical presentations
during the plenary sessions. This will also have the effect of providing moretime for
those interested in network operations to interact in moredetail.
This represents a shift in emphasis for the Topology Engineering WorkingGroup. I’d
like to consider this an experiment for the next few meetings, after which, I will poll
regular TEWG
attendees, and others interested in network operations, for comments
regarding the new format, and whether there are other operational topics that TEWG
(or, perhaps, another Working Group in the Operational Requirements Area) should
consider.
Dale Johnson (MERIT)submitted the text below to accompanyhis slide presentation.
NSFNET Presentation

(Dale

Johnson/MERIT)

NSFNETT1 Backbone 1990:
An additional node was added to the NSFNET
T1 backbone in October of 1990
in Atlanta, Georgia, bringing the total numberof nodes on the backbone to 14.
The Atlanta NSSis located at Georgia Institute of Technologyand is connected
to the NSSs in Houston and Pittsburgh. In November, the Atlanta NSSpassed
164 million packets, which was more than that passed by two other NSSs.
NSFNETT3 Backbone 1990:
The real story of the NSFNET
is occurring with the current engineering of the
T3 network. Merit has a goal of passing some production traffic on the new T3
network within calendar year 1990.
T3 NSSs will be located in the eight locations shown, which include two new
sites in Argonne, I1. and Cambridge, MA.
The T3 network is being engineered and built as a totally

separate peer back-
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bone to the T1 network. It will have its own ASnumber, and will interoperate
with the T1 network using an exterior gateway protocol.
NSFNETT1/T3 Backbones 1990:
As can be seen in the combined T1 and T3 map(see slides), several sites will
have both a T1 NSSand a T3 E-NSS(exterior NSS- see below). Packets will
be routed between the two backbones at these locations.
NSFNETT1 Architecture:
This is a diagram of the T1 NSSand circuit architecture as it relates to the
MCIbackbone junction point, or Point of Presence, (POP). In the diagram,
everything inside the circle is physically located at the MCIPOP.
The circles labeled DXCrepresent MCIbackbone Digital Cross-Connect switches.
There are two (or more) clear-channel T1 circuits which run over local loops
from the DXCto the NSSlocated at the university or supercomputer site.
This architecture does allow for redundant circuits from the MCIbackbone to
the site, howeveran outage at the site not only disrupts traffic to that site, but
also disrupts backbone traffic running through that site but destined for other
locations.
NSFNETT1 Architecture:
The diagram of the T3 architecture indicates that there will be two new types
of NSSsat e~ch node on the backbone. Again, everything inside the circle is
physically located at the MCIPOP.
As indicated in the diagram, the first new type of NSS, the Core-NSS (CNSS) will be collocated at the MCIPOP. The C-NSSs will form a backbone
infrastructure which will be independent of activity at the end sites. Therefore,
an outage at an end site will affect traffic only to that site, not backbonetraffic
destined for other sites.
The second type of NSS, the ExteriorNSS (E-NSS) will be located on site
the organization hosting the node, as is done in the T1 backbone. The E-NSS
will be connected to the C-NSSby a single T3 pipe.
Number of Networks Graph:
The number of networks configured on the NSFNET
backbone reached 2063 by
the end of October 1990. This included 527 foreign networks. The number of
configured nets by the end of November1990 totalled 2125. (Chart not available
at the time of this presentation.)
NSFNETMonthly Traffic in Packets:
Traffic in packets for the monthof October 1990was 5.25 billion. This represents
a 269
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¯ Major NSFNETApplications
By Packets:
As is the norm, networked mail applications and file exchange accounted for the
highest usage of the backbone in September of 1990. Interactive
applications,
again as is the norm, accounted for the third highest usage of the backbone.
¯ NSFNET- The Reliable
Network:
The NSFNETbackbone maintained an average uptime status of 99.88through
September 1990. Included in this calculation are Class One outages only, which
means a node site was completely unreachable
due to an NSS being down.
Planned outages, such as for UPS maintenance, are included in this figure.
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Routing

3.6

Director:
Area

Robert

Area
Hinden/BBN

Summary

Working

Group

Changes

Two name changes were announced. The Interconnectivity
Working Group (IWG)
is now the Border Gateway Protocol Working Group (BGP) and the Open Routing Working Group (OR) is now the Inter-Domain Policy Routing Working Group
(IDPR). Both of these changes better reflect the work these Working Groups are
doing.
Guy Almes is stepping down as the Chair of the BGPWorking Group to be replaced
by YakovRekhter. I wish to thank Guyfor the great work he did as the Chair of this
group.
Border

Gateway Protocol

(BGP), Yakov Rekhter,

Chair

The BGP group met for one day and worked on four modifications
protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.

to the BGP

Detecting duplicate TCPconnections.
The Status of the NEXT.HOP
attribute.
Abbreviation of Unreachable routes.
Sorting Attributes.

The group also discussed techniques for advertising third-party routes. They plan to
produced an updated specification for the BGPprotocol and submit it to become a
Draft Standard. The BGPMIBdocument will be updated at the same time.
Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing

(IDPR),

Martha Steenstrup,

Chair

The IDPR group met on three days. The first day consisted of an all day tutorial
covering the architecture, protocol suite, and status of the current implementations
of the IDPRprotocols.
The next two days were spent discussing plans for future IDPRwork which consisted
of short-term modifications and enhancements necessary before submitting IDPR
into the standards process, and long-term features that are more in the nature of
"research~ .
Short-Term
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IDPR MIB
Hierarchical Addressing
Route Server Hierarchy
Specification of Usage Recommendations

Long-Term
¯ Multicast Support
¯ Multi-Path Routing
¯ Route Generation Heuristics for Very Large Internets
IP Over Large

Public

Data Networks

(IPLPDN),

George Clapp,

Chair

The IPLPDNmet for one day. This was the first meeting of the Working Group. The
meeting was spent identifying issues and setting priorities for the work of the group.
The group will deal with solving three problems for four types of networks. These
are:
Network Types

Problems

SMDS

Encapsulation

Frame Relay (FR)

Address Resolution

X.25

Routing

Circuit ISDN(B channel)
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3.6.1

Border

Gateway

Protocol

(bgp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Yakov Rekhter, yakov©±bm,corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iwg@rice.edu
To Subscribe:
iwg-request©rice.edu

Description

of Working Group:

Develop the BGPprotocol and BGPtechnical usage within the Internet,
continuing the current work of the Interconnectivity WorkingGroup in
this regard.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Complete development of version 2 of the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP).

Ongoing

Coordinate the deployment of BGPin conformance with the BGP
usage document in a manner that promotes sound engineering and
an open competitive environment. Take into account the interests of
the various backbone and mid-level networks, the various vendors,
and the user community.

Done

Develop a mature BGPtechnical usage document that allows us to
build Inter-AS routing structures using the BGPprotocol.

May 1990

Develop a MIBfor BGP.

Jun 1990

Workwith the Security Area to enhance the provision for security
in BGP.

Jul 1990

Develop a BGPusage document describing
as part of a network monitoring strategy.

how BGP can be used
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REPORT

by Yakov Rekhter/IBM

BGP Minutes
Discussion

focused on the following

subjects:

1. Collision detection in BGP.
YakovRekhter presented a proposal that allows detection of such a such collisioI1.

2. Third party advertising.
Matt Mathis suggested that BGPshould be less restrictive with respect to what
can be advertised as a next hop. This was also supported by other membersof
the WorkingGroup (specifically Scott Brim and Jeff Honig).
3. Carrying MACaddress of the next hop.
Paul Tsuchiya proposed to either replace IP address of the next hop with the
MACaddress or to carry both IP address and MACaddress of the next hop.
4. Abbreviated form of an unreachable route.
YakovRekhter presented a proposal from Dennis Ferguson (who was not present
at the meeting, but posted his proposal to the IWGmailing list) that allows
simplification (and shortening) of the announcementof unreachable routes.
5. Sorting path attributes

within the UPDATE
message.

Scott Brim suggested that for efficiency, path attributes
message should be sorted by attribute type.

within the UPDATE

The group agreed with items 1, 2, 4, and 5, but did not feel that carrying MAC
address (either in addition or instead of IP address) of the next hop is desirable. The
group recommendedincorporating changes into RFCl163to reflect items 1, 2, 4, and
5.
YakovRekhter agreed to generate modified text of RFCl163that would include these
changes. The modified document will be posted on the IWGmailing list within a
week from the meeting.
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Attendees
Scott Brim
Ronald Broersma
Dino Farinacci
Vince Fuller
Jack Hahn
Robert Hinden
Jeffrey Honig
Kathleen Huber
Dan Jordt
Christopher Kolb
E. Paul Love Jr.
Matt Mathis
Yakov Rekhter
Paul Tsuchiya
Warren Vik
Jil Westcott

swb@dewax, in. cornell, edu
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3.6.2

ISiS

for

IP Internets

(isis)

Charter
Chair(s):
Ross Callon, callon©big~ut, enet. dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: isis©merit.edu
To Subscribe: isis-request©merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IETF IS-IS WorkingGroup will develop additions to the existing OSI
IS-IS Routing Protocol to support IP environments and dual (OSI and IP)
environments.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop an extension to the OSI IS-IS protocols which will allow
use of IS-IS to support IP environments, and which will allow use
of IS-IS as a single routing protocol to support both IP and OSI in
dual environments.

TBD

Liaison with the IS-IS editor for OSI in case any minor changes to
IS-IS are necessary.

TBD

Investigate the use of IS-IS to support multi-protocol routing in
environmentsutilizing additional protocol suites.
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Multicast

3.6.3

Extentions

to

OSPF (mospf)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Deering, deer±rig©xerox, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mospf©dewax, in. cornell,
edu
To Subscribe: mosl~f-request©dewax, tn. cornell, edu

Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will extend the OSPFrouting protocol so that it
will be able to efficiently route IP multicast packets. This will produce a
new (multicast) version of the OSPFprotocol, which will be as compatible as possible with the present version (packet formats and most of the
algorithms will hopefully remain unaltered).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Become familiar with the IGMPprotocol as documented in RFC
1112. Survey existing workon multicast routing, in particular, Steve
Deering’s paper "Multicast Routing in Internetworks and Extended
LANs’. Identify areas where OSPFmust be extended to support
multicast routing. Identify possible points of contention.

Done

Review outline of proposed changes to OSPF. Identify
solved issues and, if possible, resolve them.

Aug 1990

Weshould have a draft specification. Discuss the specification and
make any necessary changes. Discuss implementation methods, using the existing BSDOSPFcode, written by Rob Coltun of the
University of Maryland, as an example.

Dec 1990

Report on implementations of the new multicast OSPF. Fix any
problems in the specification that were found by the implementations. The specification should nowbe ready to submit as an RFC.

any unre-
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3.6.4

Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing (idpr)

Charter
Chair(s):
MarthaSteenstrup, r, st eens~;©bbn,cora

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±dpr-wg©bbn.corn
To Subscribe: ±dpr-wg-request©bbn.com

Description

of Working Group:

The Inter DomainPolicy Routing Working Group is chartered to develop
an architecture and set of protocols for policy routing amonglarge numbers of arbitrarily interconnected administrative domains.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an architecture

document.

Done

Draft Protocol Specification of key elements of the protocol.

Done

Develop a prototype implementation of the protocols.

Ongoing

Gain experience with the prototype in "real networks".

TBD

Develop gated version.

TBD

Add a small set of additional
IETF standards process.

features and submit protocol into
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REPORT
Steenstrup/BBN

IDPR Minutes
The Inter-Domain Policy Routing Working Group (formerly the Open Routing Working Group) met for three of the five days during the December IETF meeting in
Boulder. IDPRWorkingGroup meetings were organized into two sections: a full-day
tutorial and two days of discussions of future work.
The purpose of the tutorial was to provide an overview of the IDPRwork for those
people new to the Working Group and to update present Working Group members
on the current state of affairs. Tutorial material covered the IDPRarchitecture,
protocols, prototype implementation, and progress on network experiments.
The future work discussions centered around two distinct areas: what is needed for
IDPR to become an Internet standard and what research topics should we pursue
beyond IDPRVersion 1. The most controversial of the standard-related issues was
addressing: should we introduce a standard with our ownaddressing scheme or should
we wait for the Internet communityto resolve the current Internet addressing problems?
The research areas proposed included but were not limited to the following:
1. Developgood heuristics to increase the efficiency of route generation;
2. Explore multicast and multipath routing mechanisms for incorporation into
IDPR;
3. Determine the best ways to use the distributed, hierarchical database of IDPR
connectivity and policy information;
4. Expandpolicy-based routing to the more general area of policy-based resource
allocation, including resource reservation and flow control.
Weare now trying to determine which topics need the most attention and who will
work on them. Anyone interested in learning more about IDPRshould subscribe to
the IDPR mailing list idpr-wg@bbn.com.
Attendees
Scott Brim
Gregory Bruell
Ken Carlberg
Chunhsiang Cheng
Dino Farinacci

swb@devvax.tn.cornell.edu
gob©shiva.com
carlberg@sparta.com
dino~esd.3com.com
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Chris Gunner
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Susan Hares
Jeffrey Honig
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Louise Laier
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Mark Seger
Daisy Shen
Tony Staw
Martha Steenstrup
Jonathan Wenocur
Jil Westcott
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3.6.5

IP

over

Large

Public

Data

Networks

(iplpdn)

Charter
Chair(s):
GeorgeClapp,meritec ! clapp@uunet,uu. net

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
iplpdn©nri,reston, va. us
To Subscribe: ipIpdn-request@nri,reston, va. us

Description

of Working Group:

The IP over Large Public Data Networks Working Group (IP-LPDN WG)
will specify the operation of the TCP/IP protocol suite over public data
networks (PDNs) such as SMDS,ISDN, X.25 PDNs, and Frame Relay.
The working group will develop and define algorithms for the resolution
of IP addresses and for the routing of IP datagrams over large, potentially
global, public data networks.
The IP over SMDSWorking Group has defined the operation of the Internet protocols when SMDSis used to support relatively small virtual
private networks, or Logical IP Subnets (LISs). Issues arising from public
and global connectivity were delegated to the IP-LPDNWG.
The IP-LPDNWGwill also continue the work of the Private Data Network Routing Working Group (pdnrout) on X.25 PDNs. This work will
extended to include call managementand the use of the ISDNB channels
for the transport of IP datagrams.
Address resolution and routing over Frame Relay will also be discussed.
Goals and Milestones:
Dec 1990

Establish priorities

and dates of completion for documents.

TBD

Address resolution of Internet addresses to SMDSE.164 addresses,
to ISDNE.164 addresses, to X.121 addresses, and to Frame Relay
Data Link Connection Identifiers (DLCIs). The algorithm(s)
be defined in either a single or in multiple documents.

TBD

Routing of IP datagrams across very large internets
SMDSand on other PDNs.

implemented
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Managementof ISDNand of X.25 connections and the use of
the ISDNB and D channels.
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by George Clapp/Ameritech

IPLPDN Minutes
Opening

Remarks

This was the first meeting of the IP over Large Public Data NetworksWorkingGroup,
and the meeting began with some introductory remarks describing the reasons for the
formation of the group.
SMDSis a new data service which may be tariffed by public carriers in the United
States beginning in 1991. A Working Group within the IETF, IP over SMDS,has
drafted a document specifying the operation of IP over SMDS,in which they assumed
that relatively small logical IP subnetworks would be supported by SMDS.This document meets what is perceived to be a near-term need for the industry. The group,
however, felt that it would be desirable to support public IP connectivity over SMDS,
in which any IP device may communicatedirectly with any other IP device attached
to the SMDS
network. Three problems were identified which required solutions before
this goal could be reached:
1. A scheme to encapsulate IP datagrams and to identify the higher layer protocol.
2. Routing in very large networks.
3. Address resolution in very large networks (mapping the protocol address to the
corresponding hardware address).
The concern with the latter two issues was that existing solutions to routing and
address resolution maygenerate excessive overhead whenused in very large networks.
Bob Hinden and Noel Chiappa wished to form a new Working Group to address these
issues but felt that the problems were commonto all public data networks. Therefore,
Frame Relay, ISDN, and the work of the PDNRouting Working Group, which dealt
with X.25 networks, were folded into this group as well.
Tasks

and Work Done

Discussion of the anticipated usage of these different public data networks led to a
clarification of the tasks at hand and of the current state of approachesto those tasks,
as depicted below:
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The figure depicts the three issues of encapsulation, address resolution, and routing,
and the environment in which a proposed solution is to be used. "Private" denotes a
Virtual Private Network implemented over a Public Data Network (PDN); "public"
denotes global IP connectivity across a PDN.This graph was applied to the different
PDNs.
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and Higher Layer Protocol

Identification

There is no commonlyagreed upon scheme for the encapsulation of IP datagrams and
for the identification of higher layer protocols for frame relay or for circuit ISDN.The
group discussed the possibility of using PPP or 802.2 LLC/SNAP
for this purpose.
There was some question whether this work should be done within the IPLPDN
Working Group or within a new Working Group created expressly for this purpose.
The opinion was expressed that people interested in this topic are encouraged to
investigate the issues and to draft documents.
Routing and Address Resolution
A server model is a possible solution to the issues of scaling for routing and address
resolution. It was pointed out that the functions of both address resolution and
routing may be performed by a single server, and that the server may respond to
a routing query for an IP address with the PDNaddress corresponding to that IP
address, or to the next hop for that IP address. Noel Chiappa pointed out that the
current approach uses a two step process:
1. Translate destination IP address to next hop IP address.
2. Translate next hop IP address to hardware (or PDN)address.
32 Bit

CRC for

IP Over SMDS

Rick Szmauzasked that the "IP over SMDS"document specify that the optional 32
bit CRCof SMDS
be used for all IP transmissions over SMDS.He felt that the use of
the CRCwould more nearly meet the commonexpectations of a MACservice. The
group decided not to adopt this change for both technical and procedural reasons.
Technically, the group felt that the 10 bit "per cell CRC"provided adequate error
control and, procedurally, it was felt that this issue should have been discussed the
previous day by the IP over SMDSWorking Group.
Possible

use of BGPas a Solution

to Large Scale Routing

There was an extended discussion of the use of BGP(RFCs 1163 and 1164) as
solution to the problem of large scale routing. The approach appeared promising to
those familiar with the routing protocol, and Paul Tsuchiya, Russ Hobby, and George
Clapp volunteered to draft something before the next IETF meeting in March, 1991.
Attendees
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SECURITY AREA

Security

3.7
Director:

Area

Steve Crocker/TIS

The Security Area within the IETF is responsible for the development of security
oriented protocols, security review of RFCs, development of candidate policies, and
review of operational security on the Internet.
Muchof the work of the Security Area is performed in coordination with Working
Groupsin other areas. Indeed, one of the primary tasks is to provide security expertise
to Working Groups in other IETF areas.
Oneof the difficulties that weface in this area is that there is muchto do and a limited
number of people in the IETF with the time and expertise to do it. In attempt to
capture as muchof the available expertise as possible and to encourage increased
participation,
the Security Area Advisory Group (SAAG)was formed. The SAAG
is a group of security experts within the IETF. Its principal t~sks are to provide the
necessary expertise to other areas, and to develop and maintain an agenda of needed
security developments.
SAAGmembers are expected to be knowledgeable in one or more areas of computer
and/or networksecurity and to have the time and skill to facilitate the workof others.
SAAG Operation
The main bulk of work for the SAAGconsists of a set of formal work items. These
workitems correspond to three types of activities:

1. Participation in and support for WorkingGroups in non-security areas of the
IETF. Participation in the Telnet Working Group to help them define the authentication and encryption options is an exampleof this type of activity.
2. Chairing WorkingGroups in the Security Area. Examples include the Security
Policy and SNMPSecurity Working Groups.
(In several instances, it’s a matter of choice whether a WorkingGroupis in the
Security Area or in another area. These decisions are made on a case by case
basis by mutual agreement of the respective Area Directors. No instances of
conflict have yet occurred.)
3. Initial inquiries within the SAAG
maylead to the formation of a formal Working
Group. For these, it’s too early to form a WorkingGroupbecause it’s not clear
what the Charter and goal should be, but at least one round of thought and
proposal is desired before dropping or progressing the matter. These items will
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be discussed within the SAAG,one or more SAAGmembers will be assigned
to investigate the issue and bring it back to the SAAG
for disposition.

Each of these types of activities is a formal workitem. A formal work item is assigned
to a specific SAAGmemberand has a specific plan and schedule. Each work item is
to be reported on monthly. (SAAGwork items are expected to be short-lived.)
In addition to the items formally being worked on by the SAAG,there are two other
categories of items which will be noted in reports but which will not receive any
regular attention. These categories are "being tracked" and "potential."
Items being "tracked" are those which appear to be under good control without
requiring current and continuing involvement by the SAAG.Most of those items will
come up for review in the normal course of events when the protocols are ready to
move to Proposed Standard status.
Items in the "potential" category are the ones that are not getting active attention,
either because the time is not right or because there’s simply no one around to pay
attention to them.
SAAG Meetings:
Most SAAGmembers will attend IETF meetings. There will be two SAAGsessions at each IETF meeting, one at the beginning of the week and one at the end.
These will provide a major opportunity to coordinate activities, share ideas and make
assignments.
The operation of the SAAGis open to observation. Interested observers may attend
SAAGmeetings and/or sign up to receive SAAGmail. Observers are welcome to
participate.
SAAGI Members:
The following people agreed to become SAAGmembers.
Dave Balenson, Trusted Information Systems Steven M. Bellovin, Room3C-536B
Vinton G. Cerf, Corporation for National Research Initiatives Richard Colella, NIST
Steve Crocker, Trusted Information Systems (Chair) Jim Dray, NISTBarbara Fraser,
SEI/CERTJim Galvin, Trusted Information Systems J. Paul Holbrook, CICNet, Inc.
Joel D. Jacobs, MITREPaul A. Karger, Open Software Foundation Steve Kent, BBN
Communications John Linn, Digital Equipment Corporation Russ Mundy, Trusted
Information Systems Rich Pethia, SEI/CERTJeff Schiller, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Mike St. Johns, Department of Defense
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Work Items:

The SAAGmet twice during the IETF meeting. At the conclusion of these meetings,
several work items were defined and assigned to SAAGmembers. These are detailed
below. One of these, the CommonAuthentication Technology, is potentially very
ambitious. This was initiated by John Linn, and the extensive description below is
his.
1. SNMPSecurity (Jim Galvin coordinating with Keith McCloghrie)
Work Item: Cooperation and review of the SNMPsecurity protocol.
2. Router Requirements (Mike St. John coordinating with Phil Almquist)
Work Item: The Router Requirements Working Group has a draft under review.
A security review is required.
3. Site Security Policy Handbook(Paul Holbrook and Joyce Reynolds)
Work Item: The current draft will be available for anonymous FTP by the
March IETF meeting. There has been some discussion about how to "beta
test" the document, but no conclusions have been reached.
4. Internet Security Policy (Rich Pethia)
WorkItem: The current draft was reviewed in detail. A principal concern was
the purpose of the document. It was concluded that the document serves as an
enabling document and is a tool to heighten awareness of security issues. The
current draft will be revised accordingly and disseminated for wider review and
approval.
5. Export Control (Vint Cerf)
WorkItem: The U.S. export control laws control the export of some classes of
software that contain cryptographic processing. The purpose of this work item
is to gather information on what these laws are and howthey apply to protocol
software, provide a summarydescription of the issues for prospective protocol
developers and implementors, and document the basic procedures for applying
for the necessary licenses.
6. CommonAuthentication Technology (John Linn)
Work Item: The goal of the CommonAuthentication Technology (CAT) activity is to provide strong authentication to a variety of protocol callers in a
mannerwhich insulates those callers from the specifics of underlying security
mechanisms. Our strategy will be to simplify and unify the tasks of securing
individual IETF protocols, providing a service on behalf of the IETF security
area to protocol architects and implementors elsewhere in the IETF.
¯ MOTIVATIONS:
CAThas several motivations.
By separating security
implementation tasks from the tasks of integrating security data elements
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into caller protocols, those tasks can be partitioned and performed separately by implementors with different areas of expertise. This provides
leverage for the IETF community’s security- oriented resources, and allows protocol implementors to focus on the functions their protocols are
designed to provide rather than on characteristics of security mechanisms.
CATseeks to encourage uniformity and modularity in security approaches,
supporting the use of commontechniques and accommodating evolution
of underlying technologies.
ACTIONSNEEDED:Identify the range of authentication
technologies
suitable for integration within caller protocols and modelingwithin a common CATframework. Cryptographically-based
mechanisms accomplishing key exchange and applicable to authentication of humanusers and/or
of protocol peer entities are clear candidates; relationship with simpler
mechanismsoffering a narrower set of security features (e.g., one-time passwords) is less apparent. There is an important tradeoff between the desire
to broaden the set of candidate mechanismsand the desire to avoid minimizing the intersection of features offered by all candidates (and, hence,
available through the commonmodel).
Define a commonauthentication token format, incorporating universallyinterpretable framing to identify the mechanismtype in conjunction with
which authentication data elements should be interpreted.
Examinecandidate caller protocols (with Telnet as a likely first example)
identify ~affinity classes" of protocols sharing common
interface characteristics to, and requirements for, authentication and other security services.
(Possibly-relevant examplecriteria: type(s) of entity (user/host/process)
to be authenticated, delimited-message vs. stream-oriented protocols, timely
peer-peer interaction vs. store-and-forward.)
Issue: It would simplify modular replacement of security mechanismsif a
commonservice interface to security mechanismswere adopted, but agreement on such an interface is outside traditional IETF scope. Is it appropriate for the Security Area to pursue this issue, or should it retain a more
"protocol-centric" view of the world?
7. PasswordProtection (Jeff Schiller)
WorkItem: Anad hoc group met to discuss the issue of transmitting cleartext
passwords over the network. Three methods were discussed. It is expected
that an official WorkingGroupwill be created to continue the discussion and
recommendone or more solutions.
8. Telnet Security Options (Jeff Schiller coordinating with Dave Borman)
WorkItem: There is a desire to add confidentiality and authentication mecha-
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nisms into the Telnet protocol. The current effort seeks to define a framework;
specific mechanismswill be embeddedat a later time.
9,

Review of MD4(Steve Crocker and Steve Kent)
WorkItem: MD4is a relatively new cryptographic hash algorithm. It is quite
fast and therefore attractive to use in various protocols as the meansfor checking
the integrity of a message. However, this algorithm has not been analyzed
or tested thoroughly. This work item is an attempt to convene a panel of
cryptography experts to focus attention on this algorithm.

10. DoDIP security option (Steve Kent)
WorkItem: The DoDIP Security Option, also knownas the Revised IP Security
Option (RIPSO), has been defined, implemented and revised, but the revisions
have not yet been published. Vint Cerf convened a special team to finish the
documentation effort and clean up any remaining loose ends.
11. Commercial IP security option (Steve Crocker)
Work Item: The Trusted Systems Interoperability
Group (TSIG), a group
vendors organized around the specifications for compartmented modeworkstations, has defined an IP labeling option intended for commercial, international,
and non DoD-governmentuse. This work needs to be reviewed and coordinated
within the IETF framework.
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REPORT

Schiller/MIT

PASSEC Minutes
The Password and Configuration ManagementWorking Group met for the first
in Boulder.

time

Agenda
The Working Group has two distinct

goals:

First - To make computer systems more resistant to unauthorized access by
defining and/or improving the managementof their user passwords and configurations.
Second - To prevent the transmittal of dear-text passwords over the network by
defining a protocol/algorithm that while allowing use of remote terminal servers
would preclude retrieval of any information which might facilitate unauthorized
aCCesS.

On Configuration

and Password

Management:

The group engagedin a lively discussion of the issues related to passwordconfiguration
management.Specifically:
¯ Howto get users to choose "good" passwords.
¯ Howto get users to configure their systems to make them more resistant
outside tampering.
¯ Responsibilities: User vs. Vendor vs. Network Manager

to

No conclusions were reached by the group. The issues considered have been more
or less discussed in the Site Security Policy Handbookwhich is being prepared by
another Working Group. This work is probably best continued within that forum. I
recommendthat no further meetings of this group deal with these issues.
On Password

Protection:

It was felt that this problem is secondary to the password configuration problem
mentioned above. Howeverthere is a real concern today that users of remote terminal
servers invariably use them by sending their clear-text passwordover the network from
remote terminal server to homesystem. Given the size of the network and diversity
of its management, it is prudent at this time to develop a method for more secure
authentication from terminal server to host system.
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Three proposals were discussed. In general, proposals fall into two categories. Those
that exchange encryption keys as part of the protocol, and those that do not. The
methodsthat exchange keys are cryptographically based, typically based on public key
cryptography or on a variant of Needham-Schroedertrusted third party symmetric key
exchange (for example Kerberos). The methods that do not exchange encryption keys
typically involve the use of "one-time" passwords. It is desirable for all methodsto not
store plain-text information on hosts that if compromisedwill permit unauthorized
access (i.e., no plain tex~ passwords should be stored on host systems).
At the meeting three methods were discussed.
passwords schemes. They are:

The first

two methods are one-time

A method developed by Phil Karn which involves taking an initial password
and encrypting N times (via the UNIX"crypt(3)" function, which is a one-way
trap-door function based on DES)and storing the result. Whena user wishes
to login, the host system hands the number N over to the user. The user then
takes the initial password and encrypts it (via crypt(3)) N-1 times (either
a smart-card, portable PC or with computational resources on the terminal
server) and sends the result over the network. The host then computes the
last round of encryption and comparesthe result with the stored value. If they
match then access is granted and the N-1 encryption is stored. WhenN reaches
0, a new password needs to be chosen and stored.
A method developed by Chuck Hedrick uses an algorithm to convert a password
into a DESkey. Initially the host system stores two values, the first is a random
number one-way hashed (say via crypt(3)) and the second is the same random
number encrypted in the DESkey describe above. Whena user wishes to login,
the DESencrypted version of the random number is sent to the user. Using
a smart-card, portable PC or terminal server software the user decrypts the
number with the DESkey and sends the plain text random number to the host.
The host one-way encrypts the supplied value and compares it with the stored
one-wayhashed value. If it is the same, access is granted. Onceaccess is granted
a new random number is chosen by the user (on the smart card or whatever)
and a one-way hash is computed as well as the encrypted value (encrypted with
the DESkey). These two values are then sent to the host to be stored for the
next login authentication dialog.
Note: In both of the above mechanismsit is possible to pre-compute the input
that the user needs to enter, so as to avoid the need for specialized terminal
server software, smart cards or the like. The above methods do not perform
key exchange, and are "one-shot" authentication schemes (i.e., they do not
prevent the hijacking of the already created TCPconnection). Nor is data (both
keyboard input and screen displays) protected from disclosure to unauthorized
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network eavesdroppers.
The third method mentioned at the meeting, introduced by Jeff Schiller, is a key
exchange protocol based on public key encryption and the certificates that will be
issued for Privacy Enhanced Mail.
The basic idea is for the user to choose a password which is then converted,
via an algorithm, into an RSAprivate key/public key pair. The public key is
then digitally signed with the user’s Privacy Enhanced Mail private key and
the resulting signed value stored on the host. To login the user informs the
host of his/her intention to login. The host then chooses a random DESkey
and encrypts it with the stored public key of the user. This information is then
forwarded to the user along with a randomly chosen number. The user (via
software in the terminal server, smart card, etc.) then decrypts the DESkey
(using their private RSAkey which is derived from a typed password). The
DESkey is then used to encrypt the random number provided by the host and
sends the result back to the host. The host (which still knows the DESkey)
validates that the value returned is correct (i.e., the user demonstrated that
he/she was able to obtain the DESkey which was provided to them encrypted
in their public key) and if it is, allows access.
The above mechanismprovides for secure key exchange (both the user and the
host have exclusive knowledge of a DESkey when the protocol is finished).
This key can then be used to encrypt data on the network, or to answer periodic "challenges" from the host (which would make it harder to hijack a TCP
connection, even if each packet isn’t encrypted). The major drawbacks are that
it requires the cooperation of the local terminal server, or a smart card (or
portable PC). Licensing of somevariety will be required as well.

There are other potential mechanismsin addition to those mentioned above, the list
was not meant to be exhaustive. It is what we discussed.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Karl Auerbach
Ronald Broersma
Philip Budne
Ken Carlberg
Vinton Cerf
George Conant

vikas@JVNC .net
karl~eng, sun. com
ron~nosc .mil
phil@shiva, com
carlberg~sparta. corn
vcerf@NRI.Reston. VA. US
geconant~eng,zyplex, corn
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Steve Crocker
James Dray
Fred Engel
Peter Ford
Harley Frazee
James Galvin
Joel Jacobs
Philip Karn
TomKessler
Christopher Kolb
Walter Lazear
John Linn
Carl Malamud
Jim Reinstedler
Bill Rust
Jeffrey Schiller
Sam Sjogren
Mark Stein
Bob Stewart
Ron Strich
Kannan Varadhan
Jesse Walker
Peter Wiedemann
C. Philip Wood
Robert Woodburn

crocker~tis,
com
dray@st I. ncsl.nist.gov
peter~lanl,
gov
harley@t3plus,
com
galvin@t
is.corn
jdj~mitre,
org
karn@thumper,
bellcore,
com
kessler~sun,
com
kolbCpsi,
com
lazear@gat
eway.mitre,org
linn@zendia,
enet.dec.com
carl~malamud,
corn
j imr¢ub,
corn
wj r~ftp,
corn
j isCmit,
edu
sj ogren©tgv,
corn
marks@eng,
sun.corn
rlstewart@eng,
xyplex,
corn
ssds! rons~uunet,
uu.net
k~nnam@o
ar.net
walker@eider,
enet@decpa,
dec.corn
wi edemann@do
ckmaster
cpw©lanl
.gov
woody@sparta,
com
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SECURITY AREA

Internet

3.7.1

Security

Policy

(spwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Richard Pethia, rdp~cert,

sei.

cmu. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: sprag@nri, reston, va.us
To Subscribe: spwg-requestCnri, reston, va. us

Description

of Working Group:

The Security Policy Working Group is chartered to create a proposed
Internet Security Policy for review, possible modification, and possible
adoption by the Internet Activities Board. The SPWGwill focus on
both technical and administrative issues related to security, including integrity, authentication and confidentiality controls, and the administration
of hosts and networks.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this WorkingGroup are:
¯ Responsibilities and obligations of users, database administrators,
host operators, and network managers.
¯ Technical controls which provide protection from disruption of service, unauthorized modification of data, unauthorized disclosure of
information and unauthorized use of facilities.
¯ Organizational requirements for host, local network, regional network
and backbone network operators.
¯ Incident handling procedures for various Internet components.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter making any necessary changes. Begin work on a policy framework. Assign work on detailing issues for
each level of the hierarchy with first draft outline.

Done

Revise and approve framework documents. Begin work on detailing
areas of concern, technical issues, legal issues, and recommendations
for each level of the hierarchy.
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draft policy recommendation for Working Group re-

modification.
Sep 1990

Finalize draft policy and initiate
procedure.

review following standard RFC
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MEETING
by Richard

REPORT
Pethia/CERT

SPWG Minutes
The Security Policy Working Group (spwg) met to review the November28, 1990
working draft Internet Security Policy Recommendationsand to identify the next
steps in moving the recommendations forward.
Review
There was considerable discussion on the purpose of the document and on the ability
of the IETF, the IAB, or any other organization to enforce Internet security policy.
As stated in the document:
"It is important to recognize that the voluntary nature of the Internet system is both
its strength and, perhaps, its most fragile aspect. Rules of operation, like the rules
of etiquette, are voluntary and, largely, unenforceable, except where they happen to
coincide with national laws whoseviolation can lead to prosecution."
"A coramonset of rules for the successful and increasingly secure operation of the
Internet can, at best, be voluntary, since the laws of various countries are not uniform regarding data networking. Indeed, the recommendedInternet Security Policy
outlined below can also only be voluntary. However, since joining the Internet is
optional, it is also fair to argue that the Internet Rules of Behavior are part of the
bargain for joining and that failure to observe, apart from any legal infrastructure
available, are grounds for sanctions."
Recognizing this, and recognizing the need to state a purpose for the document, it
was decided that:
¯ The recommendedpolicy serves as an enabling document. It acts to encourage
development of local policy and encourage consistency across the policies of
different organizations.
¯ It is a tool to heighten awareness of security issues and encourages improvements
in Internet security.
The policy recommendation elaborates on six main points, and contains a set of
appendices that provide additional, relevant information. The six main points are:
1. Users are individually responsible for understanding and respecting the security
rules of the systems they are using. Users are individually accountable for their
own behavior.
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2. Site and network service providers are responsible for maintaining the security
of the systems they operate.
3. Vendors and system developers are responsible for providing systems which are
sound and have adequate security controls.
.

Users have responsibility to use available mechanismsand procedures for protecting their owndata, and they also have responsibility for assisting in the
protection of the systems they use.

5. Users, service providers and hardware and software vendors are expected to
cooperate in the provision of security.
6. Technical improvements in Internet security protocols should be sought on a
continuing basis.
It was agreed that these six points generally cover all the pertinent issues, but there
may need to be some rewording, to promote consistency in interpretation.
Elaborations should be modified/expanded to better deal with the financial and operational
realities of manyorganizations (e.g., provide a discussion of techniques a site can
use to establish a 24-hour security contact without increasing staff or significantly increasing the budget). Finally, it was suggested that the recommendationsbe carefully
reviewed to ensure they are not perceived in a negative way (i.e., would not cause
anyoneto hesitate in connecting to the Internet or cause existing sites to disconnect).
Next Steps
It was agreed that the next steps in advancing the recommendationsshould be:
¯ Revise the November28, 1990 draft to incorporate review comments(targeted
for completion before the end of January).
. Disseminate for wider review and approval using standard IETF processes.
¯ Deliver and present to selected audiences (e.g., regionals, sites, FARNET)
for
focused discussion and feedback.
¯ Develop plan for pack_aging and broad dissemination (e.g., could be packaged
along with acceptable use policy and distributed with new membershipagreements.)
Attendees
Ashok Agrawala
Vinton Cerf
Steve Crocker
James Dray

a~rawala@cs.umd.edu
vcerf@NRI.Reston.VA.US
crocker@tis.com
dray©stl.ncsl.n±s~.gov
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Fred Engel
Peter Ford
James Galvin
Jack Hahn
Joel Jacobs
Dale Johnson
Darren Kinley
Mark Koro
William Kutz
John Linn
Daniel Long
Fred Ostapik
Richard Pethia
Robert Reschly
Jeffrey Schiller
Tim Seaver
Kannan Varadhan
C. Philip Wood

pet er@lanl,gov
galvinCt is. com
habn~umd5, umd. edu
j dj ©m±tre. org
dsj @merit. edu
kinley¢cr±m, ca
koro@dockmast er. mil
Kut zCdockmaster. ncsc. mil
linn~zendia,enet. dec. com
1ong~bbn. com
fred@nisc, sri. com
rdp¢cert,sei. cmu. edu
re s chlyCbrl,
mi I
j isCmit,edu
tas~mcnc, org
k~un~n@oar, net

cpw@lanl,
gov
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3.7.2

Site

Security

Policy

Handbook (ssphwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
J. Paul Holbrook, ph@se±,cmu. edu
Joyce K. Reynolds, jkrey©±s±, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ssphwg©cert, sei. cmu. edu
To Subscribe: ssphwg-request©cert, se±. caau. edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Site Security Policy HandbookWorkingGroup is chartered to create
a handbookthat will help sites develop their ownsite-specific policies and
procedures to deal with computer security problems and their prevention.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this group are:
1. Establishing official site policy on computersecurity:
¯ Define authorized access to computing resources.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy of a
remote site.
¯ Define what to do whenoutsiders violate the access pohcy.
¯ Define actions to take whenunauthorized activity is suspected.
2. Estabhshing procedures to prevent security problems:
¯ System security audits.
¯ Account management procedures.
¯ P~ssword management procedures.
¯ Configuration management procedures.
3. Estabhshing procedures to use when unauthorized activity occurs:
¯ Developinglists of responsibilities and authorities: site management, system administrators, site security personnel, response
teams.
¯ Estabhshing contacts with investigative agencies.
¯ Notification of site legal counsel.
¯ Pre-defined actions on specific types of incidents (e.g., monitor
activity, shut-down system).
¯ Developingnotification lists (whois notified of what).
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4. Establishing post-incident procedures
~ Removingvulnerabilities.
¯ Capturing lessons learned.
¯ Upgrading policies and procedures.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review, amend, and approve the charter as necessary. Examine
the partcular customer needs for a handbook and define the scope.
Continue wok on an outline for the handbook. Set up a SSPHWG
"editorial board"for future writing assignmentsfor the first draft of
document.

Done

Finalize outline and organization of handbook. Partition out pieces
to interested parties and SSPHWG
editorial board members.

Done

Pull together a first
modification.

Oct 1990

Finalize draft handbook and initiate IETF Internet Draft review
process, to follow with the submission of the handbook to the RFC
Editor forpublication.

draft handbookfor WorkingGroup review and
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Reported

MEETING
by Joyce

REPORT

K. Reynolds/ISI

and J.

Paul Holbrook/CERT

SSPH-WG Minutes
This session of the SSPHWG
was fully devoted to going through the current draft of
the Handbook,with the intent of finalizing the document in preparation for submission to the IETF Internet-Drafts process by March 1991.
Discussion will also focused on ways to "beta tesC the document.
The most current draft of the Handbook can be located
era.isi.edu, pub/ssph-draft-26nov.txt.
Attendees
Steve Crocker
James Dray
Fred Engel
Barbara Fraser
J. Paul Holbrook
Darren Kinley
William Kutz
John Linn
Daniel Long
Marilyn Martin
Karen McKelvey
Fred Ostapik
Richard Pethia
Joyce Reynolds
Timothy Salo
Jeffrey Schiller
Tim Seaver
C. Philip Wood

crocker@tis, com
dray@stI. ncsl. nist. gov
byf@sei.cmu.edu
ph@sei.cmu.edu
kinley@crim.ca
Kutz@dockmaster.ncsc.mil
linn@zendia.enet.dec.com
long@bbn.com
martin@netcom.ubc.ca
karen@cerf.net
fred@nisc.sri.com
rdp@cert.sei.cmu.edu
jkrey@isi.edu
tjs@msc.edu
j is~mit,edu

t asCmcnc,
org
cp~¢laml
.gov

on the machine: ven-
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USER SERVICES AREA

User

Services

Area

Director:

Joyce Reynolds/ISI

User-Doc
Parker)

WG- RFC Publication

(Karen

Roubicek

and Tracy

LaQuey

The User-Doc Bibliography was published as RFC1175, FYI 3, last August 1990.
User-Doc Bibliography revisions will begin in the Summer,1991.
NOCTOOLS- "Son of RFC 1147"

(Bob Stine)

Bob Stine has announced the start-up of the revision of the NOCToolsdocument,
and is actively collecting submissions for a "Son of RFC1147".
NISI- Reassessment

of NISI- Direction

and Focus (Dana Sitzler)

NISI’s membersreassessed its intent and focus, and decided that the first step in
defining a network information services infrastructure is to define a NIC and the
function it performs. This insures some minimumlevel of service from NICs in the
community.The next procedure is to establish some guidelines for sharing information
between NICs.
The group agreed to take the current, existing draft guidelines documentand expand
it to more accurately define and describe a NIC. The information about existing NICs
(discussed at NISI’s first meeting) will also be incorporated. This includes defining
the audience. The stated audience will include existing NICs, people wanting to
start NICs, NOCs, and funding agendes. The stated purpose of the document is
to establish a base set of requirements for establishing services and to assist those
considering implementing a new NIC. The ultimate goal is to makeit easier for users
to get information from NICs.
SSPHWGo Security Area/User Services
Area Combined Efforts
(J. Paul Holbrook and Joyce K. Reynolds)
This session of the SSPHWG
was fully devoted to going through the current draft of
the Handbook,with the intent of finalizing the documentin preparation for submission to the IETF Internet-Drafts process.
Discussion also focused on ways to "beta test" the document (i.e., whocan we give
it to, whocan review that is actually in the position of having to implement site
security policies).
USWG- Running at its

Peak (Joyce

K. Reynolds)
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Agenda items included:
¯ QUAIL- Presented by Gary Malkin
"FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonlyasked "New Internet User" Questions" was published as RFC1177, FYI 4, last August 1990.
This RFCFYI is the first in a collection of FYI’s called, "Questions and Answers" (Q/A) produced by the User Services Area of the IETF. The goal of this
series is to document the most commonlyasked questions and answers in the
Internet. An update to this memowas produced and discussed on the User
Services mailing list, and at this User Services session last Tuesday, December
4th. An additional FYI Q/A draft entitled,
"FYI on Questions and Answers
- Answers to Commonlyasked "Experienced Internet User" Questions", which
deals with intermediate and advanced Q/Atopics, was produced and discussed.
¯ Installation

Checklist- Presented by Bob Enger

Aninstallation checklist for the Internet is being written by the User Services
Area that is intended to be of use to people of all levels; new, intermediate, and
advanced. It is general in nature for new and intermediate users, yet advanced
users should find it an effective compilation of important information for the
Internet community.
An outline and sketchy rough draft was presented by Bob Enger at the UBC
IETF, with discussions and suggestions for the checklist noted. Research and
discussions have taken place, with additional writing to continue, and the next
pass draft of the checklist will be presented at the IETFin St. Louis.
¯ NewWorking Group - Internet

User Glossary Working Group (userglos)

A new Working Group was announced at this IETF, User-Gloss, with Karen
Roubicek as its Chair. The User-Gloss WorkingGroupis chartered to create an
Internet glossary of networking terms and acronymsfor the Internet community.
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3.8.1

Internet

User

Glossary

(userglos)

Charter
Chair(s):
Karen Roubicek,
Tracy Parker, tracy©emx, utexas, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: usergloss©ftp.coln
To Subscribe: usergloss-request©ftp.com

Description

of Working Group:

The User-Gloss WorkingGroup is chartered to create an Internet glossary
of networking terms and acronyms for the Internet community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Examinethe particular Internet user needs for a glossary and define the scope. Review, amend, and approve the charter as necessary. Discussion of User-Gloss WGChair nominations submitted
by USWGers.

TBD

ReviewInternet user needs and format for a glossary. Discussion
of current ideas about the glossary and the outline development.
Finalize outhne and organization of the glossary.

TBD

Draft of glossary will be prepared, draft to be reviewed and modified.

TBD

Second pass draft of glossary. Draft to be reviewed and modified,
finalize draft glossary.

TBD

Initiate IETF Internet Draft review process by submission of UserGloss draft to IETF Secretary. Follow up with the submission of
the glossary to RFCEditor as a FYI RFC.
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3.8.2

Network Information

355

Services

Infrastructure

(nisi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dana Sitzler, dds©mer±t, edu
PatSrrdth,
Patricia_G._Smith©urn.cc. umich, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: nisi©merit.edu
To Subscribe: nisi-request©merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The NISI Working Group will explore the requirements for common,
shared Internet-wide network information services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implement an information
services "infrastructure" for the Internet. This effort will be a sub-group
of the User Services WorkingGroupand will coordinate closely with other
efforts in the networking community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First IETF meeting; review and approve charter. Begin information gathering process to write a short white paper to serve as a
starting point for discussions on an Internet-wide information services infrastructure.
This paper will document current available
information and existing information retrieval tools.

Aug 1990

Reviewdraft for phase 1 and begin discussions for completing the
second phase which is to define a basic set of ’cooperative agreements’ which will allow NICs to work together more effectively to
serve
users.

Jul 1990

Complete draft for phase 2 suggesting cooperative agreements for
NICs.
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CHAPTER 3.
MEETING

AREA AND WORKING GROUP REPORTS

REPORT

Reported by Dana Sitzler/Merit
NISI Minutes
Agenda
¯ Reviewof Activities
¯ Discussion of Draft Document2
Announcement:
Due to new job commitments, Dana is looking for a Co-Chair for this Working
Group. If anyone is interested,
contact her (dds@merit.edu) or Joyce Reynolds
(jkrey@venera.isi.edu).
Discussion:
The meeting began by re-evaluating what the group is trying to do. The group was
originally developing a set of requirements/recommendations for a network information services infrastructure. The last meeting took us in a different direction which
produced a draft of guidelines for Network Information Centers (NICs). This meeting began with re- assessing if this was the appropriate direction. The group decided
that the first step in defining a networkinformation services infrastructure is to define
what a NICis and the function it performs. This will ensure some minimumlevel of
service from NICs in the community. The next step is to establish some guidelines
for sharing information between NICs.
The group agreed to take the existing draft guidelines document and expand it to
more accurately define and describe a NIC. The information about existing NICs
(discussed at our first meeting) will also be incorporated.
The group then defined the audience for the revised document. The stated audience
will include existing NICs, people wanting to start NICs, NetworkOperations Centers
(NOCs), and funding agencies. The stated purpose of the document is to establish
a base set of requirements for establishing services and to assist those considering
implementing a new NIC. The ultimate goal is to make it easier for users to get
information from NICs. The remaining time was spent defining the components of a
NIC.

3.8.
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USER SERVICES AREA

The session ended with agreement to the following action plan:
¯ A newdraft will be distributed to the NISI mailing list within the next 2 weeks.
¯ The document will be discussed and reviewed on the mailing list.
¯ The draft will be revised based on commentsreceived (Volunteer revisors:
Marc Sheldon, Gary Malkin, Joan Thompson, Karen McKelvey).
¯ The draft will be distributed

to the USWG
mailing list

for comments.

¯ A near final-form document will be ready prior to the next IETF meeting in
March.
Attendees
Randy Butler
Fred Engel
Ole Jacobsen
Darren Kinley
Gary Malkin
Karen McKelvey
Mark Needleman
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Michael Schwartz
Tim Seaver
Marc Sheldon
Dana Sitzler
Pat Smith
Joanie Thompson

rbutler@ncsa.uiuc, edu
ole@csli, stanford, edu
kinley@cr±m, ca
gmalkin@ftp, com
karen@cerf, net
mbn@stubbs, ucop. edu
j krey~isi,edu
roubicek@nnsc. nsf. net
schwartz@boulder, colorado, edu
t as~mcnc,org
ms@uni-dortmund, de
dds@merit, edu
p smith~merit,edu
j o an± e@nsipo.nasa.go v
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USER SERVICES AREA

NOC-Tool Catalogue

3.8.3

Revisions

(noctool2)

Charter
Chair(s):
Robert Enger, enger~seka, scc.
Gary Malkin, g~alkin©ftp,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: noctools~merit.edu
To Subscribe: noctools-requestCmerit.edu

Description of Working Group:
The NOC-ToolsWorking Group will update and revise their catalog to
assist network managersin the selection and acquisition of diagnostic and
analytic tools for TCP/IP Internets.
¯ Update and revise the reference document that lists what tools are
available, what they do, and where they can be obtained.
¯ Identify additional tools available to assist network managersin debugging and maintaining their networks that were inadvertently omitted in previous NOCToolscatalog.
¯ Identify additional new or improved tools that have becomeapparent
since the last the compilation of the reference document.
¯ Arrange for the central (or multi-point) archiving of these tools
order to increase their availability.
¯ Establish procedures to ensure the ongoing maintenance of the reference and the archive, and identify an organization willing to do
it.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

ReviewInternet tool needs and updates/corrections for the "Son of
NOCTools"catalog. Discussion of additional input to the catalog.

Aug 1991

Draft of catalog will be prepared, draft to be reviewed and modified.Initiate
IETF Internet Draft review process by submission of
"Son of NOCTools"catalog draft to IETF Secretary.

Dec 1991

Follow up with final amendmentsto the document and the submission of the catalog to RFCEditor as a FYI RFCfor publication
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(uswg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Joyce K. Reynolds, jk~ey©±s±.edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: us-wg©nnsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe: us-wg-request©nnsc.nsf.net

Description

of Working Group:

The User Services Working Group provides a regular forum for people
interested
in userservices
to identify
andinitiate
projects
designed
to
improve
thequality
of information
available
to end-users
of theInternet.
(Notethatthe actualpro~ects
themselves
willbe handled
by separate
groups,
suchas IETFWorking
Groups
created
to perform
certain
projects,
or outside
organizations
suchas SIGUCCS.
¯ Meet on a regular basis to consider projects designed to improve
services to end-users. In general, projects should
- Clearly address user assistance needs;
- Produce an end-result (e.g., a document, a program plan, etc.);
- Have a reasonably clear approach to achieving the end-result
(with an estimated time for completion);
- Not duplicate existing or previous efforts.
¯ Create WorkingGroups or other focus groups to carry out projects
deemed worthy of pursuing.
¯ Provide a forum in which user services providers can discuss and
identify commonconcerns.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

This is an oversight group with continuing responsibilities.
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CURRENT
Reported

MEETING

AREA AND WORKING GROUP REPORTS

REPORT

by Joyce Reynolds/ISI

USWG Minutes
Announcements:
¯
¯
¯
¯

NewUser Services Area of the IETF has been created.
NewWorkingGroup - Internet User Glossary (usergloss)
User-Doc Bibliography- published (RFC 1175, FYI 3)
Q/A for NewInternet Users- published (RFC 1177, FYI 4)

Presentation

of User Services

Area Goals and Objectives:

¯ User Services Area- 1991-1992 and beyond;
¯ Discussion of Groups in Progress, Future Projects, and Additional Projects in
the queue.
Discussions/Reports:
¯ QUAIL- Gary Malkin
- Revisions to RFC1177, FYI 4, and discussion of additional Quail draft for
"experienced" Internet Users.
¯ NewWorking Group: usergloss Karen Roubicek and Joyce Reynolds
- Examinedthe particular Internet user needs for a glossary and defined the
scope. Review, amended, and approved the Charter.
- Discussion of usergloss WorkingGroup Co-Chair.
¯ Internet Installation Checklist (INCH)- Robert Enger
- Continued discussion and revision of INCHdraft document.
Attendees
Alan Apt
Ken Carlberg
Robert Cooney
Ralph Droms
Robert Enger
Jack Hahn
Ken Hibbard
Russell Hobby

76307.3176@compuserve. com
carlberg@sparta, corn
cooney@enyose, nardac-dc, navy. mil
droms©bucknell, edu
enger@seka, scc. com
hahn~umd5, umd. edu
hibbard~xylogics, com
rdhobby~ucdavi s. edu

3.8.
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Ole Jacobsen
Darren Kinley
Gary Malkin
Marilyn Martin
Karen McKelvey
Paul Mockapetris
Mark Oros
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Timothy Salo
Tom Sandoski
Ken Schroder
Marc Sheldon
Dana Sitzler
Pat Smith
Osamu Takada
Joanie Thompson
Jesse Walker

ole@csli, stanford, edu
kinley@crim, ca
gmalkin~ftp, com
mart in@netcom,ubc. ca
karen@cerf, net
pvm~darpa, mil
oros@nmc, cit. cornell, edu
jkrey@isi, edu
roub i cek@nnsc,nsf. net
tj sCmsc, edu
tom@concert, net
schroder@bbn, com
ms@uni-dortmund, de
ddsCmerit, edu
psmith~merit, edu
t akada~sdl,hitachi,co. j p
j oanieCnsipo. nasa. gov
walker~eider, enet@decpa, dec. com
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ESNET STATUS

REPORT

IETF- BOULDER
D~.c 1990
ANrFHONY
L. HA~
ASSOCIATe NETWORKMANAGER
ESNET

/

NERSC

¯

PAST ACTIVITIES:
UPGRADED ALL BACKBONE PROCESSORS

To CSC-3’s

UPGRADED
INTERFACES
TONNTLINESTOMASK
CONTINUING
PROBT,r:.MS
SHUTDOWN MFENET I

INITIATED

OUTSIDE

OF NERSC ON Nov.

15

PEERING WITH NEARNET

ADDED
CONNECTIONS
To DOE;AMESLABflSU ; SAIC ; SMU; SNL
INITIAL

CLNP & X.25

SWITCHING

RUNNING

ON DEVELOPMENT

STAFF DISTRACTIONS - 3 WEDDINGS (~ 2 BABIES

NET

S TATS:
27

ROUTERS MANAGED

65 DIRECTLY
CONNEC’I~D
N~TWORKS
564

REGIONAL CONNECTEDNETWORKS

496 NZTWORKS
VIAOFHER
B~,CKBOrqZS
.63G PACKETS REVEIVED

74%IP/26 %

ESnet Total Packets Accepted
1990
7.00E+08
6.00E+08
5.00E+08
4.00E+08
3.00E+08
2.00E+08
1.00E+08
0.00E+00
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr May Jim
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Jul

Aug Sept

Oct
Nov Oe~
Ptot~don11/7/g0

ESnet Total DEC& IP Packets Processed
1990
1.40E+09
1.20E+09
1.00E+09
8.00E+08
6.00E+08
4.00E+08
2.00E÷08
0.00E÷00
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

lIP

[]DEC

I

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

ESnet Packets Processed
October

1990

3.00E+08

2.50E+08

1.50E+08

1.00E+08

5.00E+07

O.OOE+O0
Total DECnetPackets= 5.18E+08

Plottedon11/7/90
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PLANNEDACTIVITIES"

INTERCONNECT
WITHNSI DEOczT@ FIX-E
DEPLOY CISCO X.25

~WITCHING

DEPLOYCLNPROLmNG
ACROSSB ACY~BON~
STARTBGPU SE ONDEVELOPMENT
Nwr

9MORE WEDDINGS / BABIES / ~CTICE.9.9.
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ESnet
The Energy
Sciences
Network

How is it

managed
Description

What is it
The Energy Sciences
Network (ESnet) is
nationwide computer data
communications network
managed and funded by
the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Energy
Research (DOE/OER) for
the purpose of supporting
multiple program, open
.scientific research. ESnet
is intended to facilitate
remote access to major
Energy Research (ER) scientific facilities, provide
needed information dissemination among scientific collaborators
throughout all ER programs, and provide
widespread access to
existing ER supercomputer facilities.

November, 1990

ESnet is engineered,
installed, and operated by
the networking staff of the
National Energy Research
Supercomputer Center
(NERSC)located
Livermore, California.
ESnet policy is guided by
the ESnet Steering
Committee, comprising
members appointed by
the DOE/OERScientific
Computing Staff, with one
or more representatives
from each of five Energy
Research Programs. The
initial ESnet program
plan, prepared by the
Steering Committee, is
available from the
National Technical
Information Service as
report DOE/ER-0341
(June 1987).
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Who may use it
Networkactivity in support
of DOE/OERsupported
programs constitutes the
principal authorized usage
of ESnet. The five major
OER programs supported
are: Basic Energy Sciences,
Health and Environmental
Research, High Energy
and Nuclear Physics,.
Magnetic Fusion Energy, ¯
and the Superconducting
SuperCollider. Usage in
support of other activities,
such an interagency collaboration or foreign country access, may also be
authorized.

ESnet began operational
deploymentof its T1 (1.3
to 1.5 Mbps)circuit-based
backbone in late 1989. It
became fully operational
with the initial configuration in early 1990, including 19 major OERsupported sites directly
connected to the backbone.
Network routers currently in use are products
of cisco Systems, Inc.
Protocols supported are
Department of Defense
Internet Protocol(DOD-IP)
and DECnet Phase IV.
The Open Standards Interconnection CoruiectionLess
Network Protocol (OSI
CLNP), DECnet Phase V,
and X.25 support are also
planned for in 1991.

e,s~

N e

t

w o

r

k

PNL
NYC

FNAL
ANL
To

PPPL To
~ SAICGermany
CEBAF

SLAC
C1T
UCLA
GA
T1lines
Internationallines
56KDDSline

What does it

connect

ESnet Backbone Sites
The following is a list of sites directly connected to the ESnet T1 backbone
as of October, 1990.
ArgonneNational Laboratory
Brookhaven National Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Continuous Electron BeamAccelerator Facility
DOE,Office of Energy Research
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
Florida State University
General Atomics (San Diego)
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NewYork University
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Science Applications, Inc.
Stanford Linear Accelerator
Superconducting SuperCollider
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Texas, Austin

The following is a list of additional sites planned to be added during 1990.
Ames Laboratory, Iowa
Sandia National Laboratories
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Other Agencies
and Other National
Networks
ESnet currently has two
Federal Interagency
eXchange (FIX) connections established to allow
exchange of data with
MILnet, NASAScience
Network, and NSFnet.
The FIX-West interconnect
is located at the NASA
AMESResearch Center,
near San Francisco,
California and FIX-East
is located near the
University of Maryland.

Network

International
Networks
Newinternational
connectivity is planned to both
Japan and Germany
by 1991:
¯ The connection to Japan
will use a shared fiber-optic
512-Kbps trunk to Hawaii,
and several 64-Kbpslinks
to Japan from Hawaii.
Access to manysites within
Japan will be available via
two Japanese internal networks, TISN and WIDE.
¯ S’unilarly, access to West
Germanywill be via a
shared 128-Kbpsfiber-optic
trunk between PPPL
(Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, Princeton, NJ)
and Bonn, West Germany.
Access within West
Germanywill then be provided to nearly all major
versities through an internal
X.25 based network, WIN.

HEPnet
The ER High Energy
Physics (HEP) research
community has created
HEPnet to support that
community’s networking
needs. The primary purpose of this network is to
facilitate the geographically dispersed collaborat-ions typical of HEP
research projects. The
ESnet backbone is used by
HEPnet for high-speed
interconnections.

Regional
Networks
The following list shows the regional networks with which ESnet is currently
interconnected.
BARRNet
CERFnet
Los Nettos
Sesquinet
SURAnet
THEnet

San Francisco Bay Area Regional Research Network
California Education and Research Federation Network
Los Angeles Regional Network
Texas Sesquicentennial Network
Southeastern Universities Research Association Network
Texas Higher Education Network

The following is a list of additional regional networks that ESnet plans to connect with
during 1991.
CICNet
NEARnet
MIDnet
NorthWestNet
Westnet

Committee on Institutional
Cooperation Network
New England Academic and Research Network
Midwestern States Network
Northwestern States Network
Southwestern States Network

MFEnet
MFEnet(Magnetic Fusion Energy Network) was created in 1976 to provide access
the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC
- since renamed
NERSC),located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. MFEnet uses its own
protocol family, layered on top of Internet IP, which is implemented for VAX/VMS
and the CTSSoperating system used on the NERSCCrays. The ESnet backbone serves
as a "carrier network" for MFEnet.

Network Operations

Control

Center

The ESnet Network Operations Control Center (NOCC)provides 24 hour/day monitoring and control capabilities for the various network componentsthat comprise ESnet.
The Control Center is operated by the NERSC
Engineering Group and the Supercoputer
Operations staff. The Control Center staff continously monitors the ESnet backbone
routers to verify the network’s integrity and to routinely gather statistics for
troubleshooting and long
term planning.
Electronic mail boxes for
network information, networkoperations, and trouble calls are provided. An
on-line trouble ticket system
exists such that all reported
problems will be properly
tracked. Requests for information on ESnet can be
directed to info@es.net.
Problems can be reported
to trouble@es.net.
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For More Information

General Contact
phone:
1-800-33-ESnet

Disclaimer

Administrative
Contacts
This documentwas prepared as
Jim Leighton
Tony Hain
an account of work sponsored by
Network Manager
Associate NetworkManager an agencyof the United States

Government.Neither the United
States Governmentnor the
phone:
Outsidethe U.S.:
phone:
University of California nor any
of their employeesmakesany
415-422-4200
1-415-422-5521
415-422-4025
warranty, express or implied, or
assumesanylegal liability or
e-maih
e-maih
e-mail:
responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness,or usefulness of
Intemet: hain@es.net
Internet: jfl@nersc.gov
Intemet: info@es.net
any information, apparatus,
DECnet:.42158::53750::JFL DECnet:.42158::53783::HAINproduct, or process disclosed, or
DECnet: 42158::INFO
represents that its use wouldnot
infringe privately ownedrights.
Referenceherein to any specific
commercialproducts, process, or
service by ~ade name,trademark,manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily
constitute or implyits endorsement, recommendation,or favoring by the United States
Governmentor the University of
Documentation
CaIifornia. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
Specifications for ESnet IP and DECNET
routing are available from the ESnet
do not necessarilystate or reflect
Information Server in subdirectory [anonymous.specs]which can be accessed via
those of the UnitedStates
anonymousFTP(nic.es.net) or DECnet(set host 42158::). The ESnet Policy Document, Governmentor the University of
California and shall not be used
currently in draft form, will be madeavailable followingreview and finalization.
for advertising or product
endorsement purposes.
UCRL-TB-104203
Workperformed under the auspices of the U.S. Departmentof
Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under
Contract W-7405-Eng-48.

ESnet

NERSC

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory
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United States
Department of Energy
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National Science FoundationNetwork(NSFNET)
Numberof foreign, regional, state, and local networks October 1990
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NSFNETT3 Backbone 1990
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NSFNET
T1 Architecture
T1 NSFNET
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T3 NSFNETSite
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MAILBRIDGES
Kathleen Huber
December 3, 1990

BBN Communications
A Division of Bolt, Beranek and Newman,Inc.

TOPICS

th
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INTERNET

GROWTH SUMMARY

1835 Networks Advertise.d By
1
BMILBBNon 11/27/90 - 9.35 am I
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1990

1991

CURRENT STATUS
¯ Released Patch 6
Corrects BMILAMESIntermittant
Causing Interrupts in Traffic

Flapping

- Corrects EGP Imlalementation
Error
Whereby MAILBRIDGESpoll
EGP
Neighbors More Frequently
Than
Negotiated
-

Corrects Problem of Sustainin~ and
Advertising Incorrect Routing’~nformation

-

Splits the EGP Task Over Two Processor
Nrodes
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CURRENT S TATUS
¯ Released Patch 7
-

-

Increases the Number of Networks the
MAILBRIDGESare Capable of Supporting
1800 Nets to 2700 Nets

from

Increases the Number of EGP Neighbors the.
MAILBRIDGESare Capable of Supporting
from
450 Neighbors to 600 Neighbors

¯ Deployed

7th MAILBRIDGEin Texas

° Reassigned EGP Servers and Internet

Traffic

Servers

EGP NEIGHBOR COMPARISON
April

BMILAMES

90

DIRECT NEIGHBORS
June/July
Aug. Sept. Oct.

68

55

Nov.

52

54 50

BMILBBN

141

111 26

26

38 33

BMILDCEC

112

99 105

101

85 86

56

61 56

BMILISI

69

62

BMILLBL

43

63

72

73

70 72

BMILMTR

105

76

61

65

58 57

BMILRAN

-

-

33

30

42 26
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52

TRAFFIC SUMMARY
COMPARISON
Avg. Pkts/Day
Forwarded
May/July

Aug/Nov

BMILAMES 3,983,027
BMILBBN

Avg. Bytes/Pkts.

1,251,380

BMILDCEC 1,251,969

May/July

Avg. Pkts
Dropped

Aug/Nov May/July

Aug/Nov

3,918,388

161

169

0.7% 2.2

148,521

212

463

5.5% 0.6

324,852

204 307

4.4% 8.6

BMILISI

523,932

90,910

253

406

0.2% 0.9

BMILLBL

430,421

211,226

277

415

0.1% 4.8

BMILMTR

2,982,371

1,905,353

149

178

0.8% 0.4

BMILRAN

N/A

106,471

N/A

441

N/A 1.8

SUMMARY
¯ Current

Actions

- Focus on balancing

EGP Service

¯ 7th Mailbridge
¯ Split EGP Process
¯ Future Possibilities
- Upgrade Mailbridge
hardware
Additional Protocol Capability
- Long-term Growth Effects
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SMDS

by George Clapp //kmeritech

¯ SMDSviewedas a subnelworkin customer’sintemetwork
¯ Variety ol data networkingarchiteclures caneasily accommodate
SMDS

i’ND
e

V

¯ Same
treatmentof SMDS
in other architectures
OSI, DECnet,XNS.o.

Overviewof IP over SMDS

MAC
level support;of TCP/IP

Dlratt support; of ZP network layer sufficient.

Goal of SMDSWorking Group:

¯ IP dita$11m transport
- Frame format

¯ ;nltJaI operation of IP over SKIDS.
- |P Uansmlsslon, ARP~iP Broedcasl; and
Multlcast~ Frame Format.

¯ Address Resolution (ARP)
- Mapping of IP addresses ¢o SIvlDS addresses

¯ Emphasis on current IF ) Implement, aUon
capablllUes.

¯ ZP level I)roadcas¢ and multJtas~

¯ Lay foundation for future operation of II = over
SMDS.~e.g arp supper1;)

- Data&ram transmission to more ¢han one IP
hose (e.g. routing updates)

Result of IP over SIvlDS RFC:
¯ Simplicity
¯ SMDSoperation

defined

such teat

SMDSnetwork

appears IS dedk:ated LAN-Ilke subnetwork ¢o each
]P networko
¯ SMDSNetwork Is partitioned

Into

Independent

Lo~alZPS.h.et.or~$
(L~S).
¯ ConnecrJvfl;y
router.
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betwm each LIS provided

vl~ ~:)

Deflnlt,

lon of" Logical IP Subnet, work

A single adrnlnlsUatlveenClt,y Is needed¢o maintain
eachLT$.

Overview

ot"

IP over

SMDS

support of basic funcUonsof ;P protocol.
IP frame format,

All members
have the sameXPnet,work/subnet,
number.

¯ Uses ~ LLC 802.1 SNAP(same aS for 802.e and
FDDI net,works)

All mtk)nswithin a I.XS srs accesseddirectly over
SMD$.

¯ MaximumTransmission UnIC(MTU)of 9180 octets
Address Resolu~on

All mtJonsoutside of the USare accessedvia ¯
router.
¯ MulClcasCs ARPreques~ ¢o ALL membersor
A SMDS
~l"oup address has beencorlf~red Chat,
IdenC~ssall membersof ¢ha US. This SMDS
group
address(L~_GA)is treated ¢11esameas ¯ mulUcast,
address OV,f I.AN
¯ OpardUon
within a LIS similar to operation over ¯
broadcas~ LAN.

Example SMDSNetwork

I

"I

ii

I

i’

I

I

iI

i

II

EXAMPLEIP NETWORK
CONFIGURATION
~si..

RedI

~

I .i

I---’1

]~1
I , ,I
Blue2

~
i ii

ii

-

FIll2

..

I

i

ll~l

_

_ ii

i

--

;

Confll~urst,

Conflgurat,

lon Psrsmeters for S l_IS

lon Parameters for a L.IS

¯ CPE[mplement~Uon
~ Confl~ur~tJon- (paramet;ers
configuredon ¯ per hos~basis).
- SIVIDSI-isrdw¯re Address(smds$11a):SIVlDS
Zndlvldusl addressof t;he SMDS
Net;work
znt~rface(S~Dto whichthe host; Is at;t~chad.
o SMDS~ Group Address(smdsSIp.J~): SIVlDS
Group address to whk:h ZP Broadcemand
MuKAcast;s
are sent;. (sat; ¢o US_GA)
- SIvlDS Atp Request; Address(smdsSerp_req).
SMDS
address (IndlvlduM or Stoup) to which
arp requests are to be sen~. (set, ~o LIS_G~)

¯ L.[S Net;work AdmlnisUaUon
(parameters
configuredIn ~heSIvlDSItet;work).
- L.ES GroupAddress(I./S_GA): Tire SIVlDS
Groupaddressthat; has beenconfigured to
Iden~’y ~he SIvlDSaddressesor’ all members
of
the LZS.
- SIvlDS AddreSsScreenln8 Tables (Source and
Des~naUon)Zf used, must; allow access
bet;wean¯, members
of the t.IS.
- p¢r:me~ers IViUST be updat;e4 es new s~Uons
are addedto the LZS.

J

I

ExampleARPOperation
¯

I

i

n

ii

nn

nnl

~

Rod 3

Rod1

HI

Red2

3cj:7

Red2

Red
1
smdd~.p.

Red2
GI ~ - GI

Red3
smdsllp.p

- GI

i

Reds

Redt

R~d/P

Red2

~
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|1

IP Multicast over SMDS

Operat,lon of Mult, lple LIS

Individual LIS operateseparatal)’ over the same
SIvlDSnet,work
¯ ARPrequests are Q’ansmlt,tsd only to members
of
the same US.
¯ Broadcast,~, Mult, lcest, IP packetsare ~rensmlt,~d
¯
only to members
of the sameL.IS
CommunlcatJon
betweendifferln~; L.IS MUST
~;o
throughan Intermediaterouter.
¯ Direct; communlcat4on
not, posslble by following
current; RFC.
- IP says: StaQonsmust; havesameIP net,work
addressfor dlrect, communlcet,lon
- Confl~’ure staUonsas members
of the s=meLI$
for direct, communlcat,
lon.
In~armedl~aRouter configured as memberof
mulr,lple L.IS
- Rou~rmus~support, mult;Iple LIS on ~he same
Interface

J

I

I| I

I

¯ ~~

I

I I

Ill

II

|

Multiple IndependentIP Networks

Red2

Blues

I

I

I

I

I

--

W.IS

Blue3
Red2
hi.IS

Red

U$ CPE ~

II I

I

I

I

I

I

__

ll ¯

,m

,

--

interconnectionf IP Networks "~
LI

I IIII

I1|

- 0 I

¯

_

__ I

Red41Blue 5

I

/~

_

I

Interconn’ection of Multiple i’lS’
i

w

.~

Tssue in Ful~Jre
Support,

of MUlUple I_~S

suppor~

~.alablli&~y
¯ Group Address
- AdmlnlstrzUon
a potential nl~lztm~fefor
Customer.
- Uml~on Stoupaddresssize limits I~S size.

ZmplementatJon
support, of multJpl, IJS.
- Mu~p~e
IP ne~:worksexist, oe single
- smdsSha,smds$1p_~,smds~|rp_rm:l v~lu~
diff." b*s~¢l on Z~ n~Swork
address.
- CPEmanufact,urers mus~build Int, erfaces
supporl; muKIple

¯ LIS wide broadcast; traffic
- Address ResmUon
(coutd .se up_server)

- Ro.~.~
upa,tes(~)

Mosl; scalabHlf,~IssUeSfor IP Ire NOTuniqueto
SMDS.

¯ Centnl sdmlnlsr.ratlon of "public" ~ requlrecl.
- Maintains "publ~" SI~)S ~’oup iddress
- ~ln~ins s~os scresn~ .~s (~ eny).
- Maintains IP level functions. (DNS,

Bit TwiddlingSection

o SIP Level 3 PDUformat
SNAPo.ver SMDSformat
o ARP over SMDSformat
o IP over SMDSformat
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I II IJ~

I III II

~

II

.

IIIII

SMDS
Interface Protocol(SIP)

SIP Level3 ProtocolDataUnit Format

KEY
BAslze
x BuYer
AIIoc~lon
Sl~ex i.e, gm
DA x

~

Address

SAx Source
Address
Into x ~ ~ Se~lce Ox~ Unit)

I

I

I

I

I II

II

-

II

I

Data LinkEncapSulation(IEEE SNAP)
I£EE 802.1ASNAP

I£EE802.2LLC

0 Thetotal le~m ~ meLLO8rid SI~p Headeris 8 ~¢ts

HI-Pl-lEEE~2.6~alu~Itclcalin~l.L~(l .d~dmal.0x0!he=)
_ ~=

~T~

I

(1~~~)
~~~(~~~Mx)

4~

ARP over SMDS

5NAPI ~IP PDU

DA

4O4
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CHAPTER 6.

TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS

6.1.

6.1

AN EFFICIENT

An Efficient

presented

TRANSPORT PROTOCOL

Transport

407

Protocol

by Ashok K. Agrawala/UMD

It is recognized that the flow control mechanismsin TCPcause a variety of problems
and congestion. Webelieve that many of the problems are caused by the lack of
information used in TCPdecision making. It only uses estimates of round-trip time
and relies on packet loss to adjust the windowsize as the primary control mechanism.
In order to analyze the transient behavior of connections we have developed analysis
techniques which take into account realistic dependencies of a network connection
and permit us to obtain mathematical relationships between the time a packet is sent
and its reception time.
Based on this analysis we have been formulating new control techniques suitable for
implementation in internet environment. The first versions of these namedas DTP
has been implemented and evaluated. In DTPthe time to send a packet is explicitly
calculated based on the roundtrip time and the delay between acknowledgements. In
this talk we present the structure of the DTPand some measurementresults.

DTP
A Transport Protocol Based on
the Dynamics of Store and Forward Path

Ashok K. Agrawala
Dheeraj Sanghi
Department of Computer Science
University of Maryland
College Park, MD20742
(301) 405 2665
agrawala@cs.umd.edu

Other Contributors

B.N. Jain
Samar Singh
Keshav Srinivasan
John Waclawski

Sy~temeDeeign and Anml~l~Group

Univemltyof M~,lm~cl at College ~
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Structure of
a Store and Forward Path

aj
d~

i

Arrival Time of Packetj at Node i
Departure Time of Packetj at Node
Servke Time of Packetj at Node i
Delay from Node if-I) to Node

Performance Measure
¯ Require measures which reflect
Transit

dynamic behavior

Time - d~’ - ~

Interpacket

Time =d~-d~_l

Packet Performance Index
¯ For each packet it gives the product inverse of
which is indicative of the POWER
POWER = E ( ! / Pj)

409

Single Server

dj
Asumptions
¯ FCFS
¯ Sufficient buffer capacity
¯ Work conserving
If delay

dj = Max(aj + ~, dj_ 1) + ~’j
__.:_._.:_._:----_. - ..... .._.::, ¯. _ ..... :. --.::

...........

Servers in Tandem

dj = Max(a~,dj_~) + ~:~.
i

aj

i-Z

= dj

~,i-1

+

dj
No Cross Traffic
..........................................................................

Universityof Maryland
" College

410

............

Simple Service Time Model

~.m

Ti ~ All

PKTs of

Same Length

Define

~= ~_~(~’ + z~)

-~ = Max{-~

Then

d~. = Max(d;+ ~,di". , + ~’)
¯ If PKTdid not wait anywhere
d~--d 2 + 2"

(MIN DELAY)

¯ If PKTwaits - if mustwait at b
d~ - dj~.l + Tb (MAXTHPT)

Send Time Policy
MIN DELAY
MAX THPT
Let

411

Graphical Representation

Sy~eme
Designand A~ly~ie Group

Univ~mlly
ol I~ry~ncl~1CollegeP~rk

[! .......................................

..................................................................................

Single Server Equivalence

t

Delay

tService

Time

Equivalent Model
Sy~eme Deeign and Analysi~

Univemity o~ Maryland m College Park
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Group

General Service Time Model
id~--Max(dj-1,

k=l

l<x<n

-

k=x

d~. = Max[d~+ "ri,Max(d1~_~
+
l<x<n

k=x

zero wait

last waitat ’x’

Graphical Representation

T
7

University of MarylandMCollegeP~rk

Systems
Design

413

and
Armlysis
Group

Cross Traffic
¯ Single Server
- Service does not start at Max(aj,dj_
1)
but t~j later
dj = Mtlx(~j,dj_l)

+ t~j +

¯ n Servers

,

d~ = Max(a~ d’
..............................................................
.... :_-_-_-_---:::---_---. -_-:::---~:_-:-:_-::::
__---:-:_---:: ....................................

SystemDesignsnd ArmlyuleGroup

Unlvemllyof I~ryl~nd~ CollegePark

Cross Traffic - Simple Traffic Model
Define
= d~. - dy - "¢,

wj >_ O

-[d~ -d)°_,el+

%

Cross waffic mrm
k-1

Assuming

w~>O,

For x fromj-k to j

Actually

wi - Maxtwi_
, -(d~ -d)°_,- ~’)+

:-:-~.._
: -::.-:::
...............................................................................................
................
:_:::5:-_-.-__;-::_
........

Send Time
Make w~ = 0 for packet x
k-1

d~° = d~°_~+ k’d’ + w~_~+ E
i=0

x- k is the last ack
x is the next packet to send
_~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_...... ~_-_-__
-~-_-_--_-_--_
...... -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_._-_..........................................................................................................

University of Maryland at College Park

.......................................................................

SystemsDesign and Analysis Group

1 ...............................................................

DTP
¯ Based on TCP
¯ Send Time Control
¯ dock resolution
¯ Selective and CumulativeAcknowledgements

University of M~j4~nd~ College Park

Sy~emsDesign ~cl Anslysis Group
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Send Time Control
¯ Estimationof parametersT, Tb, ~
¯ T, Tbare static propertiesof the path
¯ Losspacketdetection
- out of sequenceacknowledgements
- timeouts
¯ Reordering
of packets

SystemsDesign and Analysis Group

University of Ms.landat College Psrk

Send Time Control (contd)
To start with:

d/O = (i _ 1).t-~

Fori=ltok

In absenceof loss/reorder of packets:
(whenan ack for packet x is received)

~Sx = Max[Min(wx,d~-d~-1- zb),O]
ed~=a . ed,_~+(1 - a) ¯ d/,
= Max[d°~ + k~ + w, + k. ed,
,d~÷k_~
+ + edx]
d°~÷~,
o
z~
.................

it ....................................................
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Reordering of Packets
¯ Assumethe acknowledgements to be
for in-sequence packets.

Example: Ack for packet 11 reaches before ack for 10
For send time control:
= Ack time for packet 11
= Ack time for packet 10

University of M,~j~ncl ~ CollegeI~rk

$y~emsDesign snd Anslysis Group

Packet Loss
¯ If loss is detected by out-of-sequence acks,
Schedule 2 packets to send
¯ If loss is detected by timeout,
- send a packet immediately
- update the estimate for ed by assuming
d~ to be the time of loss detection
¯ Multiple losses can be handled by scheduling
more than one packets
University ~f Maryland.~ CollegePark

Sy~emsDesign and Analysis Group
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Model

Pathl

fb

6

.t.

Path2

( 1

3
¯

__~_~__-:_-_-:_-___~...... _~~ ~-..--- ___/.-_---~-.... _- ..........................................................................................................

8ymem~Omign ~nd Analy~l~ Group

Univemityof Ma~jlandat College Park

............................

t ....

Protocols
PATH 1
¯ TCP
¯ WindowSizes 2,3,4
¯ DTP
PATH 2
¯ Steadytraffic at rate one packet every4 and 6 units
¯ Sameprotocol as the main path

I____L
...................

II

Simulation Results
Unlimited Buffers
Protocol1

Pm(ocol

E0"}

Tot~ Time

TCP2
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TCP3
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TCP8
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Results I
DTP vs DTP
unlimited buffers
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Results 2
DTPvs Rate = 4
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Results 3
DTPvs Rate = 6
unlimited buffers
g{’r} = 19.1 Total Thae3~3E{P}--221
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Results 4
TCP (win = 3) vs TCP(win =
unlimited buffers
E{’F}= 25£TotalTime2&3E{P)--231
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Results 5
TCP (win = 2) vs Rate =
unlimited buffers
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Results 6
TCP
(win-~ 2) vs Rate=
unlimitedbuffers
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Results 7
TCP(win = 3) vs Rate=
unlimited buffers
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Results 8
TCP(win = 3) vs Rate =
unlimitedbuffers
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Results 9
TCP(win = 4) vs Rate=
unlimitedbuffers
E{T} = (~ Total Time ~ E{P}=I~3
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Results 11
DTPvs DTP
3 buffers
E{T} = 17.7 Total Time 273 E{P}=I54
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3 buffers
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Results 13
DTPvs Rate = 6
3 buffers
E{’r} = 15.9 Total Thne ~L~ E{P}--214

Results 14
TCP(win = 3) vs TCP(win =
buffers
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TCP(win = 3) vs Rate =
3 buffers
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Results 19
TCP(win = 4) vs Rate =
3 buffers
E{T} = 20.3 Tctd Time 488 E{P}--3O$
Lms=7
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Concluding Remarks

¯
¯
¯

The modeling approach is very promising
Estimation techniques need to be tested\
Approachhas to be tested In internet
environment

Systems
Design
andAnalysis
~oup

University
of Mery~nd
~ College
I~rk
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6.2

HIGH SPEED TCP NETWORKING

High

Presented

6.3

TCP Networking

by Dave Borman

Circuit

Presented

Speed

Switched

by Andy Nicholson

Networks
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Overview
¯ FDDI
¯ Switch T3
¯ NewTCP Options
::~RFC 1072
=~ RI~C1185

High Speed Networking at Cray Research
Andy Nicholson
Joe Golio
David A. Borman
Jeff Young
WayneRoiger
CrayResearch,Inc.
Networkingand Communications
Software Division
CrayResealv,h Park
655"F Lone Oak Drive
Eagan, lVlN55121

~Limitations of the 64K byte TCPwindow

TCPand Large Delay Bandwidth products
¯ 64K byte TCPwindow.
=~Single TCPconnection can not consume
bandwith if Delay Bandwidthproduct is

¯ Windowmust be at least 1 delay bandwidth
produ~
=~30 ms roundtrip delay cross country
=~ 10 Mbits/second
~ 36K TCP window needeA
¯ DS3speeds
=, 30 ms roundtrip delay cross country
=~45Mbits/sec
~over 164K TCP window neeA~
¯ FDDI

¯ 32 bit TCPsequence space
MSL

=~ I00 mbits/sec
=~ over 366K TCPwindowneed~
¯ HIPPI
=~30 msrouncltrip delay cross country
=~ 800mbits/sec
=~ over 2930KTCPwindowneeded

432

|

~Link utilization with 64K byte TCPwindow
* 30 ms roundtrip delay cross country
. DS3 - 39%
¯ FDDI- 17%
¯ HIPPI- 2.2%
¯ Maximumspeed: 17 mbits/sec (64Kbytes
every 30 ms).

~Big IP packets
¯ 64K TCP windown
¯ Maximum
size IP packets
¯ Ad~mtages of TCP sliding window lost,
degeneratesinto a stop and wait protocol.
Solution
¯ RFC 1072
=~TCP WINDOW
SCAI~ option
=~TCP ECHOoption
=:~TCPSACKoption
¯ RFC 1185
=~ECHOoption is really a timestamp
option

Link Length with 64K byte TCPwindow
Turningthe calc~!~tions around, for a speedof-light point to point connection,a single TCP
stream, limited to a 64Kbyte window,would
be able to drive:
¯ DS3at just over 1000miles
¯ FDDIa~ lessthan490 miles
¯ HIPPIa$ no morethan 60 miles
¯ Romz~sand/or switches in~ delay, and
shoran distances

ii

TCP sequence wraparound problems
¯ TCPprotects itself from old packets by not
wrapping
the sequence
spaceinlessthan1
MSL
¯ At 286 mbits/sec, sequence space will wrap
in less than 1 MSL(2 minutes).
¯ Assume 2"30 byte TCP window, 215
mbits/secondis too fast.
¯ Danger exisits today, with or without
expanded TCP window
=~HIPPI
is too fast
=~FDDI
is a bit close for comfort

WINDOW
SCALE option
¯ Sent in the SYNpacket
¯ Contains shift value to apply to the window
¯ Maximum
valueof 14
¯ Bothsides
mustsend it
¯ Expands
TCPwindowto overa gigabym
¯ Connection
tothemoon:
3 gigabits/second
¯ Connection
toMars:3 to16mbits/second

Sequence wraparound solution
¯ TCPECHO
option used as a timestamp
¯ Sending TCPputs a timestamp on each outgoing packc~
¯ receiving
TCPcandiscard
oldsegments
by
comparing
thereceived
ECHOvaluewith
theECHOvalueofthelastTCPpacket
that
wasreceived
insequence
¯ Iftimestamp
older,
discard
thepacket
delay

433

Experience at Cray Research
¯ WINDOWSCAI~ and ECHO options
implemented
ECHO
option only for old packet detection ¯
SACK
option not yet implemented
I~ial ~perimen~ u~ a local hi~-spe~
connection
between two Cray R~h
computers
AcU~code to support the options is small
Newstate variables for WINDOW
SCALE
and ECHO
"rcP Option proce~ing
Other things had to ~ ~X{~]
=*TCPresequencing queue used a 16 bit

Packet loss with Big Windows
¯ SACK(Selective Ack)
¯ Provideinformation about lost packets

=*codeassumedbuffer space didn’t exceed
TCP window
=*VanJacobsons Header Prediction code
=~Data copies are now done to proper

Initial tests run at Nasa AmesResearch
Center
¯ 8 proce~____o.orCRAY
Y-MPcomputer
¯ 4 ~r CRAY-2 computer
¯ HSXchannel (800 mbits/second)
¯ Release 5.1.9 of the UNICOS
operating sys-

Results
¯ Variables
=*Size of data copied from user space to
kernel space
=*MaximumTransmission Unit (MTU)
the underlying media
=*Sizeof the kernel buffers for sendingand
receiving
=,Size of the read0/write0 calls fromthe
user application
=, $iz~ of ~ ~OW SCAI~ OPTION
=,Type of maca~e(s) being used
=,Version of the Operating system being

¯ Additional kernel code to support the TCP
WINDOW
SCAI~ and ECHOoptions
TCP
resequeucing
queuefix not in.
¯
=~Limitedkernel buffer to I$0Kbytes.
¯ Memoryto memorytransfer between the
two machines
¯ Userlevel process did 100 writes and reads
at 512Kbytes each
¯ M’ruset at 61552bytes.
¯ User to kernel copies in 32Kbyte chunks
¯ econd
Window
scale of zero, 252ombits/s
¯ Windowscale of one, 363 mbits/secend
(~,% improvement)
¯ Software Loopback on CRAYY-MPcomputer at 631 mbits/sccond
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/~rther
Further development
¯ Machine is a single processor prototype
CRAY-2computer
¯ S~me ~x~e ~ mn ~ N~ Am~s rims 350
mbits/second through software loopback
driver.
=* MTU65535
=* Kernel buffers at 256Kbytes
=, Windowoption of 2

Development - continued

¯ Kernel buffering at 370Kbytes
=,430 mbits/second
¯ Optlmi~ivtg TCPoptions on output
=,434 mbits/second.
¯ Buffer atignment chang~
=, Kernel rounds down.to nearest 1K boun=,Increase kernel buffer to 378K, 6 full

=,Fix TCPresequencing problem
=, Op~g TCP input option processing
=* Userlevel writes of I024Kbytes
=* Kernelbuffering at 350Kbytes
=~WINDOW
SCAI~ of four
=~ 394 mbits/second
AddTCPheader prediction code
=~423mbit.qsecond

=,User reads and writes of 1512K
=, 4~.~. mbits/sec.ond
¯ Changeuser to kernel copy size to 63K
=,Was 32K bytes
=~461mbits/second
¯ 350 mbits/secondto 461 mbits/second
=,Over 30%faster
¯ Same code on a CRAYY-MPcomputer
=*795mbits/second

Comments

Backof the envelope work ,
¯ 3 reads, 2 writesof d_~t_~_
onoutput
=* Copydata twice
=* Computchecksumonce
¯ 2 reads, 1 write of _,~t_~on input
=, Copyd~t_~once
=, Computechecksumonce
¯ SNQI: 220 microsec/pack~ protocol processing
¯ Sendingside alone: over 800 mbits/second
=, Doe.m’tinclude driver overhead
CRAYY-MP: HIPPI speeds allow up to
350 microseconds/packetfor driver overhead

Startingpoint
TCPresequencing fix
Optimize TCP option input

processing
TCPheader prediction
370Kkernel buffers
Optimize TCPoption output
processing
378Kkernel buffers
User to kernel copy of 63K
Same code on a CRAYY-MP

350
394
423
430
434
461
795
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~Co"nclusion

SNQI

SN~I

2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:I
2:1
I:!
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:I
2:1
1:1
2:1
1:1

1:1
1:1
noac
nooc
1:1
1:1
nooc
nonc
1:1
1:1
nm~c
nooc
1:1
1:1

324
3.5"7
:594
"706

The future of high speed networkingis very
exciting. FDDIis hem today, and HIPPI
speeds are just aroundthe comer.Highspeed
switched circuts provide newopemmitiesand
newchallenges; but challanges that are not
insurmountable.Simpleextensions
to the TCP
protocol,as describedin RFC1072andRFC
1185,address
the timitationsimposed
by the
64Kbyte TCPwindow
andthe: 32bit sequence

4%9
:523
808
1031
389
43"/
867
339

420

6~8

~o-ng
delay
networr,
s.
1:1
1:1
nGS~

1-.1
1:1
1:1
1:1

394
412

¯ 649
1134

~21
303
313

491

253
4’7"7

412
431
7~7
861

1:1
1:1
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!

FDDI Networking At Cray Research

Bringing The Cray Research Computer
Into The FDDI Network

¯ An exciting new media

¯

¯ Veryuseful for linking high speed
workstationsto Cray Researchcomputers

¯ Problem
-, The tray Researchcomputeris on a
different networkor subnetwork
~ SomeTOP’sdefault to 536 byte MSS
~ 536 byte MSSdoes not achieve good
performance
over FDDInetwork

¯ Bridge to high speed wide area networks

Currentaccess is throughan IP
router/bridge or a Sunworkstation

¯ Solution
~ SomeTCP’sallow subnets to be considered
local, and do not default to small MSS
~ Path MTUdiscovery
¯ CmyResearch has both

Internetworking And FDDIBridglug
¯ TwoWl~ffi of bridging

Usedmainlyby IBM_~_k_~_ring
R~lui~smd~"to fill in MAC
_~_ ~ ~,~__ mmum
N~

~

f~

~~

Wa~:h ~ and learn

same ve:~kn-

W~ks across

~ implemeating

Open Systems FDDI
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Circuit Switch Networks

Supercomputing Environment
V’~alizafion
physical modelling
simulations (movies)

:~ remoteaccess

Andy Nicholson
Jeff Young
Ne.xworkingand Communications
655F Lone Oak Driv,
Eagan, MN55121

f

Prototype

NetworkSelection
¯ NetworkBased on Routes
~TOSdecisions
~ Route Allaying
~ Group ID

!
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f

Switch Control Issues
Should have a well defined protocol for
communicatingwith the switch controller
in.the intemetwork
¯ Whereshould the protocol be
--> Abovetransport (use UDP)
--~ Above network (new IP protocol type)
-~ In network (new IP options)
¯ Whencan switch be controlled
-> At connection setup
-~ Duringd_at_atransfer
¯
->
-~
~

Whocan control the switch
One of the communicating peers
Peer’s agent
Intermediate router

439

Performance
Defaultrates
=~TCP- 0.5 Mbs(single)
=:,UDP- 19.5 Mbs
Problems
Sun TCPwindow was 4k
lnew.ase.dto 48k
Round trip timewas 100ms
Tunedrates
TCP-5.0 lVlbs (single)
TCP-12.0 Mbs(mtfltipl¢)
==~UDP
-. 19.5 Mbs
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6.4

NSFNET NETWORK AVAILABILITY

NSFnet Network Availability

Presented

by Sue Hares/

Merit

441

Availability

Network

Network Availability

Focu,sed on:
- when networks
are in NSFNET
routing Table

Sue Hares
MERIT/NSFNET

when networks
change pathways
through the network

Network Availability
Spike

Network Status
TCackingtool

~

z

Step

Ripple

o

NSSdumps
rout~gt~ble

24:00 GMT

00:00 GMT

Time of Day

/

TermsusedIn Presentation:
Spike- Short outageof a greater number
o! networks
step - medium
length outageof a number
ot networks
ripple - a fewnetworksgo "oflline" and
becoming
available again
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Numberof Unavailable Networks versus time of Day
3
2

00:00 GMT

24:00 GMT

Time of Day

Numberof Networks On Primary Pathwayversus time of Day

o 0
Z

00:00 GMT

24:00 GMT

Time of Day

Plot Pattern Tales- #1
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Numberof Networks on 1st Backup Pathway
versus time of Day

00:00 GMT

Time of Day

24:00 GMT

Numberof Networks On Primary Pathway
versus time of Day

o 0
Z

00:00 GMT

Time of D&y

24:00 GMT

Numberof Unavailable Networks
versus time of Day

00:00 GMT

Time of Day

24:00 GMT

Plot Pattern Tales#2
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Numberof Networks Using AS B as pathway
versus time of Day

z ~ 00:00 GMT

24:00 GMT

Time of Day

Numberof Networks On AS A as
Primary Pathwayversus time of Day

o 0
00:00 GMT

24:00 GMT

Time of Day

Numberof Unavailable Networks
versus time of Day

00:00 GMT

24:00 GMT

Time of Day

Plot Pattern Tales - #3
445

Number of Networks in AS using a
Backu pathway- versus time of Day

~

o
00:00 GMT

Time of Day

24:00 GMT

Numberof Networks On AS A as
.Primary Pathway versus time of Day

o 0
00:00 GMT

z

Time of Day

24:00 GMT

Number of Unavailable Networks
versus time of Day
3

00:00 GMT

Time of Day

24:00 GMT

Plot Pattern Tales 446 #4

Numberof Unavailable Networks
versustime of Day

00:00 GMT

Time of Day

24:00 GMT

Offsets from zero often
mean networks are unused
but have not been removed
from NSFNETconfiguration

Plot Pattern Tales - #5
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AS 590 - EASInet Regional network

~ ~4r~j~.6~+05
~’,S’.) 2.4e+05

!
32

16

8

Da~’Sin October

24

AS 233 - Merit Regional (NSS 17)
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0

AS 164 MAILBRIDGE
at Ames

1.6e+05
2.4e+05

32

24

8

16

Da:/S in October

AS 184 MAILBRIDGEat SURANET

8

1.6e+05
2.4e+05

32
449

24 ~a~$16
in

October

AS 184 Mailbridge-

FIX-E

AS 164 Mailbridge-

Ames

450

AS 184 Mailbridge - FIX-E

AS 164 Mailbridge - Ames

451

AS 184 Mailbridge - FIX-E

800
:

(~6e+03

2.4

15

AS 164 Mailbridge-

8O0
3(~~6e+°3

,

Ames

3
2.4e+0

15

452

AS 184 Mailbridge - FD~-E

o

15

AS 164 Mailbridge-

453

Ames
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6.5

Axon: Host Communication
Architecture
for High Bandwidth Applications

Presented b_y Guru Parulkar_/U-Wash, James Sterbenz
As a result ol the development or high speed switching systems and networks in the
Very High Speed Internet (VHSI) environment, along with the increasing processor
and workstation power and functionality,
the host-network interface will become
a serious bottleneck. To allow applications to utilize VHSIbandwidth, the Axon
architecture (1) provides:
o

o

o

Anintegrated design of host and network interface architecture,
tems, and communication protocols;

operating sys-

A Network Virtual Storage (NVS)facility which includes support for virtual
shared memoryon loosely coupled systems;
A high performance application-oriented lightweight transport protocol for object transfer which can be used by both message passing and shared memory
mechanisms;
A pipelined Communications Processor (CMP) which can provide a path directly between the VHSIand host memory.

The system level support for application level Interprocess Communication(IPC)
supported by Network Virtual Storage (NVS) (2).
NVSextends the typical virtual storage mechanisms to include systems throughout
the VHSI. A segmented programmingmodel is used, with underlying paging to facilitate storage management,as in the Multics operating system. NVSextensions allow
the segments to be addressed when resident on a non-local host. Whena segment
fault occurs for a nonlocal segment (indicated in the segment descriptor), the dynamic
address translation facility invokes the transport protocol to get a copy of the segment
from the appropriate system. Whenthe segment is returned, the appropriate page
and segment descriptor presence bits are set, so that program execution can resume
with the normal fault recovery mechanisms.
The transport level support is provided by Application-oriented Transport Protocol
for Object Transfer (ALTPOT)(3). ALTPOT
uses rate based flow control and efficient streamlined error control which avoids the need to provide the overhead of packet
sequencing(packets are placed directly in the proper location of the target store). Information is transferred throughout the internetwork in packets; a structured group of
packets corresponding to a single ALTPOT
semantic action is a super-packet, consisting of a sequence of related packets. Mostof the usual per packet control processing
is only performed per super-packet in Axon, with individual data packets processed
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completely in real time by the network interface with no full packet buffering.
The Axonarchitecture provides a direct path between the VHSIand host memory,either by interfacing the CMPto the back end of a special multi-ported communications
memorymodule, or by interfacing the CMPto the processor-memory interconnect in
the same manner as CPUs(4). The CMPcontains pipelined datapaths which perform
all per packet processing in VLSIhardware. Additionally, control functions which are
necessary as part of the per packet processing are contained in CMPhardware.
Workis currently in progress on a simulation of the Axonarchitecture to identify
fundamental issues and tradeoffs in the end-to-end data path ~ data rates scale
above 1 Gbps. A prototype implementation of the architecture on a workstation
platform is planned for the near future.
Sterbenz, James P.G. and G.M. Parulkar, "Axon: A High Speed Communication
Architecture for Distributed Applications", IEEE INFOCOM
’90 Proceedings, Vol.II,
Ieee ComputerSociety, Washington, D.C., June 1990, pp. 415-425.
Sterbenz, James P.G. and G.M. Parulkar, "Axon: Network Virtual Storage Design",
A CM SIGCOMMComputer Communication Review, Vol.20 #2, Acm, New York,
April 1990, pp. 50-65.
Sterbenz, James P.G. and G.M. Parulkar, "Axon Network Virtual Storage for High
Performance Distributed Applications", Proceedings of the lOth International Conference on Distributed ComputerSystems, Ieee Computer Society, Washington, D.C.,
June 1990, pp. 484-491.
Sterbenz, James P.G. and G.M. Parulkar, "Axon: Application-Oriented Lightweight
Transport Protocol Design", Proceedings of the lOth International Conference on
Computer Communication, Iccc, Nov. 1990.
Sterbenz, James P.G., Axon: Host-Network Interface Design, Washington University
Dept. of Computer Science, technical report WUCS-90-7,St. Louis, March 1990.
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6.6

Design and Implementation
Transport Protocol

presented

of A High Speed

by K. K. Sabnani

Advances in data transmission and switching over the last decade are promising deployment of communication systems with raw bandwidth and switching speeds that
are an order of magnitude higher than the current systems. Optical fibers, for example, allow transmission of tens of gigabits/second over several kilometers without
repeaters and switch fabrics that can switch bit-streams of more than hundreds of
megabits/second have already been prototyped. However,the fruits of this have not
yet been realized in internetworldng of diverse high speed networks as well as delivery
of high end-to-end bandwidth to applications within an operating system. Limitations to throughput arise from a variety of factors, including protocol processing in
a layered network architecture, buffer congestion, and flow control mechanismsand
various interfaces that transfer data from the network to a process in the host.
Morespecifically, since most of the current transport protocols were invented when
only low bandwidth was available at a considerable expense and the networks were
less reliable and spanned smaller distances, they contain recovery procedures that
are based on exchange of a large number of economized control messages containing
only changes in states of the two communicatingentities. Moreover, since electronic
processing speeds are far slower than the raw transmission speeds of future fiber based
networks, protocols with large numberof control messages, states and dependence on
round trip propagation delay cannot easily deliver high performance. Broadly, higher
throughput can be obtained by a combination of three mutually non-exclusive means:
(a) Assumea network that has fewer (or less likely) deficiencies and, therefore,
protocol has to correct far fewer network problems; (b) Implement in hardware some
of the protocol processing steps; or (c) Invent newprotocols that are better suited
for high speed networks.
In this paper, we present a newtransport protocol that overcomesmanyof the protocol processing bottlenecks without assumingthat the network is less deficient. Briefly,
our protocol allows exchange of messages containing complete, relevant state (rather
than their changes) between the transmitter and the receiver on a frequent, routine
and periodic basis independent of any significant event that mayhave taken place.
The periodic rate of state exchange depends on the activity on the logical channel.
This is in sharp contrast to all the current protocols in which only changes in the
state are exchanged wheneversignificant events take place (such as detected loss of
a packet, overflow of a buffer). Weshowthat this simplifies the protocol processing
by removing some of the elaborate error recovery procedures and makes it easy to
parallelize the protocol processing which improves the performance. In addition, in
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order to handle datagrams without losing throughput for high speed, high latency
networks, we employ selective repeat method of retransmission and show how it can
be implementedefficiently. Selective repeat procedures typically require large tables
and complex processing. To keep processing within reasonable limits, we use the
concept of blocking. A group of packets is called a block. The receiver acknowledges
blocks, not individual packets. If one packet in a block is delivered incorrectly, the entire block is retransmitted. This enables us to makethroughput almost independent
of the variations in round trip delay, while keeping the processing within reasonable
limits.
The key idea of the paper is then the simplification of protocols by using small extra
bandwidth required for full and periodic state exchange. This trade-off appears consistent with the current situation where large and inexpensive bandwidthis available
through high capacity switches and optical fibers but the processing speeds using
electronic circuits are far slower than fiber transmission rates.
Wehave developed its implementation using a Motorola 68030-based multiprocessor as a front-end processor. The current implementation can comfortably handle
10-15 Kpackets/second, and with a slightly different architecture, we believe it can
be extended to handle 20 Kpackets/sec. The key ideas of this protocol have been
incorporated in the AT~T’ssubmission for the B-ISDNadaptation layer protocol to
the T1S1, a standards organization which represents United States in the CCITT.

High Speed Networks
A HIGHSPl~.~r~ TRANSPORT
PROTOCOL
AND
ITS IMP~ATION.

Large~-~m~cr
of packetsin w~n~it.
Packet ~LT.e= 8192bits, RTD= 60 msec

Sp~d
Munay ~
N~07974

1 GBPS

7324

100 MBPS

732 pack~

B. I)c~
P. Johri

1 l~PS

7

10 KBPS

0.07 lXw.kem

AT&TBcn~
Hohndel
~07733

2. Lowen~r rates
3. Congestionconditions similar to those in lowspeed networks

Problemwith Current Protocols
Overview
Most protocols
.Method.
I.
¯ Problemwith. Curr¢~Proto¢o~
¯ KeyFeatures.

use Go Back N amt window

For a conne~onoperating at I GbI~with 60
msec latm~, a complete window.60 Mbits,
has to be reuansmittedin case of a lost packet
or an out-of-sequenco

2. Throughputis highly dependenton RTD.

¯ BlockDiagrama~[ Specification.
¯ Perfonmm~

comaining.incremental state whena significant
event occm~.If uxneof these control messages

¯ a,xperim=~
Results.
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Key Ideas

Pedodic
Exchange
of Complete
Relevant
State

¯ Periodice.xchaug¢
of relcvar~state information.
¯ Notionof Blocks.
¯ Decomposition
into simpleparallel processes.

¯ Pedod¢
state exchange
removes
recovery
procedures.
Mostprotocolsexchange
control
messages
containingincremental
state when
a
significanteventoccurs.If some
of these
controlmessages
are lost, elaborate
recovery

Whyuseful?
1. Removes some of e.labomte
procedures.

recovery

2. Easyto paratlelize the: protocolprocem~g.
3. Throughputalmost independentof RTD.

¯ Easyto para~r=e
the proto~

Our Transpert Protocol:

~asedon the Principle Thatthe ProtocolEntities
ShouldExchangeCompleteRelevant State Frequently
andPeriodically

¯Pmvidcs
thc renewingsavicc=
Ca)F.rmrrecovery;
(b) ScqU=nccd
(c)

Notionof E~locking:
Hybridof Selective-Repeatand Go-Back-N
!ncludedin the AT&T’$Contribution on the B-ISDN
AdaptionLayerProtocols to TIS1, a Standards
OrganizationWhichRepresentsthe U.S. in CCITT.

Mode-0NoF/ow Cocmeland No Ezror Centre
Mod___~.lFlowControl but NoEnor Comml
Modc-2Both FlowCorm.eland Error Control
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Receiver’s state:

.LW~,
16 bits 8 bits

Buffer_available l

16 bits

LOB

16 bits

I

Error Check
16 bits

L bits

where LCI:= a unique identifier assigned to the
logical connection.
k := the interval betweentwo state transmissions
expressed in units of TIN, the afmimurn time
betweentwo state transmissions.
LOBis the list of outstanding blocks starting from
LWrand up to (LW~.+L).
LOBis encoded as a bit map, one bit assigned to
e,,ach outstanding_b.loc_k.
_ ....
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Proce~T I
I.

Determines whether there is any block that
needs rewansmission.

2.

Picks either a new block or a rettansmitted
block and r, chedules it for ~on~

PROCESS ORGANIZATION’~

3. After transmitting

apprupri~update~

this

block,

makes

Procex~T~
I..Sets up the connectionby a three-way

I. Transmits the state
2.

of the transmitter

at

Adapts the frequency of state exchange to the
activity of the transmitter.

Procexs R 1
1.

Delivers the received packets .without any
processing in modes0 and 1.

2.

In mode2, puts the data into reordering
buffer and makesappropriate updates.

Process R2
1.

2.

Process R4

Sets up the connection by cooperation, with
the proc~ T2 in the transmitter and then for
¯ tearing downthe connection.

Delivea~ fully acknowledged and ~xiuenced packets
to the recedvea-.host on demand from the host for
Mod~2. Delivea~ received data for other modes.

Proce~es the incoming stat~ packets from the

3Proce.xa R
Transmits the receiver state information .to the
transmitter at a rate dependent on the current
activity of the transmitter.
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for packetsreducesbusbandwidth
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andthe processing
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Conclusions
¯ Periodic state exchangesimplifies protocol processing.
¯ This principle should be applied to somestandard protocols such as TCP,TP4, and
LAPD.
¯ Weare conducting an experiment in which data transfer at 100 MBPSwill be
att~cnpted over an P’DDInetwork.
¯ Weare applyingthe periodic state exchangeidea to congestioncontrol.
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HOW TO WRITE A MIB

How to

Presented

Write

by David Perkins
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How to Write an SNMPMIB
David T. Perkins
3Com Corporation

DRAFT 2
Dave_Perkins@ 3Corn.Corn
Telephone: (408) 764-5983 Fax: (408) 764-6135

Abstract
This document describes the ManagementInformation Base (MIB)concept and explains
the steps necessary to write a MIBwhich contains information about network devices
obtained via the Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP).This information
requixed to managenetworkconfiguration, performance, faults, accounting, and security.
To be managed,network devices need to be monitored and controlled and must be able
to report events. The MIBdefines managedobjects using a frameworkcalled the
Structure of ManagementInformation (SMI). The SMIdefines howthe information
grouped, named,and operated on, as well as the syntax for its specification.
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Introduction
This documentexplains the steps necessary to write a Management
Information
Base (MIB) for use with the Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP).
The intended audience for this documentis designers and implementorsof
managedsystems and subsystems. It is assumedthat the reader has already read
the following Requests for Comment(RFCs):
¯

Structure and Identification of ManagementInformation for TCP/IP-based
Internets (called the S/VlI RFC), RFC1155, May1990.

¯

ManagementInformation Base for Network Managementof TCP/IP-based
Internets (called the MIB-I RFC), RFC1156, May1990.

¯

ManagementInformation Base for Network Managementof TCP/IP-based
Internets: MIB-1I (called the MIB-II RFC), November1990 draft.

¯ A Simple Network ManagementProtocol (called
1157, May1990.

the SNMPRFC), RFC

¯

Towards Concise MIBDefinitions.
November 1990.

¯

A Convention For Defining Traps for use with the SNMP.(called the Concise
Trap document), November1990.

(called the Concise MIBdocumen0,

A prerequisite to understanding these documentsis a basic understanding of the
ASN.1specification language used for OSI protocol specifications. An excellent
reference is Marshall T. Rose’s The OpenBook. An understanding of Object
Identifiers (OIDs), whichare a part of ASN.1,is also necessary for the creation
of MIBs.
Normally, the information contained in the above documentsshould be sufficient
to write a MIB.However,for historical reasons these documentscontain errors
and omissions of information. Other sources, such as M. Rose’s recently
published book, The Simple Book: An Introduction to Managementof TCP/IPbased Internets, include corrections and interpretations for the abovedocuments.
This documentcovers information on howto write a MIBin somewhatgreater
detail; however, the excellent tutorial information on SNMP
contained in Rose’s
bookwill not be repeated here.
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Whatis a MIB?
Theterm MIBhas different meaningsbased on its context. Generally, a MI~
describes informationthat can be obtainedvia a networkmanagement
protocol.
This informationis madeavailable so that a networkcan be managed.
TheOSIcommunity
divides networkmanagement
into five functional areas:
¯

Configurationmanagement
- the namingof all elements in a networkand
specificationof their characteristicsandstate.

¯

Performancemanagement
- the determinationof the effective utilization of
the network.

¯

Faultmanagement
- the detection, isolation, and correction of network
problems.

¯

Accountingmanagement
- the measurement
of usage and computationof
costs basedon policy.
Security management
- the control of access and protection of information
on the networkfromdisclosure or modification.

To be managed,devices need to be monitoredand controlIod and mustbe~ able to
report events. TheOSImanagement
protocol includes the following operations:
get

retrieves specified information.

set

changesthe value of specified information.

action

performsan imperative command
such as reset an
interface.
formsa newinstance of a managed
object.

delete

removesa specified object instance.

event-report

signals to a managerthat an event of importance
has
occurred.
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SNMP
includes the following operations:
get

samefunction as OSIget.

getnext

used for table row retrieval and for discovery of managed
objects.

set

samefunction as OSI set.

trap

samefunction as OSIevent-report.

The OSI action, create, and delete operations, while not implementeddirectly,
can be simulated with SNMPget and set operations with proper design of SNMP
MIBvariables.
The OSI and SNMP
models of a MIBare very different. At the time that the
SMIand MIBI RFCswere written, it was thought that one MIBcould be
designed for both managementprotocols. Ttme has shownthat while it is
possible to conbm’ainan OSI MIBso that it can be mappedto an SNMP
MIB,it is
not possible to mechanically maparbitrary MIBsbetween the two management
protocols.

The Structure of Management
Information (SMI)
A MIBis the definition of managedobjects using a frameworkcalled the
Structure of ManagementInformation (SMI). The SMIdefines howthe
information
isgrouped,
named,
andoperated
on,aswellasthesyntax
forits
specification.
Managed
objects
arcabstractions
of resources
on systems
which
existindependently
of theirnccdto be managed.
Someobjects
haveonlyone
instance,
while
others
(such
as network
connections)
havemultiple
instances.
Objects
withmultiple
instances
arcorganized
intotables
by SNMP.
TheSMIis muchliketheschema
fora database
system.
It dcf’mes
themodelof
managedobjects, the operations that can be performedon the obj~ts, as well as
data types that can be used for information. The OSIapproach is object oriented
while the SMNP
approach is moretraditional.
An SNMP"object"
canbe either
an individual
pieceof information
or a group
of
related
information.
Thenarnc
of anindividual
piece
ofinformation
withits
identifying
instance
specified
is called
anSNMPvariable.
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ObjectIdentifiers(OIDs)
Objects
arcunambiguously
identified
in SNMPby assigning
theman object
identifier, called an OID.OIDsarc useful in that they are globally uniquefor all
space and _rime. OIDsare numbers;however, they are organized hierarchically
like UNIXor PC-DOS
file system names. For case-of-use by humans, a textual
nameis associated with each componentof an OID. The last componentnameis
used for describing the objects to people. Theprotocol does not use the textual
OIDsarcwritten
inoneofthefollowing
formats:
- {" { <name>["("<number>")"]
I <number>}... "}"

or
<number>["."<number>]...
For example:
{ iso org(3) dod(6) interact(I) ] or 1.3.6.1
{ internet 4 } or 1.3.6.1.4
{ tel) 4 } or 1.3.6.1.2.1.6.4
OIDscan be used to uniquely identify anything, not just managedobjects. Some
OIDsare used just as placeholders to help organize the OIDhierarchy.
There are a few OIDprefixes that arc of concern when wridng an SNMPMIB.
These are the following:
internet

whichis defined as { iso(1) org(3) dod(6)

mgmt

whichis defined as { interact 2 }

experimental

whichis defmedas { intcrnet 3 }

private

whichis defined as { interact 4 }

mib, mib-1, and mib-2

which arc defined as { mgmt1 }

enterprises

whichis defined as { private 1 }
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Figure 1. The OlD Hierarchy.

Standard SNMPMIBsare defined under the "mib" branch. Experimental MIBs
that are being developed by IETFworking groups are defined under the
"cxpcrirnentar’
branch.
Proprietary
MIBsarcdefined
within
anorganization’s
subtrcc
located
underthe"enterprises"
branch.
To geta number
under
the
"enterprises"
branch,
simply
contact
thcInteract
Assigned
Numbers
Authority
andaskforan enterprise
number.
Theassignment
of numbers
within
an
cntcrprisc
is determined
locally.
IETFworking
groups
should
obtain
a number
underthe"cxpcrimcntar’
branch
through
coordination
withtheSNMPworking
groupandthe Intcrnct
Assigned
Numbers
Authority.
.
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Object Definitions
Thereare four types of objects that can be defined. Theseare place holders,
groupingobjects, tables, andsimple objects. Plaeeholdersare simplyobject
identifiers (OIDs)that are used to organizethe other objects. Otherobjects are
defined using an ASN.1macro.Thereare two versions of this macro.Theearlier
version is fromthe SMIRFC(RFC1155). The later version, whichreplaces the
earlier version, is defined in the ConciseMIBdocument.Beloware the two
versions and examplesfrom each.
Oblect-Type Macrofrom SMI RFC
OBJECT-TYPE

MACRO

BEGIN
TYPE NOTATION

VALUE

NOTATION

::"

"SYNTAX"
-ACCESS"
-STATUS"

::- value

type (TYPE
Access
Status

(VALUE

Access

-read-only"
l-read-write"
l-write-only"
l-not-accessible"

Status ::=

-mandatory"
l"optional"
l"obsolete"
l-deprecated"
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F’trst example:simple object
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0.. 65535)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
: := { ipAddrEntry 5}

Secondexample:groupingobject (a rowin a table) and associated
typedefirtition
ipAddrEnt

ry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddrEnt ry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
::~ | ipAddrTable 1 }

IpAddrEntry : := SEQUENCE {
ipAdEntAddr
ipAdEntI fIndex
ipAdEntNetMask
ipAdEntBcastAddr
ipAdEntReasmMaxSi ze

IpAddress,
INTEGER,
IpAddre s s,
INTEGER,
INTEGER (0.. 65535)

NOTE:The object namebegins as a lowercase letter and the associated sYntax
definition namebegins with an uppercaseletter.
Thirdexample:table object
ipAddrTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF IpAddrEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
::= { ip20 }
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Object-Type Macrofrom the Concise MIB document
OBJECT-TYPEMACRO
BEGIN
TYPE NOTATION

::=
"SYNTAX" type (TYPE ObjectSyntax)
"ACCESS" Access
"STATUS" Status
DescrPart
ReferPart
IndexPart
DefValPart
::= value (VALUE ObjectName)

::~

VALUE NOTATION
Access

"read-only"
l"read-write"
l"write-only"
l"not-accessible"

Status

"mandatory"
l"optional"
l"obsolete"
l"deprecated"

DescrPart

::= "DESCRIPTION"
description
(VALUE DisplayString)
I empty

ReferPart

: :- "REFERENCE" reference
I empty

IndexPart

::= "INDEX" "{" IndexTypes
I empty

IndexTypes
IndexType

IndexMagic

ObjectIndex

DefValPart

::= IndexType

(VALUE DisplayString)

IndexMagic

I IndexTypes

"}"

"," IndexType

::= indexobject (VALUE ObjectName)
I indextype (TYPE ObjectIndex)
::= "," "INTEGER"
I empty
::= CHOICE {
number
string
object
address
ipAddress
::=

"OPTIONAL"

INTEGER (0..MAX),
OCTET STRING,
OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
NetworkAddress,
IpAddress }

"DEFVAL" "{" defvalue
(VALUE ObjectSyntax)
I empty

END
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First example:simple object
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The size of the largest IP datagram which
this entity can re-assemble
from incoming
IP fragmented datagrams received on this
interface."
::= { ipAddrEntry 5}

Secondexample:grouping object (a rowin a table) and associated
type definition
ipAddrEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddrEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The addressing information for one of this
entity’s IP addresses."
INDEX { ipAdEntAddr,
INTEGER OPTIONAL }
::= { ipAddrTable 1 }
IpAddrEntry ::ffi SEQUENCE {
ipAdEntAddr
ipAdEntIfIndex
ipAdEntNetMask
ipAdEntBcastAddr
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize

IpAddress,
INTEGER,
IpAddress,
INTEGER,
INTEGER (0..65535)

NOTE:The object namebegins as a lowercase letter and the associated syntax
definition namebegins with an uppercaseletter.
Third example: table object
ipAddrTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE

OF IpAddrEntry

ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The table of addressing information
this entity’s IP addresses."
::= { ip 20 }
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Values for SYNTAX
The value for SYNTAX
deterraines the type of the object. Table row objects
have a value of "<table-name>Entry".Note that the first character of <tablename>is in lowercase. A type definition is associated with the rowobject. It is
named"<Table-name>Entry",and it namesall the simple objects that makeup
the row. Notethat the first character of a type definition is in uppercase. Table
objects have a value of "SEQUENCE
OF <Table-name>Entry". The final type
of object, the simple object san stand alone or be "columns"in a table. By
convention, simple objects that stand alone are not specified as part of a
containing object. The values that can be specified for SYNTAX
of simple
objects are shownbelow:
INTEGER

integers which mayhave an associated value range
assigned to them. By convention, INTEGERS
must
fit in 32 bits. (NOTE:the range of the INTEGER
should be specified. This indicates to both the agent
writer and managerwriter the implementation
characteristics.)
example:

<enumerated>

SYNTAX INTEGER (0.. 65535)

special case of INTEGER.
By convention, zero is
not a permitted value and objects must take only
thosevalues that are listed in the enumeration.A
value called "other" should be provided, but is not
always provided in older MIBs. The object’s
DESCRIFFION
clause should describe the values if
they are not quite obvious.
example: sxNT~,,x INTEGER
{
gateway( 1 ),
host (2)

example:sYNTAXINTEGER{
other (I)
invalid (2),
direct (3),
indirect (4)

<integer-bitstring>

special case of INTEGER.
By convention, this is
usedfor short bit strings that are 32 or less bits long.
Bits start at the low order end. The DESCRIFFION
clause shouldspecify the position (i.e. value)
each bit.
example:
SYNTAX

INTEGER ( 0.. 127
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OCTET STRING

suing of bytes which mayhave an associated size
range assigned to them- (NOTE:the size of the
STRING
should be spe~fied. This indicates to both
the agent writer and managerwriter the
implementationcharacteristics.)
examples:
SYNTAX
SYNTAX

DisplayString

OCTET
OCTET

STRING
STRING

(SIZE
(SIZE

(0..256))
(6))

special case of OCIISTSTRING
where all the bytes
arc printable ASCIIcharacters. (NOTE:the size of
the STRING
should be specified. This indicates to
both the agent writer and managerwriter the
implementationcharacteristics.)
example:
SYNTAX

<octet-bitstrin g>

DisplayString

(SIZE

(0..256))

special case of OCIWrSTRING.By convention
this is usedfor long bit strings (i.e. those longerthan
32 bits). Bits shouldbe specified starting in the
high order part of the first byte. Unusedbits should
be set to zero. The DESCRIPTION
clause should
describe
eachbit.Thesize should
be specified
asa
constant
number
of Octets.
example:
SYNTAX

STRING

(SIZE (4))

an object identifier value.

OBJECT IDENTIFIER
ObjectName

OCTET

special case of OBJEC’I"IDENTIHER
where the
value is restricted to the OIDsof MIBobjects and
trees.

NULL

not used, except as a place holder.

NetworkAddress

used to indicate a choice of an address from one of
the possible protocol families. Oarrently, only IP
addresses
aresupported.

IpAddress

4-byte OCTETSTRINGin network order.

Counter

non-negative integer that counts up to 2^32-1 and
wraps back to zero.
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Gauge

non-negative integer which mayincrease or
decrease but which latches at its maximum
value of
2^32-1.

TimeTicks

non-negative integer that counts time in hundreths
of seconds since someepoch with a limit of 2^32-1.
O’hedescription of its use must identify the
reference epoch.)

Opaque

datatypeto encapsulate
an arbitrary
ASN.I
encoded
dataitem.Thisis usually
usedto holddata
types
forprivate
MIBsthatarcnota typedefined
above.
This results in theoriginal dambeing
"double-wrapped".

Values for ACCESS
Thevalues for ACCF.~S
are restricted to "read-only", "read-write", "write-only",
and"not-accessible"
by theSMIRFC.SNMPdisallows
theuseof "write-only".
AnSNMP
"MIB-view"mayadd additional restrictions (or capabilities)
ACCESS
can be changedfrom "read-write" to "read-only" or "not-accessible".
Furthermore,objects that are "tables" or "rows" have "not-accessible" for the
valueof ACCESS.
Values for STATUS
Thevalues
for STATUS
arerestricted
to "mandatory",
"opdonal", "obsolete",
and"deprecated"
by theSMIRFC.The"optional"
valueis notallowed.
When
writing
a MIB,a whole
subsection
maybcoptional,
butindividual
objects
can
notbe labeled
as "optional".
An implementation
of an agentmaynothave
access to the value of a "mandatory"object. In this case,gets and sets to the
object should return "noSuchName"
errors and getnexts should simply return the
next lexicographically ordered object. The "obsolete" label is used to document
the existence of an object that is no longer supported. Objects soon to have
support droppedare tagged with the "deprecated" label.
Valuesfor DESCRIPTION
Thevaluefortheoptional
DESCR]FHON
clause
is a "textual
definition
of that
object
typewhichprovides
allsemantic
definitions
necessary
for
implementation."
It is meantas inforrnadon
foragentandmanager
writers
and
notasthe"help
text"
formanager
users.
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Values for REFERENCE
Thevalue for REFERENCE
is a "textual moss-reference"to another document
that describes the sameobject. This is used whenconver~g MIBsfrom other
formats such as I~:~- or OSI.
Values for INDEX
The index clause must be specified for "row" objects, and no other type of
object. It specifies the columnsof the rowthat are used as the instance specifiers.
Theorder of the items in the INDEX
clause specify the order that instance
componentsmust be specified in the variables in the table. NOTE:the
IndexMagicspecification should not be used for defining new ~s. It was
invented to provide backwardssupport for two tables (i.e. ipAddrTableand
ipRouteTable) that were improperly designed. For both tables, the instance
columnchosen contained an IP address. Unfortunately, several entries could
exist in either table that had the sameIP address. This wasa "rare" case,
however. To makethe rows unique, an "optional" index, called IndexMagic, was
added to keep backwardscompatibility and provide a methodto specify a unique
instancevalue.
Values for DEFVAL
TheDEFVAL
clause
canonlybc specified
forsimple
objects
thatarccolumns
in
tables.
Thevalueshould
bc usedby theagentimplementation
whena rowis
created
andnovalue
isspecified
fortheobject.
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considerationsfor Instances
AnSNMP
variable is an object nameand its instance value encoded as an OID.
Objects that arc not in a table are given the instance value of zero. For example,
the SNMP
variable for "’sysDcscr" (whichis not in a table)
iso
1
or

org
3

dod

internet

6

1

1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0

mgmt
2

mib
1

system
1

or sysDescr.

sysDescr
1

(instance)
0

0

For objects within a table, the definition of the table rowmust define which
columnsand the order that they must be used to specify instances. NOTE:
instances must be defined as columnswithin the table. The following arc the
encodingrules for different types of instance variables:
a single componentis used (NOTE:only columns that
integers:
have non-negative integer values less than 65536can be

used).
fixed ¯length strings: n OIDcomponentsarc used, one for each byte in the
string. The columnmust be def’medas a fixed size
~ STRING.
varying length strings: n+l OIDcomponentsare used. The first componenthas
the string length. Eachbyte of the string uses an OID
component.
IP addresses:

4 OIDcomponentsare used. Each byte of the IP address
uses a component.

object identifiers:

n+l OIDcomponentsare used. The first is the number
of componentsin the OIDvalue. Each componentin the
value uses a componentin the instance.

networkAddrcss:

5 componentsare currently used. The first component
has the value 1 to indicate an IP address. Thenext 4
componentsstore the 4 bytes of an IP address.

In MIB-IIthere are two exceptions to instance namingrules. The design of the
ipRouteTable and ipAddrTable unfortunately allowed ambiguousinstances. To
overcomethis, another componentis added to the end to distinguish ambiguous
entries whenneexled. This non-negative numberis appendedon as an additional
OIDcomponentwhenneed to distinguish between instances that have the same
value for IP address. Donot use this mechanismin newMIBs.
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Syntax.of MIB Modules
Both the SMIRFCand Concise MIBdocument define the OBJECT-TYPE
macro,but neither specify howit is used. Theformatof MIBmoduledcf’mitions
which use specifications of the OBJECT-TYPE
macrois shownbelow. All
namesdet-mcd within one MIBmodulemust be unique. All MIBmodulenames
must be unique. Therearc several implementationsof MIBnxxtule parsers.
Mostarc limited to parsing only one MIBmodule.This will mostlikely change
as managersarc updatedto support MIBsfromother vendors.
The syntax shownbelow shows howto specify multiple MIB-modules.
<mib-definitions>
<mib-module>

<imports>

,=

<definition>

- <mib-module>...

- <module-name>
"::="
[<imports>]...
<definition>...
"END"

"BEGIN"

"IMPORTS" <import-name> [,<import-name>]...
"FROM" <module-name>
";"
= <oid-name> "OBJECT" "IDENTIFIER" "::=" <oid-value>
[ <object-name>
"OBJECT-TYPE"
<object-type-macro>
[ <defined-type-name>
"::=" "SEQUENCE
"{" <object-type-list>
"}"

<object-type-list>

= <object-name>
<simple-syntax>
[,<object-name>
<simple-syntax>]...

<object-type-macro>
<object-syntax>

= (see definition

in previous

= <simple-and-enumerated-syntax>
[<defined-type-name>
[ "SEQUENCE" "OF" <defined-type-name>

<simple-and-enumerated-syntax>
=
<simple-syntax>
[ "INTEGER" "{" <enum-list>
<enum-list>

section)

= <enum>

<enum> = <enum-name>

"}"

[,<enum>]...
"(" <enum-val>

") "

<simple-syntax>-"INTEGER" ["(" <lower> ".." <upper> ")"]
I "OCTET" "STRING"
[" (" "SIZE" "(" <smallest> [".." <largest>] ") " ")"]
I "DisplayString"
[" (" "SIZE" "(" <smallest> [".." <largest>] ")" ")"]
~ "OBJECT" "IDENTIFIER"
~ "ObjectName"
~ "NULL"
~ "NetworkAddress"
~ "IpAddress"
~ "Counter"
~ "Gauge"
~ "TimeTicks"
["Opaque"
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<object-access>

<object-status>

"read-only"
-read-write"
"write-only"
-not-accessible"
"mandatory"
"optional"
l=obsolete"
"deprecated"

where:
<module-name>

is the n~mcof a MIBmodule.

<import-name>

is a namedefined in anothermodule.

<oid-name>

is the nameof an object definedas an object identifier.

<object-name>

is the nameof a managed
object defined via the
OBIECT-TYPEmacro.

<defined-type-name>

is the nameof a SEQUENCE
type defined in a MIB
module.

<enum-name>

is the nameof an enumerated
value.

<enum-val>

is a positive integer.

<lower>

is a number
whichis the smallest value in a rangefor
an INTEGER.

<upper>

is a number
whichis the largest value in a rangefor an
INTEGER.

<smallest>

is a numberwhichis the minimum
numberof bytes in
an OCTA’TSTRING(or DisplayString).

<largest>

is a number
whichis the greatest number
of bytes in an
OCTETSTILING(or DisplayString).
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Mechanicsof ModuleSpecification
To write a MIBmodule,the position in the OIDtree of the objects def’mcdin
modulemust fn’st be determined. For IETFworkinggroupdeveloped MIBs,a
branchshould be assigned underthe intemet experimentalbranch. For private
MIBs,a branchneeds to be assigned underan enterprise branchin the intemet
private tree. Local customsdeterminethe schemeused for assignmentsunder
each enterprise branch.Onelocal customis to create an experimentalbranch
and a branchfor each released MIBmodule.Branchescan be created within the
experimentalbranchfor testing and prototyping.
Belowwewill showexamplesusing a fictitious enterprise called "c2c"(i.e. Sea
to Sea) that manufactures
sailboats andairplanes. It has designedboth to be
managed by SNMP.
Thefn’stexample
showshowto define
modules.
Thefirstmodule
contains
the
global
information
forallMIBmodules
to be developed
by enterprise
c2c.The
second
MIB moduleshowshowto definea specific
module.
The example
shows
a module
forboats.
Thesecond
example
showsa fragrncnt
of thecontents
of the
boatmodule.
Itillustrates
someoftheguidelines
thatarclisted
inthenext
section.
Example 1:
c2c-MIB

DEFINITIONS

::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
enterprises
FROM RFCII55-SMI;
c2c
expr

OBJECT IDENTIFIER
OBJECT IDENTIFIER

::= { enterprises
: := { c2c 2 }

9999 }

END
c2c-boat-MIB

DEFINITIONS

::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
c2c
FROM C2c-MIB;
IMPORTS
OBJECT-TYPE, ObjectName,
NetworkAddress,
IpAddress, Counter, Gauge, TimeTicks, Opaque
FROM RFCl155-SMI;
boat OBJECT

IDENTIFIER

::= { c2c 3 }

-- Implementation
of the Boat
-- for all c2c boats
(the rest of the c2c-boat-MIB
END

group

is mandatory

module)
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Example 2:
A fragment of the contents of the c2c-boat-MIBmodule
boatName OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX DisplayString (SIZE (0.. 64)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A textual name of the boat."
::- { boat 1 }
boatLength OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (I.. 100 )
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The length of the boat in feet."
::= { boat 2 }
boatSails OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0.. 4)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The number of sails
::= { boat 3 }

that can be used."

boatSailTable
OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF BoatSailEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table describing each sail."
::= { boat 4 }
boatSailEntry
OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF BoatSailEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"An entry in table describing
INDEX { boatSindex }
: := { boatSailTable 1 }
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BoatSailEntry
::= SEQUENCE
boatSindex
INTEGER,
boatStype
INTEGER,
boatSsize
INTEGER,
boatSstatus
INTEGER }

{

boatSindex OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (1..4)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Index of for each sail
value of boatSails."
::= { boatSailEntry 1 }

which

ranges

boatStype OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER { other(l), invalid(2),
jib(4), spinnaker(5)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The type of sail."
::= { boatSailEntry 2 }
boatSsize OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The size of the sail in square
::= { boatSailEntry 3 }

from 1 to the

main(3),

meters."

boatSstatus
OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER { other(l), down(2), up(3), reefed(4),
double-reefed(5),
disabled(6)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The status of the sail."
::= { boatSailEntry 4 }
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Guidelinesfor Objects
Whendefining objects, the following guidelines should be followed:
¯

Puttheobjects
intological
groups.
Usehierarchical
subgrouping
forfiner
arrangement. Rememberthat a complete group may be designated as
optional or mandatory.. A placeholder object (which is not itself a managed
object) maybe defined as an OK) for the group. In the ~ M1B-IIthe
following groups weredefined: system, interfaces, at, ip, icmp, tcp, udp,
egp, transmission, and snmp.

¯

By convention, no SNMPmanaged object can have an OK) component
value of 0. (Things that are not SNMP
managedobjects that are identified
by OIDs can use 0 as a component value.) NOTE:SNMPvariables may
have 0 as a componentvalue in the instance part.

¯

TheOlDfor a table’s rowobject should be one level below the table and
have the last componentvalue of one. No other OIDsshould be defined as
siblings of the rowobject. The OIDsfor the columnsin the row should be
onelevel
belowtherow object.

*

In SNMP,aggregate objects arc dcf’med as tables. One or more "columns"
of the table arc designated as the indices of the rowsin the table. Tables can
not be defined within tables. This restriction is easily overcome.In cases
whereit wouldbe natural to nest a table within a ruble, the potentially nested
table should be elevated ~o the samelevel as the original table. Columnsthat
arctheindices
fromtheoriginal
table
should
beadded
totheelevated
table
using
a different
name.
Theindices
of theelevated
table
willbe the"added
andrenamed"
indices
fromtheoriginal
table
plusthenatural
indices.
(The
rules
forcnccxling
instances
areinanother
section.)

.

Tables
thatallowrowcreation
anddeletion
should
havea column
named
"xxxTypc"
whichis an enumerated
value.
By convention,
thefirstvalue
should
be called
"other"
andthesecond
value
should
be called
"invalid".
A rowis removed
by a single
setoperation
thatspe~fics
thevalueofthe
"xxxType"
variable
to "invalid".
A newrowis addedby usinga single
set
operation.
Allthevariables
inthesetoperation
arcthecolumns
in thenew
rowusingthenewinstance.

*

A comment
should
bc included
witheachdefined
object
to describe
its
function
anduse.

¯

Allnamesdcfmcdwithin
a MIBmodulemustbe unique.
Namesmuststart
witha lowercase
letter.
Then~mcsofobjects
thatarecounters
should
endin
theIcrtcr
"s".
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Objects that axe printable strings should be def’medas "DisplayStdng".
Objects that contain pure binary information should be defined as "~
STRINGs".

General MIB Design Rules
Beloware general rules for deciding howmanyand which objects to manage.
These guidelines are summarizedfrom the MIBRFC.
¯

Too muchinformation creates as mucha problem as not enough information.
Start off slowly and try to specify only the key objects to be managed.

¯

Start with the objects that are essential for fault or configuration
management.

¯

Onlyweakcontrol objects should be specified due to a present lack of a
secure authentication and security system in SNMP.

¯

Objects must have demonstratedeta’rent use, and not put in as placeholders
for future implementation.

¯

Redundancyshould be avoided by not defining variables that are simply
derivable from others, such as by arithmetic means.

¯

Case Diagramsshould be used to showthe relationships between counters.
(These proved invaluable in determining the counters for MIB-I.)

¯

Objects should be chosen so that they are general in nature and can be used
for other products.

¯

Critical sections of code should not be heavily insm~mcnted.

¯

After a device has networkmanagement
added, it must still be able to
function effectively in its p~maryrole.

Case Diagrams
To aid in determiningif sufficient, yet not redundant, counters have been
spedfied to characterize a "flow", a visual diagram should be constructed. (The
diagrams that should be used are called Case diagrams, which is the nameof
their inventor, Jeff Case.) In a protocol layer, the numberof packets received
from the layer belowis equal to the numberof packets received in error, plus the
numberof packets that are forwarded, plus the numberof packets that were
delivered to the layer above. The numberof packets sent to the layer belowis
also equal to the numberof packet requests from the layer above plus the number
of forwarded packets. The diagram on the next page showsthis relationship.
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Flgure 2. A CaseDlagram.

CaseDiagrams
aremeantto showthelogical
flow,
nottheactual
implementation.
In practice
thediagram
canhaveadditional
complexity
with
several
errorcounters
whichmaybc incremented
atanypointin the
implementation.
CaseDiagrams
arcmeantto augn:nt,
notreplace,
individual
descriptions
foreachcounter.

Traps
Traps arc used to signal a managerthat an extraordinary event has occtmvxtat an
agent. Unfortunately, the syntax for Traps is one of the weakerpoints of the
SNMP
protocol. Instead of using OIDsto identify traps, a fiat numbering
scheme
waschosen
forthesixevents
associated
withtheMIB-Idefinitions
and
an extension
mechanism
wasspe,cificck
Thismechanism
is triggered
whenthe
"generic-trap"
field
hasthevalue
"cntcrpriseSpecific".
Whenthisoccurs,
the
values
ofthe"specific-trap"
and"enterprise"
fields
areusedtogether
to
determine
theevent.
At present,
the extension
mechanism
hasseenlimited
implementation.
No
intcropcrability
experiences
haveyetbeenpublished.
Partofthehesitancy
touse
thismechanism
is ductothelackof agreement
on thevalue
of the"sysObjectID"
MIBvariable.
TheSNMPprotocol
callsforitsvalue
to bc returned
asthevalue
ofthe"enterprise"
field
intraps.
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Trap-Type

Macro

The recently published Concise Traps documentgives guidance on this issue.
Thisis doneby providing
an ASN.Imacro
to define
trapsandbyclarifying
the
valuethatshould
bc storexl
in sysObjcctID.
Thetrapmacrois shown
below:
TRAP-TYPE
BEGIN

MACRO

"ENTERPRISE" enterprise
(VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)
VarPart
DescrPart
ReferPart
: := value (VALUE INTEGER)

TYPE NOTATION : :-

VALUE NOTATION
VarPart

"{" VarTypes "}"

: : g "VARIABLES"

I empty
VarTypes : :’=
VarType

VarTypes
~ VarTypes

: :g vartype

"," VarType

(VALUE ObjectName)

DescrPart : :=
"DESCRIPTION"
~ empty
ReferPart

description

: := "REFERENCE"
~ empty

reference

(VALUE

(VALUE

DisplayString)

DisplayString)

END

The "trick" with the TRAP-TYPE
macrois that if the value of the enterprise field
is { mib-2snmp(ll) }, then the trap is one of the 6 (0 thru 5) SNMP
generic
traps. Otherwise,the enterprise field namesthe registration authority of the trap
definer.
Values for ENTERPRISE
Therequired
ENTERPRISE
clause
specifies
whatvalueto bc returned
in the
enterprise
field
ofthereturned
trap.
Ifthevalue
specified
inthemacro
is"snmp",
thenthevalue
returned
isthevalue
ofthesysObjcctID
attheagent
generating
the
trap(andthetrapMUSTBE an SNMPgeneric
trap).
If thevaluein themacro
not"snmp",
thenthevalue
in themacro
is theonethatmustbcreturned
(andthe
trapMUSTBE an enterprise
specific
trap).
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Values for VARIABLES
The optional VARIABLES
clause names the "interesting" SNMPvariables that
should be rcmmcdin the trap. The DESCRIF~ON
clause should indicate which
instance of the variables that should be reunncch The agent implementermay
choose to return additional variables. Care should bc taken to choose variables
so that the trap can be returned in no morethan 484 octets.
Values for DESCRIPTION
Thevalue for the optional DES~ONclause is a "textual def’midon of that
trap whichprovides all semandcdefinitions necessary for implementation."It is
meant as information for agent and managerwriters and not as the "help text"
for managerusers.
Values for REFERENCE
The value for REFERENCE
is a "textual cross-reference" to another document
that describes the sametrap This is used whenconverting MIBsfrom other
formats such as IEEEor OSI.
Values for TRAP-TYPE
This value and the ENTERPRISE
value determ~ethe values retm’nedin the
generic-trap and specific-trap fields in the returned trap. As previously specified,
ff the value for ENTERPRISE
in the macrois "snmp", then the trap being
defined is a generic trap. In this case, the value for TRAP-TYPE
is one of the
values (i.e. 0 thru 5) of generic traps. This numberis returned in the generic-trap
field and the specific-trap field is returned as zero. For specific traps, the TRAPTYPEspecifies the value of the specific-trap field. Thegeneric-trap field must be
returned as "enterpriseSpecific(6)."

Trap Examples
The examplesbelow showthe definition for a generic trap (which additional
ones can not be added) and someenterprise specific traps.
GenericTrap
coldStart TRAP-TYPE
ENTERPRISE
snmp
DESCRIPTION
"A coldStart trap signifies that the sending
protocol entity is reinitializing
itself such
that the agent’s configuration
or the protocol
entity implementation
may be altered."
::= 0
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EnterpriseSpecificTraps
leakDetected
TRAP-TYPE
ENTERPRISE c2c
VARIABLES { boatLeakStatus
|
DESCRIPTION
"A leakDetected trap signifies that the boat
has started to leak. The boatLeakStatus
provides
the status of the leak."
:: -34
tornSail TRAP-TYPE
ENTERPRISE c2c
VARIABLES { boatSstatus
}
DESCRIPTION
"A tornSail trap signifies
has become ’disabled(6)’."
:: = 35

that a sail

Considerations for Traps
SNMP
traps are not confirmednor uniquelyidentified (i.e., no request-idfield),
thus it is not possible for an agentto determineif a manager
has receiveda trap
nor for a manager
to determineif a trap is a duplicate. Thedefinition of an event
log is not pan of the SNMP
specification, nor in the current IETFMIBs.Agent
logging, confirmationof trap receipt, andrecognitionof duplicate traps can be
added,but are not currentlypart of the SNMP
specification. At this point in
time, don’t designenterprisespecific traps to dependon confirmationof receipt,
duplicate recognition, or agent logging. Dodesign themso that they consumea
small amountof agent resources, so that the manager
will be able to recognize
that an event has occurredvia low-frequencypolling.
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